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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
Stage 4 archaeological salvage excavations were carried out within the construction impact zone of the 

proposed Visitors’ Centre at Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26), located at 250 Fort York Boulevard 

in the City of Toronto.  These excavations took place on tableland in the former Garrison Common that 

currently serves as a gravel parking lot for visitors to the fort.  The previous Stage 2 assessment had 

documented significant heritage features related to the circa 1868-1936 Ordnance and Supply Yard for Fort 

York as well as the buried Garrison Common land surface.  The building to be constructed, therefore, was 

designed to have as little impact as possible on these features, and the building footprint is largely 

confined to land previously disturbed by the construction of the Gardiner Expressway, as verified by the 

Stage 2 assessment. 

 

The Stage 4 excavations were undertaken between July-December 2010 and May-July 2011 within that 

portion of the Visitors’ Centre located east of the entrance drive between Garrison Road and Fort York 

Boulevard.  The excavation proceeded systematically from east to west with the aid of a mechanical 

excavator that was used to remove late-twentieth-century parking lot fill to expose buried soil horizons in 

four contiguous trenches.  The buried cultural layers and features were 100 percent hand-excavated into 

subsoil over an area of 370 square metres, of which 290 were stratigraphically block excavated.  The field 

work produced 35,284 artifacts from 85 separate stratigraphic contexts. 

 

The excavation revealed a rich cultural landscape that stretched from the pre-contact occupation of the 

tablelands to the twentieth-century utilization of Garrison Common.  Fourteen artifacts directly linking this 

area to the Battle of York on April 27, 1813 were recovered while a thin scatter of early nineteenth-century 

artifacts points to the continuous utilization of this area by the soldiers from the Fort York garrison.  Most 

of the archaeological material, however, related to the Ordnance and Supply Yard that was constructed in 

1868 and expanded during the First World War.  Most of the excavated area focused on the latter and 

revealed the remains of a 1910s-1936 carpenter shop and the 1920s-1936 forge that greatly expanded our 

understanding of the complex social and military history of Fort York and Garrison Common. 

 

This report recommends, therefore, that the construction impact zone of the proposed Visitors’ Centre 

east of the entrance drive to be constructed at Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26) be cleared of any 

further archaeological concern, with the proviso that the appropriate authorities must be notified should 

deeply buried archaeological or human remains be encountered during any future work on the property.  
The deeply buried archaeological remains located within that portion of the proposed Visitors’ Centre 

located west of the entrance drive should be documented during construction by a way of a monitoring 

documentation agreement set up between a licensed archaeologist and the contractor. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
Archaeological Services Inc. was retained by the Cultural Assets department of the Economic 
Development & Culture Division of the City of Toronto to carry out Stage 4 salvage excavation of the 
archaeological deposits at Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26) located within the construction 
impact zone that envelops the footprint of the proposed Visitors’ Centre.  The subject property (Figure 1), 
which is located at 250 Fort York Boulevard, encompasses an area of approximately 0.5 hectare. 

 
The general intent for the development of the study area, part of which is currently a parking lot, is the 
construction of a purpose-built facility that would serve to orient visitors to Fort York National Historic 
Site.  The Stage 1 Archaeological Resource Assessment of this proposed undertaking was completed in 
2008 (ASI 2008; MTCS PIF #P049-377-2008), and a Stage 2 assessment was carried out in 2009 and 
2010 in association with Strata Consulting (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010; MTCS PIF #P102-004-2009 
and #P102-005-2010). 
 
The fieldwork began in 2010 under the project direction of Ms. Denise McGuire under archaeological 
license P315 (MTCS PIF #P315-026-2010) and the principal field direction of Dr. Andrew Stewart under 
archaeological license P102.  The work was continued in 2011 under the project direction of Dr. Andrew 
Riddle under archaeological license P347 (MTCS PIF #P347-025-2011) and the principal field direction 
of Ms. Eva MacDonald under archaeological license P125 and Dr. Andrew Stewart under archaeological 
license P102.  Other field directors were Wesley Oldham (R292) in 2010, Kiara Beaulieu (P375) in 2011, 

Figure 1: The location of the proposed Visitors’ Centre at Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26). 
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and Aleksandra Pradzynski (R190) in both 2010 and 2011.  Dr. Ron Williamson was the project manager.  
The Ontario Heritage Act trigged this assessment and all activities were completed in accordance with the 
terms of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport’s 1993 Archaeological Assessment Technical 
Guidelines (MTCS 1993). 
 
The City of Toronto granted Archaeological Services Inc. permission to access the study area and to carry 
out the activities necessary for the completion of the mitigative excavation on June 7, 2010.  The 
following report includes the study background, contextual history, field methods, analysis, discussion, 
and recommendations as a result of the excavation for the Visitors’ Centre at the Fort York National 
Historic Site (AjGu-26). 
 
Volume 2 (ASI 2013) of this report comprises the detailed artifact catalogue for this project. 
 
 

2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND 

2.1 Previous Archaeological Research 

 
The study area is within the 18-ha Fort York National Historic Site that contains an enclosed War of 1812 
fort and two parks (Garrison Common and Victoria Memorial Square) with historical and archaeological 
features.  The Stage 1 assessment was prompted by planning for the construction of a proposed Visitors’ 
Centre for Fort York (ASI 2008).  The study area included the entire parking lot south of Garrison Road 
east of the entrance drive between Garrison Road and Fort York Boulevard.  The inventory of historic 
features developed through map overlays and archival research included four buildings located within the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard for Fort York circa 1868-1923, the former surface of Garrison Road, and a 
Grand Trunk carriage house (ASI 2008:Table 2).  
 
The Stage 2 assessment of the proposed Visitors’ Centre documented numerous cultural features after the 
parking lot and landscape fills had been removed by a mechanical excavator from test units placed at 10 
metre intervals across the project area, as then defined (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010).  These included 
the presence of buried soil horizons that represent the nineteenth-century ground surface (Lots 12, 46, 47, 
67, 75, 85, 95, 113, 122), some of which were physically modified by the impact of heavy vehicles during 
the time that they were exposed (Lots 16, 27, 29, 40); an engineered pavement of cobbles and split 
boulders (Lot 43) that defines the extent of the Ordnance yard as it was configured in 1868; evidence of 
wooden (Lots 21, 24) and brick (Lots 78, 81) foundations for military store buildings; ceramic drain pipes 
(Lots 44, 70, 97, 104, 121); a wooden box drain (Lot 216); a cistern (Lot 102); and the former surface of 
Garrison Road (Lots 209, 211).  These remains were deemed to represent archaeological resources of 
sufficiently high cultural heritage value as to merit Stage 4 mitigation of the impacts of the proposed 
development (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:45). 
 
It should be noted that the Stage 2 assessment report was made available to the architectural firms that 
were invited to bid on the design of the new Visitors’ Centre.  The winning design has sited the building 
such that the major portion is located below the sensitive tableland of the former Garrison Common and 
the Ordnance and Supply Yard, and within the lands cut and filled for the Gardiner Expressway and the 
made lands resulting from lake filling for the Grand Trunk railway bed.  Therefore, the boundary of the 
present Stage 4 study differs considerably from that presented in the Stage 1 and Stage 2 reports (Figure 
2).  
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2.2 Land Use History 

 
A general overview of the history of the site is provided in the Stage 1 report (ASI 2008) and elaborated 
on further in the Stage 2 report (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010).  The subject property is located west of 
the walled fort on the former tablelands that rose above the Lake Ontario shore, now known as the 
Garrison Common.  The lake and Garrison Creek located to the east would have made the area an 
attractive camp site for native people.  Unfortunately, the later development of the area has destroyed 
much of the evidence of their occupation. 
 
In 1793, the Town of York was established by Lieutenant-Governor Simcoe with the proposed intention 
of making it a military and naval arsenal of the new province of Upper Canada.  Thus, the town was 
confined to a small area now bounded by Front, George, Duke, and Berkley Streets while a garrison 
maintained control of lands centred on Garrison Creek that functioned as the Military Reserve.  The land 
that Fort York was built on was generally of low relief, boggy, and poorly drained.  Early historic maps 
and sketches depicted several small creeks and gullies flowing through the area (Figure 3). 
 

 
 
In the early 1800s, much of the fort was located on the east side of Garrison Creek, rather than being in 
the location of present-day Fort York.  Then, on April 27, 1813 the area witnessed a battle between 
American and British/Canadian troops and their native allies.  The British and allied forces carried out a 
fighting retreat from the present-day Dowling Avenue to Fort York.  The end of the battle came when the 
British commander, Sir Roger Sheaffe, ordered the detonation of the grand powder magazine located 
south of the Government House under the present-day Fort York ramparts (Benn 1993). 
 
The American forces were approximately 180 metres from the Grand Magazine and the resulting 
explosion killed or wounded 250 Americans troops, including their field commander, Brigadier-General 
Zebulon Pike (Cruikshank 1902:183; Benn 1984:56; Benn 1993:55-56; Malcomson 2008:218).  The 
debris field of the magazine explosion is estimated to have been in the order of 450 metres in radius 
(Malcomson 2008:216-217). Archaeological excavations within the fort have resulted in the recovery of 
numerous distorted metal objects, such as cuprous powder barrel hoops, scattered by the explosion (David 
Spittal, personal communication, 2005).  The current project is approximately 260 metres away from the 
former location of the Grand Magazine and would thus have been well within the blast radius. 

Figure 3: The Plan of York surveyed and drawn by Lieut. Phillpotts, Royal Engineers, 1818 (left), and Sir Richard 
Bonnycastle’s 1833 No. 1 Plan of the Town and Harbour of York, Upper Canada (right), both showing gullies 
and streams cutting through Garrison Common. 
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The fort was rebuilt between the summer of 1813 and 1816 on the west side of the creek (Benn 1993:69-
70).  Many of the present-day fortifications and structures were built during this time period.   
 
After the New Fort was constructed on the lakeshore in 1841, the Garrison Road was constructed to link 
the new garrison facilities with the “Old Fort.”  The present-day Garrison Road lies directly north of the 
study area though the historic maps depict various alignments.  Previous road surfaces of Garrison Road 
were picked up during the Stage 2 assessment in an area west of the entrance drive between Garrison 
Road and Fort York Boulevard (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:37). 
 
In the 1850s, lands directly north, south, and east of the fort were acquired by various railway companies 
who initiated a period of lake filling projects. 
 
In 1868, the first buildings were 
constructed in the area that made up 
an Ordnance and supply yard.  These 
facilities consisted of a military store, 
an office, a gun carriage shed, an 
unidentified structure, and a variety 
of smaller buildings such as a wood 
shed, a privy, a pump, and a pump 
tank all enclosed by a wooden fence 
(Figure 4).  The area measured 120 
feet parallel to the Garrison Road by 
100 feet perpendicular to Garrison 
Road.  The north-east portion of the 
Visitors’ Centre footprint intersects 
the military store that was located on 
the west end of this compound.  This 
structure, enumerated as the “#14 
Frame Building” in the 1933 
Ordnance Buildings survey of Fort York, was described as being of panelled upright dressed lumber with 
two brick chimneys and a post foundation (City of Toronto 1933). 
 
In 1870, the British government transferred 
control of all secondary North American 
garrisons, such as Toronto, to the new 
Canadian federal government.  Many of the 
newly formed Canadian military units 
received their training at Fort York (Benn 
1993:130).  Later, Fort York was used as 
offices for military staff, married quarters 
for officers, and served as an ammunition 
and artillery depot for the region (Benn 
1993:132).  Toward the end of the 
nineteenth century, the office on the east 
side of the Ordnance yard may have been 
converted into a residence.  By the end of 
the nineteenth century, water infrastructure 
was installed across the compound as a 
photograph from 1899 depicts a fire hydrant 
(Plate 1). 

Figure 4:  Ordnance and Supply Yard around 1871 from Toronto, Old 
Fort Plans Shewing the Buildings and Works Coloured Red on the 
Military Reserve at the Expense of the Imperial Government Since 
1861. 

Plate 1:  Ordnance and Supply yard around 1899, note the fire 
hydrant to the left and a child on the shoulder of the man on 
the left of the group. 
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Around the First World War (1914-1918), 
the Ordnance and Supply Yard was 
extended westward into most of the current 
study area and three new structures were 
added (Figure 5).  The first was an 
expansion to the military store.  It consisted 
of a 26 by 40 feet annex with Manitoba 
siding, a shingle roof, and a post foundation.  
The second structure measured 40 by 30 feet 
and was probably the carpenter shop 
enumerated in the Ordnance Buildings 
survey of 1933.  It was described as a frame 
building on a post foundation with stove 
pipe chimneys used for heat during cold 
weather.  A third structure was added after 
1921, as it is not present on the 1921 map 
of the yard (City of Toronto 1921).  It 
measured 10 by 12 feet with a sloped roof 
and three walls made of galvanized iron, 
with the fourth side left open.  The 
building was held up by a frame of two by 
four inch scantlings and served as a forge 
(City of Toronto 1933).  The enlarged 
compound continued to be enclosed by a 
fence.  A photo from 1926 illustrates the 
western corner of the new Ordnance and 
Supply Yard compound including its fence 
(Plate 2). 
 
 
A letter from the Department of Buildings, City of Toronto indicates that the abandonment and 
demolition of these structures was completed by February 6, 1936 (City of Toronto 1936).  The aerial 
photography suggests that grass was allowed to grow over the area occupied by the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard (Plate 3).  This remained unchanged until 1960 when the Gardiner Expressway was constructed.  It 
destroyed any potential archaeological remains in the south half of the Visitors’ Centre footprint.  The 
activities surrounding the construction of the Expressway also added new fill layers to what remained of 
the former Ordnance and Supply Yard as the photographic evidence from the 1960 construction displays 
no evidence of the grass that covered the area the previous year (Plate 4). 
 
 

2.3 Physical Setting of the Project Area 

 
The proposed Visitors’ Centre footprint encompasses a small portion of the gravel parking lot west of the 
walled fort, south of Garrison Road and east of the entrance driveway that extends between Fort York 
Boulevard and Garrison Road.  It also straddles the driveway and includes land west of the entrance drive 
that is green space landscaped on fill from the Gardiner Expressway construction in the 1960s.  The 
northern limits are partially defined by a high voltage power line that extends along the south shoulder of 
Garrison Road, and includes a small fraction of the tableland of Garrison Common upon which the 1868-
1936 Ordnance and Supply Yard was constructed for Fort York.   

Plate 2:  The west corner of the expanded Ordnance and 
Supply yard in 1926.  The carpenter shop is to the right. 

Figure 5:  Plan of the Ordnance and Supply Yard in 1935 with new 
fence and structures identified. 
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Plate 3:  Aerial photograph of Fort York in 1959.  Study area on the far left, south of Garrison Road.  Note that 
the area is covered with grass. 
 

 
Plate 4:  Gardiner Expressway under construction by Fort York in 1960, looking east.  Note ground surface 
change and construction facilities over the former Ordnance and Supply Yard area in the centre of the photo. 

 
The Visitors’ Centre will largely occupy the slope up to the tableland, as well as the lake fill at the bottom 
of the slope underneath the Gardiner Expressway.  The slope is an artificial landscaped feature that is the 
proxy for the original Lake Ontario shoreline and it will be removed or remodeled by the development.  
The building will also necessitate the removal of the current entrance drive that connects Fort York 
Boulevard to Garrison Road. 
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3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

 
The Stage 4 field excavations were undertaken between July 21, 2010 and July 12, 2011.  Work was not 
carried out on any days when weather conditions were inappropriate.  The Stage 4 excavations involved 
the use of a Cat 312 track excavator equipped with a smooth bucket to remove upwards of one metre of 
the gravel parking lot surface and the clay fill supporting it under the supervision of Dr. Andrew Stewart 
and Ms. Eva MacDonald (Plates 5 – 7).  The excavation was carried out systematically from east to west 
in four contiguous trenches after the maximum construction impact area had been staked in the field 
(Figures 2, 6, and 7).  These stakes were used to guide the placement of the trenches to ensure that only 
the area of construction impact was excavated (Plate 6).  Profile drawings were made of all the trenches. 
 
The mechanical excavations were halted when the surface of the archaeological strata were exposed.  
Horizontal control was maintained through the establishment of a recording grid tied to a datum stake 
labeled 700N-300E that corresponded to the surveyor’s stake labeled #105 on the plan of the Visitors’ 
Centre supplied by the construction project management firm O. P. McCarthy and Associates. 
 
The Parks Canada convention of designating each unique stratigraphic unit as a “lot” was followed during 
the excavation and recording process, with a lot comprising either a modern paving, an occupation level, 
a fill, a buried sod, an interface, an artifact (or cluster of artifacts), an intrusion, a cultural feature, a 
natural stratum, a sample, or any other phenomenon the archaeologist believes should receive individual 
analysis (Cary and Last 2007).  Lot numbers assigned during the previous phase of work were retained if 
those contexts were encountered, e.g. Lot 43 the engineered pavement of the Ordnance and Supply Yard, 
otherwise new numbers were assigned beginning with Lot 300 in Trench 1. 
 
All artifacts recovered during the excavations were retained for analysis.  Representative scale drawings 
of structural elements, stratigraphic deposits, etc. were completed and their attributes recorded (Figure 8).  
A complete photographic record of the excavation process was maintained. 
 
Upon completion of the field work, the excavation area was backfilled. 
 
 

3.2 Trench 1 

 
Field work took place in Trench 1 between July 21 and July 27, 2010.  The trench measured 31 m long 
and between 2 and 3 m wide, with the north edge conforming to the northeast edge of construction impact 
(Figure 2).  The cut for the Gardiner Expressway (Lot 92) defined during the Stage 2 assessment was 
documented along the southern edge of Trench 1 and no excavation was conducted south of this edge of 
previous construction disturbance.  No buried soil horizon (with the exception of what was preserved 
under the engineered pavement noted below) was detected in this trench (Figure 9) possibly reflecting 
impacts to the former Ordnance and Supply Yard during the construction of the Gardiner Expressway.  
 
Numerous cultural features were documented in the trench, primarily as cuts made into the exposed 
subsoil (Lot 303); the latter is described as a non-organic clay attributed to Sunnybrook Till.  The features 
included two round piles for the military store with wood intact (Lots 312, 318), a trench (Lot 313) 
containing a brown-glazed ceramic pipe with bell and hub connectors marked “Mimico” (Lot 320), a 
sand-filled pit (Lot 315) with two steel grounding rods (Lots 314) related to a former utility line that ran 
across Garrison Common in the 1950s, and a cache of unfired ordnance within a former military store  
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Figure 7:  The Stage 4 excavation of the Visitors’ Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26). 
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Figure 8:  Locations of cross sections drawn during the Stage 4 excavation of the Visitors’ Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26). 
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Figure 9:  Trench 1 profiles from the Stage 4 excavation of the Fort York Visitors’ Centre. 
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foundation pile (Lot 317).  The trench also contained a portion of the engineered pavement (Lot 43) 
documented during the Stage 2 assessment (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:20), but it had been 
previously impacted by events that included the deposition of concrete (Lot 306). 
 
With the exception of the utility line grounding rods, examples of which were examined in Trenches 3 
and 4, each cultural feature was mapped, sectioned, and photographed and 100 percent excavated.  All 
fills were screened through 6 mm wire mesh and the artifacts were bagged according to the lot 
provenience.  The west, north, and east wall profiles were cleaned by hand, photographed, and the 
profiles were drawn at 1:200 scale (Figures 8 and 9).  Upon the completion of this work, the trench was 
completely backfilled with the excavated material and the gravel replaced. 
 
 

3.3 Trench 2 

 
Field work took place in Trench 2 between July 28 and August 20, 2010.  The trench measured 10.5 m 
wide north-south and 6.5 m long east-west, with the north edge conforming to the north limit of 
construction impact (Figure 2).  The cut for the Gardiner Expressway (Lot 92) defined during the Stage 2 
assessment was documented along the southern edge of Trench 2, and the trench was not extended south 
of this edge of previous construction disturbance (Figure 7).  
 
Mechanical excavation was halted when a buried dark brown silty clay loam soil layer (Lot 321) was 
exposed uniformly across the trench at a depth that ranged between 82.05 and 82.25 m asl.  The lot is 
correlated to those documented during the Stage 2 assessment (Lots 27, 29, 40) as a possible buried A-
horizon that has undergone considerable turbation or compaction from foot traffic or heavy equipment, as 
well as enrichment from the addition of quantities of coal ash (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:18).  The 
block excavation of one-metre square units tied to the recording grid proceeded beginning August 3. Each 
unit was excavated stratigraphically to subsoil and fills screened through 6 mm wire mesh (Plate 8). All 
artifacts were bagged according to the one-metre square provenience and the lot designation.  A total of 
54 one-metre squares was excavated. 
 
The basic stratigraphy comprised a 10-40 cm thick enriched and compacted soil layer (Lot 321) that 
overlay a non-organic brown silty clay (Lot 322) interpreted as a B-horizon that contained a limited 
amount of artifacts.  This layer was excavated until the clay graded to a lighter colour and became sterile 
(Lot 303).  The majority of the lots were discernible in contrast to Lot 322 (Figure 7) as irregular deposits 
of soil and artifacts (Lots 323, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331, 334, 336, 337, and 338) that represent refuse-
filled depressions rather than deliberately excavated trash pits.  One possible deliberately created refuse 
pit was identified – Lot 332.  A trench (Lot 329) containing a glazed ceramic pipe with bell and hub 
connectors was also documented and extended into Trench 3. 
 
With the exception of the utility trench, which was 50 percent excavated, each cultural feature was 
mapped, sectioned, and photographed and 100 percent excavated.  All soil fills were screened through a 6 
mm wire mesh and the artifacts were bagged according to the lot provenience.  The west, north, and east 
wall profiles were cleaned by hand, photographed, and the profiles were drawn at 1:200 scale (Figures 8 
and 10).  
 
Upon the completion of this work, the trench was completely backfilled with the excavated material and 
the gravel replaced. 
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3.4 Trench 3 

 
Field work took place in Trench 3 between August 23 and October 26, 2010.  The trench measured 9.0 m 
wide north-south and 13.5 m long east-west, with the north edge conforming to the north limit of 
construction impact (Figure 2). The cut for the Gardiner Expressway (Lot 92) defined during the Stage 2 
assessment was documented along the southern edge of Trench 3, and the trench was not extended south 
of this edge of previous construction disturbance (Figure 7).  
 
Mechanical excavation was halted when a buried silty clay loam soil layer was exposed uniformly across 
the trench at a depth that ranged between 82.54 and 82.71 m asl.  It was designated as either Lot 359 or 
Lot 321 depending upon the degree to which coal inclusions were present.  The block excavation of one-
metre square units tied to the recording grid proceeded beginning August 24.  Each unit was excavated 
stratigraphically to subsoil and soil fills screened through 6 mm wire mesh.  All artifacts were bagged 
according to the one-metre square provenience and the lot designation.  A total of 120 one-metre squares 
was excavated, not including units excavated during the Stage 2 assessment. 
 
The basic stratigraphy in this trench differed slightly from that of Trench 2.  Lot 359 overlay one or more 
additional cultural strata including a buried topsoil (Lot 354) that correlates with Lot 321. These overlay 
the non-organic brown silty clay (Lot 322) interpreted as a B-horizon that contained a limited amount of 
artifacts.  Lot 322 was excavated until the clay graded to a lighter colour and became sterile (Lot 303).  In 
some places, this B-horizon appeared to fill natural swales in the sterile substrate, providing further 
evidence of the gullies in the former landscape (c.f. ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:40).  These 
additional layers helped to raise the grade by 50 cm in what would have been the west half of the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard.  
 
The remains of numerous round piles (Lots 360, 363, 367, 369, 370, 371, 373, 376, and 379), three square 
posts (Lots 339 and 368), a rectangular pit (Lot 374), an irregular concrete conglomerate (Lot 350), a 
trench (Lot 341; correlated with Lot 329) with a ceramic pipe with bell and hub connectors (Lot 361), and 
two utility pole base features (Lots 314, 340, 342, 346, and 351) were documented as cuts made into Lot 
322.  
 
Each cultural feature was mapped, sectioned, and photographed and 100 percent excavated.  All soil fills 
were screened through 6 mm wire mesh and the artifacts were bagged according to the lot provenience 
(Plate 9).  The west and north wall profiles were cleaned by hand, photographed, and the profiles were 
drawn at 1:200 scale (Figures 8 and 11).  
 
Upon the completion of this work, the trench was completely backfilled with the excavated material and 
the gravel replaced. 
 
 

3.5 Trench 4 

 
Field work took place in Trench 4 between November 5, 2010 and July 12, 2011.  No excavation 
occurred between December 6, 2010 and May 10, 2011 either because of frozen or wet ground.  The 
trench measured 9.0 m wide north-south at its maximum and 13.0 m long east-west, with the north edge 
conforming to the north limit of construction impact (Figure 2).  The cut for the Gardiner Expressway 
(Lot 92) defined during the Stage 2 assessment was documented along the southern edge of Trench 4, and 
the trench was not extended south of this edge of previous construction disturbance (Figure 7). 
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Mechanical excavation was halted when a buried silty clay loam soil layer (Lot 301) was exposed 
uniformly across the trench at a depth between 82.00 m and 82.14 m asl.  The block excavation of one-
metre square units tied to the recording grid proceeded beginning November 8, 2010.  Each unit was 
excavated stratigraphically to subsoil and soil fills screened through 6 mm wire mesh.  All artifacts were 
bagged according to the one-metre square provenience and the lot designation.  A total of 116 one-metre 
squares was excavated, not including units excavated during the Stage 2 assessment. 
 
Lot 301 overlay either a demolition layer (Lot 362) related to the removal of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard circa 1936, or the prepared surface (Lot 389) laid down after the demolition. These in turn overlay 
the natural cultural strata documented elsewhere, including a buried A-horizon (Lot 390), and a non-
organic brown silty clay B-horizon (Lot 322 and Lot 391).  Given the experience of finding a limited 
amount of artifacts in Lot 322, Lot 391 also was excavated until the clay graded to a lighter colour and 
became sterile (Lot 303). 
 
The remains of numerous round piles/posts (Lots 382, 394, 395, 399, 401, 406, 416, 421, 422, 426, 429, 
432, 434, 436, 438, and 439), two square posts with wood intact (Lots 414 and 419), one refuse-filled 
depression (Lot 386), and another example of a utility pole base feature (Lots 314, 402, and 403) were 
documented in Trench 4. Each cultural feature was mapped, sectioned, and photographed and 100 percent 
excavated. All soil fills were screened through 6 mm wire mesh and the artifacts were bagged according 
to the lot provenience. The west and north wall profiles were cleaned by hand, photographed, and the 
profiles were drawn at 1:200 scale (Figures 8 and 12).  Upon the completion of this work, the trench was 
completely backfilled with the excavated material and the gravel replaced. 
 
 

4.0   SETTLEMENT PATTERNS 

 
The area impacted by the excavation consisted of the western-most section of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard including a small sliver of the interior of the circa 1868 configuration of the yard and the military 
store.  However, most of the block excavation area focused west of the military store in an area that was 
added to the yard during the First World War (Figure 5).  This includes the building that has been 
interpreted as the 1910s-1936 carpenter shop and the 1921-1936 forge along with the western boundary 
fence.  A portion of the area west of the Ordnance and Supply Yard also fell within the Stage 4 
excavation boundaries (Figure 6). 
 

4.1 Lots 

 
The Stage 4 salvage excavation recorded a total of 152 individual lots (Figures 7, 9 – 12).  Details of these 
lots are summarized in Table 1 below. These lots can be roughly divided into five separate components:   
 
(1) the soil, including various soil horizons that existed before the construction of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard, and additions made to the topsoil during its operation;  
(2) the circa 1868 configuration of the Ordnance and Supply Yard consisting of the military store 
building, the paved surface, and the Lot 313 utility trench;  
(3) the 1910s-1936 Ordnance and Supply Yard expansion;  
(4) the soil horizons outside the Ordnance and Supply Yard;  
(5) and the post-1936 deposits.   
 
These components will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 12:  Trench 4 profiles from the Stage 4 excavation of the Fort York Visitors’ Centre. 
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 Table 1:  Master List of Lots for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Composition Trench Munsell Interpretation 
1 Dark brown pebbly clay loam with sub 

angular and rounded pebbles 
2 – 4 10YR 3/2 Fill 

2 Grayish brown sand and gravel 1 – 4 -  Fill underlying the asphalt for the 
parking lot 

3 Coarse gravel with very pale brown sand 1 – 4 - Fill underlying the finer gravel for 
the parking lot 

15 Yellow brick fragments 3 - Fill over Lot 341 
30 Dark grayish brown pebbly loamy sand 2 – 3 10YR 5/3 Post-1960 Gardiner Expressway 

construction fill 
43 Angular shale boulders with rounded 

cobbles 
1 - Ordnance and Supply Yard 

pavement 
92 Medium brown sand, gravel, and 

cobbles 
1 – 4 - Gardiner Expressway cut and fill 

trench 
300 Dark brown non-organic pebbly sandy 

loam 
1 10YR 3/3 1960s Gardiner Expressway 

construction fill 
301 Very dark gray sandy organic soil 

mottled with pebbles and clay  
1 10YR 3/1 Post-Ordnance and Supply Yard A-

horizon 
302 Flat shale pebbles 1 - Ordnance and Supply Yard 

demolition fill 
303 Brown silty clay loam 1 10YR 4/3 Sterile transition between B- and C-

horizons, minimally weathered 
Sunnybrook Till 

304 Dark brown silty clay loam 1 10YR 3/3 Organics leached from an overlying 
organic layer (Lot 301) 

305 Dark sandy organic soil with fired soil 
and water-worn pebbles 

1 10YR 2/1 Irregular organic lens 

306 Iron-stained pebbles and concrete 
chunks 

1 - Later accretion to the Lot 43 
pavement 

307 Dark grayish brown silty clay 1 10YR 4/2 Ordnance and Supply Yard fill 
308 Metal lid 1 - Indeterminate object in the profile 
309 Very dark gray organic lens coarsely 

mixed with charcoal, ash, decayed 
wood, and silty clay 

1 10YR 3/1 Staining from the Lot 312 pile 

310 Brown sand 1 10YR 4/3 Fill under the parking lot surface 
311 Wood 1 - Wooden frame buttress for Lot 314 

grounding rods within Lot 315 
312 Wood; 20 cm diameter dressed log 1 - Pile for the military store 
313 Brown silty clay loam 1 10YR 5/3 Trench cut and fill for Lot 320 

 
314 Two three cm-diameter metal rods 1, 3, 4 - Grounding rods associated with 

utility poles 
315 Very pale brown sand coarsely mixed 

with angular gravel and dark sandy soil 
1 10YR 7/3 Sand fill around the Lot 314 rods 

316 Brown silty clay 1 10YR 4/3 B-horizon beneath Lot 43 
317 Decayed wood and black organic soil 1 10YR 2/1 Former pile for the military store 

with a cache of unfired training 
rounds 

318 Tapered, dressed log with black organic 
soil 

1 10YR 2/1 Pile for the military store 

319 Concrete 1 - Base to modern post 
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 Table 1:  Master List of Lots for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Composition Trench Munsell Interpretation 

320 Glazed ceramic pipe, four-inch interior 
diameter with impressed “MIMICO” 
diamond-shaped mark, “bell and hub” 
type connection 

1 - Waterline for the fire hydrant seen 
in Plate 1 

321 Very dark gray silty loam mixed with 
rounded pebbles, gravel, and coal 
lenses 

2, 3 10YR 3/1 Cumulative A-horizon of buried soil 

322 Brown silty clay loam coarsely mixed 
with pebbles and cobbles 

2 – 4 10YR 5/3 B-horizon of buried soil with 
artifacts 

323 Dark yellowish brown silty clay loam 2 10YR 4/3 Refuse-filled depression 
324 Concrete 2 - Iron-stained mass of degraded 

concrete 
325 Dark gray clay 2 5Y 4/1 Refuse-filled depression 
326 Dark grayish brown organic soil 2 10YR 3/2 Refuse-filled depression 
327 Dark reddish gray silty clay loam 2 5YR 4/2 Refuse-filled depression 
328 Grayish brown clay loam mottled with 

pebbles 
2 10YR 5/2 Indeterminate deposit 

329 Sand coarsely mixed with charcoal, 
plaster, wood, pebbles, and cobbles  

2 - Trench cut and fill for Lot 361; 
equivalent to Lot 341 in Trench 3 

330 Very dark grayish brown silty clay loam 2 10YR 3/2 Indeterminate fire reddened 
deposit 

331 Black organic soil 2 10YR 2/1 Charcoal-stained depression 
332 Dark yellowish brown organic soil 

mottled with red brick frags, coal, slag, 
glass, and metal 

2 10YR 4/4 Refuse-filled depression 

333 Brown sandy clay loam coarsely mixed 
with angular pebbles 

2 10YR 5/3 Post-1960 fill lens 

334 Very dark grayish brown soil mottled 
with charcoal and brick 

2 10YR 3/2 Refuse-filled depression 

335 Metal 2 - Sheet of metal 
336 Light brownish gray silty clay 2 10YR 6/2 Refuse-filled depression 
337 Black organic soil 2 10YR 2/1 Indeterminate depression 
338 Very dark gray clay loam mixed with 

rubble 
2 5YR 3/1 Refuse-filled depression 

339 Ash 3 - A pair of post moulds 
340 Wood; two-inch by four-inch lumber 

stacked vertically and nailed to uprights 
3 - Wood frame buttress for utility pole 

341 Sand coarsely mixed with charcoal, 
plaster, wood, pebbles, and cobbles 

3 - Trench cut and fill for Lot 361; 
equivalent to Lot 341 in Trench 2 

342 Pebbly, sandy clay 3 10YR 4/6 Builders trench fill for utility pole 
associated with Lot 340 

343 Ash mixed with coal and clinker 3 - Thin lens 
344 Black silty loam mottled with wood and 

charcoal 
3 10YR 2/1 Indeterminate organic lens, most 

likely postdating 1936 
345 Dark yellowish brown silty clay loam 3 10YR 4/4 Layer beneath Lot 344 
346 Sand 3 10YR 4/6 Builders trench for the utility pole 

associated with Lot 351 
347 Very dark grayish brown silty loam 

coarsely mixed with sand, wood, and 
charcoal 

3 2.5Y 3/2 Shallow concentration of iron and 
charcoal staining under Lot 344 

 
348 Very dark grayish brown pebbly sand 

and silt mixed with chert and limestone 
gravel 
 

3 10YR 3/2 Fill related to the Gardiner 
Expressway construction 
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 Table 1:  Master List of Lots for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Composition Trench Munsell Interpretation 

349 Dark yellowish brown sand 3 10YR 4/4 Fill on top of Lot 344, possibly a 
Gardiner Expressway construction 
deposit 

350 Rounded fragments of crumbling 
concrete conglomerate 

3 - Indeterminate concrete pad 
remnant, possibly related to 
Gardiner Expressway construction 

351 Wood; two-inch by four-inch lumber 
stacked vertically and nailed to uprights 

3 - Wood frame buttress for utility pole 

352 Homogenous dark grayish brown loam 3 10YR 3/2 Iron-strained lens under Lot 347 
353 Black grit and sand lensd with ash, coal, 

and slag 
3– 4 10YR 2/1 Forge deposit 

354 Very dark gray silty loam 3 10YR 3/1 Buried topsoil layer under the forge 
and carpenter shop horizon layers, 
equivalent to Lot 321 

355 Thirteen cm thick fragment of poured 
concrete 

3 - Concrete pad remnant 

356 Very dark grayish brown mixed deposit 
of gravel, sand, and silty clay loam 
mixed with concrete frags and angular, 
coarse pebbles 

3 10YR 3/2 Indeterminate post Gardiner 
Expressway fill 

357 Sand coarsely mixed with red brick 3 - Indeterminate deposit 
358 Cut limestone blocks the size of bricks, 

mixed with concrete fragments 
3 - Demolition debris 

359 Mostly homogenous black organic silty 
clay loam 

3 10YR 2/1 Post-1936 buried soil A-horizon 
above the forge and eastern part of 
the carpenter shop 

360 Decomposing wood and black organic 
soil 

3 7.5YR 2/1 Carpenter shop pile 

361 Brown-glazed ceramic pipe, four-inch 
interior diameter 

3 - Waterline, possibly for the military 
store 

362 Dark yellowish brown sand 3 – 4 10YR 4/4 Carpenter shop and forge 
demolition layer, related to Lot 389 
outside the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard 

363 Fifteen-cm diameter dressed log 3 - Pile for carpenter shop/forge 
364 Brown clay with pebbles 3 10YR 5/3 Forge work area 
365 Very dark brown loam with red sand 

lenss 
3 10YR 2/2 Sand fire bed for the forge 

366 Wood; one-inch thick planed board 3 - Remains of the carpenter 
shop/forge wall 

367 Very dark gray silty clay loam 3 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop/forge wall pile 
368 Dark yellowish brown sand-clay mix 

coarsely mixed with decayed wood and 
charcoal 

3 10YR 4/4 Pile for the carpenter shop 

369 Very dark gray clay loam 3 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop/forge pile 
370 Very dark gray clay loam 3 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop/forge pile 
371 Very dark gray clay loam coarsely mixed 

with wood 
3 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop/forge pile 

372 Brownish yellow sand coarsely mixed 
with clay 

3 10YR 6/6 Indeterminate post-1960 fill 

373 Black silty loam 3 10YR 2/1 Carpenter shop/forge wall support 
post 

374 Yellowish brown silty clay loam mixed 
with unfired coal and concrete fragments 

3 10YR 5/3 Indeterminate refuse-filled cut; 
equates to Lot 381 in Trench 4 
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 Table 1:  Master List of Lots for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Composition Trench Munsell Interpretation 

375 Dark grayish brown silty loam 3 10YR 4/2 Backfilled pit for Lot 376 
376 Very dark grayish brown silty clay loam 3 10YR 3/2 Carpenter shop/forge pile 
377 Black gritty coal ash 3 10YR 2/1 Lens inside Lot 374 
378 Very dark gray pebbly loamy sand 3 10YR 3/1 Indeterminate post-1960 organic 

deposit 
379 Very dark grayish brown silty clay loam 3 10YR 3/2 Carpenter shop pile 
380 Dark yellowish brown mixed fill deposit 3 10YR 4/4 Post-1960 fill 
381 Yellowish brown clay loam coarsely 

mixed with rocks 
4 10YR 5/4 Equivalent to Lot 374 in Trench 3, 

indeterminate refuse-filled cut 
382 Very dark gray grit mixed with ash and 

fired soil 
4 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop pile 

383 Dark brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 3/3 Indeterminate thin organic lens 
384 Very dark gray silty loam mixed with 

pebbles 
4 10YR 3/1 Working surface within the 

Carpenter shop 
385 Gray-blue silty clay mottled with organic 

soil 
4 10YR 4/4 Levelling fill to prepare for 

construction of the Carpenter shop 
386 Black soil mixed with wood 4 10YR 2/1 Refuse-filled depression 
387 Very dark gray clay 4 10YR 3/1 Backfilled pit for Lot 395 
388 Loamy sand 4 - Post-1960 fill 
389 Yellowish brown silty clay 4 10YR 5/6 Surface prepared outside the 

Ordnance and Supply Yard after 
1936, related to Lot 362 

390 Very dark gray silty loam mixed with slag 
and wood fragments 

4 10YR 3/1 Buried soil A-horizon outside the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard 
equivalent to Lot 321 

391 Dark grayish brown silty loam 4 10YR 4/2 Buried soil B-horizon with artifacts 
outside the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard equivalent to Lot 322 

392 Pale brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 6/3 Sterile transition between B- and C-
horizons outside the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard equivalent to Lot 303 

393 Very dark grayish brown silty clay loam 
mixed with pebbles 

4 10YR 3/2 Deposit within the carpenter shop 
interior 

394 Pale brown silty clay loam and wood 4 10YR 6/3 Carpenter shop pile 
395 Wood; 13 cm diameter dressed log 4 - Carpenter shop pile 
396 Brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 4/3 Indeterminate spread of soil 
397 Mixed organic and non-organic deposit 

with gravel and sand 
4 - Post-Gardiner Expressway 

construction fill 
398 Very dark gray organic soil 4 5YR 3/1 Possibly not a separate deposit but 

a greyed horizon within Lot 359 
399 Loamy sand 4 - Fill over Lot 400 
400 Wood; tapered, dressed log 4 - Carpenter shop pile 
401 Silty clay loam 4 - Carpenter shop pile 
402 Wood; two-inch by four-inch lumber 

stacked vertically and nailed to uprights 
4 - Wood frame buttress for utility pole 

associated with Lot 402 
403 Dark yellowish brown loamy sand 

mottled with clay 
4 10YR 4/6 Builders trench fill for the utility 

pole associated with Lot 402 
404 Very dark greyish brown silty clay/loam 4 10YR 3/2 Remnant A-horizon 
405 Black gritty silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/1 Metal and glass deposit 
406 Dark grayish brown loam 4 10YR 4/2 Carpenter shop pile 
407 Dark yellowish brown sand 4 10YR 4/4 Lens of soil in post mould 
408 Grayish brown clay mixed with blue clay, 

coal, coal ash, and iron slag 
4 10YR 5/2 Indeterminate spread of soil 

outside of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard 
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 Table 1:  Master List of Lots for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Composition Trench Munsell Interpretation 

409 Granite boulder 4 - Displaced beach/lakeshore boulder 
410 Silty loam 4 - Equivalent to Lot 390 
411 Very dark loam mixed with slag and 

charcoal 
4 10YR 3/1 A-horizon equivalent to Lot 390 

412 Wood; 1 ¾ inch by 1 ¾ inch wooden 
stake 

4 - Surveyor’s stake of undetermined 
origin 

413 Silty loam mixed with ash 4 - Indeterminate deposit 
414 Black silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/1 Carpenter shop wall pile 
415 Black silty loam 4 10YR 2/1 Backfilled pit for Lot 414 
416 Dark yellowish brown loamy sand 4 10YR 4/4 Carpenter shop pile 
417 Brown silty clay loam mixed with wood 4 10YR 3/4 Backfilled pit for Lot 416 
418 Dark brown gritty fine sand coarsely 

mixed with silty clay and coal 
4 7.5YR 3/2 Indeterminate greasy spread above 

Lot 393 related to carpenter shop 
occupation 

419 Six-inch by six-inch square wooden post 4 - Post-1936, undetermined function 
420 Dark brown sandy loam mixed with 

pebbles, rocks, and brick fragments 
4 7.5YR 3/2 Backfilled pit for Lot 419 

421 Black silty loam 4 10YR 2/1 Carpenter shop pile 
422 Dark yellowish brown fine sand 4 10YR 4/6 Fill on top of Lot 423 
423 Very dark gray silty clay loam 4 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop pile 
424 Very dark brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/2 Carpenter shop pile 
425 Non-organic white burnt coal ash 4 10YR 8/1 Coal ash deposit outside the 

Carpenter shop 
426 Black silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/1 Carpenter shop pile 
427 Brown sandy clay coarsely mixed with 

wood and fine sand 
4 10YR 3/4 Organic lens on top of Lot 426 

428 Black silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/1 Backfilled pit for Lot 429 
429 Dark yellowish brown loamy sand 

coarsely mixed with clay 
4 10YR 4/6 Carpenter shop pile 

430 Dark yellowish brown sand 4 10YR 4/6 Fill on top of Lot 393 
431 Black organic soil mottled with ash 4 10YR 2/1 Iron-stained soil lens 
432 Very dark gray silty clay loam 4 10YR 3/1 Carpenter shop pile 
433 Black silty loam 4 10YR 2/1 Backfilled pit for Lot 432 
434 Very dark grayish brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 3/2 Ordnance and Supply Yard fence 

post 
435 Very dark gray silty loam clay 4 10YR 3/1 Backfilled pit for Lot 434 
436 Dark yellowish brown loamy sand 4 10YR 4/6 Carpenter shop pile 
437 Brown clay 4 10YR 4/3 Thin clay lens 
438 Very dark gray silty loam clay 4 10YR 3/1 Ordnance and Supply Yard fence 

post 
439 Very dark brown silty clay loam 4 10YR 2/2 Ordnance and Supply Yard fence 

post 
440 Organic brownish yellow loamy sand 

mottled with non-organic clay 
4 10YR 6/6 Lens of leached soil 

441 Brown clay 4 10YR 4/3 Indeterminate post-1936 deposit 
442 Brown non-organic soil mixed with slag, 

wood, brick, and angular pebbles 
4 10YR 5/3 Post-1936 compact deposit of 

industrial waste 
443 Brown sandy clay lensd with slag, 

angular pebbles, and wood 
4 10YR 4/3 Post-1936 compact deposit of 

industrial waste 
444 Organic, greasy black, loamy sand with 

ash 
4 10YR 2/1 Post-1936 compact deposit of 

industrial waste 
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4.2 Pre-Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
Four lots were identified in the area of Ordnance and Supply Yard that represent horizons of one or more 
natural soils existing at the time of the yard’s construction – Lots 303, 316, 321, and 322.  While the 
construction of the Ordnance and Supply Yard introduced new artifacts and intermixed the naturally-
deposited material in these lots, their sequence represents the natural stratigraphy and soil development 
prior to the construction of the compound.   
 
Lot 303 consists of the sterile brown silty clay loam subsoil representing the transition between the lower 
B-horizon to upper C-horizon in Sunnybrook Till.  Lot 316 was identified in Trench 1 under Lot 43, an 
engineered surface first identified during the Stage 2 assessment (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:32) that 
will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.3 below.  Lot 316 consists of brown silty clay and represents 
the original B-horizon before the construction of the Lot 43 pavement.  Lot 322 is similar to Lot 316.  Lot 
322 is the upper part of the B-horizon beneath most of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  It consists of 
brown silty clay loam coarsely mixed with pebbles and cobbles.  The bottom of this layer was sometimes 
uneven and a relic gully was identified in Trench 3 during the excavation (Plate 10).  
 
Lot 321 was observed as a very dark gray silty clay loam layer mixed with rounded pebbles, gravel, and 
coal lenses.  In most units between the military store and the carpenter shop and forge, Lot 321 contained 
a distinct lens of gravel right above Lot 322.  This most likely represents a deposited gravel working 
surface (Plate 11).  Lot 321 is interpreted as the active, cumulative A-horizon (acquiring sedimentary 
material unevenly) present before and during the operation of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  This lot is 
present in almost every unit in Trenches 2 and 3 with the exception of units overlying Lot 353 and some 
eastern units within the carpenter shop where Lot 359 is present.  Thus, it is possible that Lot 321 and 359 
are the same layer with the latter only being darker and with demolition debris in the form of brick 
fragments. 
 
It is important to note that, with the exception of where Lot 43 is present and has capped the B-horizon 
(Lot 316), the older section of the Ordnance and Supply Yard lacks a Lot 322 or Lot 354 equivalent.  This 
indicates that the construction of this part of the yard removed all traces the previous soil development. 
 
Twelve pits and depressions, many of them filled with refuse, were identified within the stratigraphic 
layers.  These consisted of Lots 323, 325, 326, 327, 330, 331, 332, 334, 336, 337, 338, and 386 (Figure 
13; Plates 12 – 15).  These displayed a wide variety of sizes that ranged from 19 cm to 100 cm in length, 
12 cm to 60 cm in width, and four cm to 32 cm in depth.  The sizes of the different depressions and pits 
are summarized in Table 2 below. 
 
It is worthwhile to discuss Lot 332 in detail.  This dark yellowish brown deposit was 95 cm in length, 90 
cm in width, and 28 cm deep.  As shall be discussed in Section 6.3.5, it contained three unique, mostly 
complete vessels and one complete kettle, among other artifacts (Plate 15).  The chronologically 
diagnostic artifacts from this lot have a tight date around or slightly before 1830.  This suggests that, 
instead of being a refuse-filled depression whose fill accumulated gradually, this was a discrete refuse pit 
created in the first few decades of Fort York’s existence when it still served its primary function of 
defence for Upper Canada’s capital. 



Figure 13:  Examples of refuse-filled depressions from the Stage 4 excavation for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre. 
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Table 2:  List of Depressions at the Fort York Visitor Centre Excavation 

Lot Number Maximum Length Maximum Width Maximum Depth 
323 30 cm 25 cm 5 cm 
325 100 cm 25 cm 22 cm 
326 58 cm 30 cm 15 cm 
327 100 cm 58 cm 32 cm 
330 35 cm 24 cm 10 cm 
331 35 cm 30 cm 6 cm 
332 95 cm 90 cm 28 cm 
334 68 cm 48 cm 11 cm 
336 19 cm 14 cm 5 cm 
337 16 cm 16 cm 4 cm 
338 50 cm 44 cm 6 cm 
386 52 cm 48 cm 9 cm 

 
 
The proliferation of the non-pit features points to a boggy, uneven terrain around Fort York that can be 
seen in the historic images and accounts from the period.  These depressions would have been filled up 
opportunistically with refuse throughout the utilization of the fort.  The unevenness of the original 
landscape can also be seen through a gully and several wagon tracks observed during the excavation 
where material from the upper lots was pushed down into the lower strata, as well as the presence of Lot 
385, fill specifically deposited in the natural crevices to level the ground surface for the construction of 
the carpenter shop.  Lot 385 will be discussed in further detail in Section 4.4.1 below. 
 
 

4.3 Circa 1868 Configuration of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The eastern section of the excavation in Trench 1 documented features with the original configuration of 
the Ordnance and Supply Yard, which is represented by nine lots:  43, 306, 309, 312, 313, 317, 318, 319, 
and 320. 
 
A small portion of Lot 43, the engineered pavement in the Ordnance and Supply Yard that was first 
identified during the Stage 2 assessment, was uncovered in the east end of Trench 1.  It consisted of 
angular and rounded cobbles and split boulders, approximately 15-40 cm in diameter.  The pavement did 
not extend further west than it was mapped during the Stage 2 assessment and was disrupted by the 
construction of the Gardiner Expressway.  Lot 43 was impacted also by Lot 306, a concrete conglomerate, 
and was cut by an indeterminate concrete post base, Lot 319 (Plate 16). 
 
Adjacent to the engineered surface was a small section of the large military store that, at the Ordnance 
and Supply Yard’s inception, represented the westernmost building of the yard.  The east wall of this 
building was delineated by two piles sunk in the ground – Lot 312 and Lot 318.  Lot 312 was 20 cm in 
diameter and 84 cm in depth (Figure 14; Plate 17).  Lot 318 was 16 cm in diameter and 28 cm in depth 
and contained a stabilizing, rock support base (Plate 18).  Lot 312 was also surrounded by Lot 309, a thin 
organic layer that might have resulted from soil staining around the Lot 312 pile.  Lot 317 was a 30 cm by 
25 cm rectangular post mould that was 44 cm deep (Plate 19).  This may have been one of the piles for 
the military store that was later removed and filled with military Ordnance that will be discussed in 
Section 7.2.  It should be noted that the west wall of the military store was not identified during the 
excavation and it is likely that the construction of a utility pole discussed in Section 4.6 impacted its 
remains. 



Figure 14:  Lot 312 profile, looking at north half.
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The eastern edge of the excavation area uncovered a ceramic pipe trench, Lot 313.  The trench was 60 cm 
in width and went down to a depth of 27 cm.  The excavation of the trench exposed Lot 320, a brown-
glazed ceramic pipe one inch thick with an internal diameter of four inches (10.2 cm) and laid in sections 
with “bell and hub” connectors (Figure 15; Plate 20).  Each of the ceramic pipe segments had an 
imprinted diamond-shaped mark with the word “MIMICO.”  This indicates that the pipe was 
manufactured by The Ontario Sewer Pipe and Clay Products Co. in Mimico, now in present-day 
Etobicoke.  The Ontario Sewer Pipe and Clay Products Co. was founded in 1892 by Andrew Harris thus 
the pipe is not original to the Ordnance and Supply Yard (Millar 1925:452).  Along with Lot 320, Lot 313 
contained ceramic pipe sherds within its fill suggesting that the trench contained an earlier pipe before it 
was removed and replaced with a newer one.  It is interesting to note that, given its orientation, Lot 320 
may have serviced the water hydrant seen in Plate 1 and might be equivalent to Lot 44 observed during 
the Stage 2 archaeological investigation (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:20). 
 
 

4.4 1910s-1936 Configuration of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The largest component of the Fort York Visitors’ Centre excavation consisted of the lots associated with 
the circa 1910s-1936 carpenter shop, the 1920s-1936 forge, the extension of the fenced-in yard of the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard, and a few other lots associated with this area.  
 
Lot 354 is an organic layer overlying Lot 322.  This naturally-formed very dark gray silty loam was 
capped by the western part of the carpenter shop and then by the forge.  Thus, like Lot 321, it was an 
active surface to which cultural material was added before the Ordnance and Supply Yard was extended 
to include the carpenter shop.  
 
 

4.4.1 Carpenter Shop 

 
The carpenter shop is the most distinct subcomponent of the Ordnance and Supply Yard expansion.  The 
building is delineated by two parallel lines of piles located 10 metres apart – Lots 363 (Plate 21), 367, 
369, 370, 371, 373, 375, 376, and 379 on the east and Lots 414, 426, 432 (Plate 22), and 436 on the west 
(Figure 7).  Between these two rows is a third line of piles that divides the building in half and possibly 
demarcates two different rooms.  These are represented by Lots 394, 395, 400 (Plate 23), 401, 406, and 
416 (Figure 7). 
 
Between the east wall and the midway point, four isolated piles were identified – Lots 360, 368, 382, and 
424.  In contrast, between the west wall and the midpoint, three piles form a line (Lots 421, 423, and 429).   
It is unlikely that the building contained smaller interior rooms given that a photograph of the building 
(Plate 2) portrays a double door on the north side of the building.  The double door would have 
accommodated carriages and wagons thus placing room dividers on this side of the building would have 
been counterproductive. 
 
Some of the piles were capped by a thin, usually inorganic, lens, probably a remnant of the demolition 
fill.  A few others contained not only organic soil, or the post mould, but also substantial wooden remains 
of the piles.  The carpenter shop piles are summarized in Table 3.  The examples of some of these piles 
can be seen in Figure 16. 
 



Figure 15:  Lot 320 ceramic pipe within the Lot 313 trench.
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Figure 16:   Examples of piles for the carpenter shop within Fort York’s Ordinance and Supply Yard. 
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Table 3: Piles Associated with the Carpenter Shop at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Number Diameter Depth Cap Decayed Wood 

East Wall 
363 16 cm 18 cm No Yes 
367 15 cm 29 cm No No 
369 22 cm 52 cm No No 
370 15 cm 28 cm No No 
371 15 cm 33 cm No Yes 
373 18 cm 20 cm No Yes 
376 15 cm 13 cm No No 
379 15 cm 29 cm No Yes 

West Wall 

414 18 cm 49 cm No No 
426 21 cm 44 cm Lot 427 No 
432 25 cm 32 cm Lot 430 No 
436 25 cm 33 cm No No 

Mid-Point 
394 17 cm 32 cm No No 
395 13 cm 36 cm No Yes 
400 17 cm 58 cm Lot 399 No 
401 17 cm 34 cm No Yes 
406 20 cm 35 cm Lot 407 No 
416 25 cm 48 cm No Yes 

Piles Between East and Mid-Point 
360 15 cm 33 cm No Yes 
368 25 cm 55 cm No Yes 
382 15 cm 6 cm Truncated by Lot 

374/381 
No 

424 11 cm 42 cm No Yes 

Piles Between West and Mid-Point 
421 22 cm 9 cm No Yes 
423 21 cm 28 cm Lot 422 Yes 
429 15 cm 22 cm No No 

 
 
As can be seen by the table above, most of the piles were smaller than 20 cm in diameter and half 
displayed evidence of wood remains.  The east wall of the shop contains more piles than the west, perhaps 
to support a wall being shared with the forge. 
 
In addition to the piles, the carpenter shop was defined by three spreads of soil and eight smaller deposits.  
The spreads consisted of Lots 384, 385, and 393.  The lowest of these layers was Lot 385, gray-blue silty 
clay that appears to occupy the natural crevices within Lot 322 in the southwest corner of the carpenter 
shop.  On a few occasions it was also used as fill around the carpenter shop piles.  This suggests that Lot 
385 was an imported deposit of soil used to level the terrain before the construction of the carpenter shop.  
Some of this material was also used to buttress the carpenter shop piles.  Lot 385 was sometimes capped 
by Lot 393 (Figure 12), a dark grayish brown deposit with pebbles that occupied the western section of 
the carpenter shop interior.  Lot 384 abutted Lot 393 and was localized along the mid-point of the 
carpenter shop as a very dark gray silty loam deposit with pebbles (Plate 24).  These large deposits 
suggest that the carpenter shop had no floor and thus these spreads may represent different activity areas 
within the shop that lead to the accumulation of different soil matrixes. 
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Smaller deposits consisted of Lots 345, 347, 352, 383, 398, 413, 418, 425, and 431.  Of these, three were 
localized in the southeast corner of the carpenter shop in a small area around the base of a utility pole (Lot 
346 and Lot 351).  These lots consist of Lot 347, a very dark grayish brown silty loam coarsely mixed 
with sand, wood, and charcoal, and Lot 352, a homogenous dark grayish brown iron-stained lens.  Lot 
345 was a dark yellowish brown silty clay loam layer that underlay these lots and may have resulted from 
soil leaching. 
 
Lot 383 was a thin layer adjacent to Lot 381 in the central section of the carpenter shop in unit 701N-
282E and consisted of a dark brown silty clay loam deposit.  Lot 398 was an area of discolouration in unit 
700N-280E and 700N-279E and might have originated from leaching from the Lot 362 above.  In unit 
699N-277E, Lot 413 overlay the Lot 391 B-horizon discussed in Section 4.2 and represented a small 
deposit of organic silty loam.  Finally, Lot 418, a fine, iron-stained, greasy sand, was imbedded into Lot 
393 in three units in the northwest corner of the shop:  705N-278E, 706N-277E, and 706N-278E. 
 
Lot 425 was located on the western section of unit 701N-276E and consisted of a non-organic coal ash 
lens with lots of glass, metal, shale, and slag.  Lot 431 was a black organic iron-stained lens mottled with 
ash.  Lot 425 overlay Lot 393 and Lot 431 overlay Lot 385 (Plates 25 and 26), and both were capped by 
Lot 362.  Together, they may represent concentrated industrial refuse deposits placed beside the carpenter 
shop building. 
 
 

4.4.2 Forge 

 
Unlike the carpenter shop, the 1920s forge lacks extensive structural remains.  Instead, the general 
location of the forge can be surmised largely by the spread of the smithing slag layer, Lot 353 (Plate 27), 
located northeast of the exposed portion of the carpenter shop.  This layer extends from unit 702N-286E 
in the south, unit 705N-293E in the east, and along the 707N line between 285E and 293E.  This slag 
layer is significantly larger than the 12 ft. by 10 ft. structure enumerated in the 1933 list of insured 
buildings in the Ordnance and Supply Yard (City of Toronto 1933) or seen in the 1935 map of the 
compound (Figure 5) indicating that the working surface and the debris were spread well beyond the 
structure.  The extent of Lot 353 along with the major carpenter shop lots can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
One place where a wall of the forge could be discerned was where it shared a common boundary with the 
carpenter shop (Figure 7).  Here, piles (Lots 363, 367, 369, 370, 371, 373, and 376) straddled the 
transition between the shop and the Lot 353 spread.  Given what was previously discussed about the 
larger quantities of piles observed in the east wall of the shop, some of these piles may have been used to 
tie the forge into the carpenter shop structure.  The other wall segment of the forge comprised Lot 366, a 
preserved one-inch thick wood imbedded into Lot 354 in unit 704N-284E (Plate 28).  These remains 
would have at one point divided the carpenter shop from the forge. Beyond this, the forge was built at 
grade with no significant subterranean features. 
 
Within the Lot 353 spread, two lots were identified that may relate to the working area of the forge.  Lot 
364 had a strongly variegated colour and consisted of a brown silty clay coarsely mixed with organic soil 
and pebbles.  It was stained heavily with iron and located directly on top of Lot 354.  Lot 364 was present 
in three units – 705N-286E, 705N-287E, and 706N-286E (Plate 29).  This lot abutted Lot 365, which 
consisted of organic loamy soil with ash and wood fragments possibly representing floor boards.  A lens 
of red fired sand was present within this lot in unit 704N-287E.  Lot 365 was present in units 704N-286E, 
704N-287E, 705N-286E, and 705N-287E (Plates 30 and 31). 
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Figure 17:  Significant soil horizons within the carpenter shop and forge at the Fort York National Historic Site.
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Lots 364 and 365 represent the remains of the forge’s working surface.  The lens of red fired sand is 
particularly interesting.  In a previous excavation of a mid-nineteenth-century blacksmith shop, the fill 
within the remains of the forge consisted of similar fired red sand (ASI 2012c:6).  Thus, the lens points to 
the location of the forge within this structure and the immediate working area of the smith. 
 
Two other lots (343 and 357) are probably associated with Lot 353.  Lot 343 was a spread of ash and 
clinker in units 703N-290E and 704N-291E.  This may have been a waste deposit from the forge 
operations.  Lot 357 was an inorganic sand coarsely mixed with red brick in unit 702N-288E.  It was 
sandwiched between the organic A-horizon (Lot 354) and the inorganic deposit of the forge (Lot 353), 
thus Lot 357 may have been a deposit to fill a depression before the construction of the forge. 
 
 

4.4.3 Fence Expansion 
 
The fence line of the expanded Ordnance and Supply Yard is delineated by three thick and deeply buried 
posts – Lots 434, 438, and 439 (Figure 7).  These are summarized in Table 4. 
 

Table 4:  Posts Associated with the Fence at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Lot Number Diameter Depth Cap Decayed Wood 
434 17 cm 52 cm No Yes 
438 22 cm 52 cm No No 
439 25 cm 50 cm No No 

 
 

4.4.4 Other Lots Associated with the Expanded Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
Eight other lots were identified within the expanded Ordnance and Supply Yard that did not relate to any 
of the structural elements listed previously.  The lots can be split between those located between the 
military store and the carpenter shop and forge (Lots 15, 328, 335, 339, 329/341, and 361) on the one 
hand, and those located between the carpenter shop and the fence line (Lots 408 and 409) on the other. 
 
With respect to the former, Lot 328 was a grayish brown clay loam deposit mottled with pebbles that was 
observed in the profile of unit 704N-301E; it contained no artifacts and its nature could not be 
determined.  Lot 335 was a sheet of metal found on top of Lot 322 in unit 704N-300E.  It was recovered 
and bagged as a unique lot.  Lot 339 consisted of two isolated ashy square posts in unit 700N-292E 
measuring nine by 14 cm.   
 
Lot 341, first identified in Trench 2 as Lot 329, was the second of the two trenches containing ceramic 
pipes exposed during the excavation.  The trench fill consisted of a mixed deposit of organic soil, clay, 
and sand coarsely mixed with red and yellow brick, charcoal, plaster, pebbles, and wood.  Lot 329/341 
contained Lot 361, a brown-glazed ceramic pipe one inch thick with an internal diameter of four inches 
(Plate 32).  It is important to observe that given its orientation, the Lot 361 drain would not have serviced 
either the forge or the carpenter shop as it would have missed these two structures.  Instead, it probably 
serviced the military store.  Later it was truncated by the construction of the utility poles as the trench 
ends abruptly at the Lot 315 cut.  Lot 15, a thin layer of crushed yellow brick, covered the top of Lot 341. 
 
In the area between the carpenter shop and the fence of the Ordnance and Supply Yard, on the north edge 
of the Gardiner Cut in Trench 4, Lot 408, a grayish brown clay deposit mixed with blue clay, coal, coal 
ash, and iron slag, was present in four units along the 699N line between 274E and 277E.  This limited 
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spread of soil was positioned stratigraphically above Lot 391 and its function has not been determined.  
Lot 409, a large boulder, was lodged within this context.  The boulder was examined by Professor Joe 
Desloges of the University of Toronto who determined it was a large granite water-rolled boulder that did 
not display any modification by a person.  It was not typical of till and was probably moved to that 
location from the lakeshore.  Furthermore, it did not display any signs of trauma as it theoretically could 
have been stone ejected from the Grand Magazine during the explosion of April 27, 1813.  
 
 

4.5 Exterior of the Ordnance and Supply Yard Compound 

 
The western edge of the excavated area consisted of lots that were never part of the Ordnance and the 
Supply Yard enclosure.  This area was comprised of four soil horizons (Lots 389, 390, 391 and 392) and 
three smaller deposits (Lots 405, 437, and 440).  Lot 392 was a pale brown silty clay loam equivalent to 
the sterile lower B-horizon transition (Lot 303) within the till substrate identified underneath the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard.  This was overlaid by Lot 391, the organic weathered upper B-horizon that 
contained artifacts, and which in turn was overlaid by Lot 390, an organic A-horizon of friable very dark 
gray loam that is equivalent  to Lots 354 and 321.  Lot 390 was capped by Lot 389, a prepared surface of 
yellowish brown silty clay that may be related to Lot 362 that overlays the carpenter shop deposits and 
will be discussed in the subsequent section (Plate 33). 
 
Lot 405 was an isolated deposit of black gritty silty clay loam in the southeast corner of the excavation in 
unit 699N-269E.  It was sandwiched between Lots 392 and 391.  Lot 437 was also identified in unit 
699N-269E as a thin lens of brown clay embedded into Lot 392.  Lot 440 was a lens of friable organic 
yellow loamy sand mottled with non-organic clay that overlay Lot 391 in unit 702N-271E. 
 
Overall, the stratigraphy within the western edge of excavation was representative of a gradual natural 
soil formation (horizonation) that halted when this area was capped with fill after the demolition of the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard. 
 
 

4.6 Post-1936 Deposits 

 
The post-1936 lots represent a wide variety of post-abandonment soil horizons, parking lot fills, utility 
posts, and small isolated deposits.  There were four post-1936 soil horizons – Lots 359, 362, 304 and 301.  
The distributions of Lots 359 and 362 within the excavation area can be seen in Figure 18.  Lot 362 was a 
dark yellowish brown sand layer that capped most of the carpenter shop soil layers (Plate 33).  It 
exhibited iron staining and organic mottling.  This deposit occupies the same stratigraphic position as Lot 
389 and these were likely deposited at the same time after the Ordnance and Supply Yard was demolished 
as part of turning the land back into a green space.   
 
The same demolition process did not occur over the forge and the eastern end of the carpenter shop which 
were capped by an organic layer, Lot 359.  This deposit of black silty clay loam was of a homogenous 
composition with a few red brick fragments present (Plate 34).  Within some sections of the carpenter 
shop it overlay the Lot 362 sand but Lot 359 was noticeably absent in conjunction with Lot 321.  Lot 301 
was a very dark gray sandy organic soil mottled with pebbles and clay layer that gradually formed over 
the circa 1868 buildings in Trench 1, and the First World War era buildings in Trench 4 after the 1936 
abandonment.  Lot 304, a layer directly below Lot 301, consisted of organics leached from this strata. 
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Figure 18:  Significant post-1935 soil horizons at the Fort York National Historic Site.
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A number of smaller deposits were associated with these post-1936 horizon layers.  Among these is what 
was interpreted to be grounding rod constructs for four utility poles that can be seen in an 1959 aerial 
photograph of Fort York.  The rods (Lot 314) were imbedded in pits filled with sand ranging from very 
pale brown to dark yellowish brown in colour (Lots 315, 342, 346, and 403).  Each pit had a wooden 
retaining support wall (Lots 311, 340, 351, and 402).  The walls consisted of 16 cm tall by 8 cm thick 
wooden beams supporting a few upright members into which the rods were grounded.  The upright 
members also had one more horizontal beam at the base for added support (Figure 19; Plate 35).  Lot 301 
covered these features indicating that the soil had time to form before the parking lot fills were added. 
 
Two other posts were identified directly below Lot 301 in this area, indicating their post-1936 date.  Lot 
412 was a 4.4 cm by 4.4 cm square surveyor’s stake driven into the ground between Lot 385 and Lot 354 
and Lot 362 in unit 699N-278E.  The purpose of this stake is unknown.  Another post was identified in 
unit 703N-278E.  This post consisted of Lot 419, six inch (15.2 cm) by six inch (15.2 cm) square wood 
post with a metal rod.  This post was dug deep into the Lot 322 B-horizon and was surrounded by Lot 
420, a backfilled pit for the post consisting of fine, dark brown sandy loam mixed with pebbles, rocks, 
and brick fragments (Figure 20; Plate 36).  The fill underlay Lot 301 indicating that it too was built before 
the construction of the Gardiner Expressway and the deposition of the parking lot fill.  The same square 
also contained a pair of iron posts.  These were observed but not given a lot number. 
 
Within Lot 321 a few concrete conglomerates were identified.  These were Lot 324 in unit 707N-297E, 
Lot 350 in unit 699N-290E, and Lot 355 in units 699N-287E and 699N-288E.  The nature of these could 
not be identified beyond observing them to be imbedded in the Lot 321 A-horizon. 
 
Another post-1936 deposit is Lot 374/381.  When first identified, it was assumed that Lot 374 was a 
refuse-filled depression.  Later, with the excavation of Lot 381 it was discovered that both were related to 
the same deposit and represent an unknown upside down L-shaped cut that starts in units 705N/706N-
284E, runs west to unit 706N-281E, and then goes south to unit 701N-282E (Figure 7).  This lot cut Lot 
354 but a portion of Lot 362 is deposited within and around the deposit indicating that the operation had 
to have been conducted as the Ordnance and Supply Yard was being demolished.  Lot 396, an isolated 
pocket of brown silty clay loam, was also deposited at the bottom of this cut.  After Lot 362 and Lot 396 
were deposited, the cut was filled with a brown inorganic clay loam coarsely mixed with very dark 
grayish brown organic soil and rocks (Plates 37 – 38).  The purpose of this cut and fill is unknown.  
Within Lot 374/381, a small deposit of black homogenous gritty coal ash (Lot 377) was identified. 
 
Within the area of the carpenter shop, a brownish yellow sand deposit (Lot 372) coarsely mixed with clay 
was found overlying Lot 359 in unit 706N-284E.  To the south, Lots 348 and 349 were both identified 
above Lot 344, a black silty loam layer that overlay Lot 347 in unit 700N-284E.  Lot 348 was a very dark 
grayish brown layer mixed with pebbly sand, silt, and chert and limestone gravel.  Lot 349 consisted of a 
dark yellowish brown sand.  Lot 344 might be related to the demolition process of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard while the nature of Lots 348 and 349 could not be ascertained.  They could relate to the 
Gardiner Expressway construction. 
 
The Gardiner Expressway cut delineated the southern boundary of the excavation trenches.  This medium 
brown sand deposit with gravel and cobbles was previously identified during the Stage 2 excavation and 
labelled as Lot 92 (ASI and Strata Consulting 2010:25).  Only two deposits overlying the Gardiner cut 
were excavated and screened – Lot 356, a very dark grayish brown mixed deposit of gravel, sand, and 
silty clay loam mixed with concrete fragments and angular, coarse pebbles, and Lot 397, a mixed organic 
and non-organic deposit with gravel and sand. 
 



Figure 19:  Lots 314, 315, 340, and 342; utility pole base. 
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Figure 20:  Lots 419 and 420; indeterminate post installed after 1936.
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In the northeast corner of the excavation, Lot 442 was identified as a compact deposit consisting of brown 
non-organic soil mixed with slag, wood, and brick.  It overlay Lot 389 in units 703N-271E, 704N-271E, 
705N-270E, and 705N-271E.  Lot 443 overlay Lot 442 and was a brown sandy clay layer lensd with slag, 
angular pebbles, and wood.  Lot 444 also overlay Lot 442 and was an organic layer of greasy black loamy 
sand with ash.  The stratigraphic position of these deposits of industrial waste indicates that they were 
spread after the abandonment of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  Finally, Lot 441, a small brown clay 
stain in unit 702N-271E, was interpreted as a post-1936 feature. 
 
The final series of lots relates to the parking lot fills and demolition strata that were removed by the 
backhoe and were only observed in the profile.  The most ubiquitous of these were Lots 1, 2, 3, and 30.  
Lot 2 was a grayish brown sand and gravel layer that lay directly beneath the asphalt parking lot.  Lot 3, a 
coarse gravel with very pale brown sand layer directly below it was a preparatory surface for Lot 2 and 
the parking lot bed.  Lot 1 was a dark brown pebbly clay loam with sub-angular and rounded pebbles that 
lay beneath Lot 3 and was the leveling fill for the parking lot.  Lot 30 was a dark grayish brown pebbly 
loamy sand that was probably deposited as fill during the Gardiner Expressway construction in 1960.  In 
many instances it lay directly above Lot 321. 
 
More localized deposits of fill included Lot 302, a layer of flat shale pebbles; Lot 305, a dark gritty sand 
layer with water worn pebbles; Lot 307, a dark grayish brown silty clay layer; Lot 308, a metal lid found 
within the debris above the military store; and Lot 310, a brown sand.  All of these layers were located 
above the older section of the Ordnance and Supply Yard and thus are representative of the deposits and 
demolition associated with the main section of the compound and the subsequent utilization of it during 
the Gardiner Expressway construction and, later, as a parking lot.  Other localized deposits were located 
in the newer section of the enclosure.  These included Lot 333, a brown sandy clay loam lens coarsely 
mixed with angular pebbles; Lot 378, a very dark gray pebbly loamy sand layer; Lot 380, a dark 
yellowish brown deposit of mixed fill; and Lot 388, a non-organic loamy sand.  Together, these small lots 
represent localized post-1960s deposits within the area that became Fort York’s parking lot. 
 
 
5.0 ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTION 
 
In total, 35,284 artifacts were recovered during the Stage 4 mitigative excavation of the Visitors’ Centre 
location at the Fort York National Historic site (AjGu-26).  A modified “Classification System for 
Historical Collections” (Canadian Parks Service 1992) was used to organize the data during analysis.  The 
category of “Organic” was added to account for the modified faunal bone and shell commonly found in 
archaeological contexts.  The following will summarize the contexts in which the artifacts were found and 
the distribution of the artifacts within large soil horizons. 
 
 

5.1 Pre-Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The lots that represent the natural stratigraphic sequence prior to the construction of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard contained 17,205 historical artifacts and 11 pre-contact lithics (Table 5), representing 48.8 
percent of the total assemblage.  Not surprisingly, the largest lots covering the widest areas produced the 
most artifacts – the A-horizon Lot 321 (n=10,431), and the upper B-horizon Lot 322 (n=5,524).  The A-
horizon includes deposits that pre-date construction of the yard, as well as artifacts reflective of its 
ongoing use up until 1932. 
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Table 5:  Class Totals by Provenience, Pre-Ordnance and Supply Yard Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

316 60  178 137 24 4 7 410 
321* 4,792 128 1,792 1,538 318 584 1,270 10,431* 
322* 899 21 2,242 1,745 203 141 271 5,524* 
323   5 2    7 
325 30  43 117 4  11 205 
326   2     2 
327 12  89 260 5 1 8 375 
332 22  59 35 10 64 8 198 
334 10  9 36 1 1 1 58 
336   1 2    3 
338 2       2 
386      1  1 

Total 5,827 149 4,420 3,872 565 796 1,576 17,216 

* Nine pre-contact aboriginal lithic artifacts were recovered from Lot 321 and two pre-contact aboriginal 
lithic artifacts were recovered from Lot 322. 

 
 

5.2 Circa 1868 Configuration of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The lots associated with the military store (Lots 309, 317, and 318), which represent the west section of 
the earliest configuration of the Ordnance and Supply Yard contained the fewest artifacts (n=106) of any 
other component.  They represent 0.3 percent of the total assemblage.  This is not surprising given that the 
footprint of the Visitors’ Centre was designed to avoid most of the significant deposits in the Ordnance 
and Supply Yard that were documented during the Stage 2 assessment. 
 

Table 6:  Class Totals by Provenience, Military Store Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

309 10  2 16 5  2 35 
317 12 1 1   17 20 51 
318 12  1   1 6 20 

Total 34 1 4 16 5 18 28 106 

 
 

5.3 1910s-1936 Expansion of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The lots that encompass the expansion of First World War expansion of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 
comprise a large component of the Stage 4 excavation for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre.  As previously 
discussed, this component mostly consisted of post moulds that delineated structures and spreads of soil 
that resulted from the activity areas within those structures.  In total, 47 lots in this area produced artifacts 
and a total of 6,829 artifacts was recovered representing 19.3 percent of the total artifact assemblage 
(Table 7). 
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Table 7:  Class Totals by Provenience, 1910s-1936 Ordnance and Supply Yard Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

A-horizon Before Construction 
354 368 5 528 131 37 43 79 1,191 

Sub-Total 368 5 528 131 37 43 79 1,191 

Carpenter Shop Lots 

345 108 1 19 2 1 8 18 157 
347 55  6   1 4 66 
352 5  4     9 
360 15     3  18 
363    6    6 
367 2       2 
368 6  4    2 12 
369 14     2 8 24 
375 1       1 
376 1       1 
379 2   4  2  8 
383 3  4     7 
384 71 2 50 20 11 10 46 210 
385 379 6 63 41 12 34 69 604 
393 512 211 216 68 31 58 374 1,470 
394 1 3 1 1  1  7 
395 1       1 
398 4  2 4 1 1  12 
399 3     1  4 
406 2     1  3 
413 10  1   6  17 
414 29  2    1 32 
415 2       2 
416 1     2  3 
417      1  1 
418 24 17 2  1 4 15 63 
423 6     1  7 
424 6       6 
425 82     1 7 90 
426 8       8 
427 8  2   1 1 12 
428      1 1 2 
429 1  3   1 3 8 
431 72      4 18 94 
432      1 1 2 

Sub-Total   1,434 240 379 146 57 145 568 2,969 

Forge Lots 
343 61 2    1 1 65 
353 713 24 80 12 13 58 223 1,123 
357 11  2    2 15 

Forge Lots 

364 12  2   6 5 25 
365 23  5   16 9 53 

Sub-Total    820 26 89 12 13 81 240 1,281 

Fence Expansion Lots 
434 31     2 6 39 
438 9  48   1 60 118 
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Table 7:  Class Totals by Provenience, 1910s-1936 Ordnance and Supply Yard Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

439 1  2  1 1  80 

Sub-Total     41 75 50 0 1 4 66 237 

Miscellaneous Lots 

335       3 3 
341 72 21 68 25 4 21 68 279 
408 732  27 8 1 26 75 869 

Sub-Total    804 21 95 33 5   47 146 1,151 

Grand Total  3,467 367 1,141 322 113 320 1,099 6,829 

Gray cells represent lots that are posts, post pits, or soil capping the post moulds. 

 
 

5.4 Exterior of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 

 
The exterior of the Ordnance and Supply Yard produced 2,630 artifacts and thus comprise 7.5 percent of 
the artifact assemblage.  Five lots produced artifacts with Lots 389 and 390 having the largest 
assemblages.  These are summarized in Table 8. 
 

Table 8:  Class Totals by Provenience, Exterior Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

389 600 17 146 30 13 29 223 1,058 
390 432 37 291 52 25 22 257 1,116 
391 118 11 94 90 10 20 58 401 
405 6  7  4  32 49 
440    6    6 

Total 1,156 65 538 178 52 71 570 2,630 

 
 

5.5 Post-1936 Deposits 

 
The post-1936 period is best represented by Lot 301 (n=3,967), a post-demolition topsoil, and Lot 362 
(n=2,704), the layer associated with the demolished carpenter shop.  In total, 8,503 artifacts were 
recovered from this component comprising 24.1 percent of the total assemblage. 
 

Table 9:  Class Totals by Provenience, Post-1936 Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

301 1733 100 628 59 57 114 1,276 3,967 
342 13     5 2 20 
344 99 1 8 7 2 7 16 140 
346 13  8    11 32 
349 6       6 
356 86  35  4 7 3 135 
359 355 35 91 13 2 47 200 743 
362 1,428 173 283 105 16 168 531 2,704 

374/381 166 3 31 51 3 23 55 332 
377 5      7 12 
380 1     1 6 8 
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Table 9:  Class Totals by Provenience, Post-1936 Lots 

Lot # Architecture Furnish. Kitchen 
& Food 

Organic Personal Tools & 
Equipment 

Ind. Total 

388 2  1    2 5 
396 7  3  1 8 19 38 
397 6  1  2 1  10 
403 16  3 2   5 26 
420 2 1     3 6 
442 33 1 47   7 61 149 
443 60 7 33 2 3 2 36 143 
444 17     1 9 27 

Total 4,048 321 1,172 239 90 391 2,242 8,503 

 
 
 
6.0 ARTIFACT INVENTORY – PRE-ORDNANCE AND SUPPLY YARD 

6.1 Lots 316 and 322 

 
The B-horizon lots of Lot 316 and 322 contained 5,934 artifacts (n=410 and n=5,524 respectively).  These 
are summarized in Table 10 below. 
 
 

6.1.1 Lot 316 and 322 Architectural Class 

 
Architectural class items comprise 14.6 percent of Lot 316 and 16.3 percent of Lot 322 (n=60 and n=899 
respectively).  Lot 316 contained 40 machine cut nails that date to between 1830 and 1900, five wire nails 
that postdate 1900s, 10 indeterminate nails, and five window glass fragments.  Lot 322 contained one 
coarse red earthenware drainage pipe sherd, one hinge, 142 hand-wrought nails that predate 1830, 141 
machine cut nails, 284 wire nails, 54 indeterminate nails, and 276 window glass fragments (Table 10; 
Kenyon 1982). 
 
It is interesting to note that Lot 316 does contain wire nails, which suggests that the Lot 43 pavement was 
not added to the Ordnance and Supply Yard until the turn of the century, or that the twentieth-century 
artifacts were introduced along with the Lot 306 accretion to Lot 43. 
 
 

6.1.2 Lot 322 Furnishing Class 

 
Twenty-one furnishing class artifacts were recovered from Lot 322.  They comprise 0.2 percent of this B-
horizon’s assemblage and consist of 12 glass lamp chimney fragments, two pieces of furniture hardware 
(one handle and one fastener), six stoneware flower pot sherds, and one ornate cap for a flag stand or 
furniture (Table 10).  Glass oil lamps were common in Canada in the later years of the nineteenth century 
as the dropping price of kerosene made them more affordable (Woodhead et al. 1984). 
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Table 10:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 316 and 322  
Artifact Class Lot 316 Class Total as 

Percent of Lot 316 
Lot 322 Class Total as 

Percent of Lot 322 
Total 

Architectural 60 14.6% 899 16.3% 959 
Drainage Pipe   1  1 

Hinge   1  1 
Nail, hand-wrought   142  142 

Nail, machine cut 40  141  181 
Nail, wire 5  284  289 

Nail, indeterminate 10  54  64 
Window Glass 5  276  281 

Furnishing 0 0.0% 21 0.2% 21 
Flower Pot   6  6 

Furniture   2  2 
Lamp Chimney   12  12 

Ornate Cap   1  1 
Kitchen/Food-related 178 43.4% 2,242 40.6% 2,420 

Container, liquor 3  308  310 
Container, milk   4  4 

Kitchenware 1  93  94 
Stopper   1  1 

Tableware 173  1,764  1,937 
 Teaware 1  66  67 

Tumbler   1  1 
Utensils   5  5 

Organic 137 33.4% 1,745 31.6% 1,882 
Faunal, avian 2  1  3 

Faunal, burned 62  584  646 
Faunal, fish   6  6 

Faunal, mammal 72  1,123  1,195 
Faunal, shell 1  23  24 

Faunal, unidentifiable   8  8 
Personal 24 5.9% 203 3.7% 227 

Adornment   1  1 
Clothing   14  14 

Medicine   1  1 
Personal Gear 24  172  196 

Toilet/Hygiene   15  15 
Tools and Equipment 4 1.0% 141 2.6% 145 

Animal Husbandry   2  2 
Armament   25  25 

General Tools   31  31 
Hardware 4  63  67 
Insulator   3  3 

Recreation   1  1 
Sewing   3  3 

Specialized Tools   11  11 
Writing   2  2 

Indeterminate 7 1.7% 271 5.0% 278 
Unidentifiable Container 4  185  189 

Cuprous Scrap   3  3 
Ferrous Scrap Metal   19  19 

Miscellaneous 3  64  67 
Pre-Contact Aboriginal 0 0.0% 2 <0.1% 2 

Lithic   2  2 

Artifact Totals 410 100.0% 5,524 100.0% 5,934 
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6.1.3 Lot 316 and 322 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 316 and 322 assemblage contains 2,419 kitchen and food-related artifacts (178 from Lot 316 and 
2,241 from Lot 322) comprising 43.4 percent of Lot 316 assemblage and 40.6 percent of Lot 322 
assemblage (Table 10).  These artifacts relate to the storage, preparation, distribution, and consumption of 
food and beverages. 
 
 

6.1.3.1 Lot 316 and 322 Ceramics 

 
Ceramics are a useful tool for dating archaeological sites because of the historical progression of types in 
industrial-era ceramic production.  Much of the innovation that took place in the eighteenth-century 
English ceramic industry resulted from the competition with the imported porcelain market from 
continental Europe and China (Kaellgren 2009:13).  Thus in the 1740s, the English potters began 
experimenting with a new type of ceramic, creamware, a lightweight, refined cream-coloured 
earthenware.  It was produced as early as 1740 by Enoch Booth but was perfected by Josiah Wedgwood 
in 1762 and quickly became attractive and popular as a status ware (Copeland 1995:4-6).  The creamware 
glaze lightened in colour during the early nineteenth century with significant technological leaps in the 
ceramic making process (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:117).  Creamware was imported into Ontario until 
circa 1830, mostly in the form of toilet and hygiene vessels and not table or teawares by this late date 
(Kenyon 1995). 
 
Given the influx of creamware on the market, it quickly became an “old-fashioned” ware and to stay 
competitive pearlware was invented as an alternative to creamware in the mid-1770s.  It tried to imitate 
Chinese porcelain by adding a small amount of cobalt oxide to the glaze and creating a slightly bluish tint 
(Miller and Hunter 2001).  Pearlware ceramics were better suited for cobalt blue decorations which 
allowed pearlware to slowly grow in popularity (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:118).  Pearlware vessels 
started to outnumber creamware by the early 1800s and continued to be sold in Ontario until the mid-
1830s, when they were replaced with refined white earthenware (Kenyon 1995).  Another popular early 
nineteenth-century ceramic type is Jackfield.  Jackfield ceramics, refined red earthenware vessel forms 
with a glossy black glaze, were also popular in tea services during this time (Jouppien 1980:27). 
 
In competition with the local English bone china market, refined white earthenware was slowly developed 
from pearlware by reducing cobalt from the glaze and adding it to the body and thus effectively making 
the ceramic white in colour (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:119).  It grew in popularity due to the fact that 
many different underglaze colours looked better on a white-bodied ceramic than they did on the light-blue 
pearlware (Collard 1984:114).  Thus, almost always decorated, refined white earthenware quickly became 
the most popular ceramic of the mid-nineteenth century (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:120). 
 
Later, ironstone, or white granite as it was also known, started being produced in England in the 1840s as 
a heavier, cheaper alternative to the influx of hard paste porcelains from France into the markets of 
Canada and the United States (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:120).  Due to its very hard durable body it 
became ubiquitous in frontier households.  It started appearing in Ontario merchants’ records in 1847 and 
grew in popularity steadily during the late nineteenth century, peaking in the 1880s (Kenyon 1995:10).  
While ironstone was the dominant ceramic in the second half of the nineteenth century, both it and refined 
white earthenware were still produced into the early twentieth century (Majewski and O’Brien 1987). 
 
To take its place, semi-porcelain, a lighter, thinner variety of porcellaneous ceramic exhibiting more 
delicate floral or abstract motifs, grew in popularity.  It was introduced in the 1880s and gained popularity 
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through the last decade of the nineteenth century (Kenyon 1995:13).  The price of early semi-porcelain 
made it prohibitively expensive, but, as the price continued to drop at the turn of the century, it become a 
common household item by the 1910s (Kenyon 1995:13; Majewski and O’Brien 1987:124). 
 
Another late nineteenth-century ceramic type was yellow ware.  Yellow ware was primarily produced by 
American manufacturers in the northern states due to the predominance of buff coloured clay and the 
influx of English potters into North America (Gallo 1985:17).  Yellow ware started appearing in 
merchants records in Ontario around the same time as ironstone and was used primarily as kitchenware 
(Kenyon 1995).  Some variants of it are still used today though its production tapered off in the United 
States by the 1930s (Leibowitz 1985:9). 
 
Less chronologically diagnostic ceramics consist of stoneware, coarse red and buff earthenwares.  Red 
and buff earthenwares are heavy, thickly potted ceramic types that receive their names from the colour of 
the clay after firing – red and buff respectively.  As they are porous, they had to be glazed to make them 
food safe.  Usually coarse earthenware pots were produced at local potteries in contrast to the refined 
ceramic types that were imported into Canada.  The local Ontario manufacturing of coarse earthenwares 
began as early as the late 1820s when German-speaking potters immigrated into the areas of Waterloo 
County and the Niagara Peninsula (Newlands 1979:22). 
 
Porcelains are also not always chronologically diagnostic.  Even though porcelain was manufactured as 
early as the seventh century AD in China, it was not exported to Europe in significant quantities until 
after the fifteenth century and the English colonies until the eighteenth (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:125-
126).  Europeans were only able to recreate china in the eighteenth century, with the first commercially 
viable version being bone china first marketed in England by Josiah Spode during the 1790s (Majewski 
and O’Brien 1987:126). 
 
The ceramic assemblage of Lot 316 contains 175 sherds that consist of two pearlware sherds (1.1 
percent), 149 refined white earthenware sherds (85.1 percent), 18 ironstone sherds (10.3 percent), one 
yellow ware sherd, one semi-porcelain sherd, one coarse red earthenware sherd, and three unidentifiable 
sherds (1.7 percent).  There are 1,923 ceramic sherds in Lot 322 that consist of three creamware sherds 
(0.2 percent), 186 pearlware sherds (9.7 percent), 1,328 refined white earthenware sherds (69.1 percent), 
61 ironstone sherds (3.2 percent), 35 yellow ware sherds (1.8 percent), 35 semi-porcelain sherds (1.8 
percent), 54 red earthenware sherds (2.8 percent), 20 buff earthenware sherds (1.0 percent), 24 stoneware 
sherds (1.2 percent), and 177 unidentifiable sherds (9.2 percent). 
 
The identification of decorative styles on refined earthenware ceramics can further refine the date 
assigned to an assemblage given that decorative styles change quickly over time.  A summary of these 
styles, as well as the date range for their availability, is presented in Table 11.  Based on this table and the 
percentage of wares discussed above, most of the ceramic assemblage from these lots does not postdate 
1880.  As was previously observed with the architectural class items, Lot 316 was probably capped by 
Lot 43 around the turn of the century or had intrusive objects introduced into its matrix at a later date. 
 
 

Table 11: Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lots 316 and 322 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. 
sherds 
Lot 316 

% of 
decorated 
ceramics 

No. 
sherds 
Lot 322 

% of 
decorated 
ceramics 

Hand-painted, early palette 1780-1835   16 2.1% 
Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 4 9.8% 99 12.9% 
Edgeware, green scalloped 1800-1835   4 0.5% 
Edgeware, blue scalloped 1800-1840   61 7.9% 
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Table 11: Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lots 316 and 322 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. 
sherds 
Lot 316 

% of 
decorated 
ceramics 

No. 
sherds 
Lot 322 

% of 
decorated 
ceramics 

Transfer print, olde blue 1815-1835 1 2.4% 48 6.2% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 14 34.2% 344 44.7% 
Transfer print, green 1828-present   1 0.1% 
Transfer print, purple 1828-present   4 0.5% 
Transfer print, red 1828-present   5 0.6% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1840   59 7.7% 
Transfer print, brown 1830-1860; 1880s 3 7.3% 12 1.6% 
Hand-painted, late palette 1830-1870 13 31.7% 22 2.9% 
Sponged 1840-1870 6 14.6% 67 8.7% 
Edgeware, straight 1840-1885   12 1.6% 
Transfer print, flow 1844-1900   12 1.6% 
Rockingham 1855-1890   1 0.1% 
Transfer print, teal 1880s   3 0.3% 

Total  41 100.0% 770 100.0% 

 
 
Turning to a discussion of vessel uses, Lot 316 contains one kitchenware sherd, 173 tableware sherds, and 
one teaware sherd.  Lot 322 contains 93 kitchenware sherds (4.8 percent), 1,764 tableware sherds (91.7 
percent), and 66 teaware sherds (3.4 percent) (Table 10).  The ceramics have also been sorted into a 
minimum number of vessels based on diagnostic rims, ware type, and distinctive decorative attributes.  
Coarse vessels were identified based on unique rim styles and/or overall shape.  Lot 316 produced one 
identifiable vessel – an undecorated refined white earthenware bowl (Cat. #2713).  Twenty-eight unique 
vessels were identified in Lot 322.  These consist of six teacups, 12 saucers, three muffin plates, five 
supper plates, one table plate, and one meat dish (Tables 12 and 13). 
 

Table 12:  Unique Teaware Vessels from Lot 322 at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Vessel Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 

Teacup 4197 703N-300E Pearlware Floral olde blue printed motif (Plate 39) 
 3638 702N-300E RWE Black-printed motif with a house and trees 
 4193 703N-300E RWE Undecorated 
 4195 703N-300E RWE Floral blue-printed motif 
 4226 703N-301E RWE Indeterminate black-printed motif 
 5395 705N-299E RWE Floral blue-printed motif 

Saucer 6058 706N-300E Pearlware Indeterminate olde blue printed motif 
 3615 702N-299E RWE Floral blue-printed motif 
 3700 702N-301E RWE Floral blue-printed motif 
 3702 702N-301E RWE Monochrome blue-painted floral motif 
 4196 703N-300E RWE Floral blue-printed motif 
 4611 704N-290E RWE Indeterminate monochrome blue-painted motif 
 4639 704N-291E RWE Floral painted motif with blue and red flowers, green 

leaves, brown stems, and a brown-painted line under the 
rim (Plate 40) 

 4808 704N-300E RWE Monochrome blue-painted floral motif 
 5762 706N-295E RWE Floral sprig painted motif with red and blue flowers, green 

leaves, and black stems (Plate 41) 
 5916 707N-298E RWE Undecorated 
 5930 707N-298E RWE Blue sponged 

Saucer 6057 706N-300E RWE Monochrome blue painted motif 
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Table 13:  Unique Flatware Vessels from Lot 322 at the Fort York Visitor Centre Excavation 

Vessel Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 

Muffin 
Plate 

4815 704N-300E Pearlware Undecorated scalloped edgeware with an 
impressed bud motif produced between 1813 and 
1834 (Miller 2000:3) (Plate 42) 

 2090 699N-295E RWE Floral old blue printed motif 
 6025 706N-299E RWE Blue-printed floral motif on the brim (Plate 43) 

Supper 
Plate 

2516 700N-288E Pearlware Undecorated 

 3635 702N-300E RWE Blue scalloped edgeware with an impressed bud 
motif produced between 1813 and 1834 (Miller 
2000:3) (Plate 44) 

 4184 703N-300E RWE Green scalloped edgeware with an impressed bud 
motif produced between 1813 and 1834 (Miller 
2000:3) 

 4230 703N-301E RWE Blue scalloped edgeware with an impressed bud 
motif produced between 1813 and 1834 (Miller 
2000:3) 

 5763 706N-295E RWE Blue straight edgeware (Plate 44) 
Table 
Plate 

3015 701N-290E Creamware Undecorated bath-style rim 

Meat 
Dish 

434 703N-301E Pearlware Floral olde blue printed motif on the brim 

 
 

6.1.3.2 Lot 316 and 322 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
Lot 316 contains three glass liquor container fragments among its non-ceramic kitchen/food class 
assemblage. 
 
Lot 322 consists of 308 glass liquor container fragments, four glass fragments from milk containers, five 
utensils, one complete stopper, and one colourless glass tumbler base fragment (Table 10).  Two of the 
milk container fragments display cap seat finishes that were popular in the late-nineteenth and early 
twentieth century (Jones and Sullivan 1985:79).  The utensils consist of two bone handles, one antler 
handle, one table knife, and one spoon. 
 
 

6.1.4 Lot 316 and 322 Organic Class 

 
A third of the assemblage from both Lot 316 and Lot 322 consists of highly fragmented faunal material, 
much of which has been thermally altered.  Lot 316 (n=176) contains two avian bones, 72 mammal 
bones, one shell, and 62 bones that are burned.  Lot 322 (n=1,745) consists of one avian bone, 1,123 
mammal bones, 23 shell fragments, six fish fragments, 584 burned bone fragments, and eight 
unidentifiable bone fragments (Table 10). 
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6.1.5 Lot 316 and 322 Personal Class 

 
The personal class from Lot 316 (n=24) consists solely of smoking pipe fragments (Table 10).  One of the 
stem fragments displays a Murray-Glasgow maker’s mark that indicates that it was produced between 
1833 and 1861 (Kenyon 1984). 
 
The Lot 322 personal class assemblage consists of one adornment item, 14 clothing items, one medicine 
item, 172 personal gear items, and 15 toilet/hygiene artifacts (Table 10).  The adornment item is a multi-
facetted (hexagonal) glass bead (Plate 45); the clothing items consist of 13 buttons and one collar stud; 
the medicine sub-class consists of one container glass fragment; the personal gear consists of one coin, 
one lion head-shaped military badge (Plate 46), one epaulette, 168 smoking pipe fragments, and one very 
corroded token; and the toilet and hygiene artifacts consist of 14 chamber pot sherds and one ironstone 
toothbrush box sherd. 
 
Collar studs came about due to the development of the detachable turned-down shirt collar in the late 
nineteenth century.  Studs were first patented in 1872 and were used to fasten the stiff collars to the body 
of the shirt (Eckstein et al. 2000:15). 
 
Ten chamber pot sherds are pearlware and four are yellow ware.  The medicine container is represented 
by a colourless glass finish with a flanged lip.  This type of finish was popular on medicine vials 
throughout the nineteenth century (Jones and Sullivan 1985). 
 
The epaulette consists of moulded metal letters “2DBCO/CANADA,” which stand for “2nd Depot 
Battalion 1st Central Ontario Regiment” (Plate 47).  Depot Battalions were established in 1917 and 1918 
to obtain personal to be sent to the Canadian Reserve Battalions in England when it was no longer 
possible to recruit enough men for the infantry regiments (Library and Archives Canada 2012a:1).  The 
2nd Depot Battalion 1st Central Ontario Regiment was authorized by General Order 118 of December 1, 
1917 and by General Order 57 of April 15, 1918 (Library and Archives Canada 2012a:24). 
 
Out of the 168 smoking pipe fragments, 97 are bowl fragments and 71 are stem fragments.  One of the 
pipes has an almost complete bowl with a partial stem.  The bowl is decorated with the regal coat of arms 
with a lion on one side and a unicorn on the other (Plate 48).  Five stem fragments contain identifiable 
maker’s marks.  These are summarized in Table 14 below. 
 

Table 14:  Identifiable Pipe Maker’s Marks from Lot 322 

Cat. # Provenience Maker’s Mark Date* 
12795 704N-288E A.COUGILL-GLASGOW 1826 – 1899 
13441 706N-297E MURRAY-GLASGOW 1833 – 1861 
13540 707N-298E McDOUGALL-GLASGOW 1846 – 1967 
12280 702N-288E HENDERSON-MONTREAL 1847 – 1876 
13538 707N-298E HENDERSON-MONTREAL 1847 – 1876 

* All dates are derived from Walker 1971 and Kenyon 1984. 

 
 
The 13 buttons consist of one bone, two metal, six shell, and four ceramic specimens.  Bone buttons were 
mostly utilitarian in nature and used primarily on men’s underwear.  They were some of the earliest 
buttons produced beginning in the eighteenth century, and they started to fall out of popularity by the 
1850s.  After the 1850s, bone buttons were produced in fewer numbers until they disappeared in the 
beginning of the twentieth century (Ferris 1986:100).  The 17 mm diameter bone button from Lot 322 is 
four-holed and has been stained brown.  Its size and style suggests that it was probably used for outerwear 
(Plate 49). 
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Metal buttons were also commercially manufactured beginning in the eighteenth century.  Most metal 
buttons fell out of fashion by the 1830s but metal continued to be used on military and utilitarian clothing 
throughout the nineteenth century (Ferris 1986:98).  One of the metal buttons from Lot 322 is a plain flat 
disc that is 13 mm in diameter with a shank broken off.  Another is an 18 mm brass tunic button that 
displays a crown relief in the centre encircled by the words “CANADA MILITIA,” and a leaf motif 
around the edge (Plate 50).  This decorative style has been dated to between 1870 to the early 1900s 
(Bradley 1991:12). 
 
Shell buttons became popular after 1820 and by the 1860s could be made cheaply enough for local 
entrepreneurs to establish factories.  They were worn mostly on shirts and blouses with larger specimens 
used for waistcoats, frocks, and full-length coats (Ferris 1986:100).  Four of the shell buttons are four-
hole sew-through buttons that are between nine and 11 mm in diameter.  Two shell buttons are two-hole 
sew-through buttons that are 12 mm in diameter.  These buttons would have been used on shirts or 
underwear. 
 
Hand-made porcelain buttons have been used since the eighteenth century but it was not until Richard 
Prosser patented the machinery in 1840 that ceramic buttons became widely available (Epstein and Safro 
2001:74; Sprague 2002:111).  Their manufacture quickly spread to France and the United States in the 
1850s and they became extremely affordable.  These machine-made prosser buttons were fashionable and 
readily available between 1850 and 1920 (Luscomb 1967:156) and were used primarily on men’s shirts, 
women’s dresses, and children’s clothing (Ferris 1986:100).  These buttons fell out of manufacture 
around the 1950s (Sprague 2002).  Three out of the four prosser buttons are four-holed and 11 mm in 
diameter (Plate 51).  These were probably used as shirt buttons.  The other prosser button is an incomplete 
domed shaped button that is 13 mm in diameter.  Such dome shaped buttons were popular on gaiters 
(Sprague 2002:112). 
 
The corroded copper metal coin that was recovered from Lot 322 is 27.4 mm in diameter and weighs 5.7 
grams (Plates 52 – 53).  The accretions on the coin are dense and obscure any designs or text that may be 
present on its surface.  It was therefore subject to X-radiography (X-ray) to aid in the identification of the 
coin.  In some circumstances, when an object is mineralised or corroded, radiography can provide 
information on form and structure, manufacture technology and surface features in addition to the 
condition of the artifact (Carnevale et al. 2012).  
 
The X-ray shows that the coin is a cast piece with the pressed letters “CD” or an under-formed “GD” in 
its centre.  Underlying the letters and perpendicular to them is the faint raised design of the image of 
Britannia seated facing left on a shield with the left arm stretched upward holding a spear in the centre of 
the coin.  The letters “BRITAN” (on the left) and “NIA” (on the right) are present around the perimeter 
(Plate 53).  No date is observable on the coin.  Raised text appears on the reverse side around the 
perimeter of the coin that reads “GEORGIVS · III · REX ·” and a bust of King George III, facing right, 
appears in the centre of the coin (Plate 53). 
 
The coin is particularly interesting for a number of reasons.  The first is the discrepancy in the diameter 
and weight of the coin.  The copper George III halfpenny was minted from 1770 through 1775.  Its 
diameter ranged from 28 to 31 mm and its weight from 9.2 to 10.8 grams.  The obverse of the halfpenny 
shows a right-facing bust of the king, with the inscription “GEORGIVS III REX” while the reverse shows 
a left-facing seated Britannia holding a spray and spear, with the inscription “BRITANNIA” and the date 
in the exergue beneath Britannia (Smith 1996).  The farthing was minted in 1771 and from 1773 through 
1775.  Its diameter ranged from 23 to 24 mm and its weight from 4.3 to 6.6 grams.   The obverse of the 
farthing shows a right-facing bust of the king, with the inscription “GEORGIVS III REX” while the 
reverse shows a left-facing seated Britannia holding a spray and spear, with the inscription 
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“BRITANNIA” and the date in the exergue beneath Britannia (Smith 1996).  The coin recovered from 
Lot 322 has the weight of a farthing but the size of a halfpenny.  
 
In their book, The Forgotten Coins of North America, William Anton and Bruce Kesse (1992) state that 
counterfeiting of copper coins was rampant during the reigns of King George II (1727-1760) and George 
III (1760–1820) in Britain and America.  They discuss the 1975 Philadelphia highway find of a cache of 
362 cast counterfeit William III halfpence discovered during the construction of Interstate 95, the cache 
being the earliest surviving group of counterfeit British halfpence in the American colonies (Newman, 
and Gaspar 1978; Anton and Kesse 1992).  In 1771, Britain made it a felony to produce counterfeit 
copper coins.  However, British counterfeiters looked to America as a new market and as early as 
1785/1786 some varieties of counterfeit halfpence were produced in Britain solely for export to America 
(Newman and Doty 1976; Newman 1988; Anton and Kesse 1992).  The most common counterfeit copper 
coins in Britain and America were the George II and George III halfpennies and to a lesser extent the 
farthing (Smith 1996).  It wasn’t until the 1820s that counterfeit copper coins were no longer in 
circulation in America due to the large number of official large cents and half cents being struck by the 
U.S. mint (Smith 1996). 
 
The presence of the impressed “CD” or “GD” struck over the original design represents a counter-mark 
and later alteration to the coin.  Counter-marking coins was a common practice until the 1900s (Anton 
and Kesse 1992; Cook 2006).  Counter-marks in the eighteenth and nineteenth century on coins were used 
in a variety of ways.  For example, they were used to reference a location, like the Caribbean counter-
marks of the 1700s (“T” for Trinidad or “D” for Domingo) and the 1830s to 1850s Central America 
Republic counter-stamp; as advertising marks, such as a New York theater’s address incised onto the face 
of 1794 Spanish-Colonial reales; “silversmith stamps” on worn copper coins around the 1820-1840s 
period; and as an institution or an individual’s mark (Anton and Kesse 1992; Cook 2006).  Given its 
presence at Fort York, it is possible that the “CD” or “GD” counter-mark represents the initials of one of 
the regiments stationed at the fort, or who passed through Toronto, possibly “Coleman’s Dragoons,” aka 
the “Canadian Dragoons” or “Coleman’s Troop,” or the “Green Dragoons,” the nickname given to the 
13th Hussars who were garrisoned at Toronto in the 1860s (Spittal 2000).  Coleman’s Dragoons was a 
small British provincial militia cavalry troop raised by Captain Thomas Coleman in Montreal in early 
1813.  They saw action on the Niagara frontier later that spring before being redeployed to Amherstburg 
and escaping the British defeat at Moraviantown on October 5, 1813.  They remained on active patrol 
duty along the Thames River frontier until the end of the war (Chris Laverton, personal communication 
2012).  The font used on the coin is a Straight Serif, which is a font commonly used on military buttons 
such as 11th Light Dragoons (Caplan 2004). 
 
It is therefore likely that the coin recovered from this lot represents a counterfeit coin that dates to 
between 1770 and the 1820s, unlike the authentic coins of this type that are dated and marked 1770 to 
1775.  This coin was then counter-marked with the possible initials of a military regiment present at Fort 
York. 
 
 

6.1.6 Lot 316 and 322 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
The Lot 316 tools and equipment class assemblage consists of three spikes and one staple.  Lot 322 tools 
and equipment items consist of 141 artifacts.  Out of these artifacts, there are two animal husbandry 
related artifacts, 25 armament class artifacts, 31 general tools, 63 hardware items, three porcelain 
insulators, one recreation item, three sewing items, 11 specialized tools, and two writing artifacts (Table 
10). 
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The animal husbandry artifacts consist of two horse harness buckles.  Hardware items consist of six bolts, 
two chain links, one clasp, two connector fragments, one fence picket, four large canvas grommets, one 
rod, eight screws, seven spikes, 11 spring fragments, eight pieces of strapping, one tack, one tent peg, 
nine wire fragments, and one unidentified hardware fragment.  The sewing items consist of one needle 
and two straight pins.  One slate pencil and one slate tablet fragment represent the writing sub-class.  The 
recreation item is a clay marble (Plate 54).  Clay marbles have been produced since antiquity and 
remained popular until the 1940s (Kenyon 1981). 
 
The armament items are represented by one percussion cap, three hollow point lead minié balls, 11 shell 
casing fragments, one lead shot fragment, and nine pieces of barrel strapping.  Percussion caps were 
cuprous caps filled with shock-sensitive explosive material and were required for firing caplock muskets.  
Caplocks muskets were introduced to Canada in 1838 and were an improvement from earlier flintlock 
muskets in that they did not misfire in wet weather.  Caplock mechanisms remained popular on guns until 
the late nineteenth century (The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1992).  The minié ball, named 
after its co-developer Claude-Étienne Minié, was invented in 1847 to allow a bullet to more effectively 
utilize a rifled barrel (Knight 1876:402).  The .577 inch minié ball was quickly adopted and utilized 
during the Crimean War and the American Civil War with deadly effectiveness.  The first .577 inch rifles 
came to Canada in 1853 and continued to be used until they were replaced by the weapons that fired .303 
full metal jacket rounds in 1893 (The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1992:37). 
 
The shell casing fragments represent seven individual shells.  Of these, four are .303 shell casings and 
three are shotgun shells.  The British .303 cartridge was developed in 1888 and consisted of a full metal 
jacket encasing a packet of powder and a bullet.  Rifles that fired this round were first introduced to 
Canada in 1893 and became standard issue at the turn of the century (The Upper Canada Historical Arms 
Society 1992:37-39). 
 
Cuprous barrel hoop fragments recovered from this context are bent and twisted out of shape (Plate 55).  
Some display clear evidence of thermal alteration.  It is surmised that these fragments were introduced 
into Lot 322 as the result of the Grand Magazine explosion that took place on April 27, 1813 at the 
climactic end of the Battle of York (Benn 1993:56).  Gunpowder would have been stored in the magazine 
in barrels constructed with copper hoops to prevent the metal from producing sparks accidentally.  Similar 
twisted cuprous barrel hoop fragments have been found at Fort York (David Spittal, personal 
communication, 2011), but none were found during the test excavation of the southern ramparts to locate 
the crater left by the explosion of the Grand Magazine (ASI 2012c). 
 
General tools consist of 20 stoneware blacking bottle sherds, three bucket fragments, and eight sherds 
from a nearly complete stoneware container.  The stoneware container displays brown glaze on its 
exterior, a wedged foot ring, tapered body, and a groove below the rim to help tie down a cover (Plate 
56).  This may have contain shoe or stove polish.  Specialized tools consist of 10 ruby red glass fragments 
for kerosene lanterns that would have been used around the turn of the twentieth century on horse drawn 
carriages and early cars (Plate 57), and one complete whistle (Plate 58). 
 
Among the insulators, one is glass and the other two are a porcelain knob and a porcelain cleat.  The first 
insulators were made of wood and were used extensively during the 1880s.  Wood was ideal for carrying 
low power telegraph signals but proved problematic for greater charges as dry wood could catch fire and 
only perfectly dry wood could be used.  To overcome the problems presented by wood, porcelain 
insulators were invented and came into prominence by the early 1890s.  This ushered in an era of 
porcelain “knob and tube” wiring that lasted between 1890 and 1930.  Knobs and cleats were used to run 
electrical wires along the walls while tubes were used to run wires through the walls (Myers 2010:33). 
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6.1.7 Lot 316 and 322 Indeterminate Class 

 
Unidentifiable artifacts comprise 1.7 percent of the Lot 316 assemblage and 5.0 percent of the Lot 322 
assemblage.  These could not be assigned to a functional class.  Lot 316 contains four unidentifiable 
container glass fragments and three miscellaneous unidentifiable items.  Lot 322 contains 270 artifacts 
that consist of 185 unidentifiable container glass fragments, 19 pieces of ferrous scrap metal, three pieces 
of cuprous scrap, and 64 miscellaneous unidentifiable items (Table 10). 
 
Out of the unidentifiable container glass fragments, one is a milk glass fragment and six are solarized 
glass fragments.  The presence of these glass colours is important as they are chronologically diagnostic.  
Milk glass, also known as opaque white glass, has been produced since the early sixteenth century.  
However, it was not until the late nineteenth century did it become more widely used on tableware, 
containers, and lighting devices (Jones and Sullivan 1985:14).  Solarized glass was colourless when 
produced.  However, the manganese that was used to overcome the slight discolouration in glass turned a 
slight purplish tint after prolonged exposure to ultraviolent rays of the sun.  This method of manufacture 
became common in the late nineteenth century and was popular until World War I (Jones and Sullivan 
1985:13). 
 
 

6.1.8 Lot 322 Pre-Contact Artifacts 

 
Two pre-contact aboriginal lithic artifacts were recovered from the Stage 4 excavation for the Fort York 
Visitors’ Centre.  They consist of one piece of Bois Blanc shatter (Plate 59) and a secondary Onondaga 
knapping flake (Table 10). 
 
 

6.2 Lot 321 

 
Lot 321 is one of the most ubiquitous lots from the Fort York Visitors’ Centre excavation.  Artifacts from 
this context span the pre-contact occupation of the Garrison Common, through the War of 1812 period to 
the construction and use of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  Not surprisingly, this lot produced the largest 
amount of archaeological material.  All 10,431 artifacts from this context are summarized in Table 15 
below. 
 
 

6.2.1 Lot 321 Architectural Class 

 
Almost half of the artifacts from Lot 321 are architectural items (n=4,792).  Among the nails, there are 
140 hand-wrought nails, 398 machine-cut nails, 2,452 wire nails, and 178 indeterminate nails (Table 15).  
The nails confirm the varied nature of this deposit and the heavy twentieth-century use of the Ordnance 
and Supply Yard.  The seven cuprous nails in Lot 321 further relate to the handling of flammable or 
explosive material (Table 15). 
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Table 15:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 321 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 321 

Architectural 4,792 45.9% 
Cuprous Nail 7  

Drainage Pipe 0  
Hinge 1  

Latch Hook 1  
Lock 1  

Mortar Fragment 1  
Nail, hand-wrought 140  

Nail, machine cut 398  
Nail, wire 2,452  

Nail, indeterminate 178  
Window Glass 1,613  

Furnishing 128 1.2% 
Furniture 2  

Household Accessory 16  
Lighting Device 108  
Miscellaneous 2  

Kitchen/Food-related 1,792 17.2% 
Kitchenware 229  

Tableware 1,272  
Teaware 29  

Non-Ceramic Kitchen/Food 262  
Organic 1,538 14.7% 

Faunal, avian 9  
Faunal, burned 118  

Faunal, fish 10  
Faunal, mammal 1,383  

Faunal, shell 12  
Faunal, unidentified 6  

Personal 318 3.0% 
Clothing 42  

Medicine 1  
Personal Gear 214  

Toilet/Hygiene 61  
Tools and Equipment 584 5.6% 

Animal Husbandry 22  
Armament 57  

General Tools 17  
Hardware 436  

Recreation 3  
Specialized Tools 13  

Writing 1  
Miscellaneous 35  

Indeterminate 1,270 12.2% 
Unidentifiable Container 854  

Cuprous Scrap 11  
Lead Scrap 2  

Ferrous Scrap Metal 124  
Miscellaneous 279  

Pre-Contact Aboriginal 9 0.2% 
Lithic 9  

Artifact Total 10,431 100.0% 
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Other architectural class material consists of one hinge, one latch hook, one lock, one mortar fragment, 
and 1,613 pieces of window glass (Table 15).  The lock is a padlock that has the word “BUTT-IN” 
written on the front and the back.   
 
 

6.2.2 Lot 321 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 321 furnishing class contains 128 artifacts (Table 15).  These are discussed by subclass in 
separate sections below.  
 
 

6.2.2.1 Lot 321 Furniture 

 
There are two artifacts in the furniture subclass – a pair of cuprous furniture leg tacks. 
 
 

6.2.2.2 Lot 321 Household Accessories 

 
There are 16 artifacts among the household accessories subclass.  These consist of two baluster fragments 
from a railing or fence, 10 terracotta flower pot sherds, and four key fragments. 
 
 

6.2.2.3 Lot 321 Lighting Devices 

 
There are 108 artifacts in the lighting devices subclass.  These consist of two glass fuses, one glass lamp 
chimney fragment, 103 incandescent light bulb fragments, one light switch (Plate 60), and one sconce 
fragment.  The porcelain light switch fragment is for a ceiling mounted switch.  One of the glass fuses has 
the embossed text “V125.”   
 
 

6.2.2.4 Lot 321 Miscellaneous Furnishings 

 
Two miscellaneous furnishing objects consist of a leather book clasp and a commemorative plaque.  The 
plaque consists of a thin rectangular plate with a small perforation in each corner.  On it in impressed 
capital letters it reads “PRESENTED BY THE / PHILATHEA CLUB / CHRIST P. B. CHURCH / 
TORONTO.”  It was recovered from unit 702N-296E.  The date for this plaque could not be discerned. 
 
 

6.2.3 Lot 321 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 321 assemblage contains 1,792 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 17.2 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 15). 
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6.2.3.1 Lot 321 Ceramics 

 
The importance of ceramics to dating Euro-Canadian sites was discussed above in Section 6.1.3.1 and 
shall not be repeated here.  There are 1,530 sherds in Lot 321.  These consist of 61 pearlware sherds (4.0 
percent), 1,021 refined white earthenware sherds (66.7 percent), 29 ironstone sherds (1.9 percent), 57 
yellow ware sherds (3.7 percent), 30 semi-porcelain sherds (1.9 percent), 226 coarse red earthenware 
sherds (14.8 percent), three refined red earthenware sherds (0.2 percent), 11 buff earthenware sherds (0.8 
percent), 20 stoneware sherds (1.3 percent), and 72 unidentifiable sherds (4.7 percent).  A summary of 
decorative motifs from Lot 321 is provided in Table 16. 
 

Table 16: Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 321 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 321 % of decorated ceramics 
Hand-painted, early palette 1780-1835 3 0.5% 
Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 33 5.9% 
Edgeware, green scalloped 1800-1835 11 2.9% 
Edgeware, blue scalloped 1800-1840 3 0.5% 
Transfer print, olde blue 1815-1835 4 0.8% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 133 23.9% 
Transfer print, purple 1828-present 5 0.9% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1840 18 3.2% 
Transfer print, brown 1830-1860, 1880s 5 0.9% 
Hand-painted, late palette 1830-1870 86 15.4% 
Sponged 1840-1870 239 42.9% 
Stamped 1840-1870 5 0.9% 
Edgeware, straight 1840-1885 8 1.5% 
Rockingham 1855-1890 1 0.2% 
Transfer print, teal 1880s 2 0.4% 
Decalcomania 1880-present 1 0.2% 

Total  557 100.0% 

 
 
The ceramics from Lot 321 date mostly to the mid-nineteenth century with some artifacts representing the 
early nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  This contrasts with what has been observed previously 
with the architectural material that dates predominantly to the early twentieth century.  This suggests that 
the deposition of kitchen/food refuse declined significantly after the construction of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard and declined further with its expansion in the First World War era.  This is similar to the 
other A-horizon lots, Lot 354 and Lot 390, where ceramics give an earlier date than other chronologically 
diagnostic artifacts. 
 
In terms of vessel uses, Lot 321 contains 229 kitchenware sherds, 1,272 tableware sherds, and 29 teaware 
sherds.  Seventeen unique vessels have been identified in this lot and consist of nine teacups, four saucers, 
one milk pan, one jar, one bowl, and one supper plate (Tables 17 – 19). 
 

Table 17: Unique Teacups from Lot 321 at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 
4211 703N-301E Pearlware Undecorated 
4427 704N-295E RWE Indeterminate monochrome blue-painted motif 
5800 706N-296E RWE Blue-sponged on the interior and exterior of a Bell-shaped teacup 

(alternatively known as Double-Curve or Canova) that was popular 
in the 1840s and 1850s (Kenyon 1987; Miller 2011) 

5802 706N-296E RWE Late palette-painted with a red line along the rim on the interior 
and exterior and floral motif on the exterior with black stems and 
green leaves 
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Table 17: Unique Teacups from Lot 321 at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 

6008 706N-298E RWE Blue-sponged motif on the interior and exterior 
6132 707N-297E RWE Late palette-painted motif with a thick blue line below the rim on 

the exterior with an indeterminate blue and red motif 
6142 707N-297E RWE Indeterminate late palette-painted motif with green and black 

colours 
6149 707N-297E RWE Indeterminate blue-painted motif on the exterior 
1981 699N-288E Ironstone Undecorated 

 
 

Table 18: Unique Saucers from Lot 321 at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 

1581 698N-287E RWE Undecorated 
5775 706N-296E RWE Blue-sponged 
6143 707N-297E RWE Late palette sprig-painted with green leaves, black stems, and 

blue and red flowers (Plate 40) 
6144 707N-297E RWE Undecorated 

 
 

Table 19: Other Unique Vessels from Lot 321 at the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Vessel Cat. # Provenience Ware Description 

Bowl 5324 705N-297E RWE Late palette painted with a floral motif on the exterior 
with black stems, green leaves, and red and blue 
flowers (Plate 61) 

Jar 5776 706N-296E Ironstone Late palette painted with red and blue flowers and 
black stems; a pair of incised lines are moulded below 
the rim and the body is ribbed (Plate 62) 

Milk Pan 5835 706N-296E Coarse Red 
Earthenware 

Rounded rim, brown glazed on the rim and the 
interior, unglazed on the exterior 

Supper 
Plate 

5801 706N-296E RWE Straight blue edgeware (Plate 44) 

 
 

6.2.3.2 Lot 321 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
There are 262 kitchen and food artifacts that are not ceramic (Table 15).  These consist of one bottle cap, 
one bottle opener, 214 glass liquor container fragments, 16 glass milk container fragments, eight glass 
mineral water container fragments, four glass soft drink container fragments, one cork, two aqua glass 
stoppers, 10 colourless glass tumbler fragments, and five utensils. 
 
One of the glass milk containers displays the name “CITY DAIRY Co” which refers to the City Dairy 
company that operated 1900 and 1942 (Phillips 1989:148). 
 
The bottle cap is threaded for use on a food or condiment container.  Utensils consist of one table knife, 
one table spoon, one tea spoon, one indeterminate wooden handle, and one rubber and metal handle, 
possibly from a table knife.  It is important to note that one of the tea spoons is pewter and therefore dates 
to the early nineteenth century (Kenyon 1983). 
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6.2.4 Lot 321 Organic Class 

 
Just under 15 percent of the Lot 321 assemblage consists of faunal material.  Out of the 1,538 specimens 
that comprise this group, nine are avian bones, 10 are fish bones, 1,383 are mammal bones, 12 are shells, 
118 are burned bones, and six are unidentified bones (Table 15). 
 
 

6.2.5 Lot 321 Personal Class 

 
There are 318 artifacts in the personal class of Lot 321.  These consist of 42 clothing items, one medicine-
related artifact, 214 personal gear items, and 61 toilet/hygiene items (Table 15).  These are elaborated in 
their subsections below. 
 
 

6.2.5.1 Lot 321 Clothing Items 

 
A total of 42 artifacts belong to the clothing sub-class in Lot 321.  These consist of three leather belt 
fragments, three rectangular belt buckles, 24 button fragments, nine leather shoe fragments, one grommet, 
and two cuprous suspender clips.  
 
The button fragments represent 21 buttons.  These consist of two bone buttons, 12 metal buttons, one 
shell button, five ceramic buttons, and one glass button.  The bone buttons are all four-hole sew through 
specimens that are 12 mm and 18 mm in diameter.  The former was probably used on a shirt while the 
latter is large enough for underwear or outerwear. 
 
The metal buttons consist of a variety of button types.  Three buttons are four-hole sew-through types 
with a concave centre.  They measure 14 mm, 16 mm, and 17 mm in diameter.  These were most likely 
used on suspenders but could have also been used on work shirts or trousers.  Two buttons are domed, 
single piece specimens with broken shanks.  They are 10 mm and 11 mm in diameter and were probably 
used on cuffs.  Another metal cuff button is 12 mm in diameter and contained a glass, bone, or shell inlay 
that is now missing. 
 
Two heavily corroded metal buttons are pewter.  One of these is 19 mm in diameter (Plate 63) while the 
other is 21 mm.  Both of these are missing their shank but likely had a loop back eye.  The accretions on 
the buttons were dense and obscured any designs or text that may be present on their surface.  The larger 
specimen (Cat. #13545) was therefore subject to Neutron radiography (N-ray) and X-radiography (X-ray) 
in order to aid in the identification of the button. 
 
Before the images were taken, a metal scratch test was conducted in order to determine if the front surface 
of the button was brass, silver or pewter.  The grey-blue appearance of the metal confirmed the button 
was not brass but likely silver or pewter as pewter becomes grey-blue in colour as it oxides and loses its 
silver tint.  The easy malleability of the material by hand further makes the button more likely to be 
pewter.  This was confirmed using non-destructive portable X-ray Fluorescence (pXRF) analyses.  The 
results showed a high tin content (~65.32%), lead content (~25.42%) and antimony content (~5.0%) 
which are typical for the composition of third grade pewter used to produce non-food or drink related 
items such as buttons.  No copper was measured on the surface and the remaining elements represent 
impurities.  
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The N-ray and X-ray show that the button is a cast, two piece button that has been flattened with the front 
made from pewter and the back from copper. Due to the heavy corrosion of the piece, and the fact that the 
pewter surface is very thin, it was not possible to identify any design on either surface (Plate 64). 
 
It is important to note, however, that pewter was a popular material for buttons since the eighteenth 
century.  Originally, the shanks for the pewter buttons were cast along with the piece but the soft, lead-
based material quickly wore out while in contact with the thread.  This changed in the early 1800s when a 
more durable shank was attached separately from the pewter button, as in the case of the two specimens 
from Lot 321.  Such flat pewter buttons with separate shanks were popular until the 1830s when the use 
of pewter buttons either disappeared or continued with an applied brass rim for sturdiness (Marsh 2009).  
Flat pewter buttons are notable in this context as they were the chief button type used on outerwear on 
American military uniforms during the War of 1812 (Pfeiffer and Williamson 1991:72-73).  However, 
such buttons were also common on civilian clothing. 
 
The last four metal buttons from Lot 321 were more socially and chronologically diagnostic.  One of them 
is a 13 mm in diameter florentine button.  Florentine buttons are metal cloth-covered buttons with a 
flexible cloth shank.  They were first patented in 1825 and became the dominant button type in the 1850s 
with the decline in popularity of metal buttons and the Victorian taste for simplicity and plainness (Ferris 
1986:98).  This specimen might have been used on a vest.  By the 1880s, a second type of cloth-covered 
button appeared.  These were utilitarian two-piece, two-hole sew-through buttons made of a copper alloy 
and covered with fabric to match clothing (Lindbergh 1999:52-53).  One such button is found among the 
Lot 321 assemblage and it is 18 mm in diameter.  Another button from this group is a snap button that is 
12 mm in diameter and has an incised diamond with corroded lettering.  Snap buttons are a late 
nineteenth-century invention that became popularized in the twentieth century.  The last metal button is a 
corroded and fragmentary Canadian military button.  It displays a crown and a leaf in relief with the 
words “Honi soit qui mal y pense” inscribed around the circumference.  This was a general service button 
used by the Canadian military during the First World War. 
 
The shell button is a four-holed sew-through specimen measuring 10 mm in diameter.  The ceramic 
buttons consist of five plain four-hole sew-through buttons that measure 11 mm in diameter. All were 
probably used on dress shirts.  
 
One black glass button is 28 mm in diameter; the shank has been broken off, and it probably was used on 
a coat.  Glass buttons were never produced in any significant quantity.  They were introduced as early as 
the 1830s and used for cufflinks and occasionally on coats and elaborate dresses (Ferris 1986:102).  Black 
glass buttons became the height of fashion in 1861 after the death of Prince Albert, the consort of Queen 
Victoria who went into deep mourning, thus making black clothing, buttons, and jewellery very popular.  
The popularity of glass buttons waxed and waned in the second half of the nineteenth century, peaking in 
the 1860s, early 1870s, early-to-mid 1880s, and again in the mid-1890s.  Many glass buttons in this time 
period were popular on waistcoats (Lindbergh 1999:54-55). 
 
The leather shoes consist of one heel fragment, one leather insole, six upper fragments, and one complete 
shoe.  The complete shoe is 24.1 cm (9 ½ inches) in length, 6.4 cm (2 ½ inches) in width at the heel, and 
8.3 cm (3 ¼ inches) in width at the ball (Plate 65).  The stitching was handled by a Goodyear machine for 
sewing shoes.  This method was created by Charles Goodyear in the 1870s and relies on a ridge on the 
insole to hold the welt and the outsole together (Stevens and Ordoñez 2005:13).  The shoe appears to have 
also been pegged with iron pegs around the heel and the ball of the foot suggesting that it may have been 
intended to be used as work footwear. 
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6.2.5.2 Lot 321 Medicine 

 
One medicine-related artifact was recovered from Lot 321, a glass container fragment with a flanged lip 
characteristic of vials (Jones and Sullivan 1985:79). 
 
 

6.2.5.3 Lot 321 Personal Items 

 
A total of 214 artifacts are in the personal items sub-class.  These consist of one coin, one token, three 
maple leaf-shaped badge fragments, and 209 smoking pipe fragments. 
 
Unfortunately, the identification part of each badge fragment is missing (Plate 48).  The coin is a 1909 
Canadian dime and the token is a corroded 1850 Canada token with one side having the inscribed words 
“BANK OF UPPER CANADA” while the reverse is inscribed with “BANK TOKEN/ONE HALF 
PENNY.” 
 
The smoking pipe fragments consist of 114 bowls and 95 stems.  Five of the stem fragments have 
identifiable maker’s marks.  These are summarized in Table 20 below. 
 

Table 20:  Identifiable Pipe Maker’s Marks from Lot 321 

Cat. # Provenience Maker’s Mark Date* 

13429 706N-297E W. WHITE-GLASGOW 1826 – 1899 
13514 707N-296E McDOUGALL-GLASGOW 1846 – 1967 
13514 707N-296E HENDERSONS-MONTREAL 1847 – 1876 
13446 706N-298E BANNERMAN-MONTREAL 1857 – 1907 
7865 701N-288E W & D BELL 1862 – 1877 

* All dates are derived from Walker 1971 and Kenyon 1984. 

 
 

6.2.5.4 Lot 321 Toilet/Hygiene Items 

 
There are 61 artifacts in the Lot 321 toilet/hygiene subclass.  These consist of two wooden brush 
fragments, 57 chamber pot sherds, and two celluloid comb fragments.  Cellulose nitrate was first invented 
by Alexander Parkes in 1856.  A less flammable version of this was invented in 1869 by John Welsey 
Hyatt and started to be used in large quantities for jewelry, toothbrushes, and buttons by 1900.  Cellulose 
nitrate fell out of use due to the mass production of cellulose acetate, an “improved” type of celluloid that 
began to proliferate after the 1920s (King 1991:3-4; Springate 1997:63). 
 
The chamber pot sherds are from a single yellow ware vessel with a horizontal blue mocha motif on a 
white field and surrounded by blue bands.  Horizontally oriented mocha motifs became popular in the 
1870s (Gallo 1985:43). 
 
 

6.2.6 Lot 321 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
A total of 584 artifacts from Lot 321 belong to the tools and equipment class (Table 15).  These consist of 
22 animal husbandry items, 57 armament items, 17 general tools, 436 hardware artifacts, three recreation 
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items, 13 specialized tools, one writing tool, and 35 miscellaneous tools and equipment objects.  The 
subclasses are elaborated on further below. 
 
 

6.2.6.1 Lot 321 Animal Husbandry Items 

 
The 22 animal husbandry items consist of three harness buckles, two horseshoes, 15 horseshoe nails, and 
two leather horse harness tacks associated with one of the harness buckles. 
 
 

6.2.6.2 Lot 321 Armament Artifacts 

 
The 57 armament items consist of two bullets, two friction tubes (Plate 66), one friction tube pin, one 
ferrous grapeshot fragment, one gun part, three gunflints, one pistol cleaner, one small ramrod fragment, 
and 45 shell casing fragments. 
 
The ramrod fragment would have been used for a muzzle-loading weapon like a pistol or a musket.  
However, it is very fragmentary and only half of the tip is present.  The friction tube was invented in 1853 
and was used to fire breach loading cannons into the First World War era (Gooding 1988:51). 
 
The bullets consist of a lead .45 calibre bullet from a Westley Richards rifle (Plate 67) and one .303 with 
a pointed tip and weigh of 11.3 grams/ 174.4 grains (Plate 68).  The Westley Richards rifle was patented 
in 1858 and was considered to be the best breech-loading rifle of the period.  It was introduced to Canada 
in 1861 when it was issued to the Montreal brigade (The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1992:31-
32).  The 174 grain pointed bullet was adopted in 1910 as the Mark VII and it remained the standard 
bullet for the remainder of the .303 cartridge service life (Tebbutt 2001; Barnes 2012:386).   
 
The gun part is a complete brass trigger guard (Cat.# 22367) for a Snider-Enfield  rifle (Plate 69), which 
was issued by the British army in four basic models beginning in 1866; in particular, the long rifle was 
issued to the infantry while the short rifle was issued to rifle battalions (The Upper Canada Historical 
Arms Society 1992:33-34).  The specimen recovered from Lot 321 could have fit onto either a short or 
long rifle (Len Collins, personal communication 2013). The gunflints recovered from this lot are all of 
British origin – one is a dark gray glossy colour and two are clear, light gray and translucent in colour.  
Both of these colours are diagnostic of the Brandon quarry in Suffolk County, northeast of London, 
England (Kelmotsu 1990:95). 
 
The pistol cleaner is a long cuprous rod that is 18 cm (seven inches) long and 5.4 mm (.21 inch) wide 
with a rectangular “eye” on one end much like a darning needle.  Cloth cleaning wads would be held in 
place by the eye and inserted into the pistol barrel (Plate 70).  This could have been used on a Webley 
service revolver whose barrel was six inches long (Richard Gerrard, personal communication 2013).  The 
Webley revolver was not a standard issue Canadian sidearm but was a popular choice for private purchase 
by officers in the Canadian Expeditionary Force.  The Webley Mark VI Revolver was the final version 
that was adopted in 1915 (Canadian Soldiers 2013). 
 
The shell casings consist of two pistol shells, three shotgun shells, 20 .22 shells, and 20 .303 shells (Plate 
71).  One of the pistol shells is a .32 rim-fire shell and the other is .36 shell, both were popular cavalry 
and officer side arms in the middle of the nineteenth century (The Upper Canada Arms Society 1992:20-
21).  One of the shotgun shells is stamped with the manufacturer’s name “REMINGTON.” 
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The .22 rim fire round does not have a lot of stopping power and was thus used for training.  Between 
1919 and 1939, all Canadian militia units were armed with the Lee-Enfield Mk. III.  This rifle, along with 
the Lee-Enfield Mk. I was converted to .22 rim-fire for target training purposes.  This practice was 
abandoned in September 1939 when all Canadian troops were armed with Lee-Enfield Short Rifles, Mk 
III that used the .303 cartridge (The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1992:42). 
 
Four of the .303 shells are stamped with “DAC/C/IV.”  These Mark IV were only actively used around 
the turn of the century before being retired in 1903 for anything but training purposes (Tebbutt 2001). 
 
Two of the .303 shells had their tips sawn off (Plate 72).  The reason for this is unknown but it might have 
been to remove powder or cordite from the bullet.  Finally, one .303 shell was not fired but instead had 
the tip broken and the bullet removed.  The bullet still contained cordite.  Cordite was one of the first 
widely utilized smokeless powders.  They were first adopted in 1892 and continued to be employed in 
.303 cartridges until 1973.  Cordite is made up of 58 percent nitroglycerine, 37 percent nitrocellulose, and 
five percent mineral jelly (Tebbutt 2001).  Given its inherent flammability and instability, this material 
was recorded but not retained due to the health and safety concerns on behalf of the project team. 
 
 

6.2.6.3 Lot 321 General Tools 

 
Nine stoneware blacking bottle sherds, one file, one tong fragment, and six other miscellaneous tools 
comprise the general tool artifact subclass of Lot 321 (n=17). 
 
 

6.2.6.4 Lot 321 Hardware Items 

 
There are 436 hardware items in Lot 321.  These consist of 79 bolts, one carbon rod, 20 chain links, two 
clasps, three cuprous tacks, one eye bolt, one fastener, one fire hydrant cap, 11 pieces of fitting, 42 large 
canvas grommets, one handle, one hook, six nuts, three rods, 122 screws, 29 spikes, three springs, three 
staples, nine strap loops, 32 pieces of strapping, three tacks, one tent peg, three washers, 49 wire 
fragments, and 10 miscellaneous hardware item. One of the miscellaneous hardware items is a machine-
cut nail that has been heated, split, and modified into a two-pronged object for an unknown reason. 
 
Four of the large canvas grommets contain the maker’s mark “GARY & PRIER. LONDON.”  
Unfortunately, the details about this maker could not be ascertained. 
 
The carbon rod is 15.2 cm (six inches) long and 1.9 cm (¾ inch) in diameter.  It has a band of copper 
straining on one end and appears to have been used for some sort of an electrical implement given that the 
earliest functioning dry cell battery operated with a carbon rod within a cylinder filled with manganese 
dioxide acting as the cathode (positive terminal) and the zinc rod outside the cylinder acting as an anode 
(negative terminal) (Museum of Technology 2013).  Many more of these objects were recovered from Lot 
393 and are discussed in Section 8.2.6 below. 
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6.2.6.5 Lot 321 Recreation Items 

 
The recreation items consist of one doll fragment and two marbles.  The doll fragment is a porcelain doll 
head that was meant to be attached to a body of cloth or soft leather (Plate 73).  They were first made in 
France in the 1840s but their production intensified in the 1860s as factories opened up in Germany.  
Such dolls were popular in the last decades of the nineteenth century (Lima 2012:67-68). 
 
The marbles are comprised of a clay marble and a machine-made swirl marble that postdates 1900 (Plate 
54) (Kenyon 1981).   
 
 

6.2.6.6 Lot 321 Specialized Tools 

 
The specialized tools from Lot 321 (n=13) consist of nine glass kerosene lanterns fragments and four 
small syringe plunger fragments. 
 
Syringes are multifunction tools.  They could be used to apply anesthetics, serve as douches, drain 
wounds, provide enemas, and mix chemicals together.  Their use may not necessarily be medicinal.  
Given the small size of the syringe in this context it is unlikely that it was used to drain wounds, provide 
enemas, or for vaginal purposes (Veit 1996:43), it is thus likely that it was used to either apply anesthetics 
or mix chemicals together.  The size of the plungers indicates that they could have allowed them to be 
used for a variety of purposes. 
 
The kerosene lantern fragments are made of ruby red glass that is commonly used for carriage/car tail 
lights.  One of them is embossed with the maker’s name “JEFFERSON.”  Unfortunately, no details on 
this manufacturer were found. 
 
 

6.2.6.7 Lot 321 Writing Tools 

 
Writing tools consist of one wooden pencil fragment that has traces of purple colour on the exterior and is 
missing its lead core. 
 
 

6.2.6.8 Lot 321 Miscellaneous Tools and Equipment Items 

 
The miscellaneous tools and equipment items (n=35) consist of seven pieces of electrical wire, 14 
insulator fragments, one wagon licence plate, and 13 pieces of solder.  Among the insulator fragments, 12 
are porcelain and two are glass.  The porcelain insulators consist of one cleat and 11 knob fragments. 
 
The wagon licence plate is embossed with the letters “WAGON. G. S. – M. D. / O. C. Co / II / 1910 / Reg 
No 338” (Plate 74).  The letters indicate that this was a plate for a general service wagon of the 
Department of Militia and Defence.  The plate dates from 1910 and has the registration number of 338.  It 
is uncertain what “O. C. Co” might refer to but it has been suggested that it either belongs to the Ottawa 
Car Company or Oshawa Carriage works (Kevin Hebib, personal communication, 2012).  
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6.2.7 Lot 321 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 1,270 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 321.  These comprise 12.2 percent of Lot 
321’s assemblage.  They consist of 854 unidentifiable container fragments, 11 pieces of cuprous scrap, 
two fragments of lead scrap, 124 pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 279 other miscellaneous items that 
could not be assigned to a functional class (Table 15).  
 
 

6.2.8 Lot 321 Pre-Contact Artifacts 

 
Nine pre-contact aboriginal artifacts were recovered from Lot 321 (Plate 59).  All consist of lithic shatter 
debitage (Table 15).  Seven of the lithics are from Onondaga chert, one is from Lockport chert, and one is 
Kettle Point chert.  One of the Onondaga chert flakes is a distal flake fragment while another is a distal 
flake fragment with dorsal and lateral retouch.  The Kettle Point chert artifact is also a distal flake 
fragment. 
 
 

6.3 Refuse-Filled Depressions 

 
As previously mentioned, nine of the refuse-filled depressions identified during the excavation contained 
artifacts.  They consist of Lots 323, 325, 326, 327, 332, 334, 336, 338, and 386.  Analysis of the datable 
artifacts indicate that Lots 332 and 334 were filled in around or before 1830, Lots 323, 326, 327, and 336 
were filled in between 1830 and 1900, and Lots 325 and 338 were filled in during the twentieth century.  
The date for when Lot 386 was filled in could not be surmised. 
 
 

6.3.1 Lot 323 

 
Artifacts from Lot 323 consist of four refined white earthenware sherds, one unidentifiable sherd, and two 
mammal bones.  Three refined white earthenware sherds display a black-printed motif while the other 
sherd is blue-printed. 
 
 

6.3.2 Lot 325 

 
Artifacts recovered from Lot 325 consist of 30 architectural class items, 43 kitchen and food artifacts, 117 
organic artifacts, four personal artifacts, and 11 artifacts that could not be identified. 
 
The architectural class items consist of one machine cut nail, three wire nails, three indeterminate nails, 
and 23 pieces of window glass.  Faunal material consist of 91 mammal bones, three fish bones, two 
shells, and three burned bone fragments.  The personal artifacts consist of three smoking pipe stem 
fragments and one four-hole sew through bone button that is 17 mm in diameter. 
 
The kitchen and food artifacts consist of one glass liquor container fragment, eight pearlware sherds, 16 
refined white earthenware sherds, three ironstone sherds, 14 coarse red earthenware sherds, and one 
unidentifiable sherd.  The chronologically relevant motifs displayed in this collection consist of two 
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sherds painted in early palette colours, three monochrome blue-painted sherds, one sherd painted in late 
palette colours, one spongeware sherd, two black-printed sherds, and three blue-printed sherds. 
 
 

6.3.3 Lot 326 

 
Two artifacts were recovered from Lot 326 - a monochrome blue-painted refined white earthenware sherd 
and a coarse red earthenware sherd. 
 
 

6.3.4 Lot 327 

 
Lot 327 produced 375 artifacts of which 12 are in the architectural class, 89 are kitchen/food-related 
items, 260 are in the organic class, five are in the personal class, one in the tools and equipment class, and 
eight artifacts are indeterminate. 
 
Architectural class items consist of one tiny brick fragment, eight hand-wrought nails, and three pieces of 
window glass.  Organic class items comprise 50 mammal bones and 210 burned bones.  Personal class 
items consist of two multi-faceted hexagonal blue glass beads, two smoking pipe stem fragments, and one 
incomplete shell button.  The tools and equipment class artifact is a tiny piece of wire.  The indeterminate 
objects consist of three unidentifiable container glass fragments, three pieces of scrap, and two 
unidentified objects. 
 
Non-ceramic kitchen/food related items consist of one glass liquor container fragment and one pewter tea 
spoon handle.  Among the ceramic sherds, 17 sherds are pearlware, 58 sherds are refined white 
earthenware, one sherd is bone china, and 11 sherds are unidentifiable.  The chronologically diagnostic 
motifs consisted of two blue scallop-edged sherds, three monochrome blue-painted sherds, nine olde blue-
printed sherds, and 52 blue-printed sherds. 
 
Four unique vessels were identified among the Lot 327 assemblage:  A blue-printed refined white 
earthenware teacup with a floral motif (Cat. #4257), a blue-printed refined white earthenware saucer with 
a floral motif on the brim and an exotic motif in the centre (Cat. #4272) (Plate 75), a blue-printed refined 
white earthenware muffin plate with a floral motif on the brim (Cat. #4256), and an olde blue-printed 
pearlware twiffler plate with a floral motif on the brim scalloped and bead-embossed edge (Cat. #4258) 
(Plate 43). 
 
The saucer displays a printed “DAVENPORT” maker’s mark indicating that the vessel was produced by 
the Davenport factory in Longport as part of the Staffordshire Potteries.  Printed Davenport marks post-
date 1815 (Godden 1991:189).  Above the maker’s mark, the plate also displays the pattern name 
“Villaris” inside an oval surrounded by scrolls. 
 
 

6.3.5 Lot 332 

 
There are 198 artifacts in the Lot 332 assemblage including 22 architectural class artifacts, 59 
kitchen/food artifacts, 35 organic items, 10 personal class artifacts, 64 tools and equipment class artifact, 
and eight indeterminate artifacts. 
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Architectural class items consist of seven hand-wrought nails, 12 machine-cut nails, and three 
indeterminate nails.  Four mammal bones and 31 burned bones constitute the organic items class.  
Personal class artifacts consist entirely of smoking pipe fragments.  Tools and equipment class consists of 
one round metal rod, six bucket rim fragments, and 57 bucket scraps from a single bucket.  Indeterminate 
artifacts consist of one unidentifiable container fragment, six ferrous scrap metal fragments, and one 
miscellaneous unidentifiable item. 
 
Non-ceramic kitchen and food items consist of two dark green glass liquor container fragments and one 
complete ferrous metal kettle (Plate 76).  Ceramics from this lot consist of 13 pearlware sherds and 43 
refined white earthenware sherds.  Chronologically diagnostic ceramics consist of two blue edged sherds, 
five early palette-painted sherds, five monochrome blue-painted sherds, one olde blue-printed sherd, and 
five blue-printed sherds. 
 
Four unique vessels were identified within this assemblage:  A pearlware early palette-painted teacup 
(Cat. #2696), a pearlware olde blue-printed saucer (Cat. #2698), a refined white earthenware cabled bowl 
with a herringbone motif along the rim (Cat. #2695) (Plate 77), and a pearlware blue edged salt shaker 
(Cat. #2675) (Plate 78).  The bowl is of a London-shape , a popular hollowware shape between 1820 and 
1840 (Kenyon 1987; Miller 2011). 
 
 

6.3.6 Lot 334 

 
Lot 334 assemblage consists of 10 hand-wrought nails, seven refined white earthenware sherds, two 
enameled bone china sherds, two mammal bones, two fish bones, 32 burned bones, one smoking pipe 
stem, one stoneware blacking bottle sherd, and one unidentifiable container glass fragment.  One unique 
vessel was identified in this assemblage – a blue-printed supper plate with a repeating geometric motif on 
the brim and a floral motif in the centre (Cat. #6038). 
 
 

6.3.7 Lot 336 

 
Three artifacts were recovered from Lot 336 – a refined white earthenware sherd and two mammal bones. 
 
 

6.3.8 Lot 338 

 
Lot 338 contains two nails:  one indeterminate and one wire. 
 
 

6.3.9 Lot 386 

 
The excavation of Lot 386 recovered only one artifact – a metal rod fragment. 
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7.0 ARTIFACT INVENTORY – CIRCA 1868 CONFIGURATION OF THE ORDNANCE AND SUPPLY YARD 

7.1 Lot 309 

 
Thirty-five artifacts were recovered from Lot 309, the lens of dark soil and charcoal within the military 
store building.  The assemblage consists of four machine-cut nails, four wire nails, two pieces of window 
glass, two refined white earthenware sherds, 16 mammal bones, five smoking pipe fragments, and two 
unidentifiable container glass fragments.  One refined white earthenware sherd has an indeterminate blue-
printed motif and one has a monochrome blue-painted motif. 
 
 

7.2 Lot 317 

 
Lot 317 contains 51 artifacts.  These consist of three indeterminate nails, two machine cut nails, seven 
wire nails, one lamp chimney fragment, one semi-porcelain sherd, 16 blank bullets, one trunk hardware, 
one unidentifiable container glass fragment, and 13 miscellaneous unidentifiable objects. 
 
The bullets consist of 14 complete .303 blanks with crimped heads (Plate 79), one crimped head 
fragment, and one complete .303 round without powder (Plate 80).  All the complete bullets are head-
stamped “DAC.”  “DAC” stands for the “Dominion Arsenal” in Quebec (Tebbutt 2001).  The Dominion 
Arsenal was the first Canadian government cartridge and shell factory and proofing facility.  It was 
established in 1882 and brought together with other munitions companies as Canadian Arsenals Limited 
in 1945 (Harris 2012). 
 
The complete .303 round displays additional characters beside the head stamp consisting of “17 VII.”  
This indicates that this is a Mark VII (7) round.  The Mark VII weighed 11.3 grams with a muzzle 
velocity of 740 metres per second.  The Mark VII lacks a “Z” at its end indicating that it did not contain 
smokeless powder.  The Mark VII was adopted in 1910 and retained until 1938 when the .303 Mark 
VIIIZ replaced it.  The “17” indicates that it was produced in 1917 (Tebbutt 2001). 
 
 

7.3 Lot 318 

 
Lot 318, one of the support posts for the military store building, contains 20 artifacts.  These consist of 
two machine-cut nails, four indeterminate nails, six pieces of window glass, one coarse red earthenware 
sherd, one spike, four unidentifiable container glass fragments, and two miscellaneous unidentified 
artifacts. 
 
 
8.0 ARTIFACT INVENTORY – 1910s-1936 EXPANSION OF THE ORDNANCE AND SUPPLY YARD 

8.1 Lot 354 

 
Lot 354, the topsoil capped by the forge and carpenter shop soil layers, contained 1,191 artifacts.  These 
are summarized in Table 21 below. 
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Table 21:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 354 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 354 

Architectural 368 31.1% 
Brick 3  

Nail, hand-wrought 12  
Nail, machine cut 117  

Nail, wire 125  
Nail, indeterminate 14  

Window Glass 97  
Furnishing 5 0.2% 

Furniture Legs 2  
Incandescent Light Bulb 3  

Kitchen/Food-related 528 44.3% 
Container, liquor 167  

Kitchenware 18  
Stopper 2  

Tableware 321  
 Teaware 19  

Utensils 1  
Organic 131 11.0% 

Faunal, avian 1  
Faunal, burned 4  

Faunal, fish 1  
Faunal, mammal 117  

Faunal, shell 1  
Faunal, unidentifiable 7  

Personal 37 3.3% 
Button 1  

Smoking Pipe 34  
Toothbrush 2  

Tools and Equipment 43 3.3% 
Armament 15  
Hardware 22  
Insulator 5  

Writing 1  
Indeterminate 79 6.8% 

Unidentifiable Container 50  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 3  

Miscellaneous 26  

Artifact Total 1,191 100.0% 

 
 

8.1.1 Lot 354 Architectural Class 

 
The architectural class comprises almost a third of Lot 354.  This assemblage consists of three brick 
fragments, 12 hand-wrought nails, 117 machine-cut nails, 125 wire nails, 14 indeterminate nails, and 97 
pieces of window glass (Table 21).  The range of nail types reflects the construction and refurbishment of 
timber structures throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
 
Three brick fragments come from two individual bricks.  Both of the bricks are hand-made, water-struck, 
stick-trimmed bricks.  One of the bricks is a pale red colour, is broken in half, and displays horizontal 
strike marks.  It is 9.8 cm (3 ⅞ inches) wide and 4.8 cm (1 ⅞ inches) thick.  The other brick mends from 
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two broken halves.  It is dark red in colour, displays vertical strike marks, and is 21.5 cm (8 ½ inches) 
long, 10.2 cm (4 inches) wide, and 5.3 cm (2 1/8 inches) thick. 
 
As the name suggests, hand-made bricks were formed by hand by pouring clay into a wooden mould 
(Gurcke 1987:102).  These bricks can be subdivided into stick-trimmed and metal-trimmed bricks 
depending if the excess clay was cleared away with either a metal blade or a smooth piece of wood from 
the mould.  The metal blade leaves deep cuts and tears in the brick as it slices away the extra clay while a 
wooden strike leaves shallow parallel lines (Gurcke 1987:103).  The direction of the strike – horizontally, 
vertically, or diagonally was left at the hands of the individual brick maker and can identify individual 
styles. 
 
The means to lubricate the brick out of the mould, usually with sand or water, also leaves tell-tale marks 
which can also be used to classify a brick.  Sand gives the brick a rough, granular texture on all sides 
except the struck one and the sand adhering to the brick during firing leaves a deeper shade of red 
(Gurcke 1987:103).  In contrast, water leaves small ripples at the bottom and sides of the brick and leaves 
the sides and corners relatively smooth (Gurcke 1987:106). 
 
 

8.1.2 Lot 354 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 354 furnishing class consists of three light bulb glass fragments and two cuprous tacks for 
furniture legs (Table 21).  Similar tacks have been recovered in Lots 321, 353, and 362.   
 
 

8.1.3 Lot 354 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 354 assemblage contains 528 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 44.3 percent of the 
Lot 354 assemblage (Table 21).  These artifacts relate to the storage, preparation, distribution, and 
consumption of food and beverages. 
 

8.1.3.1 Lot 354 Ceramics 

 
Lot 354 contains 358 ceramic sherds that consist of eight pearlware sherds (2.2 percent), 281 refined 
white earthenware sherds (78.5 percent), 29 ironstone sherds (8.1 percent), four yellow ware sherds (1.1 
percent), seven semi-porcelain sherds (2.0 percent), 10 coarse red earthenware sherds (2.8 percent), three 
buff earthenware sherds (0.8 percent), two stoneware sherds (0.6 percent), and 14 unidentifiable sherds 
(3.9 percent).  A summary of decorative motifs from Lot 354 is provided in Table 22. 
 

Table 22:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 354 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 354 % of decorated ceramics 

Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 3 5.2% 
Edgeware, blue scalloped 1800-1840 1 1.7% 
Transfer print, olde blue 1815-1835 1 1.7% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 23 39.7% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1840 3 5.2% 
Transfer print, brown 1830-1860; 1880s 5 8.6% 
Hand-painted, late palette 1830-1870 4 6.9% 
Sponged 1840-1870 13 22.4% 
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Table 22:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 354 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 354 % of decorated ceramics 

Edgeware, straight 1840-1885 1 1.7% 
Transfer print, flow 1844-1900 1 1.7% 
Rockingham 1855-1890 3 5.2% 

Total  58 100.0% 

 
 
Based on the ware and decorative types within Lot 354, the ceramic assemblage dates mostly to the first 
half of the nineteenth century though the deposit was not capped until the twentieth century.  
 
Turning to a discussion of vessel uses, Lot 354 contains 18 kitchenware sherd, 321 tableware sherds, and 
19 teaware sherds.  Three unique vessels were identified this this lot:  An ironstone saucer with an 
indeterminate moulded motif (Cat. #4581), a refined white earthenware late palette painted cup with a red 
line below the rim on the interior and exterior (Cat. #2923), and a refined white earthenware blue 
scalloped meat dish (Cat. #1830) with an embossed motif that was popular between 1823 and 1835 
(Miller 2000:3; Plate 43). 
 
 

8.1.3.2 Lot 354 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts from Lot 354 consist of 167 dark olive green glass liquor 
container fragments, two glass stoppers, and one utensil – a spoon (Table 21). 
 
 

8.1.4 Lot 354 Organic Class 

 
One tenth of the Lot 354 assemblage consists of faunal remains, including one avian bone, one fish bone, 
117 mammal bones, one shell, four burned bones, and seven unidentifiable faunal fragments (Table 21). 
 
 

8.1.5 Lot 354 Personal Class 

 
Thirty-seven artifacts in the personal class were recovered from Lot 354.  These include one incomplete 
glass button, 34 smoking pipe fragments, and two toothbrush fragments (Table 21). 
 
The smoking pipe fragments comprise 21 bowls and 13 stems.  Three of the stem fragments have 
identifiable maker’s marks.  These are summarized in Table 23 below. 
 

Table 23:  Identifiable Pipe Maker’s Marks from Lot 354 

Cat. # Provenience Maker’s Mark Date* 
12,275 702N-287E MURRAY-GLASGOW 1833 – 1861 
12,562 703N-287E MURRAY-GLASGOW 1833 – 1861 
12,285 702N-288E W & D BELL-QUEBEC 1862 – 1877 

* All dates are derived from Walker 1971 and Kenyon 1984. 
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8.1.6 Lot 354 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 354 contains 43 tools and equipment items.  They consist of 15 armament items, 22 hardware items, 
five insulators, and one writing artifact – a slate pencil (Table 21).  Armament objects consist of one 
percussion cap, three minié balls (Plate 67), 10 shell casing fragments, and one cuprous barrel hoop 
fragment from the Grand Magazine explosion.  The hardware items consist of three bolts, two large 
grommets, one rod, nine screws, three pieces of strapping, three tacks, and one piece of wire. 
 
The shells consist of two .303 shell casings and eight shotgun shells.  All insulator fragments are 
porcelain.  Four are knob fragments and one is a cleat fragment. 
 
 

8.1.7 Lot 354 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 79 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 354.  They consist of 50 unidentifiable container 
fragments, three pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 26 other miscellaneous items that could not be 
assigned to a functional class (Table 21).  One of the unidentifiable container glass fragments is solarised. 
 
 

8.2 Lot 385 

 
A total of 604 artifacts was recovered from Lot 385, the fill used to level the ground before the 
construction of the carpenter shop, and these are summarized in Table 24 below. 
 

Table 24:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 385 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 385 

Architectural 379 62.7% 
Brick 1  

Drainage Pipe 1  
Nail, hand-wrought 2  

Nail, machine cut 16  
Nail, wire 152  

Nail, indeterminate 3  
Window Glass 204  

Furnishing 6 1.2% 
Incandescent Light Bulb 5  

Sconce 1  
Kitchen/Food-related 63 10.4% 

Container, liquor 1  
Container, soft drink 1  

Cork 1  
Kitchenware 14  

Tableware 40  
 Teaware 4  

Tumbler 1  
Utensils 1  

Organic 41 6.8% 
Faunal, avian 4  

Faunal, burned 3  
Faunal, mammal 34  
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Table 24:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 385 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 385 

Personal 12 1.9% 
Button 3  
Fabric 2  

Medicine Container 1  
Smoking Pipe 6  

Tools and Equipment 34 5.6% 
Armament 7  

General Tools 2  
Hardware 17  
Insulator 8  

Indeterminate 69 11.4% 
Unidentifiable Container 53  

Ferrous Scrap Metal 4  
Miscellaneous 12  

Artifact Total 604 100.0% 

 
 

8.2.1 Lot 385 Architectural Class 

 
Most of the artifacts recovered from Lot 385 belong to the architectural class.  These artifacts consist of 
one brick fragment, one drainage pipe fragment, two hand-wrought nails, 16 machine-cut nails, 152 wire 
nails, three indeterminate nails, and 204 pieces of window glass (Table 24).  The presence of wire nails 
along with hand-wrought and machine-cut nails denotes the mixed nature of this deposit.  The red brick 
fragment is hand-made, water-struck, and stick-trimmed.  It is 10.3 cm (4 inches) in width and 5.1 cm (2 
inches) in thickness. 
 
 

8.2.2 Lot 385 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 385 furnishing class contains six artifacts.  These consist of five glass light bulb fragments and 
one porcelain sconce (Table 25).  The sconce is impressed with the moulded lettering “D.E. Co. No. 870”.  
This is the mark of the Dale Electric Company.  This company existed between 1908 and 1959 and was a 
manufacturer of lighting fixtures and parts with offices in San Francisco and Chicago.  They specialised 
in industrial design for lighting large spaces.  With the introduction of many new lighting styles and 
movements such as Victorian Style Lighting, Art Nouveau, Arts and Crafts, and Art Deco in the early 
twentieth century, many small companies such as Dale Electric started making similar designs and began 
to compete on a large scale.  By the 1950s, the lighting frenzy had died down and Dale Electric was 
purchased by the Lionel Corporation, an American toy manufacturer and retailer in 1959 (Gantz and 
Matranga 2005; Gantz 2010). 
 
 

8.2.3 Lot 385 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 385 assemblage contains 63 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 10.5 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 24).  These artifacts relate to the storage, preparation, distribution, and 
consumption of food and beverages. 
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8.2.3.1 Lot 385 Ceramics 

 
Lot 385 contains 58 ceramic sherds that consist of two pearlware sherds (3.4 percent), 23 refined white 
earthenware sherds (39.7 percent), three ironstone sherds (5.2 percent), nine semi-porcelain sherds (15.5 
percent), 10 coarse red earthenware sherds (17.2 percent), four buff earthenware sherds (6.9 percent), one 
stoneware sherd, and six unidentifiable sherds (10.3 percent).  A summary of decorative motifs from Lot 
385 is provided in Table 25. 
 
Based on the ware and decorative types within Lot 385, the decorated ceramic assemblage is 
representative of the early-to-mid nineteenth century, while the undecorated ceramics are representative 
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. 
 

Table 25:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 385 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 385 % of decorated ceramics 

Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 6 37.4% 
Transfer print, olde blue 1815-1835 1 6.3% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 6 37.4% 
Transfer print, red 1828-present 1 6.3% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1840 1 6.3% 
Rockingham 1855-1890 1 6.3% 

Total  16 100.0% 

 
 
Turning to a discussion of vessel uses, Lot 385 contains 14 kitchenware sherds, 40 tableware sherds, and 
four teaware sherds.  Two unique teacups were identified in this lot.  Both are undecorated semi-porcelain 
cups (Cat. #2283 and #2295).  One of the cups is complete except for the handle.  The cup is a low squat 
shape that was popular at the end of the nineteenth century (Kenyon 1987).  The cup is peculiar in that it 
contains slag that seems to have been poured in it intentionally as there are drip marks (Plate 81). 
 
 

8.2.3.2 Lot 385 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts from Lot 385 consist of one glass liquor container fragment, 
one soft drink bottle base, one complete cork, one bone-handled utensil, and one glass tumbler base 
(Table 24).  The soft drink bottle base contains embossed lettering “CONTENT/8 OZ. NET.” 
 
 

8.2.4 Lot 385 Organic Class 

 
Forty-one pieces of faunal bone were recovered from Lot 385.  They consist of 34 pieces of mammal 
bones, four avian bones, and three burned bones (Table 24). 
 
 

8.2.5 Lot 385 Personal Class 

 
The personal class in Lot 385 (n=11) consists of three buttons, two pieces of fabric, one medicine 
container fragment, and six smoking pipe fragments (Table 24).  The two pieces of fabric are from a dyed 
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cotton twill weave garment that would have been used on something like a vest.  The smoking pipes 
consist of three stem fragments, one bowl fragment, and two fragments that mend into a complete pipe 
bowl with a broken stem (Plate 82).  None of the fragments display identifiable maker’s marks. 
 
Among the buttons there are metal, shell, and plastic specimens.  The four-hole metal button is 16.8 mm 
in diameter and contains a deep centre indicating that it was probably a suspender button.  The shell 
button is two-hole sew-through that is 18 mm in diameter suggesting that it was used for outerwear such 
as a coat or jacket.  The last button is a four-hole plastic celluloid button that is 27 mm in diameter and 
was probably used on outerwear. 
 
 

8.2.6 Lot 385 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Thirty-two tools and equipment class artifacts were recovered from Lot 385.  They consist of seven 
armament items, two general tools, 17 hardware items, and eight insulators (Table 24).  Five .303 shell 
casings fragments and two shotgun shells represent the armament items (Plate 71).  The hardware items 
consist of two bolts, two grommets, two screws, one split bolt connector, two pieces of strapping, and 
seven wires. 
 
The general tools consist of a stoneware blacking bottle sherd and a colourless liquid veneer bottle.  The 
veneer bottle has a rectangular shape with panel side and chamfered corners.  The bottle is topped by a 
Perry Davis-type finish and displays an Owen’s suction scar at its base (Plate 83).  The Perry Davis-type 
finish was a common two-part finish on late nineteenth and early twentieth-century bottles (Jones and 
Sullivan 1989:79).  The Owen’s suction scar is an attribute of the first viable fully automated process for 
making glass bottles.  The commercial use of this method began in 1904, reached its peak in the 1920s, 
and ceased by the late 1940s (Jones and Sullivan 1989:39). 
 
The insulators consist of seven porcelain knob fragments and one large brown-glazed porcelain insulator.  
The brown-glazed insulator has a large hole with remains of a wire going through it.  There is rust at the 
base indicating that it had a metal component.  This was a wire holder insulator used for terminating 
secondary services (Todd 1977:57).  The wire holder is impressed with the numbers “1607” on one side 
and the word “SLATER” on the other (Plate 80).  The number probably refers to the type number 
produced by the company while “SLATER” refers to Slater & Barnard Ltd. of Hamilton, Ontario which 
was founded in 1907 and produced poleline hardware (Todd 1974). 
 
 

8.2.7 Lot 385 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 69 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 385.  They consist of 53 unidentifiable container 
fragments, four pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 12 other miscellaneous items that could not be assigned 
to a functional class (Table 24).  One indeterminate artifact is a perforated disk that bears a patent mark – 
“PAT’D 1867 DEC 31.” 
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8.3 Lot 393 

 
The richest deposit within the carpenter shop was Lot 393.  It overlay Lot 385 and underlay the 
subsequent abandonment and demolition lots like 362 suggesting that it relates to the operation within the 
carpenter shop itself.  A total of 1,470 artifacts was recovered from this lot (Table 26). 
 

Table 26:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 393 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 393 
Architectural 512 34.8% 

Cuprous Nail 1  
Nail, hand-wrought 7  

Nail, machine cut 29  
Nail, wire 198  

Nail, indeterminate 28  
Window Glass 249  

Furnishing 211 14.4% 
Ceiling Lamp 196  

 Incandescent Light Bulb 15  
Kitchen/Food-related 216 14.7% 

Container, food 23  
Container, liquor 94  

Container, milk 18  
Kitchenware 6  

Stopper 1  
Tableware 73  

Utensils 1  
Organic 68 4.6% 

Faunal, burned 2  
Faunal, mammal 66  

Personal 31 2.1% 
Button 1  
Fabric 5  

Smoking Pipe 9  
Toothbrush Box 16  

Tools and Equipment 58 3.9% 
Animal Husbandry 1  

Armament 2  
General Tools 3  

Hardware 47  
Insulator 3  

Solder 2  
Indeterminate 374 25.4% 

Unidentifiable Container 216  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 94  

Miscellaneous 64  

Artifact Total 1,470 100.0% 

 
 

8.3.1 Lot 393 Architectural Class 

 
A third of the artifacts from Lot 393 belong in the architectural class.  They consist of one cuprous nail, 
seven hand-wrought nails, 29 machine-cut nails, 198 wire nails, 28 indeterminate nails, and 249 pieces of 
window glass (Table 27). 
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The cuprous nail, one of a handful recovered from the Visitors’ Centre excavation, relates to the care 
taken when handling military Ordnance or other flammable/explosive material.  It was probably used in 
the construction of a box that contained such material as copper does not spark and would not cause an 
accidental explosion. 
 
 

8.3.2 Lot 393 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 393 furnishing class contains 211 artifacts.  These consist of 196 milk glass ceiling lamp 
fragments, 13 glass light bulb fragments, and two screw-on bases from incandescent light bulbs (Table 
26). 
 
 

8.3.3 Lot 393 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 393 assemblage contains 216 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 14.7 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 26).  These artifacts relate to the storage, preparation, distribution, and 
consumption of food and beverages. 
 

8.3.3.1 Lot 393 Ceramics 

 
Lot 393 contains 79 ceramic sherds that consist of 30 refined white earthenware sherds (38.0 percent), 19 
ironstone sherds (24.1 percent), eight yellow ware sherds (10.1 percent), two semi-porcelain sherds (2.5 
percent), three coarse red earthenware sherds (3.8 percent), three buff earthenware sherds (3.8 percent), 
and 14 unidentifiable sherds (17.7 percent).  A summary of decorative motifs from Lot 393 is provided in 
Table 27.  
 

Table 27:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 393 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 393 % of decorated ceramics 

Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 4 21.1% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 10 57.7% 
Transfer print, red 1830-1850 1 5.3% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1860; 1880s 1 5.3% 
Hand-painted, late palette 1830-1870 1 5.3% 
Sponged 1840-1870 1 5.3% 

Total  19 100.0% 

 
 
Based on the ware and decorative types within Lot 393, the ceramic assemblage is a mixture of material 
dating from the 1830s through to the early twentieth century. 
 
The Lot 393 ceramic assemblage consists of six kitchenware sherds and 73 tableware sherds.  No unique 
vessels were identified within this lot. 
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8.3.3.2 Lot 393 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts from Lot 393 consist of 23 glass food container fragments, 94 
glass liquor container fragments, 18 glass milk container fragments, one glass stopper, and one utensil – a 
teaspoon (Table 26). 
 
Ten of the milk container fragments contain the words “OA,” “JOHNSTON,” “DAIR_,” and “_. 638.” 
These glass fragments belong to a Johnston Brothers milk container. 
 
The teaspoon is a complete tipped-style spoon.  Its handle contains a “POTOSI SILVER” trademark.  
This trademark belongs to Potosi Co., Birmingham that was in operation between 1878 and 1921 
(Woodhead 1991:194). 
 
 

8.3.4 Lot 393 Organic Class 

 
Sixty-eight pieces of faunal bone were recovered from Lot 393.  They consist of 66 pieces of mammal 
bone and two burned bones (Table 26).  Much of the faunal material was recovered in unit 704N-275E 
where 26 pieces of mammal bone were located. 
 
 

8.3.5 Lot 393 Personal Class 

 
The personal class in Lot 393 (n=31) consists of one incomplete metal button, five pieces of fabric, nine 
smoking pipe fragments, and part of an ironstone toothbrush box (Plate 84) mended from 16 sherds 
(Table 26).  The smoking pipes consist of three stem fragments and six bowl fragments (Plate 92).  None 
of the fragments display identifiable maker’s marks. 
 
The fabric is from a twill undercoat or vest.  The vest appears to have been second-rate as it does not 
contain finished seams or button holes (Plate 85).  It is likely that this would have been worn by a civilian 
or a member of the militia wearing civilian clothes. 
 
 

8.3.6 Lot 393 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 393 contains 58 artifacts in the tools and equipment class.  They consist of one animal husbandry 
item, two armament items, three general tools, 47 hardware items, three insulators, and two fragments of 
solder (Table 26).  The animal husbandry item is a horse harness buckle and the armament items are .303 
shell casing fragments.  The general tools contains one large hammer, one small hammer, and a half of a 
wrench.  The insulators consist of two porcelain knob fragments and one porcelain cleat fragment.   
 
The hardware items consist of one cap, 22 carbon rods, six screws, four spikes, one spring, one piece of 
strapping, one tack, and 11 wire fragments.  It is interesting to note that 19 of the carbon rods are located 
in unit 702N-275E.  The carbon rods are of a uniform size and similar to those recovered from Lot 321.  
Each is 15.2 cm (six inches) long and 1.9 cm (¾ inch) in diameter (Plate 86).  Given that a large number 
of such carbon rods were recovered, they were probably used to power a number of small and portable 
electrical devices within the carpenter shop before being discarded. 
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8.3.7 Lot 393 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 374 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 393.  They consist of 216 unidentifiable 
container fragments, 94 pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 64 other miscellaneous items that could not be 
assigned to a functional class (Table 27).  The unidentifiable glass includes seven milk glass and three 
solarized fragments. 
 
 

8.4 Small Deposits in the Area of the Carpenter Shop 

 
In addition to Lots 254, 385 and 393 that cover a wider area, there are 10 smaller deposits that contain 
artifacts within the area of the carpenter shop.  They consist of Lots 345, 347, 352, 383, 384, 398, 413, 
418, 425, and 431.  These are summarized below. 
 

8.4.1 Lot 345 

 
Lot 345 (n=157) includes 108 architectural class items, one glass light bulb fragment, 19 kitchen/food-
related artifacts, two mammal bones, one shell shirt button, eight tools and equipment class items, and 18 
indeterminate class items. 
 
Architectural class items consist of one drainage pipe, one machine-cut nail, 58 wire nails, and 48 pieces 
of window glass.  Tools and equipment class items consist of one bolt, one insulator knob, one screw, 
three spikes, a thimble, and one wire fragment.  Indeterminate class items consist of 14 unidentifiable 
container glass fragments and four miscellaneous unidentified objects.  The kitchen/food-related class 
items consist of one glass liquor container fragment, two pearlware sherds, 10 refined white earthenware 
sherd, two semi-porcelain sherds, one coarse red earthenware sherd, one buff earthenware sherd, and two 
unidentifiable sherds.  Four refined white earthenware sherds have blue-printed motifs. 
 
 

8.4.2 Lot 347 

 
Lot 347 consists of 66 artifacts.  These include five machine-cut nails, 31 wire nails, 19 pieces of window 
glass, one glass food container fragment, five semi-porcelain sherds, one large metal fastener/clamp, three 
indeterminate container glass fragments, and one miscellaneous unidentified artifact. 
 
 

8.4.3 Lot 352 

 
Nine artifacts were recovered from Lot 352.  These consist of four wire nails, one window glass fragment, 
one semi-porcelain sherd, and three unidentifiable sherds. 
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8.4.4 Lot 383 

 
Out of the seven artifacts recovered from Lot 383, three are window glass fragments, one is a glass liquor 
container fragment, and three are blue-printed refined white earthenware sherds. 
 
 

8.4.5 Lot 384 

 
Lot 384 was a spread of soil within the centre of the Carpenter Shop.  Only 210 artifacts were recovered 
from this context.  These consist of 71 architecture class artifacts, two light bulb glass fragments, 50 
kitchen/food artifacts, 20 mammal bones, 11 personal class items, 10 tools and equipment class items, and 
46 indeterminate class items. 
 
Architectural class items consist of three coarse red earthenware drainage pipe fragments, five hand-
wrought nails, 12 machine-cut nails, 38 wire nails, seven indeterminate nails, and six window glass 
fragments.  Personal class items consist of one smoking pipe stem and 10 smoking pipe bowl fragments.  
The bowl fragments are from a Turk’s Head pipe (Plate 90) and the stem bears the maker’s mark of 
Bannerman-Montreal.  The manufacturer of this pipe was in business between 1857 and 1907 (Kenyon 
1984). 
 
The kitchen and food artifacts consist of seven glass liquor container fragments, one colourless glass 
tumbler, 30 refined white earthenware sherds, eight ironstone sherds, one coarse red earthenware sherd, 
one buff earthenware sherd, one stoneware sherd, and one unidentifiable sherd.  Nineteen sherds display 
brown-printed motifs, three sherds display blue-printed motifs, and one sherd is Rockingham.  One 
unique vessel was identified – a brown-printed refined white earthenware bowl (Cat. #5607) (Plate 64). 
 
Tools and equipment class items consist of three stoneware blacking bottle sherds, one bolt, three 
porcelain insulator knob fragments, one nut, one screw, and one corroded .303 shell casing.  The 
indeterminate class consists of 43 unidentifiable container glass fragments and three miscellaneous 
unidentifiable artifacts. 
 
 

8.4.6 Lot 398 

 
Twelve artifacts were recovered from the Lot 398 deposit.  They consist of one wire nail, three pieces of 
window glass, two olde blue-printed sherds, four mammal bones, one metal button, and one .303 shell 
casing.  The four-hole button is 16.8 mm in diameter with a concave centre suggesting that it was used as 
a suspender button (Plate 49). 
 
 

8.4.7 Lot 413 

 
Seventeen artifacts were recovered from Lot 413.  They consist of one machine cut nail, seven wire nails, 
two window glass fragments, one semi-porcelain sherd, one bolt, one porcelain insulator knob fragment, 
two spikes, one washer, and one unidentified tool fragment. 
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8.4.8 Lot 418 

 
There are 63 artifacts in Lot 418.  They are comprised of 24 wire nails, 17 light bulb glass fragments, one 
liquor container glass fragment, one milk container glass fragment, one smoking pipe stem fragment, one 
tiny syringe fragment, three pieces of wire, 11 unidentifiable container glass fragments, and four 
miscellaneous unidentifiable items. 
 
 

8.4.9 Lot 425 

 
Lot 425 was a non-organic white burnt coal ash deposit (n=82) between the carpenter shop and the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard fence.  It consists of one machine-cut nail, four wire nails, 77 window glass 
fragments, one staple, four unidentifiable container glass fragments, and three miscellaneous unidentified 
items. 
 
 

8.4.10 Lot 431 

 
Lot 431 was an iron-stained lens between the carpenter shop and the fence.  This lot contains two wire 
nails, two indeterminate nails, 68 window glass fragments, one staple, one bolt, two carbon rods, one 
unidentifiable container fragments, four pieces of scrap, and 13 miscellaneous unidentified objects. 
 
 

8.5 Deposits in the Carpenter Shop Piles 

 
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the carpenter shop was constructed on a foundation of 26 piles.  Twenty-
three lots related to these piles contained artifacts:  Lots 360, 363, 367, 368, 369, 375, 376, 379, 394, 395, 
399, 406, 414, 415, 416, 417, 423, 424, 426, 427, 428, 429, and 432.  These are summarized below. 
 

8.5.1 Lot 360 

 
Lot 360, a support along the eastern wall, contained 13 wire nails, two window glass fragments, one 
screw, one spike, and one unidentified artifact. 
 
 

8.5.2 Lot 363 

 
Lot 363, a support along the eastern wall, contained six mammal bone fragments. 
 
 

8.5.3 Lot 367 

 
Two wire nails were recovered from Lot 367, a support along the eastern wall. 
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8.5.4 Lot 368 

 
Lot 368 was an interior pile that contained 12 artifacts.  This assemblage consists of one machine cut nail, 
four wire nails, one window glass fragment, four semi-porcelain sherds, and two unidentifiable container 
glass fragments. 
 
 

8.5.5 Lot 369 

 
Twenty-four artifacts were recovered from Lot 369, a support along the eastern wall.  The artifacts consist 
of one hand-wrought nail, 13 wire nails, two pieces of strapping, one unidentified container glass 
fragment, and seven miscellaneous unidentified artifacts. 
 
 

8.5.6 Lot 375 

 
One wire nail was recovered from Lot 375, part of support along the eastern wall. 
 
 

8.5.7 Lot 376 

 
One machine cut nail was found in this context along the eastern wall. 
 
 

8.5.8 Lot 379 

 
The excavation of Lot 379, another eastern wall support, produced eight artifacts.  These consist of two 
wire nails, one screw, one porcelain insulator knob fragment, and four mammal bone fragments. 
 
 

8.5.9 Lot 394 

 
Lot 394 was a pile located along the mid-point of the carpenter shop.  This lot contains seven artifacts:  
One wire nail, three small light bulbs, one refined white earthenware sherd, one mammal bone, and one 
bolt.  Two of the light bulbs are represented by bases while one of the light bulbs is complete.  The 
complete light bulb is a Victorian carbon-filament bulb and has a small anchored double loop filament 
that is typical of those used in most twentieth-century industrial lanterns (Plate 87).  This bulb was 
handmade and had the lighting equivalent of a modern six to ten watt bulb.  Carbon-filament light bulbs 
debuted in the 1890s and continued to be used until 1912 when they were replaced with the powerful 
tungsten-filament bulb that transformed the lighting and electricity industry (Keene 1918). 
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8.5.10 Lot 395 

 
One wire nail was recovered from Lot 395, a pile located at the mid-point of the carpenter shop. 
 
 

8.5.11 Lot 399 

 
Lot 399, a deposited associated with a pile located at the mid-point of the building, contained four 
artifacts – three wire nails and a complete porcelain insulator knob. 
 
 

8.5.12 Lot 406 

 
Lot 406, a pile located along the mid-point of the carpenter shop, contained three artifacts – two wire nails 
and one porcelain insulator knob fragment. 
 
 

8.5.13 Lot 414 

 
Lot 414, one of the four piles along the western wall of the carpenter shop, contained 32 artifacts.  These 
consist of five wire nails, 24 window glass fragments, two glass liquor container fragments, and one 
unidentifiable artifact. 
 
 

8.5.14 Lot 415 

 
Lot 415, a deposit associated with the western wall, contained two artifacts – one wire nail and one 
window glass fragment. 
 
 

8.5.15 Lot 416 

 
Three artifacts were recovered from Lot 416, another pile located at the mid-point of the carpenter shop.  
The artifacts consist of one wire nail, one porcelain knob insulator, and one unidentifiable artifact.  The 
porcelain insulator is embossed with the letters “HEM_.”  These letters are from the maker’s mark of the 
Hemco Electric Mfg. Co. out of New York, New York (Todd 1977:109).  No information could be 
obtained about this manufacturer. 
 
 

8.5.16 Lot 417 

 
Lot 417, a deposit associated with Lot 416, contained a porcelain insulator knob fragment. 
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8.5.17 Lot 423 

 
Seven artifacts were recovered from Lot 423, a pile located in the west portion of the carpenter shop.  
They consist of four wire nails, one window glass fragment, one brick, and one screw.  The brick is a 
buff, machine-made, vertically extruded specimen that has been horizontally cut.  The brick is 22.7 cm (9 
inches) long, 10.2 cm (4 inches) wide, and 6.5 cm (2 ½ inches) thick.  The centre of the brick contains a 
frog that is 14.8 cm (5 ⅞ inches) long, 5.5 cm (2 ¼ inches) wide, and 1.3 cm (½ inch) deep.  Mortar 
obscures some of its edges. 
 
As the name suggests, the difference between handmade and machine-made bricks is that the latter was 
made by a machine.  Machine-made stiff-mud bricks were formed by two separate processes.  First, a 
column of clay was formed in the extrusion machine which forced the clay through a die or mouthpiece.  
This left rounded corners on the edges of the brick formed by water or steam which was used to lubricate 
the clay.  Next the column of clay was cut producing tell-tale cut marks on both sides of the brick (Gurcke 
1987:108).  Cutting was done either at the narrow end of the brick, making an “end-cut” brick, or from 
the widest side of the brick, producing a “side-cut” brick.  Masons preferred side-cut bricks given that 
mortar adhered better to the rougher top and bottom surfaces of the side-cut bricks.  The blade itself could 
be positioned to cut the column vertically, horizontally, or sideways depending on the machine (Gurcke 
1987:109).   
 
Soft-mud, machine-made bricks were available as early as the late nineteenth century.  In Ontario, the 
machine-made brick postdates 1887.  Before that date, bricks were handmade as it was believed that 
Ontario clay was unsuitable for manufacturing pressed machine-made brick (Yundt and Augaitis 1992:2). 
 
 

8.5.18 Lot 424 

 
Lot 424, a pile located in the west portion of the structure, contained three machine-cut nails and three 
wire nails. 
 
 

8.5.19 Lot 426 

 
Eight artifacts were recovered from Lot 426, one of the piles along the western wall.  The artifacts consist 
of seven wire nails and one piece of window glass. 
 
 

8.5.20 Lot 427 

 
Lot 427, the clay cap above Lot 426, contains 12 artifacts.  These artifacts consist of eight wire nails, one 
unidentifiable hardware artifact, two fragments from a corroded enamelware cup, and a miscellaneous 
unidentifiable artifact. 
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8.5.21 Lot 428 

 
Lot 428, the deposit associated with Lot 429, contains two unidentifiable items. 
 
 

8.5.22 Lot 429 

 
Lot 429 was a pile located between the mid-point of the structure and the western wall.  Its excavation 
recovered eight artifacts.  The artifacts consist of a one wire nail, three metal bowl fragments, one piece 
of strapping, and three indeterminate ferrous scrap metal fragments. 
 
 

8.5.23 Lot 432 

 
Lot 432, a pile along the western wall of the carpenter shop, contained two artifacts – a porcelain cleat 
insulator fragment and an indeterminate metal artifact. 
 
 

8.6 Lot 353 

 
Lot 353 was the large forge deposit characterized by black grit and sand lensd with ash, coal, and slag.  A 
total of 1,123 artifacts was recovered from this lot (Table 28). 
 

Table 28:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 353 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 353 

Architectural 713 63.5% 
Cuprous Nail 3  

Drainage Pipe 2  
Hinge 1  

Nail, hand-wrought 28  
Nail, machine cut 35  

Nail, wire 375  
Nail, indeterminate 25  

Window Glass 244  
Furnishing 24 0.8% 

Drawer Pull 1  
Furniture Legs 15  

Fuse 1  
Hinge 1  

Incandescent Light Bulb 6  
Kitchen/Food-related 80 7.1% 

Bottle Cap 2  
Container, liquor 41  

Container, milk 8  
Cork 1  

Kitchenware 2  
Tableware 26  

Organic 12 1.1% 
Faunal, burned 1  
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Table 28:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 353 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 353 

Faunal, mammal 11  
Personal 13 1.2% 

Belt Buckle 1  
Button 1  

Coin 1  
Fabric 7  

Ring 1  
Smoking Pipe 2  

Tools and Equipment 58 6.4% 
Animal Husbandry 1  

Armament 4  
Clip 1  

Electrical Wire 1  
General Tools 2  

Hardware 47  
Recreation 1  

Solder 1  
Indeterminate 223 19.9% 

Unidentifiable Container 162  
Ferrous  Scrap Metal 1  

Miscellaneous 60  

Artifact Total 1,123 100.0% 

 
 

8.6.1 Lot 353 Architectural Class 

 
Two-thirds of all the artifacts recovered from Lot 353 consist of architectural class items.  These consist 
of three cuprous nails, two drainage pipe fragments, one hinge, 28 hand-wrought nails, 35 machine-cut 
nails, 375 wire nails, 25 indeterminate nails, and 244 window glass fragments (Table 28).  
 
 

8.6.2 Lot 353 Furnishing Class 

 
The furnishing class (n=24 artifacts) is comprised of one drawer handle, 14 cuprous furniture leg tacks, a 
fuse, a small hinge, four glass light bulb fragments, and two light bulb fragments (Table 29).  The fuse is 
inscribed with “ROYAL” and “125V.”  This indicates that the fuse could carry up to 125 volts of 
electricity and that it was produced by the Royal Electric Company, a Montreal-based company that was 
founded in 1884 (Hydro-Quebec 2013).  One of the light bulb fragments is part of the dark glass base.  
The other fragment consists of a complete light bulb base along with part of the interior glass bulb and 
tube around which wires were wound suggesting a post-1910 date. 
 
 

8.6.3 Lot 353 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 353 assemblage contains 80 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising seven percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 28).  These artifacts relate to the storage, preparation, distribution, and 
consumption of food and beverages. 
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8.6.3.1 Lot 353 Ceramics 

 
Lot 353 contains 28 ceramic sherds that consist of seven refined white earthenware sherds (25.0 percent), 
three ironstone sherds (10.7 percent), 15 semi-porcelain sherds (53.6 percent), two coarse red earthenware 
sherds (7.1 percent), and one unidentifiable sherd.  Six sherds have chronologically diagnostic motifs.  
One of the sherds is monochrome blue-painted, three are sponged, one is pink-printed, and one displays 
the twentieth-century decalcomania motif. 
 
 

8.6.3.2 Lot 353 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts consist of two bottle caps, 41 glass liquor container fragments, 
eight glass milk container fragments, and a single cork.  All the milk container fragments comprise 
finishes with capseat ledges (Table 28). 
 
 

8.6.4 Lot 353 Organic Class 

 
Eleven mammal bones and one burnt bone comprise the organic class in Lot 353 (Table 28).   
 
 

8.6.5 Lot 353 Personal Class 

 
Thirteen artifacts from the personal class in Lot 353 consist of one belt buckle, one button, one coin, 
seven pieces of plain weave fabric, one ring, and two smoking pipe bowl fragments (Table 28).  The ring 
is an almost complete aluminum ring with an inlaid green glass imitation of emerald (Plate 44).  The plain 
weave fabric is most likely from a shirt or undergarments. 
 
The coin is a nickel that has been extremely corroded through some sort of a chemical process but the 
1947 date is still legible indicating that it is probably an intrusive artifact introduced from the upper strata 
through bioturbation. 
 
The button from this assemblage is a metal leather-covered button.  The slit where the leather was 
inserted and the stitch marks where the whole metal support was covered with leather are still present.  
Leather buttons were mainly used on coats and other outer garments in the early twentieth century 
(Meredith and Meredith 2004:34-35). 
 
 

8.6.6 Lot 353 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 353 contains 58 artifacts in the tools and equipment class.  They consist of one animal husbandry 
artifact – a horse shoe nail, four armament items, one clip, one electrical wire, two general tools, 47 
hardware items, one piece of solder, and one recreation artifact – a clay marble (Table 28).  The 
armament items consist of two .303 shell casings, a lead bullet, and the cuprous tip of a pistol or musket 
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ramrod.  One of the .303 shell casings is stamped with the initials “DAC.”  The lead bullet is a .45 calibre 
bullet from a Westley Richards rifle. 
 
The hardware items consist of 23 bolts, one fastener, one large grommet, two cuprous tacks, one nut, one 
ring, two rods, 10 screws, one spike, one piece of strapping, three washers, and one wire. 
 
 

8.6.7 Lot 353 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 223 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 353.  They consist of 162 unidentifiable 
container fragments, one piece of ferrous scrap metal, and 60 other miscellaneous items that could not be 
assigned to a functional class (Table 28).  Out of the unidentifiable glass fragments six are solarized. 
 
 

8.7 Small Deposits in the Area of the Forge 

 
In addition to Lot 353, four smaller deposits contain artifacts within the area of the forge.  These consist 
of Lots 343, 357, 364, and 365. 
 

8.7.1 Lot 343 

 
Lot 343 was an indeterminate ash lens mixed with coal and clinker.  Its assemblage consists of one hand-
wrought nail, three machine-cut nails, 57 wire nails, two drawer handles, one screw, and one piece of 
ferrous scrap metal. 
 
 

8.7.2 Lot 357 

 
Lot 357 was an indeterminate deposit sandwiched between Lots 353 and 354 in unit 702N-288E.  Its 
excavation recovered 10 wire nails, one piece of window glass, one complete carving knife, one 
undecorated semi-porcelain sherd, and two unidentifiable container glass fragments. 
 
 

8.7.3 Lot 364 

 
Lot 364, the working area for the forge, contained 25 artifacts.  These consist of two machine-cut nails, 
nine wire nails, one piece of window glass, two liquor container glass fragments, one .303 rifle oil 
container, one bolt, three screws, one strap loop, four unidentifiable container glass fragments, and one 
miscellaneous unidentified artifact. 
 
The .303 rifle oil container is complete and sealed with the leather washer still preserved (Plate88).  It is 
incised with the letters HB-15.  The oil bottle was adopted for all .303-inch rifles and carbines on 
December 19, 1899.  A spoon is attached to the leather head which, when unscrewed, would have been 
used to oil the rifle until the oil was used up (Skennerton 1987:3). 
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8.7.4 Lot 365 

 
Lot 365 was the fire bed for the forge that consisted of fire-reddened sand.  This lot (n=53) consists of one 
machine cut nail, 21 wire nails, one piece of window glass, five liquor container glass fragments, one bolt, 
six pieces of fitting, one screw, two staples, six strap loops, eight unidentifiable container glass fragments, 
and one miscellaneous unidentified object. 
 
 

8.8 Ordnance and Supply Yard Fence Posts 

 
Three fence posts from the western wall of the Ordnance and Supply Yard contained artifacts – Lots 434, 
438, and 439. 
 

8.8.1 Lot 434 

 
Lot 434 (n=39) consists of two machine-cut nails, 28 wire nails, one .303 shell casing, one complete 
porcelain knob insulator, and six indeterminate artifacts. 
 
 

8.8.2 Lot 438 

 
Lot 438 (n=118) consists of nine indeterminate nails, 25 ironstone sherds, two glass liquor container 
fragments, 21 glass milk container fragments, one piece of electrical wire, 39 unidentifiable container 
glass fragments, and 21 miscellaneous unidentified artifacts. 
 
Three of the milk containers were partially reconstructed.  All three are made from colourless glass and 
have capseat ledges and Owen’s suction scars.  One of the milk containers was made for the Johnston 
Brosthers Oakland Dairy and two of the milk containers were made for the City Dairy Co. (Plate 89).  As 
discussed above, the former was in operation between 1916 and 1922 while the latter was in operation 
between 1900 and 1942. 
 
All of the unidentifiable container glass fragments are colourless and probably are also from milk 
containers. 
 
 

8.8.3 Lot 439 

 
Eighty artifacts were recovered from Lot 439.  These consist of one wire nail, 75 milk glass ceiling lamp 
fragments, one glass liquor container fragment, one ironstone sherd, one “INF” (infantry) epaulette, and 
one horse shoe nail. 
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8.9 Miscellaneous Lots 

 
As discussed in the Settlement Patterns Section 4.4, the expanded component of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard contained several miscellaneous lots that did not relate to the carpenter shop, the forge, nor the 
fence.  Three of these lots contained artifacts.  The artifacts from these lots are summarized below. 
 
 

8.9.1 Lot 335 

 
The context of Lot 335 was assigned to three flat fragments of sheet metal of indeterminate function that 
were recovered from unit 704N-300E between Lots 322 and 321. 
 
 

8.9.2 Lot 341 

 
Lot 341 was the trench cut and fill for the Lot 361 ceramic pipe that diagonally bisected the area between 
the carpenter shop and forge and the military store.  Lot 341 contained 289 artifacts.  Of these, 72 artifacts 
are from the architectural class, 21 are from the furnishing class, 68 are from the kitchen and food class, 
four are personal artifacts, 35 are from the organic class, 21 are from the tools and equipment class, and 
68 artifacts are indeterminate. 
 
The architectural class items consist of one cuprous nail, one hand-wrought nail, eight machine-cut nails, 
31 wire nails, one hinge, and 27 pieces of window glass.  The furnishings class consists of 20 colourless 
glass light bulb fragments and one black glass light bulb.  The organic class consists of 32 mammal bones 
and three burned bones.  The personal artifacts consist of three smoking pipe fragments and one glass 
syringe plunger.   
 
The tools and equipment class artifacts consist of one complete cuprous bullet, one .303 shell casing, one 
stoneware blacking bottle sherd, eight file fragments, one drill bit, three bolts, one cap, one screw, one 
spike, one staple, one piece of electrical wire, and one machine-made glass swirl marble (Plate 54).  
Machine-made swirl marbles were developed around the turn of the century are still popular today 
(Kenyon 1981).  The cuprous bullet is a hollow-point with the letters “DC” stamped into one end.  It is 
13.8 grams (213.0 grains) in weight (Plate 68).  This bullet was adopted by the British government in 
1897 as the Cartridge S.A. Ball .303 inch Cordite Mark III (Tebbutt 2001; Barnes 2012:385). 
 
The kitchen and food class artifacts consist of three glass liquor container fragments, 45 refined white 
earthenware sherds, eight ironstone sherds, four yellow ware sherds, two semi-porcelain sherds, three 
coarse red earthenware sherds, one stoneware sherd, and two unidentifiable sherds.  Chronologically 
diagnostic motifs from this context consist of one monochrome blue painted sherd, two late palette-
painted sherds, four spongeware sherds, two black-printed sherds, nine blue-printed sherds, and one 
brown-printed sherd. 
 
The indeterminate objects consist of 45 unidentifiable container fragments, four pieces of unidentifiable 
plating, and 19 miscellaneous unidentifiable objects.  One of the unidentifiable container fragments is 
made from solarized glass. 
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8.9.3 Lot 408 

 
Lot 408 was a deposit (n=864) located between the carpenter shop and the fence line for the Ordnance 
and Supply Yard.  It consists of 732 architectural artifacts, 27 kitchen and food artifacts, eight organic 
class items, one personal class artifact, 26 tools and equipment class artifacts, and 75 indeterminate 
artifacts. 
 
The architectural class items consist of seven machine-cut nails, 59 wire nails, nine indeterminate nails, 
and 657 pieces of window glass.  The organic class consists of one fish bone, six mammal bones, and one 
unidentified bone. 
 
The kitchen and food artifacts consist of one glass liquor container fragment, two capseat finish fragments 
from milk containers, one refined white earthenware sherd, 20 semi-porcelain sherds, and three coarse red 
earthenware sherds.  Six of the semi-porcelain sherds mend into an undecorated squat teacup. 
 
The personal class consists of a single black glass button that is 23 mm in diameter and has a cross 
bottony of white stone imbedded in the centre (Plate 49).  Cross bottony (or botonny) refers to a cross 
terminating in three rounded lobes (Webster’s Revised Unabridged Dictionary 1913).  This button would 
have been for a coat or a similar piece of outerwear.  Given its motif, the button might have some military 
heraldry symbolism. 
 
The tools and equipment class items consist of six shell casing fragments, four bolts, six screws, one 
spike, one tack, six pieces of wire, one unidentified hardware item, and one small counterweight for an 
indeterminate object.  The shell casing fragments represent five individual .303 shell casings.  Three of 
the cases are very fragmentary, one is complete, and one is fragmentary but displays a crimped head 
similar to the ones recovered from Lot 317 and discussed in Section 7.2. 
 
The indeterminate class consists of 54 unidentifiable container fragments, three pieces of ferrous scrap 
metal, and 18 miscellaneous unidentified objects.  One of the glass fragments is milk glass. 
 
 
9.0 ARTIFACT INVENTORY – LOTS EXTERIOR TO THE ORDNANCE AND SUPPLY YARD 

9.1 Lot 389 

 
Lot 389 was a prepared surface of silty clay laid down after the demolition of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard.  A total of 1,058 artifacts was recovered from this lot and these are summarized in Table 29 below. 
 
 

9.1.1 Lot 389 Architectural Class 

 
Over half of all artifacts recovered from Lot 389 belong to the architectural class.  These artifacts consist 
of one drainage pipe fragment, two hand-wrought nails, 54 machine-cut nails, 328 wire nails, 36 
indeterminate nails, and 179 pieces of window glass (Table 29). 
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Table 29:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 389 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 389 

Architectural 600 56.7% 
Drainage Pipe 1  

Nail, hand-wrought 2  
Nail, machine cut 54  

Nail, wire 328  
Nail, indeterminate 36  

Window Glass 179  
Furnishing 17 1.6% 

Ceiling Lamp 15  
Incandescent Light Bulb 2  

Kitchen/Food-related 146 13.8% 
Container, food 1  

Container, liquor 23  
Container, milk 3  

Container, soft drink 1  
Kitchenware 4  

Stopper 1  
Tableware 104  

Teaware 9  
Organic 30 2.8% 

Faunal, mammal 29  
Shell 1  

Personal 13 1.1% 
Button 7  
Comb 1  

Collar Stud 1  
Pocket Watch 1  

Shoe Grommet 1  
Smoking Pipe 2  

Tools and Equipment 29 2.7% 
Armament 1  

Electrical Wire 1  
Hardware 18  
Insulator 5  

Writing 4  
Indeterminate 223 21.3% 

Unidentifiable Container 156  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 18  

Miscellaneous 49  

Artifact Total 1,058 100.0% 

 
 

9.1.2 Lot 389 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 389 furnishing class consists of 15 milk glass ceiling lamp fragments and two light bulb 
fragments (Table 29). 
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9.1.3 Lot 389 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 389 assemblage contains 146 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 13.8 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 29). 
 

9.1.3.1 Lot 389 Ceramics 

 
Lot 385 contains 117 ceramic sherds that consist of three pearlware sherds (2.6 percent), 31 refined white 
earthenware sherds (26.5 percent), 61 ironstone sherds (52.1 percent), one yellow ware sherd, 14 semi-
porcelain sherds (12.0 percent), two coarse red earthenware sherds (1.7 percent), two stoneware sherd 
(1.7 percent), and three unidentifiable sherds (2.6 percent).  A summary of chronologically diagnostic 
decorative motifs from Lot 389 is provided in Table 30. 
 

Table 30:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 389 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 389 % of decorated ceramics 

Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 1 3.7% 
Edgeware, blue scalloped 1800-1840 1 3.7% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 9 33.3% 
Transfer print, green 1828-present 12 44.5% 
Wheat pattern 1860-1900 1 3.7% 
Decalcomania 1880-present 3 11.1% 

Total  27 100.0% 

 
 
Based on the ware and decorative types within Lot 389, the deposit is mixed with nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century material.  
 
Turning to a discussion of vessel uses, Lot 389 contains four kitchenware sherds, 104 tableware sherds, 
and nine teaware sherds.  Two unique vessels were identified in this assemblage – an undecorated semi-
porcelain saucer (Cat. #4855), and a green-printed ironstone saucer displaying a floral motif (Cat. #4320) 
(Plate 90). 
 
 

9.1.3.2 Lot 389 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts from this lot consist of one glass food container fragment, 23 
glass liquor container fragments, three glass milk container fragments, one soft drink bottle base, and one 
glass stopper (Table 29).  Two of the milk container fragments possess capseat finishes.  The soft drink 
container is probably a Coca-Cola bottle. 
 
 

9.1.4 Lot 389 Organic Class 

 
Lot 389 contained thirty pieces of faunal bone.  These consist of 29 mammal bones and one shell 
fragment (Table 29). 
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9.1.5 Lot 389 Personal Class 

 
The personal class in Lot 389 (n=13) consists of seven buttons, one plastic comb, one collar stud, one 
shoe grommet, one pocket watch fragment, and two smoking pipe bowl fragments (Table 29).  The 
pocket watch fragment is cuprous and decorated with elaborate scroll work and applied gilt colour. 
The buttons consist of four prosser ceramic and three shell specimens.  One of the ceramic buttons is a 
four-hole sew through button that is 11 mm in diameter and was probably used on a shirt (Plate 51).  
Another ceramic button is a four-hole sew through button fragment that is at least 17 mm in diameter; its 
size suggests that it was utilized as a coat or vest button.  The third ceramic button is a two-hole black 
sew-through button that was 14 mm in diameter and it might have been used on trousers or a vest (Plate 
51).  The last prosser button is too fragmentary to properly identify. 
 
Among the shell buttons, one is a two-holed sew through button that is 14 mm in diameter and could have 
been used for a variety of purposes.  The second button is 9 mm in diameter with an engraved floral motif 
and a dome-shaped projection on the underside for an attachment (Plate 91).  Given its size and shape, 
this may have been used on a woman’s or child’s piece of clothing.  The last shell button is too 
fragmentary to be identified. 
 
 

9.1.6 Lot 389 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
A total of 29 tools and equipment class artifacts were recovered from Lot 389.  They consist of one 
armament item, one electrical wire, 18 hardware items, five insulator fragments, and four writing artifacts 
(Table 29).  The armament item is a flattened and unfired percussion cap and the writing artifacts are four 
slate pencils. 
 
The hardware items consist of a pin, three bolts, one eye hook, one piece of fitting, one nut, three screws, 
three spikes, one spring, one washer, and three pieces of wire.  The insulators consist of one knob, three 
cleats, and one tube fragment.  Two cleats were stamped with “CGE,” the initials of Compagnie Generale 
d’Electro-Ceramique.  Compagnie Generale d’Electro-Ceramique was one of the largest manufacturers of 
French incandescent lamps and electric supplies. They started manufacturing porcelain insulators in 1904 
at the Ivry-Port (Paris) site (Alsthom 1992). 
 
 

9.1.7 Lot 389 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 223 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 389.  They consist of 156 unidentifiable 
container fragments, 18 pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 49 other miscellaneous items that could not be 
assigned to a functional class (Table 29).  Among the unidentifiable artifacts, 11 are milk glass fragments 
and six are solarized glass fragments. 
 
 

9.2 Lot 390 

 
Lot 390 was the A-horizon outside of the Ordnance and Supply Yard that was not capped until 1936.  It 
contained 1,116 artifacts (Table 31). 
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Table 31:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 390 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 390 

Architectural 432 38.7% 
Nail, hand-wrought 8  

Nail, machine cut 137  
Nail, wire 149  

Nail, indeterminate 46  
Window Glass 92  

Furnishing 37 3.4% 
Ceiling Lamp 25  

Incandescent Light Bulb 11  
Lamp Burner 1  

Kitchen/Food-related 291 26.1% 
Container, liquor 48  

Container, milk 52  
Enamelware 12  
Kitchenware 30  

Tableware 159  
Organic 52 4.7% 

Faunal, mammal 51  
Faunal, unidentifiable 1  

Personal 25 2.2% 
Button 2  

Medicine Container 2  
Shoe Fragment 15  

Smoking Pipe 5  
Toiletry Container 1  

Tools and Equipment 22 1.9% 
Armament 8  

General Tools 1  
Hardware 9  
Insulator 1  

Recreation 1  
Writing 2  

Indeterminate 257 23.0% 
Unidentifiable Container 187  

Ferrous Scrap Metal 6  
Miscellaneous 64  

Artifact Total 1,116 100.0% 

 
 

9.2.1 Lot 390 Architectural Class 

 
Over a third of all the artifacts from Lot 390 belong in the architectural class.  They consist of eight hand-
wrought nails, 137 machine-cut nails, 149 wire nails, 46 indeterminate nails, and 92 pieces of window 
glass (Table 31).  The even mix of nineteenth and twentieth-century nails suggests that deposits in this 
context accumulated slowly until the early twentieth century. 
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9.2.2 Lot 390 Furnishing Class 

 
There are 37 artifacts in the Lot 390 furnishing class.  These consist of 25 milk glass ceiling lamp 
fragments, one lamp burner fragment, seven glass light bulb fragments, and four incandescent light bulb 
fragments (Table 32).  The incandescent light bulb fragments are from at least three different light bulbs.  
One of these can be dated after 1910 as its wire filaments are encased in a glass tube. 
 
 

9.2.3 Lot 390 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
There are 291 kitchen/food-related artifacts in the Lot 390 assemblage.  They comprise a quarter of the 
lot’s assemblage (Table 31). 
 
 

9.2.3.1 Lot 390 Ceramics 

 
Lot 390 contains 179 ceramic sherds that consist of nine pearlware sherds (5.0 percent), 49 refined white 
earthenware sherds (27.4 percent), 61 ironstone sherds (34.1 percent), six semi-porcelain sherds (3.4 
percent), 16 buff earthenware sherds (8.9 percent), seven stoneware sherds (3.9 percent), and 31 
unidentifiable sherds (17.3 percent).  A summary of decorative motifs from Lot 390 is provided in Table 
32. 
 

Table 32:  Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 390 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 390 % of decorated ceramics 

Hand-painted, early palette 1780-1835 6 20.0% 
Hand-painted, monochrome blue 1780-1835 1 3.3% 
Transfer print, olde blue 1815-1835 1 3.3% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 14 46.7% 
Transfer print, black 1830-1840 3 10.0% 
Transfer print, brown 1830-1860; 1880s 2 6.7% 
Transfer print, flow 1844-1900 1 3.3% 
Transfer print, teal 1880s 1 3.3% 
Decalcomania 1880-present 1 3.3% 

Total  30 100.0% 

 
 
The chronologically diagnostic wares and decorative motifs date this assemblage from the early 
nineteenth to the early twentieth century. 
 
Turning to the discussion of vessel uses in Lot 390, 30 sherds are kitchenware and 171 sherds are 
tableware.  No unique vessels were identified within this lot. 
 
 

9.2.3.2 Lot 390 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
The non-ceramic kitchen and food artifacts from this context consist of 48 glass liquor container 
fragments, 52 glass milk container fragments, and 12 fragments of enamelware (Table 31). Among the 
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milk container fragments, three mend into a single capseat ledge finish and 49 mend into a Johnston 
Brothers  milk container.  The enamelware fragments mend into a single corroded enamelware table plate. 
 
 

9.2.4 Lot 390 Organic Class 

 
One unidentified and 51 mammal bones represent the Lot 390 organic class (Table 31).  
 
 

9.2.5 Lot 390 Personal Class 

 
The personal class in Lot 390 (n=25) consists of two buttons, two medicine containers, 15 shoe 
fragments, five smoking pipe fragments, and one toiletry container (Table 31).  The smoking pipes consist 
of three stem fragments and two bowl fragments.  None of the fragments display identifiable maker’s 
marks. 
 
The shoe fragments are from a single shoe that appears to have been for a small child.  The shoe was 
originally either hand-stitched or McKay machine sewed, a method that was widely adopted after 1862 
(Stevens and Ordoñez 2005:14).  The shoe also displays three metal pegs that were used to repair the shoe 
and extend its longevity. 
 
Both of the metal buttons are four-hole sew-through buttons with a concave centre.  The buttons are 14 
mm and 17 mm in diameter.  Such buttons were commonly found on suspenders but can also be 
associated with trousers and work shirts (Lindbergh 1999). 
 
 

9.2.6 Lot 390 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 390 contains 22 artifacts in the tools and equipment class.  They consist of eight armament items, one 
indeterminate tool, nine hardware items, one porcelain insulator knob, one recreation item, and two 
writing artifacts – a pair of slate pencils (Table 31).  The recreation item is a “crockery” clay marble with 
a mottled dark brown glaze (Plate 54). 
 
The armament items consist of one percussion cap and seven shell casings comprising six individual 
shells.  Three of the shell casings are .303 calibre, one is .22 calibre, and two of the shells are from 
shotguns.  One of the shells is from a pinfire shotgun with the inscription “ELEY BROs/16/LONDON” 
(Plate 92).  The pinfire mechanism was an early form of breach loader that was patented in 1835 by 
Casimir Lefaucheux and became popular in Europe in the middle of the nineteenth century (Newcomer 
2010).  It was popular on pistols and shotguns and saw wide use during the American Civil War (1861-
1865).  It dropped out of favour with the proliferation of rim fire and centre fire weapons (Newcomer 
2012).  Eley Brothers founded their business in London in the 1820s and are still in business today 
(Harding 2006). 
 
The hardware items consist of one pin, three bolts, one screw, one spike, one spring, and two wires. 
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9.2.7 Lot 390 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 257 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 390.  They consist of 187 unidentifiable 
container fragments, six pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 64 other miscellaneous items that could not be 
assigned to a functional class (Table 31).  Among the unidentifiable artifacts, two are milk glass and 16 
are solarized glass. 
 
 

9.3 Lot 391 

 
Lot 391 was the upper B-horizon outside of the Ordnance and Supply Yard equivalent to Lots 316 and 
322.  It contained 401 artifacts (Table 33). 
 

Table 33:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 391 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 391 

Architectural 118 29.4% 
Nail, hand-wrought 1  

Nail, machine cut 21  
Nail, wire 19  

Nail, indeterminate 22  
Window Glass 55  

Furnishing 11 2.8% 
Incandescent Light Bulb 2  

Lamp Burner 8  
Wick Knob 1  

Kitchen/Food-related 94 23.4% 
Container, liquor 3  

Kitchenware 2  
Teaware 4  

Tableware 85  
Organic 90 22.4% 

Faunal, burned 3  
Faunal, mammal 87  

Personal 10 2.5% 
Smoking Pipe 10  

Tools and Equipment 20 5.0% 
Animal Husbandry 1  

Armament 10  
General Tools 3  

Hardware 8  
Indeterminate 58 14.5% 

Unidentifiable Container 33  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 1  

Miscellaneous 24  

Artifact Total 401 100.0% 

 
 

9.3.1 Lot 391 Architectural Class 

 
The architectural class items from Lot 391 consist of one hand-wrought nail, 21 machine-cut nails, 19 
wire nails, 22 indeterminate nails, and 55 window glass fragments (Table 33). 
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9.3.2 Lot 391 Furnishing Class 

 
There are 11 artifacts in the Lot 391 furnishing class.  These consist of eight lamp burner fragments, one 
lamp chimney glass fragment, one wick knob fragment, and one incandescent light bulb fragment (Table 
33).  Prior to 1878, several variations of the incandescent light bulb were invented though the light was 
too dim and the light bulbs too short lived to make them practical.  In that year, Joseph William Swan 
produced the first truly functional lamp (Woodhead et al. 1984:71).  A year later, Thomas Edison 
patented his light bulb and in 1881 added the characteristic screw base.  Over the subsequent decades 
more features were added to make the modern incandescent light bulb more long lasting and practical 
(Woodhead et al. 1984:73). 
 
The incandescent light bulb fragment from Lot 391 is a wire filament encased in a glass tube that dates 
after 1910 (Woodhead et. al. 1984:73). 
 
 

9.3.3 Lot 391 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
There are 94 kitchen/food-related artifacts in this assemblage (Table 33).  They comprise 23.4 percent of 
Lot 391’s assemblage which is significantly less than the analogous Lots 316 and 322. 
 
With the exception of three glass liquor container fragments, all artifacts from this class in this lot are 
ceramic sherds.  These consist of six pearlware sherds (6.6 percent), 52 refined white earthenware sherds 
(57.1 percent), 15 ironstone sherds (16.5 percent), one yellow ware sherd, one stoneware sherd, and 16 
unidentifiable sherds (17.6 percent).  Chronologically diagnostic decorative motifs from Lot 391 consist 
of 10 monochrome blue-painted sherds, three spongeware sherds, and 13 blue-printed sherds.  The date 
range for this ceramic assemblage falls squarely within the nineteenth century. 
 
Turning to the discussion of vessel uses in Lot 391, two sherds are kitchenware, three sherds are teaware, 
and 85 sherds are tableware.  One unique vessel was identified in this lot – a monochrome blue-painted 
pearlware saucer rim sherd (Cat. #1473) (Plate 40).  
 
 

9.3.4 Lot 391 Organic Class 

 
Three burned bones and 97 mammal bones comprise the Lot 391 organic class (Table 33).  
 
 

9.3.5 Lot 391 Personal Class 

 
Ten smoking pipe fragments comprise the Lot 391 personal class (Table 15).  They consist of four stem 
fragments, five bowl fragments, and one pipe stem and bowl fragment.  None of the fragments display 
identifiable maker’s marks. 
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9.3.6 Lot 391 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 391’s tools and equipment class consists of 20 artifacts – one animal husbandry item, 10 armament 
items, three general tools, and six hardware items (Table 15).  The animal husbandry item is a horse shoe 
and the general tools are stoneware blacking bottle sherds. 
 
The armament items consist of one lead musket ball, four percussion caps (Plate 93), two shell casings, 
and three cuprous barrel strapping fragments from the Grand Magazine explosion (Table 15).  One of the 
shell casings is a very corroded shotgun shell while the other is a .32 calibre rim-fire shell.  The .32 
calibre rounds were used for pistols supplied to officers and cavalry units in the mid-nineteenth century 
(The Upper Canada Historical Arms Society 1992:20-21). 
 
The musket ball is teardrop shaped in profile indicating that it came into contact with a soft object after it 
was discharged.  The ball is 23.1 grams in weight.  Using Daniel Sivilich’s formula for calculating the 
hypothetical diameter of a distorted ball, the ball was probably .63 inches in diameter (Plate 94).  This is 
smaller than a Brown Bess musket ball that was greater than .66 inch in diameter but fits with the French 
Charleyville and American Springfield muskets that fired .63 inch balls (Sivilich 2005:8).  While this 
musket could have been fired by the American forces that attacked York on April 27 1813, it should not 
be overlooked that the Canadian militia and native allies could have been using the Charleyville muskets.  
In fact, 30,000 prepared French ball cartridges were stored at the Grand Magazine before the explosion.  
Thus, it is also possible that this ball came from the explosion and not the fighting during the actual battle 
(Kevin Hebib, personal communication 2013). 
 
The hardware items consist of two bolts, one tack, and three wires. 
 
 

9.3.7 Lot 391 Indeterminate Class 

 
Fifty-eight artifacts from Lot 391 are unidentifiable.  These consist of 33 unidentifiable container 
fragments, one piece of ferrous scrap metal, and 24 other miscellaneous items that could not be assigned 
to a functional class (Table 15).  Out of unidentifiable glass fragments seven are milk glass and two are 
solarized glass. 
 
 

9.4 Lot 405 

 
Lot 405 was an indeterminate black gritty silty clay loam deposit in units 699N-269E and 699N-270E  
that contained 49 artifacts.  These artifacts consist of four wire nails, two pieces of window glass, three 
glass liquor container fragments, four glass milk container fragments, four shoe fragments, three 
unidentifiable container fragments, and 29 unidentifiable objects.  The milk container fragments are from 
two different bottles and display capseat ledges. 
 
Three of the shoe fragments are from a child’s shoe that was most likely pegged.  The other fragment is 
from a very small child’s shoe and is also pegged with rectangular metal studs.   
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9.5 Lot 440 

 
Lot 440, possibly a lens of leached soil in unit 702N-271E, contains six mammal bones. 
 
 
10.0 ARTIFACT INVENTORY – POST-1936 COMPONENT 

10.1 Lot 359 

 
Lot 359 was a deposit of homogenous black silty clay loam that covered the forge and the eastern section 
of the carpenter shop.  This may represent topsoil that has been altered by the industrial deposits of the 
forge.  A total of 743 artifacts was recovered from this lot (Table 34). 
 

Table 34:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 359 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 359 
Architectural 355 47.8% 

Drainage Pipe 5  
Mortar Fragment 8  

Nail, hand-wrought 5  
Nail, machine cut 4  

Nail, wire 128  
Nail, indeterminate 9  

Window Glass 196  
Furnishing 35 4.7% 

Flower Pot 5  
Incandescent Light Bulb 29  

Key 1  
Kitchen/Food-related 91 12.2% 

Container, food 4  
Container, liquor 16  

Container, milk 7  
Kitchenware 3  
Table Glass 41  

Tableware 20  
Organic 13 1.7% 

Faunal, burned 1  
Faunal, mammal 12  

Personal 2 0.3% 
Comb 1  

Shoulder Title 1  
Tools and Equipment 47 6.4% 

Electrical Wire 2  
Hardware 43  
Insulator 2  

Indeterminate 200 26.9% 
Unidentifiable Container 150  

Ferrous Scrap Metal 9  
Other 41  

Artifact Total 743 100.0% 
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10.1.1 Lot 359 Architectural Class 

 
Like most lots from the Fort York Visitors’ Centre excavation, Lot 359 consists mostly of architectural 
class items.  These consist of five drainage pipe fragments, eight mortar fragments, five hand-wrought 
nails, four machine-cut nails, 128 wire nails, nine indeterminate nails, and 196 pieces of window glass 
(Table 34).  
 
 

10.1.2 Lot 359 Furnishing Class 

 
There are 35 artifacts in the Lot 359 furnishing class representing 4.7 percent of this lot’s assemblage.  
These consist of five terracotta flower pot sherds, 29 frosted light bulb fragments, and one key (Table 34).  
Early light bulbs were either left clear or were frosted on the inside like the specimens from Lot 359.  
After 1925, light bulbs were given a sanity interior that prevented the glare from the bright incandescent 
filament and helped to disperse the light better (Woodhead et al. 1984:74). 
 
 

10.1.3 Lot 359 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
Only 91 kitchen/food-related artifacts were recovered from Lot 359.  They comprise 12.2 percent of the 
total Lot 359 assemblage.  The non-ceramic artifacts from this class consist of four glass food container 
fragments, 16 glass liquor container fragments, seven glass milk container fragments, and 41 table glass 
fragments (Table 34).  The food container fragments are from a single small colourless glass condiment 
jar with a threaded lip.  The milk container fragments mend into two capseat finishes.  The table glass 
fragments are from a large colourless glass lid for a cake stand.  Moulded glass swirls decorate the 
exterior. 
 
The 23 ceramic sherds recovered from Lot 359 consist of one pearlware sherd, three refined white 
earthenware sherds, three ironstone sherds, eight semi-porcelain sherds, three coarse red earthenware 
sherds, and five unidentifiable ceramic sherds.  Among the chronologically diagnostic motifs, one sherd is 
monochrome-blue painted, three are blue-printed, one is purple-printed, and two sherds display the 
decalcomania motif. 
 
 

10.1.4 Lot 359 Organic Class 

 
Twelve mammal bone fragments and one burned bone represent the Lot 359 organic class (Table 34). 
 
 

10.1.5 Lot 359 Personal Class 

 
Only two artifacts in the personal class were recovered from Lot 359 – a plastic comb and a shoulder title 
(Table 34).  The shoulder title has the moulded word “CANADA” (Plate 95).  Shoulder titles such as 
these were worn by all members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force during the First World War 
(RCASC 2013). 
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10.1.6 Lot 359 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
The tools and equipment class items from Lot 359 consist of two electrical wires, 43 hardware items, and 
two porcelain knob insulators (Table 34).  The hardware items consist of six bolts, five chain links, one 
cuprous tack, two large grommets, 12 screws, two spikes, two strap loops, one tack, and 12 pieces of 
wire. 
 
 

10.1.7 Lot 359 Indeterminate Class 

 
The indeterminate class (n=200) from Lot 359 consists of 150 unidentifiable container fragments, nine 
pieces of scrap metal, and 41 other miscellaneous items that could not be assigned to a functional class 
(Table 34).  Out of unidentifiable glass fragments, one fragment is milk glass and one fragment is 
solarized.  Two of the unidentifiable container glass fragments mend into a base fragment with an 
embossed diamond shape with the letter “D” in the centre. 
 
 

10.2 Lot 362 

 
Lot 362 was the demolition/fill layer on top of the carpenter shop.  It lay directly over the work surfaces 
represented by Lots 384 and 393 and underlay a thin accumulation of topsoil.  A total of 2,704 artifacts 
was recovered from this lot (Table 35). 
 

Table 35:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 362 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 362 
Architectural 1428 52.1% 

Cuprous Nail 2  
Drainage Pipe 39  

Latch Hook 1  
Nail, hand-wrought 19  

Nail, machine cut 115  
Nail, wire 744  

Nail, indeterminate 41  
Window Glass 467  

Furnishing 173 6.4% 
Bar Support 1  

Ceiling Lamp 92  
Cuprous Table Tack 1  

Flower Pot 7  
Incandescent Light Bulb 66  

Sconce 6  
Kitchen/Food-related 283 11.6% 

Bottle cap 2  
Container, food 5  

Container, liquor 143  
Container, milk 13  

Cork 1  
Fork 1  

Kitchenware 43  
Tableware 69  
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Table 35:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 362 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 362 

Teaware 5  
Tumbler 1  

Organic 105 3.9% 
Faunal, avian 18  

Faunal, mammal 87  
Personal 16 0.6% 

Bead 1  
Button 6  

Claspknife 1  
Identity Tag 2  

Smoking Pipe 5  
Toothbrush 1  

Tools and Equipment 168 6.2% 
Animal Husbandry 1  

Armament 1  
Electrical Wire 8  
General Tools 2  

Hardware 76  
Insulator 75  

Recreation 4  
Writing 1  

Indeterminate 531 19.6% 
Unidentifiable Container 322  

Lead Scrap Metal 1  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 29  

Other 179  

Artifact Total 2,704 100.0% 

 
 

10.2.1 Lot 362 Architectural Class 

 
Most of Lot 362 consists of architectural class items.  This is not surprising given the interpretation of this 
lot as the demolition layer for the Carpenter Shop.  The artifacts in this class consist of two cuprous nails, 
39 drainage pipe fragments, one latch hook, 19 hand-wrought nails, 115 machine-cut nails, 744 wire nails, 
41 indeterminate nails, and 467 pieces of window glass (Table 35).  The predominance of wire nails 
points to the twentieth-century context of this lot. 
 
 

10.2.2 Lot 362 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 362 furnishing class consists of one decorative bar support, 92 milk glass ceiling lamp fragments, 
one cuprous table tack, seven terracotta flower pot sherds, 66 incandescent light bulb fragments, and six 
sconce fragments (Table 35).  The light bulb fragments consist of one filament, five light bulb base 
fragments from two different light bulbs, and 60 light bulb glass fragments. 
 
Four of the sconce fragments are too small to identify while the other two are mostly complete.  One of 
them is a wall sconce with embossed words “D.E. Co./No. 870” in an impressed rectangle while the other 
is most likely for a ceiling rosettes and has the embossed words “D.E. Co. 2 A. 125V.”  The former is a 
two-piece unit with a bayonet plug lock that was used from the early 1900s up to 1920s/30s. 
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10.2.3 Lot 362 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 362 assemblage contains 283 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 11.6 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 35). 
 
 

10.2.3.1 Lot 362 Ceramics 

 
There are 117 sherds in the Lot 362 assemblage.  These consist of eight refined white earthenware sherds 
(6.8 percent), 30 ironstone sherds (25.6 percent), 19 semi-porcelain sherds (16.2 percent), two English 
bone china sherds (1.7 percent), 50 coarse red earthenware sherds (42.8 percent), two buff earthenware 
sherds (1.7 percent), one stoneware sherd, and five unidentifiable sherds (4.3 percent).  Only eight of 
these sherds display chronologically diagnostic motifs:  one monochrome blue-painted sherd, one 
sponged sherd, three blue-printed sherds, one brown-printed sherd, and two gilded sherds. 
 
Two unique vessels were identified in this assemblage – a bone china teacup with a gilt trim (Cat. #4955) 
and an undecorated squat semi-porcelain teacup (Cat. #2368). 
 
 

10.2.3.2 Lot 362 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
There are 166 non-ceramic kitchen/food-related artifacts in the Lot 362 assemblage.  These consist of two 
plastic twist-off bottle cap fragments, five glass food container fragments with threaded finishes, 143 
glass liquor container fragments, 13 glass milk container fragments, one cork, one fork, and one 
colourless glass paneled tumbler.  Nine milk container fragments have capseat ledges and two are from 
the City Dairy discussed previously in Section 6.3.3.2. 
 
One of the liquor containers displays an Owen’s suction scar and an embossed diamond with a letter “D” 
in the centre.  There is also a letter “K” and the number “1” embossed outside of the diamond.  This is a 
variation of the Dominion Glass Company mark that was introduced after 1940.  The “1,” in this case, 
indicates the year, 1941 or 1951.  The presence of the Owen’s suction scar suggests that this bottle is from 
1941 rather than 1951 as the Owens machines were replaced in the late 1940s (Miller and Jorgensen 
1986:3-4).   
 
 

10.2.4 Lot 362 Organic Class 

 
Lot 362 contained 105 faunal fragments, consisting of 18 avian bones and 87 pieces of mammal bones 
(Table 35). 
 
 

10.2.5 Lot 362 Personal Class 

 
The 16 artifacts that comprise the Lot 362 personal class consist of one circular clay bead (Plate 47), six 
buttons, one claspknife, two identity tag fragments, five smoking pipe fragments, and one bone 
toothbrush (Plate 84) (Table 35).  The claspknife is complete; both the wooden handle and the metal blade 
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are still present.  The identity tag fragments are from a single leather suitcase identity tag, the name is no 
longer legible. 
 
The buttons consist of two shell buttons, two metal buttons, one prosser button, and one plastic button.  
One of the shell buttons is a worn two-hole sew-through button that is 11 mm in diameter while the other 
is a four-hole sew-through button that is 22 mm in diameter.  The former was probably employed on a 
shirt, pair of underwear, or trousers while the later was used for a coat. 
 
One of the metal buttons is a single piece 26 mm button with a broken shank.  The other is a 23 mm 
diameter button with two holes.  The ferrous metal core is covered by a thin, ornately moulded red 
celluloid exterior.  Both were used for outerwear.  The single piece button was most likely for a utilitarian 
coat while the ornately covered button could have been used on a pair of trousers, a jacket, or a good coat. 
 
The prosser button is a four-hole sew-through button that is 11 mm in diameter that was most likely used 
on a shirt.  The plastic button is a two-hole sew-through button that is 15 mm in diameter.  Its size and 
style suggests that it could have been used for a pair of underwear. 
 
Smoking pipe fragments consist of three bowls and two stems.  Both of the stem fragments display 
impressed maker’s marks.  One bears the mark of Henderson-Montreal (1847 – 1876) while the other is 
Bannerman-Montreal (1857 – 1907). 
 
 

10.2.6 Lot 362 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
Lot 362 tools and equipment class is comprised of one animal husbandry item, one armament item, eight 
pieces of electrical wire, two general tools, 76 hardware items, 75 porcelain insulator fragments, four 
recreation items, and one writing artifact (Table 35).  The animal husbandry item is one horse harness 
buckle and the armament item is a shotgun shell casing.  The general tools consist of two tool fragments 
that could not be identified. 
 
The hardware items consist of 15 bolts, one chain link, one cuprous tack, 22 screws, five spikes, two 
staples, six pieces of strapping, three tacks, five washers, 11 wire fragments, and five unidentified pieces 
of hardware. 
 
Insulator fragments consist of 64 knob fragments, 10 cleat fragments, and one indeterminate insulator 
fragment.  One of the cleats is embossed with the word “THOMAS” while two cleats are embossed with 
the words “ASP. Co” (Plate 60).  “THOMAS” refers to the Thomas & Sons Company that were founded 
in 1873 in Liverpool, Ohio as the American Knob Works.  The company was reorganized in 1884 to 
produce low voltage electric porcelain.  Insulators bearing the name “THOMAS” date from 1892 and 
1957 (Todd 1977:96).  “ASP. Co.” refers to the Akron Smoking Pipe Company which was founded in 
1890 in Mogadore, Ohio.  They started producing wiring insulators in 1895.  The maker’s mark predates 
April 1920 when the company changed its name to Mogadore Insulator Company (Todd 1977:70). 
 
The recreation items consist of one porcelain doll arm and three marble fragments.  The porcelain doll 
arm was intended to be attached to a cloth body not dissimilar to the doll head recovered from Lot 321 
and discussed in Section 6.3.6.5 (Plate 73).  The marble fragments represent two marbles - one is a clay 
marble and the other is a blue glass swirl marble that is mended from two fragments (Plate 54). 
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The ink bottle is a square glass vessel with the words “CARVER’S/USA” embossed on the bottom.  The 
words refer to Carver’s Ink company that was founded in 1858 (Faulkner and Faulkner 2003:41). 
 
 

10.2.7 Lot 362 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 531 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 362.  They consist of 322 unidentifiable 
container fragments, one piece of lead scrap, 29 pieces of ferrous scrap metal, and 172 other 
miscellaneous items that could not be assigned to a functional class (Table 35).  Out of unidentifiable 
glass fragments 36 are milk glass and one is solarized. 
 
 

10.3 Lot 301 

 
Lot 301 was a deposit of buried topsoil that formed over the circa 1868 buildings in Trench 1, and the 
First World War era buildings in Trench 4, after the 1936 abandonment of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard. As such, it was the most recent layer present in the Garrison Common, not including the fills that 
were removed from the parking lot using the mechanical excavator during the Stage 4 excavation. Lot 
301 contained 3,967 artifacts (Table 36) that are summarized by functional class below. 
 

Table 36:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 301 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 301 

Architectural 1,733 43.7% 
Drainage Pipe 7  

Latch Hook 1  
Nail, hand-wrought 9  

Nail, machine cut 56  
Nail, wire 551  

Nail, indeterminate 15  
Window Glass 1,094  

Furnishing 100 2.5% 
Flower Pot 50  

Incandescent Light Bulb 42  
Glass oil lamp chimney 7  

Sconce 1  
Kitchen/Food-related 628 15.8% 

Kitchenware 37  
Tableware 242  

Teaware 19  
Non-ceramic Kitchen/Food 330  

Organic 59 1.5% 
Faunal, avian 15  

Faunal, mammal 38  
Faunal, unidentified 6  

Personal 57 1.4% 
Clothing 29  

Medicine 3  
Personal Gear 13  

Toilet/ Hygiene 12  
Tools and Equipment 114 2.9% 

Animal Husbandry 2  
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Table 36:  Artifact Totals by Functional Class and Provenience from Lot 301 

Artifact Class Total Class Total as Percent of Lot 301 

Armament 12  
Specialized Tools 1  

General Tools 3  
Hardware 67  

Recreation 2  
Writing 2  

Miscellaneous 25  
Indeterminate 1,276 32.2% 

Unidentifiable Container 1,027  
Cuprous Scrap Metal 1  

Lead Scrap Metal 1  
Ferrous Scrap Metal 23  

Miscellaneous 224  

Artifact Total 3,967 100.0% 

 
 

10.3.1 Lot 301 Architectural Class 

 
Just under half of the artifacts from Lot 301 are architectural items (n=1,733).  Among the nails, there are 
nine hand-wrought nails, 56 machine-cut nails, 551 wire nails, and 15 indeterminate nails (Table 36).  The 
range of nail types indicates the varied nature of this deposit, but the twentieth-century date is reflected in 
the preponderance of wire nails.  Other items in this class include one latch hook, seven drainage pipe  
frasgments, and 1,094 fragments of window glass.  
 
 

10.3.2 Lot 301 Furnishing Class 

 
The Lot 301 furnishing class contains 100 artifacts (Table 36).  These are discussed by subclass in 
separate sections below.  
 
 

10.3.2.1 Lot 301 Household Accessories 

 
The household accessories subclass consists of 50 terracotta flower pot sherds. 
 
 

10.3.2.2 Lot 301 Lighting Devices 

 
There are 50 artifacts in this subclass, including seven glass lamp chimney fragments, 42 incandescent 
light bulb fragments, and one sconce fragment.  Seven of the incandescent light bulb fragments mend into 
two porcelain light bulb bases (Plate 60).  These were popular in the early twentieth century.  The sconce 
fragment is embossed with the letters “P & S” and “660W 250V” around the circumference and the letters 
“P128B” embossed in an impressed rectangle in the centre.  “P & S” is the maker’s mark of Pass & 
Seymour Inc. that were founded in 1890 in Solvay (part of Syracuse), New York.  They were known for 
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making specialty porcelain insulators and specialty wiring devices.  They are still in business today (Todd 
1977:90). 
 
 

10.3.3 Lot 301 Kitchen/Food-related Class 

 
The Lot 301 assemblage contains 628 kitchen and food-related artifacts comprising 15.8 percent of this 
lot’s assemblage (Table 36). 
 
 

10.3.3.1 Lot 301 Ceramics 

 
There are 298 sherds in Lot 301.  These consist of three Jackfield sherds (1.0 percent), one pearlware 
sherd (0.3 percent), 36 refined white earthenware sherds (12.1 percent), 155 ironstone sherds (52.1 
percent), one yellow ware sherd (0.3 percent), 44 semi-porcelain sherds (14.8 percent), 29 coarse red 
earthenware sherds (9.7 percent), three buff earthenware sherds (1.0 percent), six stoneware sherds (2.0 
percent), one English bone china sherd (0.3 percent), and 19 unidentifiable sherds (6.4 percent).  For the 
most part, early-to-mid nineteenth century decorative motifs are absent from Lot 301.  A summary of 
motifs is provided in Table 37. 
 

Table 37: Refined Ceramic Decorative Styles in Lot 321 and Approximate Date Ranges in Ontario 

Style Date Range No. sherds Lot 301 % of decorated ceramics 
Edgeware, blue scalloped 1800-1840 2 6.1% 
Transfer print, blue 1820-present 10 30.3% 
Transfer print, green 1828-present 3 9.1% 
Transfer print, red 1828-present 1 3.0 
Hand-painted, late palette 1830-1870 1 3.0 
Gilt 1840-present 1 3.0 
Transfer print, teal 1880s 10 30.3% 
Decalcomania 1880-present 5 15.2% 

Total  33 100.0% 

 
 
In terms of vessel uses, Lot 301 contains 37 kitchenware sherds, 242 tableware sherds, and 19 teaware 
sherds.  Five unique vessels have been identified in this lot and consist of two teacups, including a squat 
ironstone form (Cat.# 4921) characteristic of the late nineteenth century (Plate 96) and a decalcomania 
bone china teacup (Cat.# 2202; Plate 39), two saucers (Cat.# 5013, 4412), and one ironstone mug (Cat.# 
4460) with a moulded geometric and floral design (Plate 97). One of the ironstone sherds (Cat.# 3730), 
recovered from unit 703N-269E, contains a maker’s mark fragment with the word “England.”  This sherd 
postdates 1891 as the McKinley Tariff Act of that year required all manufacturers to list the country of 
origin of any given item (Miller 2000). 
 
 

10.3.3.2 Lot 301 Non-Ceramic Kitchen and Food Artifacts 

 
There are 330 kitchen and food artifacts that are not ceramic (Table 36).  These consist of two bottle caps, 
two glass food containers, 250 glass liquor container fragments, 54 glass milk container fragments, seven 
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glass mineral water container fragments, 12 glass soft drink container fragments, two aqua glass stoppers, 
and one teaspoon. 
 
One of the milk containers displays the embossed letters “OAKLAND DAIRY/JOHSNTON 
B./COLL.638.”  This is the mark of the Johnston Brother’s Oakland Dairy who operated between 1916 
and 1922 (Phillips 1989:157).   
 
Seven of the mineral water fragments display crown finishes, a style that was patented in 1892 (Jones and 
Sullivan 1985:79).  Seven of the mineral water fragments mend into a bottle produced by James Eves, a 
soda water manufacturer that operated in Toronto between 1868 and 1876 (Axelson 2000:39).  Eight of 
the soft drink fragments are from Coca-Cola, one is from an indeterminate green soda bottle with a worn 
out paper label, and four more fragments are from a bottle embossed with the word “Wynola Corp Ltd.”  
Not much is known about Wynola Corporation except that they were producing bottles in the early 
twentieth century (Axelson 2000:157). 
 
 

10.3.4 Lot 301 Organic Class 

 
Just over one percent of the Lot 301 assemblage consists of faunal material.  Out of the 59specimens that 
comprise this group, 15 are avian bones, 38 are mammal bones, and six are unidentified bones (Table 36). 
 
 

10.3.5 Lot 301 Personal Class 

 
There are 57 artifacts in the personal class of Lot 301.  These consist of 29 clothing items, three medicine-
related artifacts, 13 personal gear items, and 12 toilet/hygiene items (Table 36).  These are elaborated in 
their subsections below. 
 
 

10.3.5.1 Lot 301 Clothing Items 

 
A total of 29 artifacts belong to the clothing subclass in Lot 301.  These consist of one leather belt 
fragment, one collar stud, seven button fragments, and 20 shoe fragments.   
 
The collar stud is metal with a mother of pearl inlay and had a detachable pin on a chain that is missing 
(Plate 45).  Two of the buttons are ceramic.  One is a four holed sew-through specimen 12 mm in 
diameter that is painted red around the circumference (Plate 51).  The single-hole ceramic button is 17 
mm in diameter and was probably attached to a garment with a pin through the centre.  Its size and style 
suggests that it was used on a coat.  
 
The shoes comprise three leather heel fragments, one welt with corroded iron pegs, 10 sole and insole 
fragments, and six upper fragments.  All of the heel fragments appear to have been attached to the shoe 
with pegs.  One of the heels is very tiny and is probably from a shoe of a small child (Plate 98) while 
another is slightly bigger and was used by a larger child.  Two of the identifiable shoes among the sole 
and insole fragments appear to have been pegged.  One of these two shoes is held together with cuprous 
pegs (Plate 98).  These might have been utilized by the Ordnance workers due to the lack of spark risk. 
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Pegging began in the sixteenth century though by the middle of the nineteenth century pegs were 
becoming less popular with the proliferation of machine-sewed shoes.  After the 1870s, pegs were 
relegated to heavy boots and cheaper shoes (Stevens and Ordoñez 2005:14).  Given the poorer quality and 
the general discomfort of wearing a stiffer soled pegged shoe, they are associated with the working class 
after the mid-nineteenth century (Stevens and Ordoñez 2005:22). 
 
 

10.3.5.2 Lot 301 Medicine 

 
Three medicine-related artifact were recovered from Lot 301.  These consist of two body fragments from 
a colourless glass vial, and a prescription finish.  The prescription finish was used on a variety of 
medicine containers during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (Jones and Sullivan 
1985:79). 
 
 

10.3.5.3 Lot 301 Personal Items 

 
Thirteen items are in the personal items subclass: one corroded twentieth century penny, five smoking 
pipe fragments, and seven epaulette fragments. 
 
The epaulette fragments consist of three “INF” (infantry) insignias (Plate 99), one “257” insignia (Plate 
100), two insignias that say “2DB2CO/CANADA” (Plate 100) and one wire eye fragment from a broken 
epaulette fragment.  The “257” insignia refers to the 257 Infantry Battalion.  The 257 Infantry Battalion 
was organized in December 1916 and recruited in Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick (Stewart 
1970:108).  They were sent to the United Kingdom on February 17th, 1917 where they were designated as 
the 7th Battalion, Canadian Railway Troops (Library and Archives Canada 2012b:684). 
 
The “2DB2CO/CANADA” pin is the insignia of 2nd Depot Battalion 2nd Central Ontario Regiment.  The 
creation of it was authorized by General Order 2 of January 2nd, 1917 and General Order 57 of April 15, 
1918 (Library and Archives Canada 2012a:29).  The backs of these epaulettes have the maker’s stamp 
“RODEN BROS 1917.”  Roden Brothers started in Montreal in 1879 as silversmiths and jewelers and 
opened branches in Toronto and London after 1900.  It would appear that they produced metal military 
pins and insignias during the First World War (Swan 1986). 
 
 

10.3.5.4 Lot 301 Toilet/Hygiene Items 

 
There are 12 artifacts in the Lot 301 toilet/hygiene subclass: one plastic comb covered in slag, one 
celluloid comb fragment, and 10 ironstone sherds reconstructed into a toothbrush box. 
 
 

10.3.6 Lot 301 Tools and Equipment Class 

 
A total of 114 artifacts from Lot 301 belong to the tools and equipment class (Table 36).  These consist of 
two animal husbandry items, 12 armament items, three general tools, 67 hardware artifacts, two recreation 
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items, one specialized tool, two writing tools, and 25 miscellaneous tools and equipment objects.  The 
subclasses are elaborated on further below. 
 
 

10.3.6.1 Lot 301 Animal Husbandry Items 

 
The two animal husbandry items are horse shoe nails. 
 
 

10.3.6.2 Lot 301 Armament Artifacts 

 
The 12 armament items consist of one crimped head .303 bullet blank, two bullets, and nine shell casing 
fragments.  The crimped-headed bullet blank would have been used for training exercises like the loading 
and reloading of guns or timed trials to fix a jammed gun.  One of the bullets is a .303 with a rounded tip 
and weight of 13.8 grams/ 213 grains (Plate 68), while the other was a live .32 pistol round.  The rounded 
tip bullet was the first to use cordite.  It was first adopted by the British military in 1891 as the Cartridge 
S.A. Ball, Magazine Rifle Cordite Mark I.  (Tebbutt 2001; Barnes 2012:386).  The live pistol round was 
analyzed but not retained due to health and safety concerns by the project crew. 
 
The shell casings consist of one shotgun shell, one .22 shell, and seven .303 shells. One of the .303 shells 
is stamped with “DAC/1912/VII” indicating that this was a Mark VII shell manufactured in 1912.   
 
 

10.3.6.3 Lot 301 General Tools 

 
One stoneware blacking bottle sherd, one rake, and one other miscellaneous tool comprise the general 
tool artifact subclass of Lot 301 (n=3). 
 
 

10.3.6.4 Lot 301 Hardware items 

 
There are 67 hardware items in Lot 301.  These consist of seven bolts, one carbon rod, two pieces of 
fitting, two nuts, three screws, two spikes, four staples, 14 pieces of strapping, two washers, 29 wire 
fragments, and one miscellaneous hardware item.   
 

10.3.6.5 Lot 301 Recreation Items 

 
Two marbles make up the recreation subclass.  This includes a handmade spiral marble that dates from 
1840 to 1920 (Plate 54), and a machine-made cat’s eye marble that postdates 1950 (Plate 101) (Kenyon 
1981).   
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10.3.6.6 Lot 301 Specialized Tools 

 
The specialized tools from Lot 301 consist of one small syringe plunger fragment. 
 
 

10.3.6.7 Lot 301 Writing Tools 

 
Writing tools consist of two slate pencils. 
 
 

10.3.6.8 Lot 301 Miscellaneous Tools and Equipment Items 

 
The miscellaneous tools and equipment items (n=25) consist of four clinker fragments, four pieces of 
electrical wire, 15 insulator fragments, one electrical socket fragment, and one piece of solder.  The 
socket fragment is an interior component to an early twentieth-century socket or adapter (Plate 60).  
Sockets were needed to create a new outlet to plug in the steadily growing variety of electric appliances 
around the turn of the century, while adapters were needed to standardize power systems in an age where 
every electrical firm had their own special type of fixture (O’Bannon 2010).  Given that all light bulbs 
recovered from this excavation have the Edison-style screw-in bases, it is more likely that this artifact is 
from a socket rather than an adapter. 
 
Among the insulator fragments, 13 are porcelain and two are glass.  The porcelain insulators consist of 
eight knob fragments, two wire support fragments, one cleat fragment, one telephone knob fragment 
(Plate 60), and one large brown-glazed pin type insulator (Plate 102).  Pin type insulators were used on 
regular crossarm pins. The large insulator recovered from this context was probably used to carry a high 
voltage charge as opposed to something low-voltage like a telephone wire (Todd 1977:61).  Telephone 
knobs were used to terminate telephone service loops (Todd 1977:54). 
 
One of the glass insulator fragments is a base for indeterminate type of insulator.  It is embossed with the 
words “THE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO./CHICAGO”.  Little information was derived on this 
manufacturer except that they were in business by at least 1892 (Banks 2007:43).  The other glass 
insulator fragment is the top part of a saddle groove insulator (Plate 102).  Saddle grooves were used to 
support a line wire at the very top. 
 
 

10.3.7 Lot 301 Indeterminate Class 

 
There are 1,276 artifacts in the indeterminate class from Lot 301.  They consist of 1,027 unidentifiable 
container fragments, one piece of cuprous scrap, one fragment of lead scrap, 23 pieces of ferrous scrap 
metal, and 224 other miscellaneous items that could not be assigned to a functional class (Table 36).  
 
Two of the unidentifiable container glass fragments display an embossed diamond with the letter “D” in 
the centre (Plate 103).  This is the mark of the Dominion Glass Company that registered this mark on 
June 27, 1928 (Miller and Jorgensen 1986:3). 
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10.4 Small Post-1936 Deposits 

 
A handful of artifact-bearing lots were excavated that date to or after 1936.  These were created either 
during the abandonment of the Ordnance and Supply Yard or were formed directly after that time.  While 
these lots do not always contain chronologically diagnostic post-1936 artifacts, their chronological 
relationship to the rest of the site was determined through their position in the stratigraphic record.  These 
small deposits consist of Lots 342, 344, 346, 349, 356, 374/381, 377, 380, 388, 396, 397, 403, 420, 442, 
443, and 444.  They are summarized below. 
 
 

10.4.1 Lot 342 

 
Lot 342 is the sand fill between the Lot 314 grounding rods and Lot 340 support frame for one of the 
utility poles.  This context (n=20) consists of 13 wire nails, three large grommets, one .22 shell casing, 
and three unidentifiable objects. 
 
 

10.4.2 Lot 344 

 
Lot 344 (n=140) includes 99 architectural class items, one glass light bulb fragment, eight kitchen/food 
related artifacts, seven mammal bones, two pieces of fabric, seven tools and equipment class items, and 
16 indeterminate class items. 
 
Architectural class items consist of four machine-cut nails, 47 wire nails, and 48 pieces of window glass.  
Tools and equipment class items consist of one piece of grape shot, two porcelain insulator knobs, one 
spike, and three wires.  Indeterminate class items consist of nine unidentifiable container glass fragments, 
one piece of ferrous scrap metal, and six miscellaneous unidentified objects.  The kitchen/food related 
class items consist of one glass liquor container fragment, one refined white earthenware sherd, two 
ironstone sherds, two coarse red earthenware sherds, and two unidentifiable sherds.  One of the ironstone 
sherds had a flow blue-printed motif. 
 
One of the porcelain insulators bears the maker’s mark of Compagnie Generale d’Electro-Ceramique. 
 
 

10.4.3 Lot 346 

 
Lot 346 is the sand fill between the Lot 314 grounding rods and Lot 351 support frame for one of the 
utility poles.  This context produced 13 window glass fragments, one glass liquor container fragment, 
seven semi-porcelain sherds, and 11 unidentifiable container glass fragments.  The semi-porcelain sherds 
mend into a short, squat undecorated teacup (Cat. #2450). 
 
 

10.4.4 Lot 349 

 
Lot 349 is a dark yellowish brown sand layer that caps Lot 344 within the carpenter shop area.  It 
produced six wire nails. 
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10.4.5 Lot 356 

 
Lot 356 is a mixed deposit of overlying the Lot 92 fill in the Gardiner Expressway cut.  This deposit 
produced 135 artifacts, consisting of one machine-cut nail, 19 wire nails, 66 pieces of window glass, 
seven glass liquor container fragments, 28 ceramic sherds, one button, three smoking pipe fragments, one 
file, five large grommets, one nut, and three unidentifiable artifacts.  The button is a two-hole sew-
through shell specimen that is 12 mm in diameter and was probably used on a shirt. 
 
The ceramic sherds consist of two pearlware sherds, 20 refined white earthenware sherds, two ironstone 
sherds, one semi-porcelain sherd, one coarse red earthenware sherd, and two unidentifiable sherds.  The 
chronologically diagnostic motifs consist of one black-printed sherd, six blue-printed sherds, and one 
decalcomania sherd. 
 
 

10.4.6 Lot 374/381 

 
Lot 374/381 was a cut and fill event that bisected the Lot 384 work surface and was capped by the Lot 
362 demolition layer.  A total of 332 artifacts was recovered from this layer.  These consist of 166 
architectural class items, three furnishing class items, 31 kitchen/food class items, 51 organic class items, 
three personal class items, 23 tools/equipment class items, and 55 indeterminate class items. 
 
The architectural class artifacts are comprised of three drainage pipe fragments, one mortar fragment, six 
hand-wrought nails, 10 machine-cut nails, 95 wire nails, nine indeterminate nails, and 42 window glass 
fragments.  Furnishing objects consist of three terracotta flower pot sherds.  Organic class items consist of 
50 mammal bones and one burned bone. 
 
The kitchen/food class objects consist of 10 glass liquor container fragments, two glass milk container 
fragments, and 19 ceramic sherds.  These ceramic sherds consist of one pearlware sherd, five refined 
white earthenware sherds, five ironstone sherds, three semi-porcelain sherds, two coarse red earthenware 
sherds, one buff earthenware sherd, and two stoneware sherds.  One of the refined white earthenware 
sherds displays a sponged motif and two refined white earthenware sherds are blue-printed. 
 
The personal class items consist of one unmarked pipe stem fragment, one cuprous four-hole sew-through 
suspender button 16 mm in diameter, and one toiletry container.  The toiletry container consists of a 
black-printed label on a metal container.  The label is bilingual in French and English; the English portion 
reads “RAMSES QUALITY IS KNOWN_/ OVER THE BEAUTIFUL FINISH_.” 
 
Tools and equipment class items consist of one percussion cap, one .303 shell casing, three bolts, two 
rods, three screws, one tack, one wire, and 11 porcelain insulator fragments.  The insulator fragments 
consist of four cleat fragments and seven knob fragments.  Indeterminate artifacts consist of 43 
unidentifiable container fragments, one piece of ferrous scrap metal, and 11 unidentified objects.  One of 
the unidentifiable objects is a piece of solarized glass and another unidentifiable container glass fragments 
displays the Dominion Glass Company maker mark with an embossed “D” inside an embossed diamond. 
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10.4.7 Lot 377 

 
Lot 377 was a deposit within Lot 374/381 whose fill consisted of gritty coal ash and 12 artifacts.  The 
artifacts consist of two machine-cut nails, two wire nails, one window glass fragment, four unidentifiable 
container glass fragments, and three other unidentifiable artifacts. 
 
 

10.4.8 Lot 380 

 
Lot 380 is a deposit related to the demolition and abandonment of the carpenter shop.  The artifacts in this 
lot consist of one wire nail, one bolt, three unidentifiable container glass fragments, and three other 
unidentifiable artifacts. 
 
 

10.4.9 Lot 388 

 
Lot 388 is another post-Ordnance and Supply Yard lot located in the southwest corner of the excavation 
next to the Gardiner Expressway cut and fill.  Five artifacts were recovered from this context:  one wire 
nail, one window glass fragment, one glass liquor container fragment, one unidentifiable container glass 
fragment, and one unidentified artifact. 
 
 

10.4.10 Lot 396 

 
Lot 396 is an indeterminate brown silty clay loam deposit.  Thirty-eight artifacts were recovered from this 
context.  These consist of four machine-cut nails, two wire nails, one indeterminate wire, one glass liquor 
container fragment, two ceramic sherds, one “INF” epaulette, one percussion cap, one screw, six wire 
fragments, 15 unidentifiable container fragments, and four other unidentifiable artifacts.  Fourteen of the 
unidentifiable container fragments are pieces from an indeterminate enamelware hollowware container. 
 
The ceramics consist of one blue-printed refined white earthenware sherd and one undecorated ironstone 
sherd. 
 
 

10.4.11 Lot 397 

 
Lot 397 is the most recently deposited lot from which artifacts (n=10) were recovered – it is an 
indeterminate fill that post-dates the construction of the Gardiner Expressway.  Thus, this context dates 
after 1960.  The artifacts consist of one wire nail, two indeterminate nails, three window glass fragments, 
one glass liquor container fragment, one button, one unmarked smoking pipe stem fragment, and one 
spike. 
 
The button is a spherical cuprous metal button that is 13 mm across and 10 mm thick.  Such buttons were 
popular in the nineteenth century on cuffs on men’s shirts and, alternatively, on clothing for women and 
children (Ferris 1986:99).  Its presence in this context speaks to the mixed nature of this deposit that 
resulted from the construction of the Gardiner Expressway. 
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10.4.12 Lot 403 

 
Lot 403 is the sand fill between the Lot 314 grounding rods and Lot 402 support frame for one of the 
utility poles.  This context (n=26) consists of 15 wire nails, one window glass fragment, three glass liquor 
container fragments, two mammal bones, three unidentifiable container solarized glass fragments, one 
piece of ferrous scrap metal, and one unidentifiable artifact. 
 
 

10.4.13 Lot 420 

 
This lot is associated with Lot 419, a large square post that cut through the carpenter shop lots.  Six 
artifacts were recovered from this context.  These artifacts consist of two wire nails, one fuse, two 
unidentifiable container glass fragments, and one miscellaneous unidentified artifact.  The fuse is 
embossed with the words “ROYAL” and “V125” and thus is similar to the ones found in Lots 321 and 
353. 
 
 

10.4.14 Lot 442 

 
Lot 442 was a compact deposit of industrial waste located in the northwest corner of the excavation area.  
A total of 149 artifacts was recovered from this context.  These artifacts consist of 33 architectural class 
items, one light bulb glass fragment, 47 kitchen/food class artifacts, seven tools and equipment class 
artifacts, and 61 indeterminate artifacts. 
 
The architectural class items consist of one drainage pipe fragment, three hand-wrought nails, two 
machine-cut nails, 18 wire nails, four indeterminate nails, and five window glass fragments.  Tools and 
equipment class items consist of one screw, one shotgun shell casing, two spikes, one strapping, and two 
wire fragments. 
 
Kitchen and food class artifacts consist of 12 glass liquor container fragments, one glass milk container 
fragment, and 34 ceramic sherds.  The ceramics consist of one pearlware sherd, 29 ironstone sherds, one 
semi-porcelain sherd, one coarse red earthenware sherd, and two buff earthenware sherds.  The pearlware 
sherd displays a blue-printed motif. 
The Lot 442 indeterminate class objects consist of 39 unidentifiable container fragments, 21 pieces of 
ferrous scrap, and one miscellaneous unidentifiable object. 
 
 

10.4.15 Lot 443 

 
Lot 443 was another compact deposit of industrial waste located in the northwest corner of the excavation 
area.  A total of 143 artifacts was recovered from this context.  These artifacts consist of 60 architectural 
class items, seven light bulb glass fragment, 33 kitchen/food class artifacts, two mammal bone fragments, 
three personal class artifacts, two tools and equipment class artifacts, and 36 indeterminate artifacts. 
 
The architectural class items consist of one cuprous nail, two machine-cut nails, 45 wire nails, and 12 
window glass fragments.  Personal class artifacts consist of one button, one shoe fragment, and one 
unmarked smoking pipe stem fragment.  The 11 mm diameter button is a four-hole sew-through specimen 
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that was probably used on a shirt (Plate 51).  The shoe fragment is a heel fragment that has been pegged 
to the sole with iron pegs. 
 
The Lot 443 kitchen/food class is comprised of five glass liquor container fragments, one glass soft drink 
container fragment, and 27 ceramic sherds.  The soft drink fragment is embossed with the word “Pepsi.”  
The ceramics consist of six refined white earthenware sherds, 12 ironstone sherds, five semi-porcelain 
sherds, two coarse red earthenware sherds, one buff stoneware sherd, and one stoneware sherd.  
Chronologically diagnostic motifs consist of one black-printed sherd, four blue-printed sherds, one green-
printed sherd, and one teal-printed sherd.  One unique vessel was identified in this lot – an undecorated 
ironstone teacup (Cat. #4317). 
 
The tools and equipment class items consist of one large grommet and one wire fragment.  The 
indeterminate class artifacts consist of 24 unidentifiable container fragments, four fragments of ferrous 
scrap, and eight miscellaneous unidentifiable objects.  Two of the unidentifiable container glass fragments 
are solarized and four are milk glass. 
 
 

10.4.16 Lot 444 

 
Another industrial deposit identified in the northwestern corner of the excavation area is Lot 444.  A total 
of 27 artifacts was recovered from this context.  These consist of one wire nail, 16 window glass 
fragments, one indeterminate tool fragment, and nine unidentifiable container glass fragments. 
 
 

11.0 INVENTORY OF THE DOCUMENTARY RECORD 

 
The material relating to the Stage 4 archaeological mitigative excavation for the Visitors’ Centre at the 
Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26) is curated by ASI as part of the 2010 and 2011 licensing 
agreements made with the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport.  The details of this curated material 
are listed in Table 38. 
 
 

Table 38:  Material Curated by ASI from the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Document/Material Location Comments 

Written field notes, annotated 
field maps, GPS logs, one-metre 
excavation forms 
 

Archaeological Services Inc., 528 
Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON  M5S 2P9 
 

 

Field Photography (Digital) Archaeological Services Inc., 528 
Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON  M5S 2P9 
 

Stored on ASI network servers 
and/or CD-ROM  

Research/Analysis/Reporting 
Materials (Various Formats) 

Archaeological Services Inc., 528 
Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON  M5S 2P9 
 

Hard copy and/or digital files 
stored on ASI network servers 
and/or CD-ROM 
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Table 38:  Material Curated by ASI from the Fort York Visitors’ Centre Excavation 

Document/Material Location Comments 

Artifacts Archaeological Services Inc., 528 
Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON  M5S 2P9 
 

35,273 Euro-Canadian and 11 
pre-contact aboriginal 
artifacts stored in 53 bankers 
boxes. All material stored in 
standard banker’s boxes by 
class and provenience.  
Collection may be transferred 
to one of ASI’s secure, off-site 
storage facilities if deemed 
necessary. 

 
 

12.0  ARTIFACT SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 

 
The extensive block excavation that comprised much of the Stage 4 fieldwork for the Fort York Visitors’ 
Centre allows for the use of spatial analysis to observe the clustering of certain key artifact types in 
several lots that were identified over a large area.  Similar techniques have been applied with great utility 
in archaeological investigations of plough-disturbed nineteenth-century farmsteads (see King 1988; 
Poulton and Dodd 2007; ASI 2011; ASI 2012c).  
 
Spatial analysis was applied to the buried soil horizons on this military site heavily utilized during the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in order to ascertain whether or not additional information could 
be gathered from looking at the spatial distribution of specific artifact types.  For this exercise, contexts of 
a similar nature were grouped together in order to provide larger horizontal extent for the analysis.  Lots 
322 and 391, the B-horizons, were grouped together; as were Lots 321, 354 and 390, the buried A-
horizons; and Lots 353, 364, 365, 384, and 393, the carpenter shop and forge working surfaces.  Finally, 
some small finds from various lots were piece plotted to provide a broader understanding of these objects 
within the study area.  All of this is discussed below. 
 
 

12.1 Lots 322 and 391 Artifact Spatial Distribution 

 
As was discussed in Section 4.2 above, these lots represent the B-horizon that formed part of the natural 
stratigraphy together with their topsoils (Lots 321 and 390) prior to the construction of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard.  Thus, spatial analysis (Figures 21-24) was used to discern whether or not small, ephemeral 
buildings or other activity areas existed in this area before 1868.  The artifact total yields were mapped as 
a control.  The early-to-mid nineteenth-century ceramics, consisting of creamware, pearlware, Jackfield, 
and refined white earthenware ceramics, were mapped to identify potential midden areas.  It should be 
reiterated, however, that refined white earthenware ceramics continued to be produced into the twentieth 
century and might not necessarily relate to nineteenth-century activities on the Garrison Common.  In 
addition to the early ceramics, the liquor container glass, faunal material, and smoking pipes were also 
mapped to help identify potential midden areas.  Hand-wrought and machine-cut nails and window glass 
were mapped to determine whether or not structures existed within the area before the twentieth century.  
Finally, the Grand Magazine debris was piece plotted. 



Figure 21:  Spatial distribution of major artifact types in Lots 322 and 391, the B-horizon.
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As can be seen from Figure 21, the highest yields in the B-horizon were found in the eastern section of 
the block excavated area.  Most notably, B-horizon yields drop dramatically in the area where the 
carpenter shop and forge were constructed probably indicating that some of this soil was removed prior to 
the construction of these buildings.  This is supported by the locations of the Grand Magazine debris that 
was found in Lots 322 and 391 both east and west of these structures but not directly below them. 
 
The artifact yields are greatest on the eastern edge of the block excavated area abutting what would have 
been the military store.  The ceramics, faunal material, smoking pipe fragments, the nails, and to some 
extent the window glass and the liquor container glass follow the same pattern suggesting that a midden 
was forming in this part of the Garrison Common even before the establishment of the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard. 
 
Given the presence of architectural material debris, structures not previously documented may have 
occupied this location, but it is more likely that the material was introduced in secondary deposits during 
periodic cleaning episodes inside the fort compound.  Indeed, the distribution of the window glass does 
not correspond to the distribution of the nails.  The liquor glass was found in two very centralized 
locations around units 701N-284E and 704N-292E.  These might have been isolated deposits of a few 
broken bottles.  
 
Thus, the concentration of early-to-mid nineteenth-century material located on the eastern edge of the 
block excavated area represents debris introduced as secondary deposits in this area before the 
construction of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  No pre-1900 structures were detected using this 
approach. 
 
 

12.2 Lots 321, 354 and 390 Artifact Spatial Distribution 

 
Lots 321, 354 and 390 are buried A-horizon layers that were capped at different times.  Lot 354 was 
capped in the 1910s and 1920s through the construction of the carpenter shop and then the forge while 
Lot 390 was not capped until 1936 with the deposition of Lot 389. Lot 321 was not capped until the 
construction of the Gardiner Expressway. 
 
Much like with Lots 322 and 391, the main attempt here was to identify possible ephemeral structures and 
activity areas before the construction of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  Total artifact yields were 
mapped as a control followed by liquor container glass, early-to-mid nineteenth-century ceramics, the 
later ceramics, smoking pipes, faunal material, hand-wrought and machine-cut nails, wire nails, and 
window glass (Figure 22).   
 
Lot 354 consisted of dense concentrations of early-to-mid nineteenth-century ceramics at 698N-280E and 
liquor container glass at 704N-288E.  These are likely secondary deposits of midden material similar to 
what was discussed with Lots 322 and 391 above.  Most of the artifacts were recovered from Lot 321 and 
a new location for the primary deposition of late nineteenth-century ceramics is discerned as a sharp line 
along the west boundary of the Ordnance and Supply Yard fence.  
 
Some window glass was recovered from Lot 354 and was concentrated in unit 699N-285E.  Most of the 
window glass was concentrated in Lot 321 and was probably deposited during the demolition of the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard given that its distribution pattern is closer to that of the wire nails than the 
hand wrought and machine cut nails. 
 



Figure 22:  Spatial distribution of major artifact types in Lots 321, 354 and 390, the buried A-horizons.
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12.3 Lots 353. 364, 365, 384, and 393 Artifact Spatial Distribution 

 
For the work surface layers of the carpenter shop and forge, artifact totals, early twentieth century 
ceramics (semi-porcelain and ironstone), wire nails, and window glass were plotted (Figure 23).  Artifact 
totals excluded distinctly nineteenth-century items.  This mapping was done to ascertain any activity areas 
related to food consumption within these structures and to better refine the location of the forge which, as 
previously discussed, does not have a precise location delineated by a line of posts. 
 
Interestingly, most artifacts from these lots cluster between the west carpenter shop wall and the 
Ordnance and Supply Yard fence.  It would appear that this area, approximately a metre across, was a 
convenient and logical spot to dump garbage.  Alternatively, as can be seen by the large window glass 
concentration in this area, it might have been a window though it would not have provided much light to 
the building as it would have been perpetually in the shade of the fence line. 
 
Another large area of artifact concentration was along the diagonal boundary of Lot 353.  This deposit 
consisted mostly of wire nails and could thus represent the demolition debris from the forge.  The 
distribution of window glass in Lot 353 matches the diagonal distribution of nails and supports the notion 
that this lot consists mostly of demolition debris. 
 
Unfortunately, only 66 semi-porcelain and ironstone ceramic sherds were from these lots and their sparse 
distribution does not follow any distinct pattern.  While food was consumed within the shop and forge, as 
evinced by their presence, most of the refuse had to have been deposited elsewhere. 
 
 

12.4 Artifact Spatial Distribution of Small Finds 

 
In addition to the spatial analysis of large groups of artifacts as presented above, some of the more 
interesting small finds were also plotted for the purposes of this report (Figure 24). 
 
Many large grommets were recovered from Lot 321.  These might relate to tents or other large canvases 
that could have been used by the military.  While all of them are located on the eastern half of the 
excavation in the open area between the carpenter shop and the military store, some were located above 
the forge and carpenter shop lots.  Thus they might also relate to the Gardiner Expressway construction 
and the buildings seen on Plate 4.  This could be clarified if the maker for the grommets, “GARY & 
PRIER. LONDON,” was identified. 
 
Of more utility is the location of the bullet casings.  In particular, the location of the .303 shells is useful 
as they could be directly linked to the Canadian military while the .22 shells can designate areas for 
training the Canadian militia between 1919 and 1939.  The locations of shotgun shells and other 
miscellaneous shells were also plotted.  Not surprisingly, most of the shells were located in the open area 
between the carpenter shop/forge and the military store.  However, most of the .22 shells were located 
adjacent to the military store while the .303 shell casings ran perpendicular to the east wall of the 
carpenter shop.  The reason for this difference in distribution is unknown.  
 
Finally, during the Stage 4 excavation, a large number of children’s artifacts were recovered (n=17).  
These consist of 10 marbles, four shoes, two doll fragments, and one button that could related either to a 
child or a woman’s dress.  These were all plotted along with the lot from which they were recovered 
Figure 24. 
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Figure 24:  Spatial distribution of small �nds during the Stage 4 salvage excavation for the Fort York Visitors’ Centre.
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The artifacts were evenly spread out throughout the area of excavation.  At least three child-related 
artifacts were deposited during the operations of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  The first of these is the 
porcelain doll head from Lot 321 whose style indicates that it was deposited in the second half of the 
nineteenth century when the Ordnance and Supply Yard was in operation approximately 15 metres away 
from where it was abandoned.  The second is the glass swirl marble from Lot 341.  Not only does this 
marble provide a terminus post quem date of circa-1900 for when this utility trench was dug, it also 
indicates that enough time passed for it to be lost by a child just outside of the Ordnance and Supply 
Yard.  Finally, the clay marble recovered from Lot 353 is directly related to the life and work of the post 
First World War Ordnance and Supply Yard as it was found in the forge debris layer. 
 
Other children’s objects were recovered from the demolition lots and might have been abandoned around 
1936 as the Ordnance and Supply Yard was being dismantled.  These consist of the clay and the swirl 
glass marble recovered from Lot 362 and the button from Lot 389.  These artifacts support what has been 
observed in the photographic record in that children were present at this military facility. 
 
 

13.0  DISCUSSION 

 
The Stage 4 mitigative excavation of the building envelope for the proposed Visitors’ Centre at the Fort 
York National Historic Site (AjGu-26) was conducted ahead of construction.  The site plan changed 
significantly after the Stage 2 assessment, which focused on the entire Fort York parking lot.  Given the 
change in the Visitors’ Centre design, the area subject to excavation was limited to a small sliver of land 
that was part of the gravel parking lot west of the walled fort, south of Garrison Road, and east of the 
entrance driveway that extends between Fort York Boulevard and Garrison Road.  Thus, most of the 
archaeological remains documented during the Stage 2 assessment will be preserved in situ as the 
Visitors’ Centre is sited to mostly avoid the sensitive tableland and isolated within the lands cut and filled 
for the Gardiner Expressway. 
 
The field work was carried out over the 2010 and 2011 field seasons and exposed an area of 
approximately 370 square metres, of which 290 were stratigraphically block excavated.  A total of 152 
individual lots was recorded.  These ranged from parking lot fill layers and buried soil horizons to small 
discrete features.  All small features were cross-sectioned, drawn, photographed, and 100 percent 
excavated.  In the end, this project produced 35,284 artifacts from 85 lots. 
 
Before the arrival of the Europeans, the tablelands of Lake Ontario were frequented by aboriginal people 
for millennia.  Eleven lithic flakes recovered from Lots 321 and 322 attest to this fact though no 
diagnostic lithic artifacts were recovered to indicate a specific chronological timeframe for this 
occupation.  More likely, these flakes accumulated over successive temporary visitations to the Ontario 
shoreline.  The evidence for these visits for the most past, however, has been erased by subsequent 
occupation by the Europeans. 
 
The historic cultural landscape of Garrison Common can be reconstructed using the archaeological strata.  
Fort York’s infamously boggy ground can be detected in the gully and other crevices observed as part of 
the topography of buried A- and B-horizon surfaces and the presence of wagon ruts that compacted 
material into the strata below.  The depressions were filled in opportunistically with refuse as can be seen 
through the hodgepodge of artifacts recovered from these lots.  Refuse was also deliberately buried as can 
be seen with Lot 332, a large pit feature containing a complete kettle along with several ceramic vessels.  
The reason for this single event could not be ascertained. 
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The refuse-filled depressions, refuse pits, and the light spread of early-to-mid nineteenth-century artifacts 
points to a continual use of this space by the Fort York garrison.  Some of the artifacts recovered from the 
lower strata, like early ceramics, early marked smoking pipes, the high densities of liquor container glass, 
and many of the pewter objects, must have originated from the general disposal of refuse outside the walls 
of the fort.  The presence of early armament objects like the Lot 321 flintlock firearm trigger guard, 
ramrod fragments, gunflints, percussion caps, pinfire shotgun shell, Westley Richards rifle bullets, and 
minié balls indicate that this area would have been used for military drills before the Ordnance and 
Supply Yard was built. 
 
The most significant of these early nineteenth-century armament items are the 13 cuprous barrel hoop 
fragments and the musket ball recovered from the lowest levels of the excavation.  These artifacts can be 
directly linked to the Battle of York that took place on April 27, 1813 and the detonation of the Grand 
Magazine that killed or wounded a large contingent of the American forces and killed their field 
commander, the famous explorer, Zebulon Pike. These artifacts are a direct link to the destruction and 
devastation that rained upon them at the climactic end of the battle.  The distorted musket ball is one of 
the most interesting artifacts recovered from this excavation because its shape suggests it came in contact 
with a soft object after it was launched.  While it cannot be ascertained whether or not this item was 
discharged by an American firearm or came from the Grand Magazine explosion, this is yet another 
example of an artifact from this battle.  Thus, there is good evidence that the lowest archaeological strata 
of the Garrison Common should be understood as part of a battlefield site. 
 
Much of the area’s archaeological potential, however, comes from the Ordnance and Supply Yard that 
was constructed just west of the walled fort in 1868.  The facilities consisted of a military store, an office, 
a gun carriage shed, an unidentified structure, and a variety of smaller buildings.  The long thin eastern 
section of the excavation area exposed a little bit of the interior of this compound and documented the 
engineered pavement previously identified during the Stage 2 excavation (Lot 43) along with the 
modification of this surface (Lot 306) that introduced some twentieth-century artifacts into this deposit. 
 
Evidence of the military store was found along the eastern edge of the excavation.  It was restricted to 
piles located along the east wall of the building (Lots 309, 312, 317 and 318).  A limited number of 
artifacts were recovered from these lots, including machine-cut and wire nails as well as refined white 
earthenware, ironstone, and semi-porcelain ceramics, with the exception of Lot 317, which contained the 
largest single cache of ammunition recovered from the excavation.  This ammunition, consisting of blank 
.303 rounds, was manufactured during the First World War for training purposes.  A piece of planed 
wood and some trunk hardware were also recovered from this lot, suggesting that the ammunition was 
deposited in a box. 
 
Several service trenches were also identified.  Lot 313 contained a ceramic pipe with bell and hub 
connectors (Lot 320) that might have been connected to a fire hydrant observed in one of the historic 
photographs of the yard (Plate 1).  This pipe is not original to the Ordnance and Supply Yard but is part of 
a later addition as the MIMICO maker’s mark indicates that it post-dates 1892.  The presence of ceramic 
pipe fragments within Lot 313 suggests that Lot 320 replaced an older service line. 
 
A second trench, Lot 341, was located west of the military store.  This service trench was probably 
excavated during the expansion of the compound as the glass swirl marble recovered from Lot 341 
provides a good terminus post quem date of 1900.  Given its angle, it serviced the military store as its 
direction does not align with the locations of any of the buildings in the expanded Ordnance and Supply 
Yard compound. 
 
Refuse disposal increased in the second half of the nineteenth-century and the first decade of the twentieth 
in response to the construction of the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  Refuse was deposited abutting the 
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military store outside of the compound and several interesting artifacts including a few marked smoking 
pipe fragments and a porcelain doll fragment date to this period.  The area also continued to be employed 
for military training purposes as can be seen from the Canadian Militia button, the 1910 wagon plate, and 
some armament items, like the Westley Richards bullets, the minié balls, and several tightly-dated .303 
shells/bullets that date to this period. 
 
The most significant modification to the Ordnance and Supply Yard took place as a result of the greater 
demands placed on the Toronto garrison during the First World War.  While Fort York continued to be 
utilized for munitions storage, homes for officers’ families, and training, the First World War placed new 
demands for these activities and the Ordnance and Supply Yard was expanded westward into much of the 
area subject to the Stage 4 salvage excavation. 
Two new structures were built – an annex to the military store and a carpenter shop.  The forge was added 
later in the 1920s.  Most artifacts recovered from the field work date to this period and the utilization of 
these structures from the First World War onward.  Using the three Depot Battalion epaulettes along with 
the epaulette from the 257th Infantry Battalion as evidence, it can be postulated that the expansion took 
place around 1916-1917 when the drawn out stalemate in Europe called for greater resources from the 
home front.  Epaulettes from these reserve battalions reinforce the notion of Fort York being used for 
training new soldiers to be sent overseas. 
 
The carpenter shop was constructed after the area had been leveled by removing some of the B-horizon 
(Lot 322) as well as bringing in soil to fill the natural crevices in the landscape (Lot 385).  The artifacts 
recovered from Lot 385 support the First World War-era deposition of this lot.  The shop measured 31.5 
feet by 40.5 feet and was constructed on piles.  Based on historic photographs the western section of the 
shop opened up to a pair of double doors that would have accommodated both horse-drawn and 
automotive vehicles. 
 
The building was constructed with electrical wiring as can be surmised by the ASP Co. cleats recovered 
from the demolition layer (Lot 362).  This is because the Akron Smoking Pipe Company changed its 
name and maker’s mark in 1920, only a few years after the building was constructed.  The electrical lines 
were probably strung along the mid-point of the building given the distribution of knobs within the 
central wall support post moulds for the decayed piles in this area.  Further evidence that the building was 
fully electrified and that light bulbs were the main lighting devices are the ubiquitous nature of these 
artifacts in most lots and the large amount of milk glass ceiling lamp fragments recovered from Lots 362 
and 393. 
 
Other electrical artifacts included a deposit of tiny twentieth-century light bulbs used for something like a 
flashlight or another small lighting device and a large number of battery carbon rods that powered an 
indeterminate electrical object and were thrown outside of the building after they were spent.  Several 
125V fuses were also recovered revealing that an intricate electrical network was installed in this early 
twentieth-century building. 
  
The work area was kept clean from debris as can be seen by the distribution of artifacts in the work 
surfaces layers.  This would have been a requirement, especially if the carpenter shop serviced vehicles 
and other large wheeled pieces of equipment.  Most of the material was swept to the sides of the shop or 
deposited in the small space between the west carpenter shop wall and the Ordnance and Supply Yard 
fence. 
 
No structural evidence of the 1920s forge was found during the excavation and no significant 
subterranean features were identified.  From the archival record it is known that the building was a 10 
foot by 12 foot structure with a roof and three walls consisting of galvanized iron, with the fourth side 
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being left open.  Unlike the carpenter shop, this building was supported by a frame of two by four 
scantlings. 
 
The excavation did expose the main work area of the forge, Lots 364 and 365.  The fire red sand in Lot 
365 signified the location of the forge itself, however, the dimensions of the forge were more difficult to 
ascertain.  The spread of smithing waste, Lot 353, extended way beyond the known historic boundaries of 
the forge.  The high distribution of nails and window glass, especially on the southern edge of this debris 
field, hints at the location for one of the walls.  Little else could be derived from the forge lots, however, a 
.303 rifle oil container was recovered from Lot 364 which is a unique find. 
 
The forge facilitated the modification, maintenance, and repair of military equipment.  This can be 
ascertained from the large amounts of ferrous and cuprous metal scrap recovered.  Several shell casings 
were modified in an indeterminate idiosyncratic behaviour of sawing off the tops of the bullets for the 
removal of powder and/or cordite.  The recovery of ruby red carriage or car tail lights is also interesting 
and indicates the presence and possible repair of such vehicles within the study area. 
 
The shift from an open refuse disposal area to a twentieth-century military installation with frame 
buildings in this portion of the Garrison Common can also be observed among the percentages of the 
artifact classes.  When early lots like Lot 322 and Lot 389 are compared to the upper strata like Lots 321, 
354, 362, 390, and 391, not to mention the work surface lots, it can be seen that the relative amounts of 
architectural items increase through time while the percentages of domestic items, especially 
kitchen/food-related items, drop.  Organic items and personal class items also tend to be less represented 
in the later periods while tools and equipment class items become slightly more prominent.  This shift in 
the functional classes is directly related to the changes in function of the Garrison Common as it became 
more and more built up and militarized starting with the mid-nineteenth century. 
 
As was discussed above, the midden also shifted from its pre-First World War location adjacent to the 
military store, northwest to the area created by the military store and its First World War-period annex.  
The yard itself was partially covered with a gravel surface as can be seen by the gravel layer identified in 
Lot 321 in most units between the carpenter shop/forge and the military store.  A number of First World 
War-era objects were found in this excavation point to the area’s eventual use as a military facility.  They 
consist of the epaulettes, the .303 shells, the Webley revolver cleaning rod, and the “Honi soit qui mal y 
pense” Canadian military button.  The .22 shell casings indicate that this area continued to be used as a 
militia base after the war. 
 
The presence of pegged work shoes in the area, especially the one held together by cuprous pegs, 
reinforces the identification of this area as a military work yard.  Out of 72 buttons from the entire 
assemblage, only two, the Canadian militia and the First World War military buttons discussed above, can 
be directly linked to military apparel.  Looking at the photographs of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 
(Plate 1), it is likely that civilian contractors were hired to perform some of the tasks within the 
compound.  The presence of civilian workmen is reinforced by the second-rate quality civilian vest 
recovered from the work surface of the carpenter shop, Lot 393. 
 
While the kitchen and food-related artifacts represent a very small component of the artifact assemblage 
from the site, it is interesting to observe that 53 out of the 76 identifiable vessels are cups and saucers.  
This pattern of teaware representing a large percentage of ceramic vessels has been observed on Euro-
Canadian domestic sites in southern Ontario (MacDonald 1997; 2004; Poulton and Dodd 2007).  The 
ratio between teaware and non-teaware is different depending on the stratum in which they were found.  
In Lot 321, the ratio between teaware and non-teaware is 18 to five compared to Lot 322, where this ratio 
is 18 to 10.  With the exception of the pre-1868 refuse-filled depressions, identifiable vessels in most 
small lots were predominantly teaware as well. 
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While some of the material originated in secondary deposits that represent cleaning episodes inside the 
walls of Fort York, the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century ceramics are indicative of work 
patterns at the Ordnance and Supply Yard.  People came there to work.  Thus, most of the food 
consumption activities were limited to lunch and tea breaks where teaware played an important role.  The 
limited amount of food consumption would have occurred through the consumption of portable foods, 
such as sandwiches, or from the limited amount of plates and bowls recovered.  Interestingly, most of the 
flatware consisted of inexpensive blue-edged plates suitable for a work space.  Cheap, undecorated early 
twentieth-century enamelware was also utilized at the yard as can be seen from the identifiable cup, bowl, 
and supper plate recovered from the excavation. 
 
The large amount of glass milk container fragments may also relate to tea consumption in this area.  Of 
interest is the recovery of complete or almost complete Johnston Brothers milk bottles.  Their business is 
tightly dated to 1916 – 1922, which ties neatly with the expansion of the Ordnance and Supply Yard 
during and slightly after the First World War.  After they were discarded at least one became incorporated 
into the post holes for one of the Ordnance and Supply Yard fence posts. 
 
The reconstruction of life at the Ordnance and Supply Yard would not be complete without a discussion 
of the representation of children in the archaeological record.  It is known that they visited the yard as 
children are visible historical photos (see Plate 1).  Therefore, some of the objects may have been lost in 
the yard on these visits.  The toys along with civilian clothes, personal items, and the domestic food 
consumption items discussed above, speak to Fort York as a place where ordinary people played, ate, and 
went to work. 
 
The Ordnance and Supply Yard was demolished in February of 1936.  A large indeterminate pit, Lot 
374/381 was dug into the floor of the carpenter shop for an unknown reason during the demolition 
process.  Topsoil was spread over the area and grass was seeded as can be seen through the distribution of 
Lot 321 over the areas occupied by the carpenter shop and forge.  The aerial photography shows a grass-
covered Garrison Common in 1959 and several artifacts can be used to make the argument that this did 
not happen immediately after demolition.  These include the 1941 Dominion Glass Company bottle from 
Lot 362 and the 1947 penny from Lot 353.  The presence of these objects in these lots and not the 
overlying Lots 321 and 359 indicates that they either percolated downward through bioturbation or that 
significant A-horizon development did not start to take place until the late 1940s.   
 
After the Ordnance and Supply Yard was demolished, a utility line was put through Garrison Common.  
A line of the grounding rods for these posts imbedded in sand and buttressed by wooden beans was 
identified during the excavation.  This construction impacted several archaeological deposits related to the 
earlier occupation including the west wall of the military store and the Lot 341 service trench.  Lot 301 
covered these deposits as well, placing them within a 1936 to 1959 timeframe. 
 
The A-horizon layers, Lots 321 and 359, were finally capped in 1960 during the construction of the 
Gardiner Expressway when new layers of fill were added to the stratigraphic record (Plate 4).  Evidence 
for the construction of the Gardiner Expressway (Lot 92) defined the southern boundary of the excavation 
area.  The final development of Garrison Common took place with the addition of gravel parking lot 
surfaces to create the modern landscape visible today. 
 
In summary, the Stage 4 mitigative excavation for the building envelope of the Visitors’ Centre at Fort 
York National Historic site (AjGu-26) resulted in the identification, documentation, and controlled 
excavation of 152 lots within a 370 square metre area and the collection of 35,284 Euro-Canadian and 
pre-contact artifacts.  The excavation revealed a long history of the utilization of the Garrison Common, 
first by the First Nations people and then by the Fort York garrison.  This area was part of the engagement 
that saw American forces invade York and the Grand Magazine explosion that resulted from that 
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invasion.  It later saw the construction of the Ordnance and Supply Yard and its expansion during the 
First World War.  It is this latter period that is best represented by the artifacts and the structures 
documented during the excavation.  Thus, the construction of the Fort York Visitors’ Centre has afforded 
the opportunity to study a twentieth-century archaeology component on a site better known for its pre-
1900 history.  The excavation revealed a complex and informative twentieth-century archaeological 
deposit that brings our knowledge of Fort York forward to the First World War.  Thus, this Stage 4 
mitigative excavation not only furthers our understanding of Fort York and Garrison Common but also 
brings to light the fact that much can be learned from the archaeology of the twentieth century.  
 
 

14.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Given the preceding information, it is concluded that: 
 

1. There is no further heritage concern for the archaeological remains at Fort York National 
Historic Site (AjGu-26) located within that portion of the building envelope for the Visitors’ 
Centre located east of the entrance drive that connects Fort York Boulevard to Garrison Road in 
the City of Toronto.  It has been completely excavated and no further assessment or mitigation is 
required. 

 
2. The deeply buried archaeological remains located within that portion of the footprint of the 

proposed Visitors’ Centre located west of the entrance drive should be documented during 
construction by a way of a monitoring documentation agreement set up between a licensed 
archaeologist and the contractor. 

 
NOTWITHSTANDING the results and recommendations presented in this study, Archaeological 
Services Inc. notes that no archaeological assessment, no matter how thorough or carefully completed, 
can necessarily predict, account for, or identify every form of isolated or deeply buried archaeological 
deposit. In the event that archaeological remains are found during subsequent construction activities, the 
consultant archaeologist, approval authority, and the Cultural Programs Unit of the Ministry of Tourism, 
Culture, and Sport should be immediately notified. 
 
The above recommendation is subject to Ministry approval and it is an offence to alter any archaeological 
site without Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS) concurrence. No grading or other activities 
that may result in the destruction or disturbance of any archaeological sites are permitted until notice of 
MTCS approval has been received. 
 
 

15.0 ADVICE ON COMPLIANCE WITH LEGISLATION 

 
In addition, the following advice on compliance is provided: 
 

 This report is submitted to the Minister of Tourism, Culture, and Torture as a condition of 
licensing in accordance with Part VI of the Ontario Heritage Act, RSO 1990, c 0.18. The 
report is reviewed to ensure that it complies with the standards and guidelines that are issued 
by the Minister, and that the archaeological field work and report recommendations ensure 
the conservation, preservation and protection of the cultural heritage of Ontario. When all 
matters relating to archaeological sites within the project area of a development proposal have 
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been addressed to the satisfaction of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and Sport, a letter will 
be issued by the ministry stating that there are no further concerns with regard to alterations 
to archaeological sites by the proposed development. 

 
 It is an offence under Sections 48 and 69 of the Ontario Heritage Act for any party other than 

a licensed archaeologist to make any alteration to a known archaeological site or to remove 
any artifact or other physical evidence of past human use or activity from the site, until such 
time as a licensed archaeologist has completed archaeological field work on the site, 
submitted a report to the Minister stating that the site has no further cultural heritage value or 
interest, and the report has been filed in the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports 
referred to in Section 65.1 of the Ontario Heritage Act.  

 
 Should previously undocumented archaeological resources be discovered, they may be a new 

archaeological site and therefore subject to Section 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act. The 
proponent or person discovering the archaeological resources must cease alteration of the site 
immediately and engage a licensed consultant archaeologist to carry out archaeological 
fieldwork, in compliance with sec. 48 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act.  

 
 The Cemeteries Act, R.S.O 1990 c. C.4 and the Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act, 

2002, S.O. 2002. c.33 (when proclaimed in force) require that any person discovering human 
remains must immediately notify the police or coroner and the Registrar of Cemeteries, 
Ministry of Consumer Services.  

 
 Archaeological sites recommended for further archaeological field work or protection remain 

subject to Section 48(1) of the Ontario Heritage Act and may not be altered, nor may artifacts 
be removed from them, except by a person holding an archaeological license. 
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17.0 PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES 

 

 
Plate 5:  The mechanical excavator begins removing the gravel parking lot surface 
in Trench 1 on the eastern periphery of the excavation area, looking southwest. 
 
 

 
Plate 6:  Looking east down Trench 1.  Note surveyor’s stakes in the foreground. 
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Plate 7:  Opening up Trench 4 on the western periphery of the excavation area,  
looking southwest. 
 

 

 
Plate 8:  Block excavation in Trench 2 during the summer of 2010, looking northeast. 
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Plate 9:  Block excavation in Trench 3 during the fall of 2010, looking southeast. 
 
 

 
Plate 10:  Relic gully filled in with Lot 322, looking northwest. 
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Plate 11:  Lot 321 in unit 701N-299E displaying the gravel lens, looking south. 
 
 

 
Plate 12:  Profile of Lot 334, refuse-filled depression, looking north. 
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Plate 13:  Refuse-filled depressions, Lots 327 and 330, looking west in Trench 2. 
 

 

 
Plate 14:  Profiles of refuse-filled depressions, Lots 327 and 330, looking northeast. 
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Plate 15:  Exposed kettle in Lot 332, refuse-filled depression/pit, looking east. 
 
 

 
Plate 16:  Lot 43, Ordnance and Supply Yard paved surface, looking northeast. 
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Plate 17:  Profile of Lot 309 (soil)/Lot 312 (wood), support pile for the military store,  
looking north. 
 
 

 
Plate 18:  Profile of Lot 318, pile for the military store, looking southeast. 
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Plate 19:  Profile of Lot 317, pile for the military store, looking northeast. 
 
 

 
Plate 20:  Lots 313 and 320 running into the northeast corner of the excavation,  
looking north. 
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Plate 21:  Profile of Lot 363, west wall pile for the carpenter shop, looking west. 
 
 

 
Plate 22:  Profile of Lot 432 and Lot 433 which together make up an east wall pile 
for the Carpenter Shop, looking west. 
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Plate 23:  Profile of Lot 400, central pile for the Carpenter Shop, and Lot 399 
its cap, looking north. 
 
 

 
Plate 24:  Plan of units 705N-278E and 705N-279E, where Lot 393 abutted Lot 384,  
looking north. 
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Plate 25:  Lot 431, looking north. 
 

 

 
Plate 26:  Lots 425 and 427, looking north. 
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Plate 27:  Lot 353, the Forge deposit, over Lot 354, the buried A-horizon, 
looking southwest. 
 
 

 
Plate 28:  Lot 368, the wall remnant, imbedded into Lot 354 in unit 704N-285E,  
looking east. 
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Plate 29:  Plan view of units 705N-287E and 706N-287E showing the relationships  
between Lots 353, 354, 364, and 365, looking east. 
 
 

 
Plate 30:  Lot 365 reddish discolouration, looking west. 
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Plate 31:  Lots 341 and 361, looking north. 
 

 

 
Plate 32:  Units 699N-274E and 700N-274E, showing the relationship between Lots 
389, 390, 391, and 392 with Lots 404 and 409 present, looking northeast. 
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Plate 33:  Western profile of unit 702N-274E showing the relationships between Lots 
321, 362, 389, 390, 391, and 322. 
 
 

 
Plate 34:  Unit 706N-291E looking northwest and displaying the relationship between  
Lots 359, 353, 354, and 322. 
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Plate 35:  Lots 314, 340, and 342, support structure for the utility pole grounding rods,  
fully exposed, looking southeast. 
 
 

 
Plate 36:  Lots 419 and 420, indeterminate post, looking southwest. 
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Plate 37:  Lot 377/381 in relationship to the other lots on the 283E line, looking west. 
 

 

 
Plate 38:  Lot 377/381 cutting through Lots 303, 322, and 384, looking north. 
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Plate 39:  Teacups.  Left, olde blue-printed teacup from Lot 322 (Cat. #4197); right,  
bone china teacup with decalcomania motif from Lot 301 (Cat. #2202). 
 
 

 
Plate 40:  Saucers.  Top, late palette-painted refined white earthenware saucer from  
Lot 322 (Cat. #4639).  Bottom.  Left, late palette-painted sprig motif on a refined white  
earthenware saucer from Lot 321 (Cat. #6143); right, monochrome blue-painted  
pearlware saucer from Lot 391 (Cat. #1473). 
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Plate 41:  Refined white earthenware saucer with late palette-painted sprig motif 
from Lot 322 (Cat. #5762). 
 
 

 
Plate 42:  Moulded but not painted pearlware muffin plate from Lot 322 (Cat. #4815). 
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Plate 43:  Assorted flatwares.  Top, blue scalloped and embossed refined white  
earthenware meat dish from Lot 354 (Cat. #1830).  Bottom.  Left, olde blue-printed  
refined white earthenware twiffler plate with a scalloped rim from Lot 327 (Cat. 4258);  
right, blue-printed refined white earthenware muffin plate from Lot 322 (Cat. 6025). 
 
 

 
Plate 44:  Edgewares.  Top, blue straight edged plate from Lot 322 (Cat. #5763);  
bottom left, blue scalloped edged plate from Lot 322 (Cat. #3635); bottom right, blue  
straight edged plate from Lot 321 (Cat. #5801). 
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Plate 45:  Personal adornment.  Top.  Left, clay bead from Lot 362 (Cat. #12505); right,  
hexagonal glass bead from Lot 322 (Cat. #12415).  Bottom.  Left, ring from Lot 353  
(Cat. #13370); right, mother of pearl collar stud from Lot 301 (Cat. #11960). 
 
 

 
Plate 46:  Military badges. Top, lion head badge from Lot 322 (Cat. #12400); bottom,  
maple leaf cap badge fragments from Lot 321 (Cat. #12315). 
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Plate 47:  2

nd
 Depot Battalion 1

st
 Regiment Central Ontario epaulette from Lot 322  

(Cat. #21345). 
 
 

 
Plate 48:  Almost complete pipe with the regal coat of arms from Lot 322 (Cat. #12372). 
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Plate 49:  Buttons.  Top, glass button from Lot 408 (Cat. #11387).  Bottom. Left,  
stained bone button from Lot 322 (Cat. #13465); right, metal suspender button  
from Lot 398 (Cat. #11956). 
 
 

 
Plate 50:  Canadian Militia button from Lot 322 (Cat. #12330). 
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Plate 51:  Prosser buttons from the Stage 4 excavation.  Top.  Left, four-hole button  
with a painted red edge from Lot 301 (Cat. #11845); right, two-hole sew-through black  
button from Lot 389 (Cat. #11350).  Bottom.  Left, four-hole button from Lot 443  
(Cat. #12935); centre, four-hole button from Lot 389 (Cat. #12125); right, four-hole  
button from Lot 322 (Cat. #11750). 
 
 

 
Plate 52: Counter-marked “CD” coin from Lot 322 (Cat. #12605). 
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Plate 53:  X-Ray image of the CD coin from Lot 322 (Cat. #12,605). 
 
 

 
Plate 54:  Marbles from the excavation.  Top.  Left, clay marble from Lot 322  
(Cat. #12870); centre, glazed clay marble from Lot 390 (Cat. #11835); right, swirl glass  
marble from Lot 321 (Cat. #11880).  Bottom.  Left, spiral glass marble from Lot 301  
(Cat. #12642); centre, swirl glass marble from Lot 362 (Cat. #7082); right, swirl glass  
marble from Lot 341 (Cat. #13380). 
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Plate 55:  One of the cuprous barrel hoops twisted in the Grand Magazine explosion  
from Lot 322 (Cat. #20721). 
 
 

 
Plate 56:  Stoneware container from Lot 322 (Cat. #3675). 
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Plate 57:  Red carriage/car tail light from Lot 322 (Cat. #8396). 
 
 

 
Plate 58:  Whistle from Lot 322 (Cat. #20601). 
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Plate 59: Lithics. Top.  Left, Onondaga shatter fragment from Lot 321 (Cat. #L2); centre, 
Onondaga distal flake fragment from Lot 321 (Cat. #L3); right, Kettle point distal flake  
fragment from Lot 321 (Cat. #L4).  Bottom.  Left, Onondaga distal flake fragment with  
dorsal and lateral retouch from Lot 321 (Cat. #L5); centre, Bois Blanc shatter fragment  
from Lot 322 (Cat. #L6); right, Lockport shatter fragment from Lot 321 (Cat. #L10). 
 
 

 
Plate 60:  Indoor electric porcelain.  Top.  Left, socket/adapter fragment from Lot 301  
(Cat. #12443); centre, plaster/ceramic light bulb base from Lot 301 (Cat. #12692); right,  
porcelain light bulb base from Lot 321 (Cat. #11530).  Middle.  Left, “ASP. Co.” three- 
wire cleat from Lot 362 (Cat. #12260); right, telephone knob from Lot 301 (Cat. #4915).  
Bottom.  Left, light switch from Lot 321 (Cat. #12320); centre, wall sconce from Lot 301  
(Cat. #5523); right, two-part bayonet ceiling sconce from Lot 362 (Cat. #13016). 
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Plate 61:  Bowls.  Left, late palette-painted bowl from Lot 321 (Cat. #5324);  
right, brown-printed bowl from Lot 384 (Cat. #5607). 
 
 

 
Plate 62:  Ironstone preserve jar with late palette painted sprig motif from Lot 321  
(Cat. #5776). 
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Plate 63:  One of the pewter buttons from Lot 321 (Cat. #13395). 
 
 

 
Plate 64:  X-ray of the other pewter button rom Lot 321 (Cat. #13545). 
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Plate 65: Goodyear machine-sewn shoe that has been reinforced with pegs  
from Lot 321 (Cat. #13436). 
 
 

 
Plate 66:  Friction tube from Lot 321 (Cat. #21554). 
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Plate 67:  Mid-nineteenth-century bullets. Left, Westley Richards bullet from Lot 321  
(Cat. #12026); right, minié balls from Lot 354 (Cat. #12255). 
 
 

 
Plate 68: .303 bullets.  Left, hollow point (Cat. #13125); centre, rounded point  
(Cat. #11656); right, pointed (Cat. #12691). 
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Plate 69:  Snider-Enfield rifle trigger guard from Lot 321 (Cat. #22367). 
 
 

 
Plate 70:  Pistol cleaning rod from Lot 321 (Cat. #22308). 
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Plate 71:  Most common shell casings from the project.  Top, .303 shell casing from  
Lot 321 (Cat. #12291).  Bottom.  Left, shotgun shell from Lot 385 (Cat. #11585); right,  
.22 shell casings from Lot 321 (Cat. #13556). 
 
 

 
Plate 72:  Sawn .303 shell casing from Lot 321 (Cat. #11770). 
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Plate 73:  Children’s toys. Porcelain doll head from Lot 321 (Cat. #11660) and a  
porcelain doll arm from Lot 362 (Cat. #12975). 
 
 

 
Plate 74:  Wagon registration plate from Lot 321 (Cat. #12875). 
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Plate 75:  Blue-printed refined white earthenware saucer in the “Villaris” pattern by  
Davenport from Lot 327 (Cat. #4272). 
 
 

 
Plate 76:  Kettle from Lot 332 (Cat. #22683). 
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Plate 77:  Factory-slipped, London-shape refined white earthenware bowl from  
Lot 332 (Cat. #2695). 
 
 

 
Plate 78:  Blue edged pearlware salt shaker from Lot 332 (Cat. #2675). 
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Plate 79:  Blank .303 rounds with crimped heads from Lot 317 (Cat. #11786). 
 
 

 
Plate 80:  Blank .303 round from Lot 317 from which powder has been extracted  
(Cat. #11785). 
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Plate 81:  Thermally altered teacup filled with slag from Lot 385 (Cat. #2283). 
 
 

 
Plate 82:  Smoking pipes. Top.  Left, Turk’s Head pipe bowl from Lot 384 (Cat. #13036);  
right, ribbed pipe bowl from Lot 393 (Cat. #11985).  Bottom, complete bowl and partial  
stem from Lot 385 (Cat. #11985). 
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Plate 83:  Veneer bottle from Lot 385 (Cat. #7577). 
 
 

 
Plate 84:  Ironstone toothbrush container from Lot 393 (Cat. #4942) and toothbrush  
from Lot 362 (Cat. #13230). 
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Plate 85:  Second-rate twill vest from Lot 393, note the button holes on the right  
(Cat. #18181). 
 
 

 
Plate 86:  Carbon battery rods from Lot 393 (Cat. #12185). 
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Plate 87:  Tiny light bulb from Lot 394 (Cat. #13040). 
 
 

 
Plate 88:  A .303 rifle oil container from Lot 364 (Cat. #13080). 
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Plate 89:  Milk bottles from Lot 438.   
Left, Johnston Bros. Oakland Dairy (Cat. #8690);  
right, City Dairy (Cat. #8679). 
 
 

 
Plate 90:  Green-printed ironstone saucer from Lot 389 (Cat. #4320). 
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Plate 91:  Ornate shell button from Lot 389 (Cat. #11560). 
 
 

 
Plate 92:  Pinfire shotgun shell from Lot 390 (Cat. #12425). 
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Plate 93:  Percussion caps from Lot 391.  Top left Cat. #20202, top right Cat. #20049,  
bottom left Cat. #20023, bottom right Cat. #20058. 
 
 

 
Plate 94:  Warped musket ball from Lot 391 (Cat. #21318). 
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Plate 95:  CANADA epaulette from Lot 359 (Cat. #13306). 
 
 

 
Plate 96:  Short and squat ironstone cup from Lot 301 (Cat. #4921). 
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Plate 97:  Moulded ironstone mug from Lot 301 (Cat. #4460). 
 
 

 
Plate 98: Left, pegged child’s shoe heel fragment from Lot 301 (Cat. #12420);  
pegged adult shoe with cuprous pegs from Lot 301 (Cat. #12980) 
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Plate 99: Infantry epaulettes from Lot 301.  Top Cat. #21330, bottom left Cat. #21331, 
bottom right Cat. #21332. 
 
 

 
Plate 100: Epaulettes from Lot 301.  Top, 257

th
 Infantry Battalion epaulette from Lot 301  

(Cat. #21653); bottom, two epaulettes from the 2
nd

 Depot Battalion 2
nd

 Regiment  
Central Ontario (Cat. #s 21658 and 21659). 
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Plate 101:  Cat’s eye marble from Lot 301 (Cat. #13215). 
 
 

 
Plate 102:  External electric insulators.  Left, porcelain pin type insulator from Lot 301 
(Cat. #12700); centre, porcelain wire holder insulator from Lot 385 (Cat. #11980); right,  
glass saddle insulator from Lot 301 (Cat. #9995). 
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Plate 103:  Dominion Glass Company mark on an indeterminate container from Lot 301 
(Cat. #6556). 
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

Layer: 390

Unit 698N-269E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, brown and green 
floral decalcomania motif

1420 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 698N-270E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, brown band and 
floral transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

1436 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 698N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1430 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1431 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 698N-270E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, teal floral transfer 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

1425 1

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, green floral 
motif on interior and exterior

1426 1

2Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 698N-271E

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragments, orange, green 
and brown hand-painted motif on 
interior, partially exfoliated

1440 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1441 2

4Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 698N-277E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1455 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 698N-277E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1450 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small rim fragment, brown 
decalcomania band with unidentified 
motif, scalloped rim

1451 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 698N-277E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

1445 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup teacup handle1447 1

2Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 698N-278E

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated1470 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

1471 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted band on interior, partially 
exfoliated

1472 2

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome saucer saucer rim fragments, blue band and 
floral hand-painted motif on interior

1473 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

1474 5

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1475 1

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 698N-278E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1460 1

1Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 698N-280E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1480 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 698N-280E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, impressed band1485 1

ironstone moulded, general flatware small rim fragments, unidentified blue 
moulded motif on edge

1486 3

yellow ware unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif on exterior, partially exfoliated

1487 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

1488 117

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, heavily exfoliated1489 14

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1490 3

RWE undecorated hollowware small handle fragment, moulded ribs 
motif

1491 1

140Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-280E

RWE undecorated hollowware small rim fragments, heavily exfoliated1465 4

4Layer Sub-total -

145Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 698N-281E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1510 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354/359/362/322

Unit 698N-281E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1505 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 698N-281E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment1495 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue transfer 
floral motif, partially exfoliated

1496 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
black motif on exterior

1500 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

1501 2

5Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-283E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

1520 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 698N-283E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1515 10

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1516 3
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated1517 1

14Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-284E

unidentifiable unidentified hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
green motif on exterior, thermally 
altered

1526 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-285E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral motif1535 1

ironstone factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
and brown transfer motif on exterior

1536 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1537 2

semi-porcelain transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1538 1

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

1539 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze1540 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, black filigree 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1545 2

unidentifiable factory slip, mocha hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
black feathering factory motif, 
partially exfoliated

1546 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, partially exfoliated1547 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1548 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on interior

1549 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

1550 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1551 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
yellow hand-painted motif

1552 1

unidentifiable moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif on exterior

1553 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1554 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1555 6

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware central upward projection for lid 
removal, rectangular shape with 
central incision, repeating circles 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

11310 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

28Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 698N-285E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral motif 
on interior

1530 1

RWE undecorated flatware small body fragment1531 1

2Layer Sub-total -

30Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-286E

RWE edgeware, scalloped plate, general small, plate rim fragment, blue 
scalloped edge motif, partially 
exfoliated

1570 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior, carinated 
shoulder

1571 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

1572 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1573 2

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 698N-286E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1560 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue transfer 
filigree motif on interior

1561 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

1562 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1565 1

5Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-287E

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, green and blue 
floral hand-painted motif on exterior

1585 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

1586 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior, exfoliated 
interior

1587 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral motif 
on interior, weathered

1588 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

1589 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1590 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment1591 1
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 698N-287E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior

1575 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1576 1

red earthenware, coarse slipped hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, yellow factory 
slip band on exterior

1577 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on interior

1578 2

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
moulded motif

1579 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated, weathered

1580 3

RWE undecorated saucer small, saucer rim fragment, thermally 
altered

1581 1

11Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 356

Unit 698N-288E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and brown 
factory slip bands on exterior

1600 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, brown factory 
slip on exterior

1601 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, "purple dot and 
black swirls" motif

1602 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small, scallop rim fragment, blue 
geometric transfer motif on interior 
and exterior

1603 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

1604 2

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small rim fragment, faded 
decalcomania motif on interior

1605 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1606 7

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments1607 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1608 2

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-288E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, thermally altered1595 1

1Layer Sub-total -

20Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 356

Unit 698N-289E
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

1615 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1616 1

unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, green and blue 
factory slip motif

1617 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1618 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, exfoliated exterior

1619 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 698N-289E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1610 1

1Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 699N-269E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1650 10

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 699N-269E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1635 5

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior

1640 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1641 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, teal bands and 
floral transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1642 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1643 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1644 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-269E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1630 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 699N-269E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1625 4

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2100 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2101 1

7Layer Sub-total -
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Ceramic Artifact Inventory

Cat# Qty Ware Motif Form Comments

The Visitors' Centre at the Fort York National Historic Site (AjGu-26)

28Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 699N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1680 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1681 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragments, orange, green 
and brown floral hand-painted motif, 
partially exfoliated

1682 2

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-270E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1675 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1676 2

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 699N-270E

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, blue glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1660 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

1661 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment1665 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

1666 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1667 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1668 2

8Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 699N-271E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1700 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 699N-271E

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small rim fragments, brown band and 
green floral hand-painted motif on 
interior, heavily exfoliated

1415 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue factory slip 
band on exterior, moulded "dot" motif, 
partially exfoliated

1416 3

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, grey factory slip 
band on exterior, partially exfoliated

1655 1
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RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

1656 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-271E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1690 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1695 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1696 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated1697 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 699N-271E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior, brown glaze on exterior

1685 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

1686 2

3Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 699N-272E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1710 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-272E

unidentifiable glazed unidentifiable small rim fragment, green glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1705 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 699N-273E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1720 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1721 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-273E

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, moulded 
depression on exterior

1715 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1716 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, yellow glaze1717 1

3Layer Sub-total -
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5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 699N-274E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1735 3

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1736 1

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif, partially exfoliated

1737 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated1738 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 699N-274E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small unidentified body fragments, 
partially exfoliated

1730 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 699N-274E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1726 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 408

Unit 699N-275E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small base fragment1740 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 408

Unit 699N-276E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1745 3

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1746 1

4Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 413

Unit 699N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially corroded1776 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 408

Unit 699N-277E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware large, robust body fragment, dark 
brown glaze on interior and exterior

1765 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup partial teacup fragments, undecorated1770 6
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semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragments1771 11

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

1773 1

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit 699N-277E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragment1760 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 699N-277E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1755 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small base fragment, black glaze on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

1756 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1750 1

1Layer Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 699N-278E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, light brown 
glaze on exterior, grey glaze on interior

1780 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragment, dark brown 
glaze on interior and exterior

1781 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1785 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

1786 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1787 1

5Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 699N-279E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, corroded1805 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1806 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 699N-279E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragments, corroded1802 2

2Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit 699N-279E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
green and orange decalcomania motif, 
partially corroded

1795 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1796 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

1790 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral hand-
painted motif

1791 3

4Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 699N-280E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1825 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-280E

unidentifiable moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue moulded 
"dot" motif on edge

1815 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1816 13

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1817 1

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-280E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1810 1

1Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-281E

RWE moulded, general dish, platter platter rim fragment, scalloped rim, 
embossed "dot and leaf" motif, 
scooped brim

1830 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown motif

1831 1

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
motif, partially exfoliated

1832 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue filigree 
motif, partially exfoliated

1833 1
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pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1834 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1835 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1836 1

10Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 359

Unit 699N-282E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

1860 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-282E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1850 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

1851 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral 
geometric transfer motif on interior

1852 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
motif, partially exfoliated

1853 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragments, brown bands 
factory slip

1854 2

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragment, dark brown band 
with brown and blue cable motif on 
exterior

1855 1

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and brown 
factory slip bands

1856 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, grey glaze on 
interior, brown glaze on exterior

1857 2

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-282E

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragment, light brown 
glaze, blue, white and dark brown 
cable motif on exterior

1845 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1846 1

2Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 699N-283E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

1895 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, thermally altered1896 2

4Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit 699N-283E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated1890 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-283E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, impressed band1885 1

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior with brown and blue cable 
motif

1886 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1887 2

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit 699N-283E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1880 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, corroded1881 2

pearlware undecorated hollowware small handle fragment1882 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, thermally altered1883 2

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit 699N-283E

ironstone transfer print, flow hollowware small body fragment, blue flow motif 
on exterior

1870 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1872 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1875 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-283E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1865 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1866 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment1867 1

3Layer Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 345

Unit 699N-284E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1905 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1906 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1907 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

1908 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment1909 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

1915 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-284E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1900 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1901 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1902 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1903 1

6Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 699N-285E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

1930 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze1931 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1932 3

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-285E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue band 
transfer motif

1920 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1925 2

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif, partially exfoliated

1926 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral, 
landscape transfer motif on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

1927 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue transfer 
motif (juvenile?): female figure with 
book, partially exfoliated

1928 1

6Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-286E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1945 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and blue 
bands factory slip on exterior

1946 1
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RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif

1947 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified black 
transfer fragment

1948 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band

1949 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

1950 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1951 12

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment1952 4

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment1953 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment1954 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, burned1955 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1956 3

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-286E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

1935 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black floral motif 
on interior and exterior

1936 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1937 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1938 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment1940 1

10Layer Sub-total -

39Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-287E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

1970 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1971 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, floral transfer 
motif on interior

1972 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black lines and 
purple dots transfer motif

1973 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior, light brown glaze on exterior

1974 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1960 3
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RWE factory slip, rouletting hollowware small body fragment, brown band and 
green rouletting motif, partially 
exfoliated

1961 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

1962 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band, partially exfoliated

1963 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment1964 1

7Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-288E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1985 19

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral filigree 
transfer motif

1986 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, corroded

1987 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

1988 3

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown band 
factory slip

1989 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1990 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

1991 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1992 2

33Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-288E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

1980 2

ironstone undecorated teacup teacup rim fragment, burned1981 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, burned1982 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments1983 1

5Layer Sub-total -

38Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-289E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2005 7

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments2006 2

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-289E
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1995 4

semi-porcelain transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif on interior: trees and 
bushes; maker's mark on exterior: blue 
floral border with letters: "villaris"

1996 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

1997 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially corroded1998 1

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, green floral hand-
painted motif on interior

1999 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, burned2000 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior

2001 1

10Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2020 6

unidentifiable moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

2021 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2022 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, blue factory slip 
on exterior, weathered

2023 2

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2024 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, purple floral 
transfer motif

2025 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black filigree 
motif on interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

2026 2

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated and 
corroded

2027 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

2028 1

semi-porcelain transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

2029 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2030 1

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
corroded

2010 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2011 1
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unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and blue 
factory slip bands, partially corroded

2012 3

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif, partially corroded

2013 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated and 
corroded

2014 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2015 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially corroded2016 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
corroded and exfoliated

2017 4

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragments, completely 
exfoliated

11500 2

19Layer Sub-total -

37Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 341

Unit 699N-291E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2045 2

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, teal factory slip2046 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

2047 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2048 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-291E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2040 1

unidentifiable edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, green edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

2041 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-291E

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue band and 
green floral transfer motif on interior

2035 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-292E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

2050 6

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2051 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

2052 2
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RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, brown band 
factory slip on exterior

2053 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and brown 
band factory slip on exterior

2054 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

2055 2

unidentifiable edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

2056 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown hand-painted motif, heavily 
exfoliated

2057 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2058 1

17Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-293E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2065 3

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, weathered

2066 4

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-293E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2060 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted motif, partially exfoliated

2061 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown band 
factory slip

2062 1

3Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-294E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2075 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2076 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

2077 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

2078 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2079 2

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-294E
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RWE factory slip, rouletting hollowware small rim fragment, green rouletting 
motif, partially exfoliated

2070 2

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2071 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, brown filigree 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2072 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

2073 1

5Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-295E

pearlware transfer print, olde blue plate, muffin small muffin plate rim fragment, olde 
blue floral transfer motif on interior, 
partially exfoliated

2090 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, brown floral 
transfer motif

2091 3

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2092 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2093 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-295E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2085 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-296E

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2095 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-296E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2102 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-297E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragments2105 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2106 5

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band on exterior

2108 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2109 1

9Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-298E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2120 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2121 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black filigree 
transfer motif

2122 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2123 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

2124 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2125 4

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-298E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2115 1

1Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-299E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2135 5

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue geometric 
transfer motif

2136 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragments, green hand-
painted motif

2137 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2138 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment2139 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-299E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2130 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2131 6

7Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-300E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

2150 3
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yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2151 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2152 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2153 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue band and 
zigzag transfer motif on interior

2154 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-300E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2145 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 699N-301E

RWE transfer print, general teacup teacup body fragment, small handle, 
blue floral transfer motif on exterior of 
body and handle, partially exfoliated

2165 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2166 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2167 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue bands hand-
painted motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

2168 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 699N-301E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2160 1

1Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 700N-270E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2220 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 700N-270E

stoneware glazed hollowware small base fragment, grey glaze on 
interior, brown glaze on exterior

2215 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 700N-270E
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ironstone moulded, wheatware unidentifiable small rim fragment, moulded 
wheatware motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

2210 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2211 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2212 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 700N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup teacup body and handle fragment, 
thermally altered

2200 1

semi-porcelain undecorated saucer saucer base fragment2201 1

porcelain, English bone chi decalcomania teacup small, teacup rim fragment, brown and 
blue decalcomania swirls on exterior

2202 1

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified pink 
and green decalcomania motif on 
interior

2203 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

2205 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2206 1

6Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 700N-271E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2230 9

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2231 3

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2232 4

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on edge

2233 2

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

2234 3

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 700N-271E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2225 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2226 1

3Layer Sub-total -

24Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 700N-272E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2245 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 389

Unit 700N-272E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2240 2

2Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 700N-273E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2255 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 700N-273E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2250 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 700N-274E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, black transfer 
dot-and-line motif

2260 3

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

2261 24

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2262 5

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small rim fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2263 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2264 2

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, beige glaze on interior

2265 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, yellow glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2266 16

52Layer Sub-total -

52Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 700N-276E

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted band

2280 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

2282 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup nearly complete thermally altered 
teacup, broken handle, chipped at the 
edge, filled with industrial slag

2283 1

3Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit 700N-276E

jackfield glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2275 1

1Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 700N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup teacup rim fragments2295 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted band on interior

2296 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2297 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
brown, yellow and blue factory motif 
on exterior

2298 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2299 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2300 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 700N-277E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2290 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2291 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 700N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2285 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment2286 1

2Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 700N-279E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2330 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed unidentifiable small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2331 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small base fragments2332 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

2335 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup partial teacup fragment, broken handle2336 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment2337 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-279E
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pearlware transfer print, olde blue saucer saucer base fragment, olde blue floral 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

2315 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2320 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 700N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown glaze2305 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
corroded and exfoliated

2310 1

2Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 398

Unit 700N-280E

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small base fragments, olde blue floral 
motif on interior

2350 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit 700N-280E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, green transfer 
maker's mark: circle, "I_"

3375 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, red floral motif on 
interior

3376 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3377 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 700N-280E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif

2345 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2346 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-280E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2340 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 700N-281E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered2370 4

RWE undecorated flatware partial base fragment, weathered2371 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2372 3
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RWE moulded, RPG flatware small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on edge, moulded dot and 
acanthus motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

2373 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
motif, partially exfoliated

2374 1

buff earthenware rockingham hollowware small body fragment, brown 
rockingham motif on interior and 
exterior

2375 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2376 1

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 700N-281E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2365 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2366 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze2367 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup teacup rim fragment, straight walls2368 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit 700N-281E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2360 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-281E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2355 1

1Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 700N-282E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2390 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2391 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit 700N-282E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment2385 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-282E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2380 2

2Layer Sub-total -
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6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 368

Unit 700N-283E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup partial teacup fragments, undecorated2430 4

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-283E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

2415 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2420 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup small teacup body fragment2421 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 352

Unit 700N-283E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

2410 2

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2411 1

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup small teacup body fragment2412 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit 700N-283E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2405 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, undecorated7219 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit 700N-283E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown 
glaze, partially exfoliated

2400 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-283E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif

2395 2

2Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-284E

unidentifiable transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue willow motif 
on interior, partially exfoliated

2460 2

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
motif, partially exfoliated

2461 1
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2462 3

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 347

Unit 700N-284E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup small teacup base fragment2455 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragments2456 4

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 346

Unit 700N-284E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup teacup rim fragments, undecorated2450 7

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit 700N-284E

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup small teacup body fragment, broken 
handle

2445 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit 700N-284E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2440 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-284E

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, red band and 
floral hand-painted motif on interior

2435 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments2436 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2437 1

5Layer Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 700N-285E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated2475 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and green 
factory slip motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

2476 1

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue willow motif2477 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-285E

unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, blue factory slip 
motif, partially exfoliated

2465 1
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RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, moulded leaf 
motif

2466 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, black filigree 
motif, partially exfoliated

2467 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2468 2

6Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-286E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2490 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2491 3

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip motif on exterior

2492 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2493 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-286E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

2485 3

3Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2500 5

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2501 2

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2495 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2496 5

9Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-288E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2510 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

2511 1
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unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially 
exfoliated, weathered

2512 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2513 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2514 4

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment2515 1

pearlware undecorated plate, supper small supper plate rim fragment, 
scooped rim

2516 2

RWE undecorated plate, general small, plate rim fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2517 1

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-288E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue transfer 
filigree motif, partially exfoliated

2505 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue band 
factory slip motif

2506 1

2Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-289E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze2525 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2526 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue transfer 
filigree motif on interior

2527 1

RWE hand-painted, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

2528 1

RWE hand-painted, general teacup small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on exterior, heavily exfoliated

2529 1

RWE edgeware, general plate, table small rim fragment, green edge motif, 
weathered

2530 1

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-289E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral and 
checkered transfer motif on interior, 
partially exfoliated, weathered

2520 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip motif on interior

2521 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2522 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2523 1

6Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 700N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2540 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2545 3

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2546 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-290E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze on 
interior

2535 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment2536 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2537 1

3Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-291E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue "stars" 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2555 1

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2556 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment2557 1

stoneware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, thermally altered2558 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment2559 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2560 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-291E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, thermally altered2550 1

1Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-292E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2570 1

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

2571 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

2572 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

2573 1

4Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 700N-292E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2565 1

1Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-293E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment2580 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragments, embossed band 
below rim on exterior

2581 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2582 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-293E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

2575 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2576 2

3Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-294E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2585 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2586 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2587 1

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-295E

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small rim fragment, brown bands with 
blue cable factory slip motif on exterior

2600 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-295E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2590 3

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, green factory 
slip motif

2591 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2592 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, embossed 
maker's mark: "OOD"

2595 1
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unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2596 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

2597 1

8Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-296E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2615 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragment, green and orange 
hand-painted floral transfer motif on 
interior

2616 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2617 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

2618 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

2619 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-296E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

2605 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered2606 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2607 2

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2608 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue transfer floral 
motif on interior and exterior

2609 1

8Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-297E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

2630 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

2631 3

RWE edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2632 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2633 2

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2625 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 700N-298E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2635 2

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-299E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

2645 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2646 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2647 1

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-300E

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral and 
filigree transfer motif

2660 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue transfer 
motif, partially exfoliated

2661 3

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on edge, moulded "dot" motif, 
partially exfoliated

2662 1

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

2663 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2664 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown bands 
factory slip motif, partially exfoliated

2665 1

RWE factory slip, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
brown factory slip motif

2666 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2667 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2668 1

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-300E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2651 3

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

2652 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
motif

2653 1

RWE factory slip, mocha hollowware small body fragments, yellow glaze 
with black feathering mocha motif

2654 2

7Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 332

Unit 700N-301E

pearlware edgeware, general hollowware saltshaker fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on body and on edge of base, 
globular body, patched hole on base, 
constricted flared footring, weathered

2675 1

RWE factory slip, cable bowl, general partially reconstructed bowl, green 
criss-cross rouletting on border, blue 
glaze with brown, white and blue cable 
motif, London shape, carinated 
shoulder

2695 34

pearlware hand-painted, early palette teacup small teacup rim fragment, blue band 
with green floral hand-painted motif 
on exterior, weathered

2696 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragments, green and blue 
hand-painted floral motif on exterior, 
weathered

2697 2

pearlware transfer print, olde blue saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2698 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2699 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2700 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted motif on exterior

2701 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2702 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2703 1

49Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 700N-301E

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragments, green and blue 
floral hand-painted motif on exterior, 
burned

2680 3

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small rim fragment, blue and green 
hand-painted floral motif on exterior, 
burned

2681 1

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragments, orange glaze 
with brown, white and black cable 
motif

2682 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on exterior

2683 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black floral 
motif on exterior

2684 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black floral and 
speckles motif on interior and exterior

2685 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small base fragment, unidentified olde 
blue transfer motif on interior

2686 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on interior

2687 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior

2688 2
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2689 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
black transfer motif on exterior

2690 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

2691 1

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 700N-301E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment,  blue floral 
transfer motif

2670 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2671 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated2672 1

5Layer Sub-total -

71Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 317

Unit 700N-316/317E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2170 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 309

Unit 700N-319E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2175 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

2176 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 318

Unit 700N-320E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment, completely 
exfoliated

1410 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 316

Unit 700N-320E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small, undecorated rim fragments, 
partially exfoliated

1400 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

1401 15

17Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 316

Unit 700N-322E
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RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted band and floral motif on 
interior, partially exfoliated

2180 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

2181 6

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2182 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, completely 
exfoliated

2183 1

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2184 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, green and red 
floral hand-painted motif on exterior, 
exfoliated interior

2185 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2186 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2187 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2188 3

19Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 316

Unit 700N-325E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2190 6

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2191 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2192 9

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

2193 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragments, green, blue, 
brown, and red floral hand-painted 
motif, partially exfoliated

2194 6

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
factory slip motif on exterior

2195 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragments, green, red and 
blue hand-painted floral motif, 
partially exfoliated

2196 6

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified olde 
blue motif

2197 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, brown filigree 
transfer motif on interior

2705 3

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2706 14

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2707 10

ironstone undecorated teacup teacup rim fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2708 1

RWE undecorated bowl, general partial bowl body fragments, carinated 
shoulder

2709 3
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small scalloped rim fragment, 
unidentified blue transfer motif on 
interior, partially exfoliated

2711 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2712 60

RWE undecorated bowl, general partially reconstructed bowl rim2713 11

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, completely 
exfoliated

2715 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2716 1

139Layer Sub-total -

139Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 701N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2720 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2721 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 701N-270E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, gold moulded 
bands with red decalcomania motif

2730 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior

2731 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

2732 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2733 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2734 2

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2725 3

RWE undecorated hollowware small body and handle fragment2726 1

4Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 701N-271E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2741 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2742 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment2744 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 701N-271E
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semi-porcelain unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif, thermally altered

2750 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, black transfer 
print maker's mark: "W.", "B_"

2751 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2752 6

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2753 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment2754 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2755 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

11830 1

13Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 701N-272E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2760 7

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2761 7

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue geometric 
and filigree transfer motif on interior, 
moulded ribs

2762 1

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 701N-272E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, pink 
decalcomania motif on interior

2765 1

yellow ware slipped hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior

2766 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2767 6

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-272E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2770 1

1Layer Sub-total -

24Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 701N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2780 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2775 1
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1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-274E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small handle fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2785 2

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 701N-275E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

2800 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, yellow glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

2801 3

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 701N-275E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2796 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-275E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified teal 
transfer motif, thermally altered

2790 1

1Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 701N-276E

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified grey 
factory slip motif

2815 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-276E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment2805 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2806 1

2Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 701N-277E

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown band 
factory slip motif

2835 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 385

Unit 701N-277E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2830 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-277E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

2820 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, burned2821 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, thermally altered2822 3

stoneware glazed hollowware small, robust rim fragment, straight 
side, grey glaze on interior and exterior

2823 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragments2824 6

12Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 701N-278E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment2845 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2846 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2847 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-278E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2840 1

1Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 701N-279E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2855 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 701N-279E

ironstone transfer print, blue willow hollowware small body fragment, blue willow 
motif on interior and exterior

2850 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 701N-280E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, thermally altered2865 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 362

Unit 701N-280E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

2860 2

2Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 701N-281E

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

2875 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 701N-281E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment2870 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 383

Unit 701N-282E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

2890 3

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit 701N-282E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2885 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-282E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated2880 1

1Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 701N-283E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragments2910 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 701N-283E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, brown filigree 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

2905 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2906 6
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ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2907 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit 701N-283E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

2900 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-283E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black geometric 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

2895 1

1Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 701N-284E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragments2930 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2931 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, dark brown 
glaze

2932 5

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 701N-284E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2920 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2921 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

2922 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette teacup small teacup rim fragment, red hand-
painted band on interior and exterior

2923 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze2924 2

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-284E

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragments, blue willow 
motif

2915 2

2Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 701N-285E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2945 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown glaze2946 1
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2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 701N-285E

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
heavily exfoliated

2940 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-285E

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif2935 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2936 2

3Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 701N-286E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown glaze2965 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-286E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

2955 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black transfer 
band with unidentified motif

2956 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2960 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2961 2

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-286E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, orange and 
brown maple leafs decalcomania motif

2950 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

2975 5

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif

2976 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, raised ridge on 
edge

2977 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small rim fragment, olde blue floral 
motif on interior

2978 1
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stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

2979 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-287E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment2970 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small rim fragment, moulded filigree 
motif on exterior

2971 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown glaze2972 1

3Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-288E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

2990 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-288E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, brown floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

2985 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments2986 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on edge, partially 
exfoliated

2987 1

5Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-289E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3000 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3001 2

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragment, blue glaze with 
unidentified brown hand-painted motif 
on interior

3002 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral motif 
on interior

3003 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3004 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-289E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

2995 2

unidentifiable factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragment, orange glaze 
with blue, brown and green cable 
motif on exterior, weathered, thermally 
altered

2996 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

2997 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, thermally altered2998 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust base fragment, dark brown 
glaze on interior and exterior, wedged 
footring

2999 1

6Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-290E

creamware undecorated plate, table partially reconstructed table plate rim, 
scooped lip

3015 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3016 3

RWE transfer print, flow hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif on interior and 
exterior, partially exfoliated

3017 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif

3018 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral filigree 
transfer motif

3019 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-290E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, thermally altered3010 2

2Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-291E

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, unidentified 
colour edge motif

3025 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, green and 
brown factory slip motif on exterior

3026 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3027 2

pearlware edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif3028 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, red and black 
hand-painted floral motif

3029 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3030 1

9Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-292E

RWE transfer print, flow hollowware small rim fragment, black floral motif 
on interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated, likely a teacup

3040 3
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red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, dark brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3041 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered3042 5

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band, partially exfoliated

3043 2

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif on exterior

3044 1

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

3045 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif on exterior

3046 1

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-292E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3035 1

1Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-293E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified teal 
transfer motif on exterior

3055 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

3056 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3057 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3058 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-293E

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue motif, heavily exfoliated

3050 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, corroded3051 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3052 1

7Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-294E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3065 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior, carinated 
shoulder

3066 3

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3067 1
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RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

3068 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-294E

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

3060 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-296E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3075 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-296E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3070 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

3071 1

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif3072 1

3Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

3085 4

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3086 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3087 2

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
moulded motif with orange factory 
slip, partially exfoliated

3088 1

RWE factory slip, rouletting hollowware small body fragment, green rouletting 
with blue factory lip motif on exterior

3089 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif, heavily exfoliated

3090 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3080 1

1Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-298E
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RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragments, blue band hand-
painted motif

3100 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3101 4

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, light brown 
glaze on interior and exterior

3102 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3103 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3104 6

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

3105 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, undecorated12081 1

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-298E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3096 2

2Layer Sub-total -

20Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-299E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown 
glaze, partially exfoliated

3110 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3111 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3112 4

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif on exterior

3113 2

RWE moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif on exterior, possibly 
wheatware

3114 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment3115 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

3116 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments3117 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

3118 1

unidentifiable unidentified hollowware small body fragment, unidentified teal 
motif on exterior, weathered

3119 1

15Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-300E

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3130 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black floral 
motif on interior and exterior

3131 7
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RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown, blue, 
and orange factory slip bands on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

3132 2

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

3133 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, burned3134 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment3135 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3136 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3137 10

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3138 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, general hollowware robust footring, blue hand-painted 
motif on interior and exterior, 
weathered

3139 2

RWE transfer print, flow unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3140 5

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
motif

3141 17

RWE transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small base fragment, olde blue floral 
motif on interior

3142 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small rim fragments, olde blue floral 
motif on interior

3143 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

3144 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small base fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on interior

3145 1

unidentifiable unidentified teacup small teacup rim fragment, weathered3146 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif on exterior

3147 2

unidentifiable edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3148 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral and 
filigree transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

3149 1

63Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-300E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3125 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3126 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black filigree 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3127 1

5Layer Sub-total -

68Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 332

Unit 701N-301E
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pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

3195 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3196 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue transfer 
landscape motif: floral, door of 
structure

3200 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

3201 2

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 701N-301E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome teapot teapot lid fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior, capseat ledge

3175 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3176 7

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3177 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small base fragment, unidentified 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

3178 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small rim fragment3179 1

unidentifiable transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue willow motif 
on interior, weathered

3180 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
motif on exterior

3181 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black floral 
motif on interior and exterior

3182 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue ribbed 
transfer motif on exterior

3183 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior

3184 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small base fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

3185 1

unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small indeterminate fragment, green 
factory slip motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

3186 1

pearlware unidentified hollowware small lid fragment, green ribbed motif 
on exterior, capseat ledge

3187 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, green and blue 
floral hand-painted motif on exterior

3188 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue transfer 
landscape motif on exterior

3189 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif  on exterior

3190 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior

3191 6

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3192 1

38Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 701N-301E
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3155 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior,

3156 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

3157 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral and 
filigree transfer motif on exterior

3158 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
motif,  partially exfoliated

3159 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, weathered3165 2

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip motif on exterior

3166 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, green edge motif3167 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3168 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3169 2

15Layer Sub-total -

60Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 389

Unit 702N-269E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, light and dark 
brown factory slip bands on exterior

3205 1

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

3206 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small base fragment3207 1

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 702N-270E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

3221 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 702N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3215 5

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3216 3

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment3217 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3210 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, teal floral 
transfer motif

3211 1
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3220 1

3Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 702N-271E

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, light and dark 
brown factory slip bands, partially 
exfoliated

3240 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

3241 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3242 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 702N-271E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3235 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 702N-271E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral motif 
on interior and exterior

3230 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-271E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, thermally altered3225 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3226 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3227 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior

3228 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified red 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3229 1

9Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 389

Unit 702N-272E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, thermally altered3250 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-272E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, thermally altered3245 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 391

Unit 702N-273E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3275 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 702N-273E

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip band on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

3270 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 702N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3266 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-273E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, brown and green 
floral decalcomania motif

3255 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3257 4

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment3258 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3259 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3260 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3261 1

9Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 702N-274E

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
moulded motif

3285 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-274E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small, scalloped rim fragment, teal 
floral transfer motif on interior

3280 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3281 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, green edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3282 1

3Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 393

Unit 702N-275E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3300 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3301 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 702N-275E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3295 2

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3297 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment3298 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-275E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3291 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware unidentified dish lid, heavily exfoliated3292 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3293 1

3Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 702N-276E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted motif

3320 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 702N-276E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3315 4

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-276E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, teal floral 
transfer motif

3306 3

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, floral teal transfer 
motif, partially exfoliated and 
weathered

3307 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3308 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3309 1

unidentifiable moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

3310 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3311 3

11Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 702N-277E

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3340 8

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3341 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified pink 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3342 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit 702N-277E

unidentifiable edgeware, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
yellow, brown and blue factory slip 
motif, partially exfoliated

3335 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3325 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3326 1

2Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 702N-278E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, heavily exfoliated3350 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-278E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3345 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 380/321

Unit 702N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3355 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 702N-280E
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3370 2

buff earthenware rockingham hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

3371 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-280E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3365 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, thermally altered3367 1

2Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 396

Unit 702N-281E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3390 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit 702N-281E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3385 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-281E

buff earthenware glazed hollowware robust body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, crude finish

3380 1

1Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 381

Unit 702N-282E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3400 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue checkered 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3401 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 702N-282E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3395 1

1Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 702N-283E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, unidentified blue 
maker's mark

3410 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 354

Unit 702N-283E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

3405 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 702N-284E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3415 3

buff earthenware rockingham hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

3416 3

6Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 359

Unit 702N-285E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified red 
decalcomania motif

3430 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated3431 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-285E

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3425 2

2Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 702N-286E

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif on exterior

3455 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 702N-286E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3450 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small rim fragments, scalloped rim, 
moulded filigree motif on interior, 
exterior ledge?

3451 3

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-286E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3440 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

3441 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

3442 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3443 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif3444 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3445 1

6Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 702N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable robust base fragment3465 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3466 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

3467 2

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-287E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue zigzag 
transfer motif on interior

3460 1

unidentifiable transfer print, flow hollowware robust body fragment, blue filigree 
flow motif on interior

3461 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3462 1

3Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 357

Unit 702N-288E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3490 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 702N-288E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3480 3

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, red floral 
decalcomania motif

3481 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment, wedged footring3482 1

unidentifiable undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, partially corroded3483 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small rim fragment, scalloped rim, 
moulded filigree motif on interior

3484 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

3485 1

8Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit 702N-288E

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

3470 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

3471 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on interior and 
exterior

3472 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue geometric 
motif on interior

3473 1

RWE factory slip, general unidentifiable small body fragment, brown factory 
slip motif

3474 1

7Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-289E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
floral motif on interior

3495 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, moulded floral 
and filigree motif on interior

3496 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, dark brown glaze 
on interior, light brown glaze on 
exterior

3500 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3501 3

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

3502 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3503 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-289E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3505 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small rim fragment, scalloped edge, 
moulded filigree motif on exterior

3506 1

2Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-290E

RWE glazed unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
glaze, heavily exfoliated

3510 1

unidentifiable spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

3511 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 702N-291E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3515 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3516 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3520 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, weathered3521 1

red earthenware, coarse rockingham hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3524 1

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, white factory 
slip bands, partially exfoliated

3525 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-291E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated8418 1

1Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-292E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3530 5

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

3531 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3532 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif

3533 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small scalloped rim fragments, 
partially exfoliated

3534 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3535 5

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, red floral motif 
on interior

3536 2

17Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-293E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3540 8

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3541 3

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3542 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3543 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3544 1

15Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 702N-294E

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3555 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

3556 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-294E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3550 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small base fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3551 1

2Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-295E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3565 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3566 5

RWE edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3567 1

yellow ware factory slip, general unidentifiable small body fragments, white and blue 
factory slip motif, partially exfoliated

3568 2

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and white 
factory slip band

3569 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragment3570 1

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-295E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3560 1

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue band 
motif, partially exfoliated

3561 2

3Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-296E

unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, green factory 
slip motif, partially exfoliated

3585 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-296E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3575 1
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3580 4

RWE edgeware, general flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3581 1

RWE hand-painted, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
green hand-painted motif on exterior. 
Weathered

3582 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
purple transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

3583 1

8Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-297E

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3590 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3591 4

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif3592 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3593 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

3594 5

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

3595 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded and blue transfer motif on 
interior

3596 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

3597 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, floral hand-
painted motif

3598 2

19Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-298E

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif3605 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3606 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3607 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, brown stipples 
and lines transfer motif

3608 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-298E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3600 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment3601 1
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2Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-299E

RWE transfer print, general saucer partially reconstructed saucer rim, blue 
floral and filigree transfer motif on 
interior

3615 7

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown and grey 
glaze

3616 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3617 5

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3618 1

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, moulded floral 
motif on interior

3619 1

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
heavily exfoliated

3620 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small rim fragment, blue and orange 
floral and band hand-painted motif on 
interior and exterior

3621 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
motif

3622 2

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-299E

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, green edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3610 1

1Layer Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-300E

RWE edgeware, scalloped plate, supper supper plate rim fragments, scalloped 
edge with "rosebud" motif

3635 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments3637 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior

3638 6

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
motif, partially exfoliated

3639 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

3640 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

3641 13

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

3642 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

3643 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior

3644 1
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unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue motif on interior, heavily 
weathered

3645 3

unidentifiable unidentified hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
motif on exterior, heavily weathered

3646 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, capseat ledge3647 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
moulded motif on exterior

3648 1

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue scalloped 
edge with "rosebud" motif, partially 
exfoliated

3649 4

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
exterior

3650 5

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3651 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small handle fragment, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif

3652 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small base fragment, wedged footring3653 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, green edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3654 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragment, green floral motif3656 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

3657 3

RWE transfer print, general teacup small teacup rim fragments, black 
transfer motif, interior: floral, 
geometric, and grapevine; exterior: 
landscape (trees, houses)

3658 3

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3659 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3660 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on exterior, carinated 
shoulder

3662 1

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue geometric 
transfer motif on exterior

3663 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3664 27

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3665 4

pearlware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, exfoliated exterior3666 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3667 10

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small base fragments, brown factory 
slip band on exterior, wedged footring, 
likely a bowl

3668 2

unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops, burned

3669 2

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
brown and blue factory slip motif on 
exterior

3670 5
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unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown, blue and 
orange factory slip bands on exterior, 
carinated shoulder, partially exfoliated

3671 3

stoneware glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze3672 1

118Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-300E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue scenic 
transfer motif: female figure, trees, 
bushes, and house; unidentified 
embossed maker's mark on exterior

3625 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif on exterior

3626 2

unidentifiable spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

3627 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

3628 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3629 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

3631 1

7Layer Sub-total -

125Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 327

Unit 702N-300E, 702N

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

4255 2

RWE transfer print, general plate, muffin small, muffin plate rim fragment, 
elaborate blue floral motif on interior, 
curved brim

4256 2

RWE transfer print, general teacup teacup rim fragments, elaborate blue 
floral motif on interior and exterior, 
likely mends with cat. 4227 and cat. 
4762

4257 4

pearlware transfer print, olde blue plate, twiffler twiffler plate scalloped rim fragments, 
blue moulded "dot" motif with olde 
blue floral transfer motif on interior

4258 3

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue and brown 
factory slip bands on exterior, 
carinated shoulder, partially exfoliated

4259 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome teacup teacup base fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on interior and exterior, 
wedged footring, carinated shoulder, 
burned

4260 1

RWE transfer print, general teacup small teacup base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
wedged footring

4261 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, green, orange, 
brown and blue combed factory slip 
motif on exterior, carinated shoulder

4262 3
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RWE transfer print, general hollowware small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior and interior 
with blue bird imagery, wedged 
footring

4263 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops

4264 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip band on exterior

4265 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4266 6

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

4267 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4268 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, burned4269 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, geometric blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4270 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior, heavily 
weathered

4271 6

RWE transfer print, general saucer partially reconstructed saucer , blue 
landscape transfer motif: house, trees, 
bridge, human figures rowing on boat; 
blue transfer maker's mark on exterior: 
"villaris" enclosed by decorative floral 
banner, embossed "71", likely mends 
with cat. 4236

4272 32

unidentifiable undecorated hollowware small base fragment, burned4273 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragments, blue transfer 
landscape motif: "trees, house, river"

4274 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4275 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

4276 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4277 4

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4278 3

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4279 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4280 1

pearlware edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, green edge motif4281 1

87Layer Sub-total -

87Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 702N-301E

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable robust base fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif on interior

3695 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette teacup small teacup handle, brown hand-
painted band on exterior

3696 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable robust base fragment, folded footring3697 3
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RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue scalloped 
edge motif

3698 3

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, green scalloped 
edge motif, partially exfoliated

3699 2

RWE transfer print, general saucer saucer rim fragments, blue floral and 
filigree motif on interior

3700 11

RWE transfer print, general hollowware robust rim fragments, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
likely a platter

3701 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer saucer rim fragment, blue hand-
painted band and floral motif on 
interior, likely mends with cat. 4809 
and cat. 4717

3702 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black filigree 
motif on exterior

3703 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragments, factory slip motif: 
embossed green bands on exterior of 
rim with brown and orange combed 
motif

3704 5

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown, blue, 
and orange factory slip bands on 
exterior

3705 3

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small rim fragments, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops

3706 3

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3707 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

3708 3

RWE moulded, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif on exterior with olde 
blue floral transfer motif

3709 1

buff earthenware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment3710 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, string "indented" rim, 
partially exfoliated

3711 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small handle fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior

3713 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, brown factory slip 
band on exterior

3714 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

3715 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small handle fragment3716 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

3717 12

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue landscape 
transfer motif: trees, houses

3718 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
weathered

3719 5

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, folded footring

3720 2
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3721 25

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3722 8

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif: house, trees, human 
figures rowing on boat; blue transfer 
maker's mark on exterior: "villaris" 
enclosed by decorative floral banner, 
embossed "I"

3723 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif: house and pond, blue 
transfer maker's mark on exterior: 
decorative floral banner  with 
"DAVE_" below banner, partially 
exfoliated

3724 1

106Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 702N-301E

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, green scalloped 
edge motif, partially exfoliated

3680 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3681 11

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

3682 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, single folded 
footring

3683 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3684 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3685 3

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
motif, burned

3686 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

3687 1

RWE edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

3688 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3689 2

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

3690 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown factory 
slip band on exterior

3691 2

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior

3693 1

33Layer Sub-total -

139Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 443

Unit 703N-269E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3745 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 391

Unit 703N-269E

RWE hand-painted, general hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted motif on exterior

3740 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 703N-269E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3735 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-269E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, black transfer 
maker's mark: unidentified decorative 
banner with "NSON B_", 
"_NGLAND" below

3730 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3731 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware robust rim fragment3732 1

3Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 443

Unit 703N-270E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, green floral 
transfer motif on exterior

3770 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit 703N-270E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

3765 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 703N-270E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3760 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 703N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3755 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3750 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 443

Unit 703N-271E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3786 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, teal floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3787 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3788 4

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

3789 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black jackfield 
glaze on interior and exterior

3790 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit 703N-271E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3780 3

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze with 
blue and white cable factory slip motif

3781 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted motif

3782 1

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue geometric 
transfer motif

3783 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 703N-271E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware partially reconstructed vessel, brown 
and blue factory slip bands on exterior

3775 3

3Layer Sub-total -

17Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 703N-272E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue factory slip 
band on exterior

3805 5

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 703N-272E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, impressed band on 
exterior

3800 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3801 2

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-272E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

3795 3
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RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and brown 
factory slip bands on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

3796 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified teal 
transfer motif

3797 1

5Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 703N-273E

unidentifiable transfer print, flow unidentifiable small scalloped rim fragment, 
unidentified blue flow motif on 
interior, partially exfoliated

3820 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3821 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 703N-273E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment3815 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-273E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small base fragment, unidentified 
green transfer maker's mark on exterior

3810 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, green transfer 
filigree motif

3811 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment3812 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3813 1

buff earthenware rockingham hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

3814 1

5Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 703N-274E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3840 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-274E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3830 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, teal floral 
transfer motif

3831 1

2Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 393

Unit 703N-275E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3855 3

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified red 
hand-painted motif

3856 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-275E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze3850 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3851 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-275E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3845 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3846 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze3847 1

3Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 385

Unit 703N-276E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3865 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3866 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-276E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3860 3

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small base fragment, brown floral 
decalcomania motif on interior

3861 1

ironstone moulded, general hollowware large rim fragment, moulded floral 
motif, partially exfoliated

3863 1

5Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 703N-277E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3880 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-277E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3875 2

2Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit 703N-277E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, brown transfer 
maker's mark: "RA", "ALB", burned

3870 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, unidentified pink 
and green hand-painted motif on 
interior and exterior

3871 1

ironstone undecorated teacup teacup body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3872 5

7Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 703N-278E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

3900 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-278E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment3895 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-278E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

3890 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 703N-278E

semi-porcelain decalcomania unidentifiable small body fragment, green floral 
decalcomania motif

3885 1

ironstone transfer print, general flatware small rim fragments, embossed dots 
and vines with teal floral transfer motif 
on interior, thermally altered

3886 2

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment, burned3887 1

4Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3920 3

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze3910 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze3911 2
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RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, embossed green 
and blue factory slip bands on exterior

3912 12

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3913 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3915 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated3916 1

21Layer Sub-total -

24Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 703N-280E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3930 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

3931 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-280E

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

3925 1

1Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 381

Unit 703N-281E

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif on interior

3945 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-282E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

3950 1

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown hand-painted motif, partially 
exfoliated

3951 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-283E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3955 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 703N-286E
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semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment3975 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 703N-286E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

3970 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3971 5

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-286E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

3965 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 359

Unit 703N-287E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

3995 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments3996 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

3997 2

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 703N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3990 3

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

3991 6

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-287E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3980 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

3981 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif: house

3982 1

5Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 703N-288E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

4010 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4011 4
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ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4012 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 703N-288E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4005 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4006 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-288E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior, blue band 
on interior

4000 1

RWE edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

4001 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior, blue 
landscape (house) transfer motif on 
exterior

4002 1

3Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-289E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, purple floral 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

4015 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4016 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

4020 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4021 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment4022 1

9Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-290E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue band 
factory slip motif on exterior

4025 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4026 2

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-291E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4030 2

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4031 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4032 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4035 3
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4036 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4037 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue band and 
floral transfer motif on interior

4038 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral and 
geometric transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

4039 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior

4040 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4041 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4045 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4046 2

22Layer Sub-total -

22Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-292E

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif

4055 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4056 1

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

4057 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior

4060 1

unidentifiable moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif, heavily exfoliated

4061 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, green factory 
slip motif

4062 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4063 2

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-292E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior and exterior

4050 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-293E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, red sponge motif4070 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4071 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue and green 
factory slip bands on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

4072 4
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

4073 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

4074 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, red hand-painted 
band, partially exfoliated

4075 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
moulded motif with blue glaze

4076 1

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-293E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, completely 
exfoliated

4065 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

4066 1

2Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-294E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment,4085 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4086 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, red filigree motif 
on interior

4087 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, brown floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4088 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

4089 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4090 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-294E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif

4080 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4081 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment4082 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif

4083 1

6Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-295E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif

4105 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, black floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4106 2
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4107 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, impressed band4108 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

4109 1

unidentifiable unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
green motif, weathered

4110 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-295E

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4095 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4096 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment4097 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, red sponge motif4098 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, green, black, and 
blue floral hand-painted motif on 
interior

4099 1

5Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-296E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4125 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-296E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

4115 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

4116 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4117 3

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4118 8

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4119 10

unidentifiable undecorated hollowware small base fragment, heavily 
weathered, wedged footring

4120 1

25Layer Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4130 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

4131 1
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RWE unidentified hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

4132 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

4133 1

4Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-298E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4140 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif

4141 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4142 1

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-299E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments4150 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4151 5

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, brown scalloped 
floral transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

4152 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, light brown 
glaze on exterior, dark brown glaze on 
interior

4153 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black filigree 
transfer motif on exterior

4154 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black "dots" 
transfer motif

4155 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

4156 3

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior and exterior

4157 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, yellow glaze on 
interior and exterior

4158 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4159 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified olde 
blue transfer motif on interior

4160 1

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-299E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

4145 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4146 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4147 1
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3Layer Sub-total -

24Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-300E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue, brown and 
blue factory slip bands on exterior

4170 10

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops, partially 
exfoliated

4171 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops

4172 1

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4173 1

RWE factory slip, rouletting hollowware small body fragments, brown band 
with green glazed rouletting on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

4174 8

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4175 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif, partially exfoliated

4176 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
weathered

4177 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, black floral 
transfer motif

4178 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4179 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4180 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified teal 
transfer motif, weathered

4181 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, red floral 
transfer motif on interior

4182 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue transfer band 
with moulded "dot" motif, partially 
exfoliated

4183 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped plate, supper supper plate rim fragment, scalloped, 
green edge with "rosebud" motif, 
partially exfoliated exterior

4184 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, weathered

4185 10

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment4186 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue landscape 
motif

4187 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif on exterior

4188 4

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
motif

4189 1
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pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif

4190 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

4191 17

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4192 3

RWE undecorated teacup partially reconstructed teacup rim, 
undecorated,  weathered

4193 4

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4194 1

RWE transfer print, general teacup small teacup rim fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
flared rim

4195 3

RWE transfer print, general saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4196 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue teacup small, teacup rim fragment, olde blue 
floral motif on interior and exterior

4197 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4198 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4199 40

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment4200 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4201 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4203 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

4204 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, light brown 
glaze on interior

4205 5

RWE undecorated hollowware weathered base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4206 13

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4207 4

152Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-300E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4165 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4166 11

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small handle fragment, thermally 
altered

4167 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, light brown 
glaze on exterior, dark brown glaze on 
interior

4168 2

15Layer Sub-total -

167Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 703N-301E
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RWE undecorated flatware partially reconstructed base fragment4225 4

RWE transfer print, general teacup small, teacup rim fragment, black 
floral and filigree transfer motif on 
interior and exterior

4226 1

RWE transfer print, general teacup small, teacup rim fragment, blue 
filigree and floral transfer motif on 
interior and exterior, broken handle, 
likely mends with cat. 4257 and cat. 
4762

4227 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, blue and orange 
factory slip bands on exterior with 
embossed intertwined loops, partially 
exfoliated

4229 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped plate, supper small, supper plate rim fragment, blue 
scalloped edge with "rosebud" motif, 
partially exfoliated

4230 3

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue, orange, 
and brown factory slip bands on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

4231 4

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, blue, brown and 
orange factory slip combed swirls on 
exterior

4232 6

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior, 
carinated shoulder

4233 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue dish, platter small, platter rim fragment, olde blue 
floral motif on interior, scooped brim

4234 2

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small base fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4235 1

RWE transfer print, general saucer small saucer rim fragment, floral 
transfer motif on interior, likely mends 
with cat. 4272

4236 2

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4237 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4238 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue landscape 
transfer motif on interior: trees, 
mountains, houses; blue transfer 
maker's mark on exterior: "VENPOR"

4239 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif on interior, 
weathered

4240 4

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4241 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on interior

4242 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on edge of rim, partially 
exfoliated

4243 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted motif on exterior, burned

4244 2
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RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue hand-painted motif on exterior

4245 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

4246 7

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

4247 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4248 5

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior and interior

4249 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4250 1

59Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 703N-301E

pearlware undecorated teacup small, teacup rim fragment, partially 
exfoliated, weathered

4211 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, blue moulded 
floral motif on exterior

4212 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
motif on interior and exterior

4213 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif

4214 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4215 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior

4216 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

4217 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small base fragment, yellow hand-
painted floral motif

4218 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4219 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4220 1

11Layer Sub-total -

70Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 389

Unit 704N-269E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4290 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4291 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 443

Unit 704N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment4315 4
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ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, teal transfer 
maker's mark: "RO"; partially 
exfoliated

4316 1

ironstone undecorated teacup small, teacup rim fragment, flared, 
partially exfoliated

4317 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, partially 
exfoliated, thermally altered

4318 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit 704N-270E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4310 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 704N-270E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4305 4

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

4306 4

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-270E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragments4300 2

2Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 390

Unit 704N-271E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

4330 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4331 4

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 704N-271E

ironstone transfer print, general saucer partially reconstructed saucer, green 
floral and filigree transfer motif on 
interior

4320 8

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral and 
filigree transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

4321 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4322 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4323 3

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4324 1

14Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 391

Unit 704N-272E

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, blue bands with 
unidentified brown factory slip motif, 
partially exfoliated

4350 4

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 704N-272E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4340 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue factory slip 
band on exterior, partially exfoliated

4341 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 704N-272E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif: pillar?; partially 
exfoliated

4345 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4346 1

2Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 439

Unit 704N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4375 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit 704N-273E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small handle fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

4370 1

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue band 
factory slip motif, heavily exfoliated

4371 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small indeterminate fragments, 
partially exfoliated

4372 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4373 3

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-273E

ironstone transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragments, blue willow 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

4355 4

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, green floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4356 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small handle fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4357 1
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semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4358 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4360 4

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4361 21

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4365 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4366 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze4367 1

35Layer Sub-total -

43Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 704N-274E

buff earthenware glazed hollowware robust body fragments, greyish-yellow 
glaze on interior and exterior

4395 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

4396 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4397 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-274E

buff earthenware glazed hollowware robust base fragments, greyish-yellow 
glaze on interior and exterior

4390 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

4391 3

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-274E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

4385 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4386 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4387 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-274E

ironstone undecorated flatware small rim fragments, burned4380 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, thermally altered4381 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, burned4382 1

4Layer Sub-total -

21Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 362

Unit 704N-275E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4406 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

4407 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 704N-276E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

4425 7

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragments, blue willow 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

4426 5

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, completely 
exfoliated

4427 11

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-276E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif, partially exfoliated

4422 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-276E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4416 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-276E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4410 1

semi-porcelain gilt saucer small, saucer rim fragment, gold gilt 
bands on interior, partially exfoliated 
on exterior

4412 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

4415 1

3Layer Sub-total -

29Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment4441 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4442 1

2Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit 704N-277E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4435 2

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band

4436 1

3Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 704N-278E

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue geometric 
motif on interior, burned

4455 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-278E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4450 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 704N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze4480 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4481 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4482 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4470 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4471 4

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, exfoliated4472 3

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-279E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4465 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-279E

ironstone moulded, general mug partially reconstructed mug, moulded 
repeating "elaborate squares" motif on 
exterior below rim, broken handle, 
partially exfoliated

4460 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4462 2
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semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment, wedged footring, 
burned

4463 1

5Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-280E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4496 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 704N-280E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze on 
interior, partially exfoliated

4491 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4492 6

7Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 396

Unit 704N-281E

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

4515 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit 704N-281E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4510 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 381

Unit 704N-282E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4526 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4528 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

4529 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit 704N-282E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, purple transfer 
bands, partially exfoliated

4520 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-282E
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ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4505 1

1Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 704N-283E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

4545 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 704N-283E

RWE hand-painted, late palette flatware small body fragment, red, blue, green 
and black floral motif on interior, 
partially exfoliated

4540 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4541 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4542 2

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-283E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4535 1

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown hand-painted motif, partially 
exfoliated

4536 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4537 1

3Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 353

Unit 704N-285E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4555 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-285E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4550 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 353

Unit 704N-286E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4570 1

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit 704N-286E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment4560 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4565 3

4Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 704N-287E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4580 1

ironstone moulded, general saucer partially reconstructed saucer 
fragment, unidentified moulded motif 
on interior, partially exfoliated

4581 14

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-287E

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
green and brown factory slip motif on 
exterior

4576 1

1Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 704N-288E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, weathered4595 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered4596 3

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

4597 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4598 1

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 704N-288E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4590 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-288E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered4585 5

5Layer Sub-total -

14Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 704N-289E

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

4600 1
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1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4610 2

RWE transfer print, general saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue band 
with floral transfer motif on interior

4611 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, exfoliated4615 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4616 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
green hand-painted motif on exterior

4617 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4618 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-290E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4605 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4606 3

4Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-291E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

4620 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small base fragment, black transfer 
motif: figure of woman on interior, 
filigree motif on exterior

4621 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
transfer motif

4622 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4623 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4624 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4625 1

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif4630 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4631 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4632 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4633 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4635 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragments4636 4
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unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, burned4637 2

unidentifiable transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4638 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette saucer partially reconstructed saucer 
fragment, blue, green, red and brown 
floral motif on interior

4639 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4645 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4646 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4647 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated, burned

4648 1

31Layer Sub-total -

31Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-292E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated, burned

4655 5

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small handle fragment, blue floral 
hand-painted motif

4656 1

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, moulded floral 
and filigree motif on interior

4657 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4658 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

4659 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif on interior

4661 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

4662 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, green and blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

4663 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

4664 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4665 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior

4670 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band, partially exfoliated

4671 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

4672 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, green floral 
transfer motif

4673 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

4674 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4680 2
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RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, brown filigree 
motif on interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

4681 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4682 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

4683 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4684 2

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, moulded floral 
motif

4685 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, weathered4686 1

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-292E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue floral hand-
painted motif on exterior

4650 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif4651 1

stoneware glazed hollowware robust rim fragments, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4652 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments4653 3

9Layer Sub-total -

40Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-293E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated, weathered

4700 21

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, heavily exfoliated4701 1

unidentifiable moulded, general flatware small rim fragments, moulded floral 
motif on interior, burned

4702 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, wedged footring4703 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, burned4704 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif,  
partially exfoliated

4705 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

4706 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

4707 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4708 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
brown factory slip motif on exterior, 
heavily exfoliated

4709 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated, 
corroded

4710 1

39Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 704N-293E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment4690 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

4691 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif on interior

4692 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated4695 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4696 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior

4697 1

6Layer Sub-total -

45Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-294E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4715 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4716 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior, likely 
mends with cat. 3702 and cat. 4809

4717 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band, partially exfoliated

4718 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, heavily exfoliated

4719 1

5Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-295E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior with 
blue impressed lettering: "THY", 
"OCW"

4730 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4731 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
heavily exfoliated

4732 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4733 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif

4734 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior

4735 1

6Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 704N-295E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4726 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome teacup small, teacup rim fragment, blue hand-
painted band on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

4727 1

2Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-296E

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4750 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
transfer motif

4751 2

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
glaze, partially exfoliated

4752 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

4753 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-296E

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, brown hand-
painted band, partially exfoliated

4740 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4741 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4742 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

4743 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4745 2

6Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4760 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

4761 1

RWE transfer print, general teacup small, teacup rim fragment, blue floral 
motif on interior and exterior, likely 
mends with cat. 4257 and cat. 4227

4762 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior

4763 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif

4764 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4765 2

7Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 704N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4755 3

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

4756 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior

4757 1

5Layer Sub-total -

12Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-298E

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

4775 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4776 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-299E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

4780 10

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior, partially exfoliated

4781 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4782 10

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

4783 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

4784 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

4785 1

25Layer Sub-total -

25Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-300E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4800 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

4801 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, green factory 
slip motif on exterior

4802 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
floral motif on interior

4803 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

4804 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4805 1
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RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
carinated shoulder, partially exfoliated

4806 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif

4807 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer small, saucer rim fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

4808 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer partially reconstructed saucer, blue 
hand-painted floral motif on interior, 
partially exfoliated, likely mends with 
cat. 3702 and cat. 4717

4809 5

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment4811 1

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

4812 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, burned4813 25

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4814 7

pearlware edgeware, scalloped plate, muffin partially reconstructed muffin plate, 
colourless edgeware with "rosebud" 
motif, partially exfoliated, weathered

4815 23

72Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-300E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4790 1

pearlware hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

4791 2

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragments, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

4792 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4793 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

4794 3

10Layer Sub-total -

82Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 336

Unit 704N-301E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4835 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 704N-301E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

4825 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4826 3

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, blue and brown 
factory slip bands on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

4827 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip bands on exterior

4828 1
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RWE transfer print, flow unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral flow 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

4829 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior, brown glaze on interior

4830 1

unidentifiable undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, burned4831 1

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 704N-301E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

4820 2

pearlware edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge with 
"rosebud" motif

4821 3

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

4822 1

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

4823 1

7Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 391

Unit 705N-269E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4850 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4851 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 705N-269E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, broken handle, 
partially exfoliated

4845 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-269E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4841 1

1Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 443

Unit 705N-270E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware robust base fragment, weathered4875 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4876 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif on interior

4877 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4879 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4880 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

4881 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated4882 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4883 1

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 442

Unit 705N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, blue transfer 
band

4870 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior and exterior

4871 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit 705N-270E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4865 1

unidentifiable factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragments, brown and 
white cable slip, partially exfoliated

4866 3

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 705N-270E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4860 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 705N-270E

semi-porcelain undecorated saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
undecorated

4855 1

pearlware transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

4856 1

2Layer Sub-total -

19Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 442

Unit 705N-271E

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, heavily 
exfoliated

4910 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4911 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

4912 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

4913 29

32Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 391

Unit 705N-271E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments4905 2

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
brown hand-painted motif, burned

4906 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 705N-271E

pearlware transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

4900 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4901 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 705N-271E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, green transfer 
floral motif on interior

4885 4

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

4887 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, exfoliated 
exterior

4888 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

4889 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4890 6

RWE factory slip, rilling hollowware small body fragment, green rilling 
factory motif on exterior, yellow glaze 
on interior, partially exfoliated

4891 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

4892 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4893 1

16Layer Sub-total -

53Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 705N-272E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted bands on exterior, broken 
handle, partially exfoliated

4940 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and brown 
factory slip bands on exterior

4941 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
thermally altered

12945 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 705N-272E
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ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4935 3

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-272E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4930 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-272E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4925 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4926 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-272E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

4916 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze with 
impressed marks, partially exfoliated

4917 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated and burned

4918 39

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, heavily exfoliated4919 6

ironstone undecorated teacup partially reconstructed teacup, 
undecorated

4921 1

48Layer Sub-total -

58Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 438

Unit 705N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

3825 3

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

3826 22

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit 705N-273E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragments,  heavily exfoliated4965 3

ironstone undecorated hollowware small base fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

4966 5

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4967 28

36Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit 705N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4956 2
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2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-273E

porcelain, English bone chi gilt teacup small teacup rim fragment, broken 
handle, gold gilt band on edge and on 
handle

4955 2

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment4957 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-273E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

4951 13

stoneware glazed hollowware robust base fragment, black glaze on 
interior, white glaze on exterior

4953 1

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-273E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

4945 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4946 1

2Layer Sub-total -

82Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 705N-274E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
motif on interior

4970 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 705N-275E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

4985 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments4986 2

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated4987 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-275E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment4980 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4981 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-275E
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ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

4975 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-276E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, partially exfoliated

5005 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, light brown 
glaze, partially exfoliated

5006 4

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-276E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5000 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

5001 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-276E

ironstone moulded, general mug partially reconstructed mug, moulded 
repeating "elaborate squares" motif on 
exterior below rim, partially exfoliated

4996 5

5Layer Sub-total -

13Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 705N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5025 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-277E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragments5020 3

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-277E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5015 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5011 2

ironstone undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, burned5012 1

ironstone moulded, general saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
unidentified moulded motif on 
interior, heavily exfoliated, burned

5013 1
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4Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 705N-278E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable robust base fragment, wedged 
footring, partially exfoliated

5050 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5051 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue tree transfer 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

5052 1

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-278E

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragments5045 6

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-278E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5040 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-278E

semi-porcelain unidentified hollowware small body fragment, broken handle, 
unidentified blue motif on exterior

5030 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5031 4

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5032 1

6Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 394

Unit 705N-279E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5080 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-279E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5070 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit 705N-279E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5061 3

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment5062 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif on exterior

5063 1
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unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily burned5065 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-279E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5055 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5056 1

3Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 705N-280E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5100 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 705N-280E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5095 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-280E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

5090 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-280E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5085 1

1Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 381

Unit 705N-281E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5115 3

ironstone glazed unidentifiable small body fragment, blue glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5116 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5117 3

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 705N-281E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small body fragment5105 1

1Layer Sub-total -

8Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 374

Unit 705N-282/283/28

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

5125 1

buff earthenware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, undecorated5126 1

2Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 381

Unit 705N-282E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

5135 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 374

Unit 705N-282E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5130 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5131 1

2Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 705N-283E

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, red and green 
floral hand-painted motif, partially 
exfoliated

5145 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-283E

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5140 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-284E

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5155 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

5156 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5157 1

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 705N-285E
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unidentifiable transfer print, flow hollowware small rim fragment, blue flow motif, 
partially exfoliated

5165 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5166 4

5Layer Sub-total -

5Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 705N-286E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5175 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-286E

stoneware glazed hollowware robust rim fragment, grey glaze on 
interior and exterior

5170 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 353

Unit 705N-287E

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

5185 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-287E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated5180 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 353

Unit 705N-288E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, unidentified pink 
and green transfer motif on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

5190 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5191 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on exterior, partially exfoliated

5192 1

4Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-289E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5200 3

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior

5201 3

6Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 705N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5210 2

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip band on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5211 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue factory slip 
band on exterior, carinated shoulder

5212 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior and exterior

5213 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, red sponge motif5214 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue transfer band 
on edge, partially exfoliated

5215 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5216 1

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-290E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated, burned

5205 1

1Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 705N-291E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue geometric 
transfer motif, exfoliated exterior

5230 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 705N-291E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5225 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-291E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior, blue 
band on interior

5220 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip bands on exterior

5221 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5222 4

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, red hand-painted 
band on exterior, partially exfoliated

5223 1

7Layer Sub-total -

10Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 354

Unit 705N-292E

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, moulded band 
motif on exterior

5240 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-292E

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragment, blue sponge motif, 
partially exfoliated

5235 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue hollowware small body fragment, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

5236 1

unidentifiable glazed unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue glaze on 
interior and exterior

5237 1

3Layer Sub-total -

4Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 341

Unit 705N-293E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, brown, green, 
and blue factory slip bands on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

5250 9

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

5251 4

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5252 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5253 11

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue band 
transfer motif

5254 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, brown floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5255 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5256 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified red 
and black hand-painted motif, partially 
exfoliated

5257 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

5258 1

semi-porcelain unidentified unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
motif

5259 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

5261 3

stoneware glazed hollowware robust body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, embossed bands 
on exterior

5262 1

38Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-293E
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unidentifiable factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, brown factory 
slip glaze on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5245 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, rounded wedge 
footring

5246 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5247 3

8Layer Sub-total -

46Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 341

Unit 705N-294E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5275 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5276 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5277 1

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
moulded motif, partially exfoliated

5278 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral motif 
on exterior

5279 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, green factory 
slip band, partially exfoliated

5280 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5285 3

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior, partially exfoliated

5286 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

5287 1

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-294E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
partially corroded

5271 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5272 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

5273 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-294E

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small rim fragment5265 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5266 2

red earthenware, refined glazed hollowware small base fragments, brown glaze on 
exterior

5267 3
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RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
green and brown factory slip motif on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

5268 2

8Layer Sub-total -

23Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-295E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5300 7

yellow ware factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, white and blue 
factory slip bands on exterior

5301 6

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5302 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black filigree and 
floral transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

5303 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5304 3

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue sponge on 
interior, partially exfoliated

5305 2

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-295E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

5290 2

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, blue and white 
factory slip bands on exterior

5291 7

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5292 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue band 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5293 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5294 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, completely 
exfoliated

5295 1

13Layer Sub-total -

34Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-296E

RWE moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, repeating 
moulded ribs, unidentified blue motif, 
partially exfoliated

5340 1

RWE spongeware teacup teacup rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5341 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

5342 2
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RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, green hand-
painted motif on interior

5343 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5344 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5345 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5346 1

yellow ware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5347 3

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-296E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5330 15

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5331 6

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5332 6

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5333 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5334 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

5336 2

yellow ware factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, blue and white 
factory slip bands on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5337 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5338 2

34Layer Sub-total -

45Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-297E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5350 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5351 3

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-297E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5310 34

pearlware spongeware unidentifiable partially reconstructed base fragment, 
blue sponge motif on side with blue 
band on base, unidentified embossed 
maker's mark on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5311 18

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment5312 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5313 2
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5314 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

5316 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, light brown 
glaze on interior

5317 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior

5318 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, partially exfoliated

5319 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior

5320 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified black 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

5321 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

5322 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

5323 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette bowl, general partially reconstructed bowl, blue, 
pink, green and black floral motif on 
exterior, bell shape, partially exfoliated

5324 21

94Layer Sub-total -

98Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-298E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5380 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust rim fragment, brown glaze, 
rounded

5381 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

5382 1

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-298E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5355 28

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, completely 
exfoliated

5356 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, rounded rim

5358 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze5359 11

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5360 6

RWE undecorated hollowware small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5362 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

5363 3
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

5364 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

5365 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

5366 3

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif on interior

5367 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, purple floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5368 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, red and green 
floral hand-painted motif on interior

5369 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

5370 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif

5371 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5372 8

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5373 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, heavily exfoliated

5374 2

RWE edgeware, general flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif5375 2

83Layer Sub-total -

89Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-299E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome teacup small, teacup rim fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

5395 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer small, saucer rim fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior, likely 
mends with cat. 6057 and cat. 5440

5396 2

ironstone undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

5397 1

semi-porcelain moulded, general hollowware small body fragment, blue moulded 
floral motif on exterior

5398 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue scalloped 
edge motif, partially exfoliated

5399 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5400 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior, carinated 
shoulder

5401 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior and exterior

5402 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, bleu sponge 
motif

5403 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5404 9

20Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 705N-299E

red earthenware, coarse undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5385 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue filigree and 
"stars" transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

5387 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree and 
floral transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

5388 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, green and yellow 
hand-painted floral motif on exterior

5389 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior

5390 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
green hand-painted motif on exterior

5391 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5392 2

RWE hand-painted, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif

5393 1

11Layer Sub-total -

31Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 326

Unit 705N-300E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue hand-
painted band and floral motif on 
interior, likely mends with cat. 6057 
and cat. 5396

5440 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5441 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-300E

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragments, olde blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

5426 5

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif

5427 4

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5428 4

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small base fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

5429 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5430 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5431 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5432 6

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, purple floral motif 
on interior and exterior

5433 1
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RWE transfer print, blue willow hollowware small rim fragment, blue willow 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5434 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, red floral 
transfer motif

5435 1

ironstone moulded, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
moulded motif

5436 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragments, green geometric 
and dots factory slip motif

5437 2

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 705N-300E

RWE spongeware hollowware small handle fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, partially exfoliated

5410 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, partially exfoliated

5411 18

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5412 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

5413 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

5414 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

5415 1

pearlware factory slip, general unidentifiable small body fragments, green factory 
slip ribs on interior, partially exfoliated

5416 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5417 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5418 14

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5419 1

46Layer Sub-total -

77Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 705N-301E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
exfoliated

5455 3

unidentifiable edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue scalloped 
edge with "rosebud" motif, partially 
exfoliated, burned

5456 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5457 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

5458 1

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small handle fragment, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5459 1

7Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit 705N-301E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5445 4

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

5446 5

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

5447 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

5448 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5449 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue geometric 
and floral transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

5450 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue scalloped 
edge motif, partially exfoliated

5451 1

17Layer Sub-total -

24Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 706N-274E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band on exterior, burned

5475 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-275E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, green sponge 
motif

5485 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5486 8

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 706N-275E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5480 1

buff earthenware glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior

13212 1

2Layer Sub-total -

11Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 706N-276E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5505 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 706N-276E
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5495 1

1Layer Sub-total -

2Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 362

Unit 706N-277E

ironstone undecorated teacup teacup body fragments, broken handle5520 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-277E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, burned5515 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

5516 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5517 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small body fragment, green and blue 
floral hand-painted motif on interior

5518 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 706N-277E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5510 1

1Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 706N-278E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5545 2

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 706N-278E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5542 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-278E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated, burned

5535 6

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit 706N-278E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5525 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, heavily burned5526 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, thermally altered5527 3
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red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

5529 1

6Layer Sub-total -

15Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 393

Unit 706N-279E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5570 1

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, brown checkered 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5571 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 706N-279E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5561 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment5562 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5563 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-279E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior

5555 2

2Layer Sub-total -

7Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 301

Unit 706N-280E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5575 1

stoneware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, burned5576 3

jackfield undecorated hollowware small base fragments, blue glaze on 
exterior, partially exfoliated

5577 2

6Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 384

Unit 706N-281E

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5605 1

stoneware undecorated hollowware robust body fragment5606 1

RWE transfer print, general bowl, general partially reconstructed bowl rim, 
brown checkered transfer motif on 
interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5607 16

18Layer Sub-total -

18Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 384

Unit 706N-282E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, brown 
checkered transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

5635 3

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5637 6

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit 706N-282E

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small, drainage pipe fragment, black 
glaze, partially exfoliated

5626 1

stoneware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, burned5630 1

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-282E

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, brown checkered 
transfer motif on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

5615 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, brown 
checkered transfer motif, partially 
exfoliated

5616 2

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-282E

ironstone glazed unidentifiable small body fragment, blue glaze on 
interior and exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5610 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, brown checkered 
transfer motif

5612 1

2Layer Sub-total -

16Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-283E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5645 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-284E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on exterior

5651 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -
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Layer: 322

Unit 706N-285E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band on exterior, thermally 
altered

5655 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5656 2

3Layer Sub-total -

3Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 353

Unit 706N-286E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, heavily exfoliated

5660 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-287E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, yellow glaze on exterior

5665 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-288E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5675 2

semi-porcelain undecorated teacup small, teacup handle fragment, 
corroded

5676 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5677 36

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue straight edge 
motif

5678 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown and 
yellow glaze

5679 4

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif, 
partially exfoliated

5680 1

45Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-288E

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, green hand-
painted motif on interior

5670 1

1Layer Sub-total -

46Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-289E

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5685 1
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1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-290E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
exterior

5690 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 359

Unit 706N-291E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior, 
partially burned

5710 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit 706N-291E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and blue 
bands on exterior

5705 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, heavily exfoliated5706 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5707 1

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit 706N-291E

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue hand-
painted motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5700 1

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322/341

Unit 706N-291E

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragment, brown hand-
painted band on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5695 1

1Layer Sub-total -

6Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 341

Unit 706N-292E

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
and red hand-painted motif, carinated 
shoulder

5715 1

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and white 
factory slip motif on exterior

5716 2

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small rim fragment, white factory slip 
band

5717 1

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5718 1
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RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and green 
factory slip motif on exterior

5719 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5720 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially burned5721 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment5722 1

9Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 341

Unit 706N-293E

yellow ware factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue and white 
factory slip bands on exterior

5725 1

1Layer Sub-total -

1Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-294E

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5735 4

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior

5736 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, completely 
exfoliated

5737 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5738 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated and weathered

5739 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5745 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-294E

unidentifiable factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragments, yellow and blue 
factory slip bands, partially exfoliated 
and weathered

5730 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, heavily 
weathered

5731 7

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif with unidentified 
mouldings, partially exfoliated

5732 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5733 7

17Layer Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-295E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze5752 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, weathered

5753 1
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RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral transfer motif

5754 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5755 2

RWE edgeware, general flatware small body fragment, blue edge motif, 
weathered

5756 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5757 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5758 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment5759 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment5760 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered5761 6

RWE hand-painted, late palette saucer partially reconstructed saucer 
fragment, green, blue, and red floral 
hand-painted motif on interior, 
weathered

5762 4

RWE edgeware, straight plate, supper partially reconstructed supper plate, 
blue straight edge motif, heavily 
exfoliated interior, weathered

5763 9

31Layer Sub-total -

31Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 325

Unit 706N-296E

RWE hand-painted, late palette saucer small, saucer rim fragment, green hand-
painted floral motif on interior, 
weathered (mended with cat. 5762)

5840 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior

5841 3

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black floral 
transfer motif on interior and exterior

5842 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

5843 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, weathered5844 6

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5845 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5846 5

pearlware hand-painted, early palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif, partially exfoliated

5847 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior

5848 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze5849 9

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware large base fragments, sloped sides, 
brown glaze on interior

5850 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, corroded

5851 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge and 
hand-painted band motif on interior

5855 1
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red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior

5856 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree motif 
on exterior, weathered

5857 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, burned5858 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, weathered5859 1

42Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-296E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
black transfer motif on interior and 
exterior

5765 2

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior, corroded

5766 1

yellow ware factory slip, mocha hollowware small body fragment, blue feathering 
motif on exterior

5767 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5768 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue filigree 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5769 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif

5770 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragments, green, red, and 
black hand-painted floral motif on 
exterior

5771 3

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue and black 
hand-painted bands

5772 4

ironstone transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue willow 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

5773 3

RWE spongeware saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue 
sponge motif on interior

5775 2

ironstone hand-painted, late palette jar small, jar rim fragments, black, blue 
and red hand-painted floral motif on 
exterior with moulded horizontal 
bands and panels

5776 2

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragments, blue straight edge 
motif, partially corroded

5777 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragments, blue, brown, 
green and red floral and band hand-
painted motif on interior, weathered

5778 6

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, partially exfoliated

5779 9

unidentifiable hand-painted, general hollowware small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted band on exterior

5781 3

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5782 32

unidentifiable stamped unidentifiable small body fragment, blue stamped 
floral motif, weathered

5783 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments5784 2
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ironstone moulded, general jar small, jar rim fragments, moulded 
vertical panels with embossed 
horizontal band, small imperfection on 
edge, partially exfoliated

5785 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

5786 11

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small base fragments, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

5787 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze5788 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated, weathered

5789 39

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated, weathered

5790 8

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, unidentified blue 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5791 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment5792 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, wedged 
footring, partially exfoliated

5793 9

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5794 2

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5795 1

RWE spongeware teacup teacup rim fragment, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior, bell 
shape teacup

5800 2

RWE edgeware, straight plate, supper supper plate rim fragment, blue 
straight edge motif, weathered

5801 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette teacup small, teacup rim fragments, green, red 
and black hand-painted band and floral 
motif on interior and exterior

5802 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragments, red, blue, green 
and black floral hand-painted motif on 
exterior

5803 3

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small base fragment, blue and green 
floral hand-painted motif on interior, 
weathered

5804 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, weathered

5805 12

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted band on interior

5806 9

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue, black and 
red band and floral hand-painted motif 
on interior

5807 7

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragments, purple floral 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

5808 3

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge on 
interior

5809 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, black floral motif5810 1
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RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge and 
hand-painted band on interior

5812 4

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior, weathered

5813 4

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior

5814 6

RWE stamped unidentifiable small base fragment, blue stamped 
floral motif on interior, weathered

5815 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted band on exterior

5816 4

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

5817 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5818 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment5820 2

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment, wedged footring5821 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small lid fragment, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, concaved base 
and central upward projection of lid

5822 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, black glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5823 4

RWE undecorated hollowware partially reconstructed base fragment, 
wedged footring, burned

5824 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5826 16

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5827 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, weathered5828 8

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments5829 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, corroded5830 10

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5831 4

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware large base fragment, sloped sides, 
brown glaze on interior

5833 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze5834 62

red earthenware, coarse glazed milk pan milk pan rim fragments, rounded rim, 
brown glaze on interior, unglazed on 
the exterior

5835 15

358Layer Sub-total -

400Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-297E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior

5885 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted band on interior

5886 2

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder

5887 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small rim fragment, partially exfoliated5888 1
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RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragments, red, green, and 
blue floral hand-painted motif on 
exterior, carinated shoulder

5890 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5891 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small rim fragments, red, blue and 
brown bands and floral hand-painted 
motif on interior and exterior

5892 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, burned5893 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior and exterior

5894 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif

5895 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior

5896 2

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-297E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5871 10

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

5872 6

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue straight edge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5873 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge and 
hand-painted band motif on interior, 
weathered

5874 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior, heavily 
exfoliated

5875 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

5876 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, weathered5877 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified 
brown transfer motif on interior

5878 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5879 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, rounded rim finish

5882 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware misc. body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior

5883 36

75Layer Sub-total -

93Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-298E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6010 6

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragment, blue floral hand-
painted motif, partially exfoliated

6011 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

6012 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
factory slip motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

6013 1

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-298E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5995 8

RWE stamped hollowware small body fragments, green and red 
stamped motif on exterior

5996 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, black transfer 
floral motif, heavily exfoliated

5997 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small rim fragment, green and black 
floral hand-painted motif on interior, 
partially exfoliated

5998 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

5999 5

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6000 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze on 
interior

6001 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, red glaze on 
interior

6002 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6003 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6004 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif on exterior

6005 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

6006 3

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragments, blue willow 
transfer motif, partially exfoliated

6007 2

RWE spongeware teacup small, teacup rim fragments, blue 
sponge motif on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

6008 2

33Layer Sub-total -

42Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 334

Unit 706N-299E

porcelain, English bone chi enamel hollowware small body fragments, red 
decalcomania motif on exterior

6035 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

6036 4

RWE transfer print, general plate, supper small, supper plate rim fragments, 
elaborate floral and geometric motif on 
interior, thermally altered

6038 3
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9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-299E

RWE transfer print, general plate, twiffler small, twiffler rim fragment, elaborate 
blue floral transfer motif on interior, 
scooped brim with raised ridge

6025 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6026 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue floral and 
"stars" motif on interior and exterior

6027 1

unidentifiable spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

6028 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially burned6029 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragment, burned6030 1

pearlware hand-painted, early palette hollowware small body fragments, green and blue 
floral motif

6031 2

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-299E

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior

6015 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

6016 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified 
black transfer motif, partially exfoliated

6017 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
and black hand-painted motif

6018 1

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6019 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, undecorated6020 2

9Layer Sub-total -

26Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-300E

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

6055 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, scalloped, 
colourless edgeware, impressed ridges

6056 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior, likely 
mends with cat. 5396 and cat. 5440

6057 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
unidentified blue transfer motif on 
interior, partially exfoliated

6058 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6059 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6060 1
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, undecorated6061 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue transfer floral 
motif on interior

6062 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, undecorated6063 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue floral hand-
painted motif

6064 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, blue filigree motif 
on interior and exterior

6065 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, blue transfer 
floral motif on interior and exterior

6066 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif on interior

6067 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

6068 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

6069 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, red hand-painted 
band on interior

6070 1

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-300E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

6040 15

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6041 22

RWE undecorated hollowware robust body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6042 1

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior and exterior

6043 1

RWE edgeware, straight flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif6044 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue floral motif6045 4

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif, 
partially exfoliated

6046 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6047 2

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
motif, partially exfoliated

6048 1

yellow ware undecorated hollowware robust base fragments, blue glaze on 
interior, partially exfoliated

6049 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif on interior, partially 
exfoliated

6050 1

57Layer Sub-total -

77Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 706N-301E

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif on interior and exterior

6085 2
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RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

6086 2

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 706N-301E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6075 8

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

6076 9

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

6077 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small handle fragment, blue sponge 
motif

6078 1

RWE spongeware hollowware small rim fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

6079 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragment, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6080 1

23Layer Sub-total -

27Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-296E

unidentifiable spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, weathered

6090 6

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black transfer 
landscape motif on exterior, moulded 
panels

6091 1

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small rim fragment, black transfer 
filigree motif on interior and exterior

6092 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue transfer floral 
motif on interior, partially exfoliated

6093 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge and 
band motif on interior, weathered

6094 3

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
band on exterior, partially exfoliated

6095 2

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small body fragments, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior, 
carinated shoulder, partially exfoliated

6096 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragments, green, blue and 
black hand-painted floral motif, 
weathered

6097 6

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

6098 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated6099 1

semi-porcelain undecorated flatware small rim fragment, undecorated6100 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6101 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6102 1
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stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6103 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
thermally altered

6104 2

semi-porcelain undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, undecorated6105 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragments, undecorated6107 4

yellow ware undecorated hollowware small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6108 7

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6109 25

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6110 9

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, grey glaze on exterior, 
weathered

6111 2

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, straight rim

6112 2

RWE undecorated saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
undecorated, likely mends with cat. 
5916 and cat. 6144

6113 1

85Layer Sub-total -

85Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-297E

yellow ware factory slip, mocha hollowware small body fragments, white with blue 
feathering motif, partially exfoliated

6115 5

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
heavily exfoliated

6117 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small base fragment, unidentified 
green hand-painted motif, impressed 
floral mark on exterior

6118 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragment, partially exfoliated6119 3

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6120 1

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
corroded

6121 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue sponge motif6126 2

RWE hand-painted, late palette hollowware small body fragment, blue, green, and 
black hand-painted floral motif on 
exterior

6127 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, red hand-painted 
floral motif on interior

6128 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif

6129 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

6130 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
black transfer motif

6131 2
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RWE hand-painted, late palette teacup small teacup rim fragment, blue band 
with red and blue floral hand-painted 
motif on exterior

6132 2

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, undecorated6133 1

pearlware undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

6134 1

pearlware transfer print, olde blue flatware small base fragment, olde blue floral, 
landscape motif on interior, thermally 
altered

6135 1

RWE transfer print, general flatware small rim fragment, brown dot-and-
triangle transfer motif on interior

6136 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif

6137 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted band on interior

6138 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6139 7

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

6140 26

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragments, undecorated6141 5

RWE hand-painted, late palette teacup small, teacup rim fragment, green and 
black floral motif on exterior, 
thermally altered

6142 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette saucer partially reconstructed saucer, green, 
red, blue and black floral motif on 
interior

6143 6

RWE undecorated saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
undecorated, likely mends with cat. 
5916 and cat. 6113

6144 2

RWE undecorated teacup small, teacup rim fragment, 
undecorated

6145 1

red earthenware, coarse undecorated hollowware small body fragments, completely 
exfoliated

6146 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

6147 14

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragments, brown glaze on 
interior, straight rim finish

6148 4

RWE hand-painted, monochrome teacup small teacup rim fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on exterior, 
partially exfoliated

6149 1

102Layer Sub-total -

102Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 323

Unit 707N-298E

RWE transfer print, general hollowware small body fragments, black transfer 
floral motif on exterior

5935 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, blue floral 
transfer motif

5936 1

unidentifiable hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif, partially exfoliated

5937 1
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5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit 707N-298E

RWE undecorated saucer small, saucer rim fragment, 
undecorated, likely mends with cat. 
6144 and cat. 6113

5916 1

ironstone undecorated hollowware small base fragment5917 1

RWE hand-painted, late palette teacup small, teacup rim fragment, red hand-
painted band on interior and exterior, 
broken handle

5918 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small base fragment, blue bird and 
floral transfer motif on interior, blue 
transfer number "23" on exterior

5919 1

ironstone transfer print, general hollowware small body fragment, black floral 
transfer motif on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

5920 1

ironstone undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments5921 5

RWE hand-painted, late palette unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif

5922 1

RWE hand-painted, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified blue 
hand-painted motif on exterior

5923 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue sponge motif 
on interior

5924 2

ironstone unidentified unidentifiable small rim fragment, unidentified blue 
motif on edge, partially exfoliated

5925 1

ironstone transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

5926 2

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, burned5927 6

RWE undecorated hollowware small body fragment, carinated 
shoulder, burned

5928 1

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small body fragment, unidentified 
brown and green factory slip motif on 
exterior

5929 1

RWE spongeware saucer small, saucer rim fragment, blue 
sponge motif on interior

5930 1

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-298E

stoneware glazed hollowware small body fragment, grey glaze on 
interior and exterior

5900 1

RWE factory slip, cable hollowware small body fragments, blue and brown 
cable motif, partially exfoliated

5901 2

RWE factory slip, general hollowware small rim fragment, brown factory slip 
bands on exterior

5902 2

RWE spongeware hollowware small body fragment, blue sponge 
motif on exterior

5903 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragment, blue floral transfer 
motif on interior

5904 1
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RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small body fragment, blue hand-
painted floral motif on interior

5905 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

5906 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5907 4

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small rim fragments5908 2

RWE undecorated hollowware small base fragment, wedged footring5909 1

17Layer Sub-total -

49Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 707N-299E

unidentifiable undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, undecorated5950 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif5951 2

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragment, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

5952 1

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-299E

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and white 
factory slip bands on exterior, 
exfoliated interior

5940 1

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5942 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5943 1

semi-porcelain undecorated hollowware small base fragment5944 1

5Layer Sub-total -

9Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 707N-300E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5960 8

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small rim fragment, brown glaze on 
interior, rounded rim finish, partially 
exfoliated

5961 1

unidentifiable transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif, partially exfoliated

5962 3

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small rim fragments, unidentified blue 
transfer motif on interior

5963 2

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, undecorated5964 1

RWE hand-painted, monochrome unidentifiable small rim fragments, blue hand-
painted band, partially exfoliated

5965 3

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-300E
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RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5955 8

RWE hand-painted, monochrome hollowware small rim fragment, blue hand-painted 
floral motif on interior and exterior

5956 1

9Layer Sub-total -

27Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 707N-301E

RWE edgeware, general flatware small rim fragments, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

5980 5

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5981 7

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5982 3

RWE unidentified unidentifiable small rim fragments, unidentified blue 
motif, partially exfoliated

5983 2

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif

5984 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware small body fragments, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

5985 2

22Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit 707N-301E

RWE spongeware unidentifiable small body fragments, blue sponge 
motif, partially exfoliated

5970 6

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5971 3

red earthenware, coarse glazed hollowware robust base fragment, light brown 
glaze on exterior

5972 1

RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, blue floral 
transfer motif

5973 1

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, blue factory slip 
bands, partially exfoliated

5974 1

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small base fragment, partially 
exfoliated

5975 1

RWE edgeware, scalloped flatware small rim fragment, blue edge motif, 
partially exfoliated

5976 1

14Layer Sub-total -

36Unit Subtotal -

Layer: 322

Unit 709N-290E

RWE undecorated unidentifiable small body fragments, partially 
exfoliated

5990 10

RWE transfer print, blue willow unidentifiable small body fragments, blue willow 
motif, partially exfoliated

5991 8

RWE factory slip, banded hollowware small body fragment, brown and green 
factory slip motif on exterior

5992 1
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RWE transfer print, general unidentifiable small body fragments, unidentified 
blue transfer motif

5993 3

22Layer Sub-total -

22Unit Subtotal -

5505Grandtotal -
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Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-269E

6195 6 container, unidentifiable glass opaque glass fragments, vertical panels

6196 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6197 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6198 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass bottle fragment, crown finish

6199 1 container, unidentifiable glass opaque glass fragment, slightly rounded, embossed 
lettering: "TON"

20012 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 698N-269E

20011 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-269E

6190 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 18

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-270E

1435 1 unidentified stoneware small body fragment, grey glaze on exterior, dark brown 
on interior, possibly blacking bottle

6215 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20014 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 698N-270E

6210 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6211 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6212 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

20013 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-270E

6205 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6206 2 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6207 1 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragment with red glaze on interior, 
slightly rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 397

Unit: 698N-271E
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6230 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

11260 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe fragment

20019 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-271E

6225 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6226 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

20017 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large square head, fragment

20018 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20020 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 388

Unit: 698N-271E

6220 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6221 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

20016 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-271E

20015 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long, thin and flat piece is bent into "V" on both ends

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-272E

6235 1 container, liquor glass two-part finish, tall collar with short ring, aqua colour

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-273E

20022 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Squished

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-273E

20021 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: 397

Unit: 698N-274E

6245 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20023 1 button metal, cuprous Round, 2 piece, with wire eye

20024 1 spike metal, ferrous Wire spike portion

20025 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments
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7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-274E

6240 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-275E

11265 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment

20028 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-275E

6255 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6256 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6257 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded, unidentified 
embossed letter on exterior

6258 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded

20027 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-275E

6250 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless body fragment, slightly rounded, embossed 
oval with lettering on exterior: "CITY"

20026 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-276E

6265 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20034 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20035 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-276E

6260 47 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

6261 4 container, liquor glass two-part finish, tall collar with short ring, olive green 
colour, vertical mould seams

6262 22 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6263 288 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20029 4 electrical wire metal, cuprous Wire fragments, possibly electrical

20030 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20031 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20032 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap
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20033 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

375Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 385

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-277E

6285 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6286 1 container, liquor glass small olive green body fragment, slightly rounded

11270 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20049 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Squished

20050 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragments

20051 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 698N-277E

6280 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20045 1 shell casing metal, cuprous Shell casing

20046 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragment

20047 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20048 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 698N-277E

6275 5 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, thermally altered, slightly 
rounded

6276 40 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6277 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment, partially covered in tar

20039 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Small thin wire hoop with 30+ 'teeth' attached (flat, in 
shape of number 1, perforated); this small hoop is 
attached to larger wire hoop that is bent and clasped 
together; also with 2 small tight loops of wire attached to 
larger hoop; may be identifiable

20040 1 washer metal, ferrous Complete

20041 1 spike metal, ferrous Possibly machine cut, fragment

20042 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragments

20043 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20044 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

67Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-277E

1446 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

6270 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20036 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large round head, fragment

20037 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20038 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 107

Layer: 391

Unit: 698N-278E

6300 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6301 1 container, unidentifiable glass olive green glass fragment, partially rounded

11280 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe stem and bowl fragment, unidentified motif

20058 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Fragment

20059 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20060 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 698N-278E

6295 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, vertical ribbed motif, possibly 
a tumbler

20052 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Tubular piece

20053 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Disc shaped

20054 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 698N-278E

6290 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6291 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

6292 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, push up base

11275 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe bowl fragment, Masonic pipe: standing bird with one 
outstretched wing, crude Prince of Wales feather, stars

20057 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-278E

20055 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20056 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: 362

Unit: 698N-280E

6315 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6316 2 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, vertical ribbed motif

6317 1 container, unidentifiable glass constricted rim fragment, aqua colour

11295 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

20067 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20068 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20069 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit: 698N-280E

6310 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20066 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 698N-280E

1492 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragment

6305 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6306 11 container, unidentifiable glass small aqua colour glass fragments, slightly rounded

6307 3 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

6308 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment

11290 6 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe stem fragment

20063 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

20064 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20065 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

42Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-280E

11285 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe bowl fragment, impressed diamond with letter "G" in 
middle and star shape on exterior

20061 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20062 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: 362

Unit: 698N-281E

11305 1 marble clay small clay marble, mottled tanned colour

20071 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354/359/362/32

Unit: 698N-281E

11300 1 unidentified porcellaneous small porcellaneous fragment, circular shape, impressed 
band on one side, possibly part of insulator?

20072 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large and heavy square piece, center may be perforated

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 698N-281E

20070 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: 301

Unit: 698N-283E
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20073 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20074 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-284E

1525 1 blacking bottle stoneware small rim fragment, brown glaze on exterior

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-285E

6330 2 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, slightly rounded

11315 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20081 1 spike metal, ferrous Machine cut, complete

20082 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20083 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20084 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 698N-285E

6320 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6325 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

20070 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large threaded bolt shank with round washer and square 
nut attached

20075 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20076 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

20078 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20079 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20080 1 tent peg metal, ferrous Tent peg fragment

18Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: 360

Unit: 698N-286E

6345 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20089 1 unidentified metal, composite Large round head with vertical lines around edge, partial 
threaded shank, type of bolt or fitting

20090 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20091 1 spike metal, ferrous Cut shank, fragment

20092 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-286E

11320 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20088 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment
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2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 698N-286E

6335 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6340 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20085 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Clasp / clip with twisted wire attached

20086 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20087 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-287E

20097 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 698N-287E

6350 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11325 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated stem fragment

20093 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Excellent condition

20094 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20095 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20096 1 unidentified metal, composite May be identifiable

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: 356

Unit: 698N-288E

6360 7 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

6361 32 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11330 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

20098 1 nut metal, cuprous Round, external and internal thread, likely a 'switch 
retaining nut'

20099 1 file metal, ferrous Triangular profile, fragment

20100 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20101 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

50Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-288E

6355 4 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 54

Layer: 356

Unit: 698N-289E

6370 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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6371 23 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6372 1 unidentified glass small, olive green glass fragment

6373 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

11335 1 button shell two hole shell button, white colour, weathered

20102 5 grommet metal, cuprous Complete

20103 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20104 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

57Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 698N-289E

6365 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 58

Layer: 405

Unit: 699N-269E

6430 3 container, milk glass partially reconstructed bottle, colourless, cylindrical, 
vertical mould seams, capseat ledge, ribbed motif

6431 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6432 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment

6433 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, valve mark present

11345 4 shoe fragment leather leather shoe fragments, three are from a pegged child's 
shoe while the other is a fragment of a very small child's 
pegged, thick-soled shoe

20123 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20124 29 unidentified metal, ferrous

45Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 403

Unit: 699N-269E

6425 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6426 3 container, unidentifiable glass solarised body fragments, slightly rounded

6427 2 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

6428 1 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragment, Owens suction scar, 
embossed diamond registration mark

20120 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20121 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap fragment

20122 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 396

Unit: 699N-269E

20114 14 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous White enamel covered metal on interior and exterior, 
container body sherds

20115 1 wire metal, ferrous Looped wire

20116 4 unidentified metal, ferrous Semi-circular, some pieces have thin metal rod inside 
graphite tube, fragments

19Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-269E

1651 1 unidentified buff earthenware small unidentified fragment, possibly tile

6420 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6421 2 container, unidentifiable glass solarised glass fragments, rounded corners with flat side 
panels

20112 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Semi-circular profile, fragment

20113 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-269E

6385 1 container, unidentifiable glass amber colour glass fragment

6386 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6387 14 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised body fragments, vertical panels

6388 11 container, unidentifiable glass glass bottle fragments, aqua colour, vertical panels, 
embossed lettering: "_AKLAND", "L. 638"

6389 3 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless fragments, slightly rounded

6390 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, slightly rounded

6415 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11340 15 shoe fragment leather brittle leather shoe fragments from a child's shoe that's 
been either hand-stiched or McKay machine sewed, the 
insole contains three metal pegs that were probably used 
to repair the shoe

20111 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

56Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-269E

6405 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6406 1 light bulb glass glass colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

6407 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

6408 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

6409 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

20107 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long, semi-circular profile, curved, may be type of plating

20108 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20109 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20110 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 388

Unit: 699N-269E

6400 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering: "IN.  
C"

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 369

Unit: 699N-269E

20117 2 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments
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20118 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20119 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-269E

6380 1 insulator glass electric insulator cap, aqua colour, threading on interior, 
embossed lettering on exterior: "THE ELECTRICA", 
"CHICA"

6381 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6382 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6383 1 container, unidentifiable glass shallow concave base, flat resting point, aqua colour

20105 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 196

Layer: 405

Unit: 699N-270E

6475 2 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

6476 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded

6477 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 403

Unit: 699N-270E

20137 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-270E

6470 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6471 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments, inner shattering

6472 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

20136 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-270E

6465 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded

6466 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20133 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20134 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-270E

6455 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6460 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6461 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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6462 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

11350 1 button ceramic two hole prosser button, black colour

11351 1 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragment

20129 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20130 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20131 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20132 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20135 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

43Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-270E

1669 1 unidentified stoneware small body fragment, grey glaze on exterior, likely a 
blacking bottle

1670 1 blacking bottle stoneware small fragment, brown glaze on exterior

6435 6 window glass glass aqua colour fragments

6436 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour neck-finish, short neck

6437 4 container, liquor glass small olive green glass fragments

6438 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6439 1 unidentified glass opaque glass fragment

6440 2 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, linear motif

6441 5 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6442 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, slightly rounded

6445 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

6446 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, rounded

6447 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6448 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

6449 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6450 5 container, soft drink glass colourless "Coca Cola" bottle fragments

20125 1 wire metal, ferrous Twisted wire fragment

20126 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20127 1 bolt metal, ferrous Bolt or screw

20128 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

60Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 126

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-271E

6512 1 unidentified glass opaque glass fragment

20149 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20150 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-271E

6175 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass bottle fragment

6510 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment
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20145 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rod with hooked end

20146 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20147 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20148 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-271E

6500 8 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments

6501 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

6502 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6503 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment

6505 1 container, liquor glass small olive green glass fragment, rounded

6506 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

6507 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11370 1 button ceramic proser button fragment, two holes

20141 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20142 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20143 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20144 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

61Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 388

Unit: 699N-271E

11365 1 unidentified plastic unidentified plastic fragment, black colour, pointed at one 
end

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-271E

1687 1 unidentified parian ware small rounded fragment, blue glaze on exterior

6480 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6481 4 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, slightly rounded

6482 9 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments

6483 1 unidentified glass small, green glass fragment

6484 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6485 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour body fragment, rounded

6486 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, thermally altered

6487 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment

6488 2 container, soft drink glass colourless "coca-cola" glass bottle fragments

6489 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless bottle finish, threaded exterior, constricted bore

6490 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6491 1 stopper glass aqua colour "club sauce" stopper, circular top with 
bevelled edges, cylindrical shank, tapered

6492 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, incised ridges on exterior

6493 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

6494 1 lamp chimney glass colourless glass fragment, partially covered in patina

6495 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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11355 1 drainage pipe stoneware drainage pipe

11356 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

11360 1 carbon rod carbon graphite rod fragment

20138 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20139 21 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20140 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 156

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-272E

6525 1 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragment

6526 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

6527 2 unidentified glass unidentified colourless base fragments, ribbed decorated 
motif on exterior starting from the centre to the edge, 
bulbous interior

11375 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed bands motif

20156 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous

20157 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-272E

6520 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6521 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, slightly rounded

6522 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment

20152 1 eye hook metal, ferrous Eye hook portion

20153 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-272E

20151 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-273E

6535 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-273E

20158 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-273E

6530 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment
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6531 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11380 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20154 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small and thin fragment

20155 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 10

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-274E

6550 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20165 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20166 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 699N-274E

6545 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6546 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

20163 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20164 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 699N-274E

1725 1 unidentified clay small, unidentified clay fragment

6540 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6541 1 unidentified glass small, amber glass fragment

6542 6 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments

20159 1 fitting metal, ferrous Tubular piece, split on one side, one edge is finished with 
raised ring below edge, possible container portion

20160 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20161 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20162 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

20167 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: 408

Unit: 699N-275E

6565 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish and on sides, capseat 
ledge

6566 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless, three part finish: lip, threading and string rim; 
vertical mould seams

6567 20 container, unidentifiable glass colourless body fragments, rounded

6568 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour fragments, slightly rounded

6569 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded

6570 84 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6571 22 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar
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6572 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless finish, rounded lip

11385 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragments, from a single casing, 
crimped head

20173 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Thin and curved, partial embossed decoration, small 
fragment

20174 1 wire metal, composite Fragment, excellent condition

20175 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20176 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragments

20177 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20178 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20179 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20180 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

155Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-275E

6560 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, embossed number "4" on side

6561 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

20171 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20172 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-275E

6555 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6556 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rectangular shape, embossed 
diamond registration mark with letter "D" in the middle

6557 14 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6558 43 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20168 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20169 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20170 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible wire nail embedded through unidentified object

76Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 238

Layer: 408

Unit: 699N-276E

6590 33 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6591 115 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6592 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

6593 5 unidentified glass opaque glass fragments

6594 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6600 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge, embossed 
diamond motif on exterior

6601 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

6602 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments
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6603 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering on exterior: "ANA"

6604 37 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6605 216 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11390 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment

11391 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, partially corroded

11395 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragments, firing pin

11396 1 counterweight metal, cuprous Small metal counterweight with a long cylindrical body, a 
pointed tip, and a flattened end.

20186 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Round shank, bolt or spike portion

20187 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20188 20 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20189 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

20190 1 tack metal, cuprous Flat round head, cut shank, complete

20191 1 spike metal, ferrous Large, cut shank, complete

20192 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, bolt or spike portion

20193 3 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

20194 1 wire metal, composite Very thin and delicate, excellent condition

20195 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20196 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20197 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

20198 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

482Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-276E

6585 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

6586 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6587 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

20184 1 tack metal, ferrous Round head, wire shank, complete

20185 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-276E

6575 23 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6576 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6577 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

6578 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless body fragments, rounded

6579 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment

6580 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless, two-part finish: flat lip and threading

20181 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20182 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20183 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat, thin fragment

46Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 550
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Layer: 415

Unit: 699N-277E

6650 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20222 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 414

Unit: 699N-277E

6645 24 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6646 2 container, liquor glass olive green base fragments, vertical mould seam with 
parison's mould seam,  embossed "193" on base

20220 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20221 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 413

Unit: 699N-277E

1775 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment, partially corroded

6640 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20213 1 washer metal, ferrous Large flat perforated disc, likely washer

20214 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and flat piece, one end narrows and twists, possible 
tool fragment

20215 1 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank, complete

20216 1 spike metal, ferrous Spike or bolt portion, may have round shank

20217 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and square shank, fragment

20218 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20219 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 408

Unit: 699N-277E

1772 1 unidentified glass small, unidentified milk glass fragment, thermally altered

6630 146 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6631 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, partially covered in tar

6632 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6633 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, threaded finish

6634 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded

11397 1 button glass black colour glass button, missing metal shank, white 
colour cross motif

20203 1 wire metal, cuprous Thin, good condition

20204 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20205 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large round head and shank, fragment

20206 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

20207 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20208 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possibly cut, heavily corroded shank with two large 
ferrous objects attached, complete

20209 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete, excellent condition

20210 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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20211 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20212 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece is bent at 90 degree angle, edges may be rolled, 
thermally altered

200Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 699N-277E

6625 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6626 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20202 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Broken

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-277E

6620 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6621 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, threaded finish

6622 2 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragments, rounded

20200 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20201 1 unidentified metal, ferrous " t " or cross shaped piece

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-277E

6615 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6616 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

20199 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 699N-277E

6610 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6611 1 unidentified glass colourless glass fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 280

Layer: 385

Unit: 699N-278E

6660 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6661 1 container, medicine glass aqua colour glass fragment, receding side panel with 
embossed "A"

6662 2 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragments

6665 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6666 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20226 1 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Reinforced seam, perhaps from a large container like a 
bucket

20227 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20228 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt or spike fragment

20229 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20230 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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20231 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

36Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-278E

6655 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6656 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

20223 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20224 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20225 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: 385

Unit: 699N-279E

6395 1 unidentified indeterminate black unidentified fragment, thermally altered, possibly a 
plastic button

20106 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-279E

1800 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

1801 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

6685 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20239 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 699N-279E

6680 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11405 1 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragment, flat, rectangular shape

20235 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Round head and shank portion, excellent condition

20236 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20237 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20238 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-279E

6670 7 container, liquor glass olive green base fragments, push-up base

6671 1 container, liquor glass olive green body fragment, rounded

6672 1 container, unidentifiable glass medium sapphire blue glass fragment, embossed "S" on 
exterior, rounded

6673 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment, thermally altered

6674 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20233 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20234 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-279E

11400 1 insulator porcellaneous solid nail knob fragment

20232 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 35

Layer: 385

Unit: 699N-280E

6705 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6706 5 light bulb glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

11415 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator socket fragment

20243 1 unidentified metal, composite Perforated disc, rounded on one side with impressed: 
"PAT . DEC . 1867", other side is flat and plain, may be 
button or snap portion

20244 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20245 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-280E

1820 4 drainage pipe red earthenware small fragments, black glaze on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

6700 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20242 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 699N-280E

6695 41 cake stand glass decorated glass fragments, partially reconstructed, 
colourless, embossed swirls on exterior, lid for a large 
cake stand

6696 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6697 28 light bulb glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

73Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-280E

6690 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11410 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, nearly complete, firing pin

11411 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20241 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-280E

20240 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 105
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Layer: 385

Unit: 699N-281E

20250 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-281E

1840 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator indeterminate fragment

20248 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

20249 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 699N-281E

6715 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6716 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

11425 1 comb plastic small, black plastic comb fragment, visible coarse tooth 
row

20247 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-281E

6710 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

11420 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, complete, firing pin

11421 1 spoon, table metal, iron table spoon handle and part of stem, partially corroded

20246 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "U" shaped piece

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-282E

20254 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20255 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20256 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 699N-282E

6725 66 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11435 8 mortar fragment mortar small mortar fragments, red overcoat

20252 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20253 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Thin piece is slightly curved, one edge is folded, fragment

76Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-282E

6720 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

6721 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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6722 1 unidentified glass small colourless glass fragment, circular frosting motif on 
exterior

11430 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, firing pin

11431 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-282E

20251 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 99

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-283E

1897 3 unidentified glass small milk glass fragments

6755 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

6756 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6757 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6758 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, stippled motif

6759 1 unidentified glass small, amber colour glass fragment, thermally altered

11445 2 sconce porcellaneous sconce lamp mountain plate fragments

20270 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20271 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 699N-283E

6750 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20269 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-283E

6745 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20267 1 tack metal, ferrous Very large round flat head, round shank, complete

20268 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit: 699N-283E

6375 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

6376 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment

6377 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

20266 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 699N-283E

1871 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment
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6735 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6736 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded diamond motif 
on exterior, embossed lettering: "_zs.", rounded

6737 1 unidentified glass small, opaque fragment, slightly rounded

6738 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

6740 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6741 1 unidentified glass small colourless glass fragment, stippled body, decorated 
lip (embossed dots)

6742 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

6743 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

11440 2 fabric fabric brown basic twil cotton fragments from shirt or under 
garments

20258 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20259 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20260 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20261 1 grapeshot metal, ferrous

20262 1 wire metal, ferrous Looped wire

20263 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

20264 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

20265 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

52Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-283E

6730 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20257 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 93

Layer: 345

Unit: 699N-284E

1916 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

6775 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6776 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6777 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

6778 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

6780 23 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6781 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

11450 1 thimble metal, cuprous nearly complete thimble, pressed flat, weathered

11455 1 button shell white colour, shell button fragment, possibly 2 hole, very 
brittle

20272 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20273 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20274 1 bolt metal, ferrous Threaded shank portion

20275 1 spike metal, ferrous Cut shank, large nail or spike portion

20276 2 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank, complete

77Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-284E

6770 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 78

Layer: 362

Unit: 699N-285E

6790 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6791 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, rounded

11460 1 claspknife wood wooden covering, metal blade, corroded

11461 1 button metal, cuprous undecorated, copper button, missing shank, corroded

20280 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Thick, flat rectangular piece with round hooked end, 
identifiable

20281 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 699N-285E

6785 3 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

6786 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20279 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-285E

20277 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possible cut nail

20278 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-285E

6765 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20010 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-286E

6800 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20288 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-286E

1939 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator cleat fragment

6795 41 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6796 2 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

6797 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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6798 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment

20282 1 fastener metal, ferrous Type of fastener: 2 connected loops, one is large and flat, 
the other round and upright / vertical, identifiable

20283 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head, with washer or nut attached

20284 1 grommet metal, composite Possible grommet

20285 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head

20286 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20287 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

76Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 78

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-287E

6810 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

6811 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11470 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, unidentified impressed 
lettering and motif

11471 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed leaves motif

20291 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Twisted copper fragment, 26 mm wide, 2 mm thick band 
of copper, fragment, distorted from explosion, weight 23.2 
grams

20292 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20293 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-287E

6805 24 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6806 1 unidentified glass small glass fragment, rounded, completely covered in gold 
patina

11465 1 unidentified glass black colour glass fragment, thin metal sheet covering, 
rounded, possibly an incandescent lamp base

20289 4 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, fragments

20290 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-288E

6825 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6826 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded rib motif, 
possibly a tumbler

11480 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

11481 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, unidentified impressed motif

20302 2 straight pin metal, cuprous Very thin and delicate, possible pin fragments

20303 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Part of the Grand Magazine barrel strapping

20304 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Square shank fragment

20305 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possible cut nail

20306 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Possible wire nails
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28Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-288E

6815 114 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6816 1 container, unidentifiable glass sprite green base fragment

6817 1 unidentified glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

6818 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6819 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment

11475 1 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragment, rectangular band

11476 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20294 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Long flat rectangular piece, one end is slightly bent, 
similar to a crow bar

20295 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large thick square piece narrows at both ends, may be 
identifiable

20296 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick piece is lightly rounded on one end, opposite end is 
curved inward in a "U" shape, identifiable

20297 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, fragments

20298 3 grommet metal, cuprous Grommets

20299 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20300 1 tongs metal, ferrous Half of a tongs head

20301 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

145Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 173

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-289E

6840 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6841 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded, partially 
covered in patina

6842 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment

6843 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

11490 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed star and lines motif

20322 1 grommet metal, cuprous Complete, impressed lettering on face: "_____ . 
LONDON . " (likely same as 20312)

20323 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-289E

6830 27 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6831 2 window glass glass opaque glass fragments

6832 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6833 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

6834 1 container, liquor glass small olive green glass fragment, rounded, heavily 
covered in gold patina
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20307 2 baluster metal, cuprous baluster is in two pieces; first piece is thin and hollow, 
rectangular and rough edge at open end, narrowing  to 
sharp point at tip, wider sides are fluted; second piece is 
hollow, finished edge has fine diagonal ribs and may have 
been circular, piece narrows inward and then flares out, 
appears to be fluted, rough edge, thin piece of perforated 
metal in interior has partial threaded bolt attached

20308 1 file metal, ferrous Long and very thin, triangular file

20309 1 wire metal, composite Thick, looped and twisted wire portion, excellent condition

20310 2 wire metal, ferrous Twisted, fragments

20311 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Complete

20312 1 grommet metal, composite Complete, impressed lettering on face: "GARY & 
PRI(E)R . LONDON . ", excellent condition

20313 1 grommet metal, composite Complete, impressed lettering on face: "_____ . 
LONDON ." (likely same as 20312)

20314 1 unidentified metal, composite Fragment

20315 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, fragments

20316 1 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank

20317 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete, excellent condition

20318 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20319 34 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20320 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

20321 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

90Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 99

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-290E

20333 1 grommet metal, cuprous Complete, may have impressed lettering, unreadable

20334 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-290E

6845 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6846 1 tumbler glass colourless base fragment, cut panels

6847 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, grounded lip

6848 5 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

6849 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6850 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11505 1 shell casing metal, cuprous .303 shell casing with cordite divided by a cloth plug still 
present, nearly complete, firing pin, weathered; cordite 
was properly disposed given its flammable nature

20324 3 unidentified metal, cuprous Complete

20325 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Complete, may have impressed lettering on face, 
unreadable

20326 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Fragment

20327 1 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping fragment

20328 1 spike metal, ferrous Round shank, spike or rod fragment
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20329 1 tack metal, cuprous Hand wrought, complete

20330 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20331 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20332 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 342

Unit: 699N-291E

11515 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, complete, firing pin, weathered

20344 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Very thin, threaded shank portion

20345 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

20346 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, damaged

20347 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, unknown material adhered to surface, complete

20348 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20349 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Bent / rippled, possibly corrugated sheet fragment

20350 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible lid or cap fragment, small piece

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 341

Unit: 699N-291E

6870 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6871 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6872 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

6873 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, covered in 
white patina

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-291E

6865 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6866 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber glass fragment, rounded, partially covered in 
patina

6867 2 container, liquor glass olive green base fragments, mouth blown, sand-tipped 
pontil mark, thermally altered

11510 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed rib motif

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-291E

6855 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6856 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6857 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6858 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

6859 4 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragments, thermally altered

20335 2 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Lid or shallow container base, white paint or enamel on 
exterior, gold coloured finish on interior, fragments

20336 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment, good condition

20337 1 spike metal, ferrous Round head and possible cut shank, complete
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20338 1 spike metal, ferrous Round shank portion

20339 1 cuprous nail metal, composite Large flat round head, round shank, roofing nail

20340 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20341 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

20342 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20343 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

56Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 88

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-292E

6890 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

6891 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment

6892 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

6893 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11520 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20358 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very thin and delicate, triangular profile

20359 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-292E

6875 1 window glass glass small, colourless body fragment

6880 33 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6881 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, thermally altered

6882 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6883 1 light bulb glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

6884 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11495 1 button metal, cuprous small, 2 hole button fragment, brittle, weathered

11496 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, nearly complete, firing pin, tip 
sawn off

20351 2 wire metal, cuprous Fragments, good condition

20352 3 bolt metal, ferrous Shanks may be threaded

20353 1 tack metal, ferrous Round head, possible cut shank

20354 1 screw metal, ferrous Screw and wire nail fragment

20355 2 screw metal, ferrous Possible screws

20356 144 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20357 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

204Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 222

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-293E

6900 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, mould scars

20362 1 handle metal, ferrous Rod tapered and curled in on both ends

20363 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-293E

6895 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6896 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

6897 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

6898 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

11525 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing, nearly complete, firing pin, 
partially corroded, stamped "DAC/C/IV"

20360 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Large round head is flattened with beveled edge and slight 
protrusion / spur on one edge, square shank is short, large 
tack or roofing nail, excellent condition

20361 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-294E

6910 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

6911 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering: 
"_TO"

6912 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, mould scars, unidentified 
embossed lettering

20371 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

20372 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-294E

6905 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6906 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

11530 6 light bulb porcellaneous porcelain light bulb base

20364 1 ramrod fragment metal, cuprous Tapered cap / plating over wood, fragment

20365 3 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

20366 1 hinge metal, ferrous Possible strap hinge portion

20367 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Shaped piece is heavily corroded and possibly thermally 
altered

20368 1 wire metal, ferrous Thick wire is bent and twisted

20369 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete, excellent condition

20370 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

54Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 59

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-295E

6915 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6916 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6917 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

6918 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded
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20373 1 rod metal, ferrous Large rod or spike portion

20374 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Dome shaped cap or lid with straight rim and finished edge

20375 1 grommet metal, composite Large grommet, complete

20376 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, may have impressed lettering, unreadable, 
complete

20377 1 tack metal, cuprous Hand wrought, excellent condition

20378 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20379 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-296E

11531 1 comb plastic small, brown celluloid comb fragment, visible coarse 
tooth row

20380 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, impressed lettering on face: "___ LONDON", 
complete

20381 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 3

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-297E

2107 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

6920 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11535 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, complete, firing pin, weathered

20382 1 spring metal, ferrous Tightly wound spring

20383 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20384 31 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

44Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 44

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-298E

6930 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-298E

6925 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6926 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6927 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour finish, rounded lip with visible mould seam 
around the diameter, threaded interior

6928 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, incised vertical band, rounded

20385 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular piece may be type of buckle or fastener, 
excellent condition

20386 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20387 16 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

28Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 29

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-299E

6940 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11540 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20390 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20391 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-299E

6935 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6936 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6937 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

20388 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20389 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-300E

20392 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20393 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: 322

Unit: 699N-301E

6955 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11550 1 faunal, mammal bone small bone fragment, burnt

20397 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece is flattened and shaped, resembles the letter "G", or 
a broken "D", incomplete

20398 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20399 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 699N-301E

6945 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6946 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6947 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

6948 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, mould seam

6949 1 fuse glass colourless glass fuse fragment, embossed dotted motif 
around the diameter, embossed lettering: "125V"

6950 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering: 
"_ED", rounded

6951 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, unidentified embossed 
motif, rounded
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11545 1 button metal, cuprous four hole button, unidentified lettering, partially corroded

20394 1 key metal, cuprous Ornate cuprous key end, hollow with small circular 
perforation at top and larger square opening at base

20395 2 strapping metal, ferrous Strapping, one piece has 2 large pins attached

20396 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 40

Layer: 332

Unit: 700/701N-301E

22683 1 kettle metal, ferrous Complete kettle with handle and pouring spout, lid is 
absent

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: 391

Unit: 700N-270E

20406 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 700N-270E

7005 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded

20405 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 700N-270E

6995 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment with red glaze on interior 
and exterior, rounded

6996 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6997 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

6998 1 window glass glass solarised glass fragment

6999 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7000 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded, partially covered in 
patina

7001 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rolled lip

11555 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20402 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Round head and cut shank, complete, excellent condition

20403 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20404 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

43Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-270E

2204 1 unidentified glass unidentified milk glass fragment

6985 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6986 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, two-part stopper finish

6987 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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6988 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, moulded panel motif

6989 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

20400 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20401 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 66

Layer: 391

Unit: 700N-271E

20412 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment encased in stone paving material

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 700N-271E

7020 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

7021 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

20411 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 700N-271E

11560 1 button shell white shell button, engraved floral motif, dome-shaped 
projection on underside with 2 hole piercing

20408 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20409 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20410 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-271E

7010 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7011 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7012 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7013 7 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

7014 3 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragments, horizontal mould seam, 
thermally altered

20407 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 41

Layer: 390

Unit: 700N-272E

11570 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20414 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 700N-272E

7025 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour fragment, rounded
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11565 1 button ceramic white colour button fragment, 3 holes visible, moulded 
band motif

20413 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: 391

Unit: 700N-273E

11575 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

20421 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 700N-273E

7035 6 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7036 26 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7037 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7038 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, circular, indented base

7040 2 container, medicine glass colourless glass fragments, prescription lip

20417 1 shell casing metal, composite Shell casing portion

20418 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20419 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20420 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

51Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 700N-273E

7030 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

7031 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua base fragment, oval shape

20415 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20416 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: 391

Unit: 700N-274E

20428 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Twisted piece of Grand Magazine barrel strapping

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 700N-274E

7050 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7051 6 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, embossed intricate bands on 
exterior

7052 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7053 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge
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7054 49 container, milk glass colourless glass milk bottle, moulded ribbed motif with 
embossed legend: "OAKLAND DAIRY", "JOHNS", 
"_OS", "COLL. 638"; Owens suction scar

7055 1 container, unidentifiable glass solarised glass fragment, panelled sides

7056 2 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments

7057 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

20424 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20425 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20426 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20427 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

95Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 700N-274E

7045 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7046 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass base, rounded

20422 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20423 15 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

18Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 114

Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-275E

7070 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7071 19 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7072 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, covered in tar

7073 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, covered in tar

11585 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11586 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, nearly complete, firing pin, 
weathered

20433 2 strapping metal, ferrous Small fragments

20434 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20435 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

41Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-275E

7065 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7066 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

20431 4 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

20432 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-275E

2270 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

7060 24 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7061 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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7062 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering on exterior: "_ M"

11580 5 shell casing metal, composite Complete .303 shell casings.  One of the shell casings is 
stamped "DAC/1912/VII"

20429 24 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20430 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

59Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 114

Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-276E

2281 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator socket fragment

7085 67 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7086 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, covered in tar

7087 4 unidentified glass small, thermally altered glass fragments

7088 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11595 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11600 1 unidentified leather rectangular-shaped leather fragment, light weight

11605 1 brick clay hand-made, red earthenware brick, water struck and stick 
trimmed

20442 1 hitch metal, ferrous Large and heavy piece, semi-circular flat top has three 
large bolts attached, rod-like stem with slit on one side, 
and perforated tube on other, may be identifiable

20443 2 wire metal, composite Wire, good condition

20444 1 grommet metal, composite Possible grommet portion

20445 36 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

141Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-276E

7080 8 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7081 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded

7082 2 marble glass glass marble, medium cobalt blue, weathered

20439 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat square piece, one side has two short rods bent and 
attached together to form a loop, may be identifiable

20440 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Perforated flat portion twists into solid flat portion with 
wood adhered to surface, single piece, likely a handled 
tool fragment

20441 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-276E

7075 43 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7076 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments, covered in tar

7077 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber body fragments, rounded, embossed bands 
on exterior

7078 1 window glass glass opaque glass fragment

11590 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragments, firing pin, corroded
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20436 1 fitting metal, composite Serrated edge, disc-like hollow piece is folded to create a 
double interior layer, narrows from top to bottom

20437 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20438 27 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

79Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 246

Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-277E

7100 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7101 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments, covered in tar

11610 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated stem fragment

11611 1 button plastic complete plastic button, 4-hole, brown opaque colour, 
lightweight

20448 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20449 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

20450 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

49Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-277E

7095 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20447 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-277E

2287 1 drainage pipe clay small, robust fragment, brown glaze

7090 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7091 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7092 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7093 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

20446 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: 398

Unit: 700N-279E

7135 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20463 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-279E

2338 1 drainage pipe clay small clay fragment, coarse surface, brown glaze

7125 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7126 1 container, soft drink glass colourless base fragment, paneled body, embossed legend: 
"CONTENT", "8 OZ. NET."

7127 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless fragment, rounded
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7128 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

7130 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7131 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7132 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, embossed lettering on body: 
"M", "Y"

11620 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

11621 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11625 4 insulator porcellaneous insulator socket fragments

20459 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20460 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

20461 17 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20462 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

62Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-279E

2325 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

7120 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20454 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20455 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20456 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20457 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20458 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-279E

7115 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11615 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20453 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-279E

20452 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 700N-279E

7105 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7110 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20451 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 94

Layer: 398

Unit: 700N-280E

7155 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

2Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-280E

11630 1 sconce porcellaneous wall sconce mounting plate fragment, moulded lettering: 
"D.E.Co No. 870"

20468 1 cuprous nail metal, composite Uneven shank may be wrought, good condition

20469 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20470 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-280E

7151 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

7152 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20466 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20467 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 700N-280E

7150 4 container, food glass colourless glass container, threaded finish, ghost scar, 
likely a condiment jar

20465 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-280E

7145 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

20464 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possible cut nail, fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-280E

7140 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30

Layer: 395

Unit: 700N-281E

20480 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 700N-281E

2377 1 blacking bottle stoneware partial body fragment, light brown glaze on exterior

7175 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7176 1 tumbler glass colourless base fragment, tapered body, shallow concave 
base

7177 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7178 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber colour glass fragment

7179 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment
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11645 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator socket fragment

20475 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20476 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw fragment

20477 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

20478 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20479 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-281E

7170 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7171 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, rounded

7172 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, horizontal mould 
seam

7173 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11640 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11641 1 sconce porcellaneous wall sconce mounting plate fragment

20471 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20472 1 cuprous nail metal, composite Complete, excellent condition

20473 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut nail, fragment

20474 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 700N-281E

7165 8 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-281E

7160 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

7161 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11635 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified impressed motif

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 44

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-282E

2392 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

7195 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7196 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

7197 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, rounded

7198 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised fragment, rounded

7199 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7200 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

11650 1 unidentified porcellaneous small, unidentified fragment, rounded, moulded bands

20483 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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20484 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 700N-282E

7190 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20482 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-282E

7185 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20481 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 31

Layer: 368

Unit: 700N-283E

7245 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7246 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

7247 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, threaded finish

20494 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20495 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-283E

2425 1 drainage pipe red earthenware weeping tile fragments

20493 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-283E

7235 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7240 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

20513 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 352

Unit: 700N-283E

7230 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20492 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 349

Unit: 700N-283E

20491 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 347

Unit: 700N-283E

7225 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7226 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded, thermally 
altered

20490 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit: 700N-283E

2406 1 drainage pipe red earthenware partial sewer pipe fragment, brown glaze on interior and 
exterior

7215 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7216 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7217 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7218 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded

20487 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20488 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possible cut nail, fragment

20489 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 700N-283E

7210 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

7211 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20486 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-283E

7205 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7206 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

20485 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 71

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-284E

20508 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20509 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 347

Unit: 700N-284E

6980 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6981 1 container, food glass colourless jar fragment, embossed threads, ground slip

7270 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

20504 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large rod in bent into a "V" shape with hooked ends, 
identifiable
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20505 1 fastener metal, ferrous Type of fastener: 2 connected loops, one is large and flat, 
the other round and upright / vertical, same as 20282, 
identifiable

20506 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20507 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

56Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 346

Unit: 700N-284E

7265 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, rounded, unidentified 
embossed motif

7266 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7267 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7268 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit: 700N-284E

7260 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded

7261 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20502 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Solid tubular piece is bent, one end appears to be melted

20503 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

30Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 700N-284E

7255 14 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7256 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20499 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20500 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20501 1 scrap lead Lead scrap fragment

28Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 341

Unit: 700N-284E

20497 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Thick tubular piece may be hollow and filled with an 
unidentified material

20498 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-284E

7250 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7251 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

20496 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete, wood adhered to surface

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 164

Layer: 362

Unit: 700N-285E
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2480 5 flower pot red earthenware partially reconstructed flower pot

7290 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20518 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20519 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 700N-285E

7285 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7286 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7287 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20516 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20517 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 700N-285E

20514 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20515 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 345

Unit: 700N-285E

20511 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20512 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very thin and long straight rod

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 700N-285E

2470 1 unidentified semi-porcelain small unidentified fragment, slightly rounded, embossed 
numbers on interior: "1387"

7280 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-285E

7275 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20510 1 hinge metal, ferrous Large strapping or strap hinge portion

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-286E

7305 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

11670 1 button ceramic white proser button fragment, dome-shaped

20533 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-286E
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7295 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7296 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

7297 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7298 12 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7299 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green base fragment, rounded

11655 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragments, firing pin, corroded

11656 1 bullet metal, cuprous complete pointed tip .303 bullet, weathered

11660 1 doll ceramic porcelain doll head and part of bust (china doll), blonde 
moulded hairstyle, small mouth, line between the lips, 
rosy lips and cheeks, blue eyes, "0" incised on back of 
body

11665 1 shoe fragment leather leather insole, corroded

20520 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible handle, attached with pins to strapping fragments

20521 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and heavy rectangular piece with 2 perforations, 
may be part of a hinge

20522 1 strapping metal, ferrous Rectangular, with partial perforation on one end

20523 1 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Sheet metal fragment with reinforced seam, may be 
container fragment

20524 1 grommet metal, composite Small grommet portion

20525 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering on face: "GARY & PRIER . 
LONDON . ", complete

20526 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering, unreadable, complete

20527 5 grommet metal, composite Grommets, complete

20528 1 spike metal, ferrous Fragment

20529 3 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

20530 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20531 19 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20532 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20541 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and flattened piece, square fragment

85Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 89

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-287E

2502 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

11680 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed band

20546 1 buckle metal, composite "D" shaped two piece, edge with bar is completely 
rounded, rest of buckle is rounded on one side and flat on 
other, single bar, bar is broken, may be hand forged

20547 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-287E

7310 144 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7311 1 unidentified glass colourless glass fragment, likely a glass stem

7312 1 container, medicine glass colourless glass fragment, flanged lip

7313 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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7314 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7315 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, finish consists of only lip

7316 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

11675 1 button metal, ferrous small button, completely corroded

11676 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified impressed motif

20534 1 harness buckle metal, composite Large rectangular single bar buckle, one side is flat, the 
other slightly rounded, side the bar is attached to curves 
outward, buckle is bent, bar is heavily corroded

20535 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, head may be square

20536 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering on face: "GARY & PRIER . 
LONDON . ", complete

20537 2 grommet metal, composite Grommets, complete

20538 1 grommet metal, composite Small grommet, complete

20539 1 unidentified metal, composite Curved and bent piece, may be thermally altered

20540 1 unidentified metal, composite Very thin and flat triangular piece, fragment

20542 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20543 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20544 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20545 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

189Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 193

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-288E

7335 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11695 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment

20557 1 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Very thin and flat, shaped piece with 3 rectangular slits in 
center, and 4 pins (with round heads) across one edge, 
may be decorative plate, identifiable

20558 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long rectangular piece, may be thick strapping or tool 
fragment

20559 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-288E

7325 40 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7326 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7327 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue body fragment, rounded

7328 1 container, unidentifiable glass small body fragment, rounded, heavily covered in 
yellowish colour patina

7329 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

11685 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11690 5 shoe fragment leather leather shoe fragments, corroded

20548 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20549 1 spike metal, ferrous Possibly wrought shank

20550 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, fragment

20551 1 bolt metal, ferrous Bolt or screw fragment
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20552 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece with oval shaped perforation, may 
be strapping or part of large hinge

20553 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering on face: "GARY & PRIER . 
LONDON . ", complete

20554 1 friction tube pin metal, composite Fragmented and warped pin from a friction tube

20555 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

20556 37 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

97Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 117

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-289E

7350 1 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless base fragment, rounded

7351 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

11715 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, embossed bands

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-289E

7340 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7341 9 tumbler glass colourless base fragments, tapered body, concave base

7342 3 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

7343 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7344 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

7345 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, vertical mould seam, round, 
thermally altered

7346 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11700 1 shoe fragment leather shoe heel, corroded

11705 4 button metal, brass heavily corroded military button, crown and leaf relief 
with the words "Honi soit qui mal y pense," general-
purpose Canadian-military button in the First World War

11710 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20560 1 strapping metal, cuprous Thin fragment with 3 pin remnants attached

20561 1 fitting metal, composite Serrated edge, disc-like hollow piece is folded to create a 
double interior layer, narrows from top to bottom, same as 
# 20436

20562 1 strapping metal, ferrous Perforated with 2 large bolts/ screws attached

20563 2 spike metal, ferrous Large cut spikes, complete

20564 25 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20565 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

73Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 76

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-290E

2541 1 unidentified stoneware small unidentified fragment, grey glaze

7360 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7361 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7365 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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20573 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20574 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20575 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-290E

7355 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7356 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

7357 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7358 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

11716 1 button metal, ferrous completely corroded metal button, broken shank

20566 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

20567 3 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20568 1 unidentified metal, composite Thin and flat rectangular piece with two short sides 
slightly curved, large center perforation between two 
smaller perforations, plate

20569 1 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Thin and flat triangular piece, edges appear finished

20570 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20571 31 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20572 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 74

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-291E

7375 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9100 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20576 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20577 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-291E

7370 43 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7371 5 container, unidentifiable glass small glass fragments, thermally altered

7372 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7373 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11720 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob

20578 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

20579 1 screw metal, cuprous Complete, excellent condition

20580 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20581 2 electrical wire metal, composite Fragments, good condition

20582 1 electrical wire metal, composite Cloth covered bundled wire fragments, electrical, 
excellent condition

20583 1 solder metal, composite Small solder rod fragment

20584 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20585 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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77Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 82

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-292E

7385 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

20591 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20592 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-292E

7380 20 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

7381 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7382 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragments, thermally altered

11725 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe fragment

11726 1 button ceramic 4 hole, proser button fragment

20586 1 spike metal, ferrous Solid piece, large square head tapers into shank, heavily 
corroded, likely wrought

20587 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

20588 1 solder metal, composite Small solder rod fragment

20589 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20590 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

55Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 59

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-293E

7395 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7396 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11735 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20595 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-293E

7390 48 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7391 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7392 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, machine-made, visible mould 
seam, rounded base

7393 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed legend: 
"CITY D", "LIM", "E"

11730 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob fragment, thermally altered

20593 3 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank

20594 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

74Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 83
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Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-294E

20601 1 whistle metal, cuprous Tubular piece is hollow, embossed capped end has 
alternating raised ridges between two raised circular 
bands, embedded eye / loop on top is broken, ribbed sides 
of tube narrow towards open end, inverted "V" piece 
inserted in opening, piece has two large perforations on 
opposite sides, likely a whistle

20602 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-294E

7400 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20596 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

20597 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

20598 1 screw metal, composite Short shank and partial head, excellent condition

20599 2 unidentified metal, cuprous Ribbed / corrugated fragments

20600 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 50

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-295E

2601 1 blacking bottle stoneware small rim fragment, brown glaze on interior and exterior

20606 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-295E

7405 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7406 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7407 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11740 1 electrical wire metal, white copper wires within a rubber sheaf

20603 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long piece is shaped / moulded, one end is curved, 
possibly a type of crank, may be identifiable

20604 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possibly cut, fragments

20605 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 32

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-296E

20609 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-296E

7410 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment
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7411 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11745 1 comb plastic small, brown celluloid comb fragment, visible coarse 
tooth row

11746 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

11747 1 unidentified stone small stone, incised hole on opposite sides

20607 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20608 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 9

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-297E

7420 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "I_"

11750 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-297E

7415 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7416 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20610 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head, square shank, with 2 washers attached, 
complete

20611 1 fitting metal, ferrous Short tubular piece may be ribbed or threaded

20612 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20613 20 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20614 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 32

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-298E

2636 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

7425 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

7426 1 tumbler glass colourless base fragment, moulded ribbed motif starting 
from the centre of the base towards the edge

7427 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7428 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20618 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-298E

20615 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, complete

20616 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20617 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24
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Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-299E

7435 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20625 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20626 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-299E

2640 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

7430 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7431 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

11755 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole metal button, concave centre

11756 1 harness buckle metal, iron double bar halter buckle, partially corroded

11757 2 horse tack leather small leather fragments, associated with metal buckle (cat. 
# 11756)

20619 1 eyelet metal, composite Complete lacing eyelet, shoe or boot

20620 2 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

20621 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw fragment

20622 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20623 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20624 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Disc shaped fragment

33Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-300E

6965 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

6966 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, slightly rounded

11765 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

11766 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed bands

20631 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-300E

2650 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

6960 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6961 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

6962 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6963 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11760 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casings

20627 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20628 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

20629 13 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20630 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

47Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 54

Layer: 332

Unit: 700N-301E

11780 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11781 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

20641 1 rod metal, ferrous Round shank, rod or spike portion

20642 1 bucket metal, ferrous Reinforced / rounded lip, rim fragment

20643 5 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap fragments

20644 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

20645 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possibly cut fragments

20646 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20647 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 700N-301E

6975 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6976 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, moulded rib motif around 
sides, star-shaped moulded motif on base

6977 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

6978 1 container, unidentifiable glass robust, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, partially 
covered in patina

11775 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11776 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe stem and spur fragment, unidentified impressed motif

11777 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20635 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Twisted and bent barrel strapping piece from the Grand 
Magazine explosion

20636 1 spike metal, ferrous Round shank

20637 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head and shank

20638 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragments

20639 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20640 1 tent peg metal, ferrous Small tent peg tip fragment

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 700N-301E

6970 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

6971 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

6972 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless fragment, rounded lip

11770 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, weathered, 
the tip sawn off

20632 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering is partly readable: "T __ Co 
__  * (star symbol) LONDON", complete

20633 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20634 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

33Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 88
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Layer: 317

Unit: 700N-316/317E

7440 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7441 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11785 1 blank bullet metal, cuprous unfired blank with shell casing and bullet, headstamped: 
"DAC 17 VII" (Dominion Arsenal, Quebec), four holes in 
the case, firing pin, corroded

11786 10 blank bullet metal, cuprous unfired blanks, headstamped: "DAC" (Dominion Arsenal, 
Quebec), rosebud crimp, shallow cannelure on the neck 
below the crimp, firing pin, corroded

11787 4 blank bullet metal, cuprous shell casings, headstamped: "DAC" (Dominion Arsenal, 
Quebec), firing pin, corroded, rosebud crimp, shallow 
cannelure on the neck below the crimp

20648 1 unidentified lead 2 piece, solid tapered rod with flattened disc on wider end, 
may be identifiable

20649 2 unidentified metal, composite Hollow tube fragments, pieces mend

20650 1 blank bullet metal, composite Top of a crimped bullet corroded into a piece of metal

20651 1 trunk hardware metal, ferrous Large thick rectangular piece has one hooked end 
probably from the ammunition box

20652 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20653 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20654 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20655 10 unidentified metal, ferrous

50Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 50

Layer: 309

Unit: 700N-319E

7445 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7446 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11790 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11795 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11796 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20656 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20657 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20658 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17

Layer: 318

Unit: 700N-320E

6160 6 window glass glass small aqua colour glass fragments

6161 2 container, unidentifiable glass small aqua colour glass fragments, slightly rounded

6162 1 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

6163 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, cut panels on exterior

20006 1 spike metal, ferrous Cut spike fragment

20007 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20008 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments
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20009 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: 316

Unit: 700N-322E

7450 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7451 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11800 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11805 8 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11806 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

20659 1 spike metal, ferrous Square head and shank, complete

20660 1 spike metal, ferrous Spike or large wrought nail, complete

20661 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20662 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20663 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20664 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

33Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: 316

Unit: 700N-325E

2710 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment

6180 1 unidentified glass small colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

7455 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7456 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7457 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7458 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7460 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7461 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7462 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

11810 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

11811 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11815 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

11816 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment, impressed maker's 
mark: "MURRAY GLASGOW"

11820 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

11821 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

20005 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

20665 12 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20666 1 spike metal, ferrous Square head and shank, complete

20667 1 staple metal, ferrous Thick and large, "U" shaped, may have rectangular profile

20668 19 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20669 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20670 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

65Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: 391

Unit: 701N-270E

20681 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 701N-270E

7485 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

20678 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20679 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20680 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 701N-270E

2735 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

2736 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small robust fragment, brown glaze on interior and 
exterior, moulded rib motif

7475 1 unidentified glass milk glass rim fragment, rounded

7476 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7477 3 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragments, red glaze on interior and 
exterior surface, rounded

7478 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium cobalt blue glass fragment, rounded

7479 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, press mould ribbed "star" motif 
starting from the centre and radiating towards the edge of 
base, stippled embossed motif on sides

7480 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7481 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7482 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11825 1 comb plastic small, brown plastic comb fragment, visible coarse tooth 
row, thermally altered

11826 3 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragments

11827 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour

20675 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20676 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20677 66 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

117Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-270E

7465 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7466 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

7467 1 container, soft drink glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, Coca-Cola bottle

7468 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering with horizontal band: "ALSH"

7469 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7470 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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7471 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7472 1 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragment, embossed ridges

7473 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

20671 1 fitting metal, composite Small fitting, possibly a button of some sorts

20672 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20673 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20674 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

42Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 169

Layer: 391

Unit: 701N-271E

2740 1 blacking bottle stoneware small rim fragment, brown glaze on exterior, embossed 
band on exterior edge

2743 1 unidentified ceramic small unidentified body fragment, possibly part of a 
figurine

11840 2 unidentified leather small leather fragments, brittle

20691 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment

20692 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

20693 12 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 701N-271E

7510 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, red glaze on interior and 
exterior surface, rounded

7511 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7512 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7513 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11835 1 marble clay complete Crockery clay marble, dark brown colour glaze

11836 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole metal button, concave centre, green oxidize

11837 2 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragments

20688 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20689 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20690 8 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 701N-271E

7500 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7501 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7502 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, indented base

7503 1 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

7504 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

7505 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20684 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20685 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20686 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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20687 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-271E

7490 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

7491 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7492 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7493 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, two-part finish: lip and 
string rim; interior ledge for cork

7494 59 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

20682 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

20683 1 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Thin flat sheet, two finished edges, fragment

68Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 157

Layer: 391

Unit: 701N-272E

7530 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 701N-272E

11855 1 unidentified leather small leather fragment, lightweight, brittle, weathered

20703 1 pin metal, composite 2 piece, short and straight pin with very small and 
embossed star motif on head is inserted through a large 
round and flat shiny piece, likely a collar or cuff pin

20704 5 unidentified metal, cuprous Very small and thin fragments

20705 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20706 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 701N-272E

7520 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7521 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7522 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7523 1 stopper glass circular stopper fragment, colourless, rounded edges, 
missing shank

7524 1 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragment, red glaze on exterior 
surface, rounded

7525 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, white glaze on interior, 
rounded

11850 2 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragments, embossed lettering: "CGEC"

20698 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Flattened and unfired

20699 1 pin metal, composite 2 piece, short and straight pin

20700 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20701 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Hollow tubular fragments with paving stone material 
adhered to outer surface, fragments
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20702 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

34Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-272E

7515 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11845 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button, brown colour band around exterior 
edge

20694 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Long and thin, uneven shank may be wrought, complete

20695 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20696 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20697 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 58

Layer: 391

Unit: 701N-273E

7550 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7551 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11870 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11875 2 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments, lightweight, brittle, 
weathered

20715 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20716 1 scrap metal, cuprous Scrap fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 701N-273E

7545 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

7546 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment

11860 26 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments, lightweight, brittle, 
weathered

11865 1 unidentified fabric small, brittle, fabric piece

20712 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

20713 10 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20714 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

46Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 701N-273E

20710 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20711 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-273E

7535 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7536 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, embossed intertwined 
bands on exterior, rounded
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7537 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7538 2 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, squared panels, embossed 
numbers: "14_"

7539 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20707 1 cap metal, white Dome shaped lid or cap, internal thread, exterior has fine 
ribbed band, plain edge, very good condition

20708 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20709 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap fragments

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 86

Layer: 434

Unit: 701N-274E

11915 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11920 1 insulator porcellaneous solid knob

20736 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20737 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Roofing nails

20738 21 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20739 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

20740 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

39Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 701N-274E

7590 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11910 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20734 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20735 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 701N-274E

7585 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7586 4 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7587 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7588 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

20730 1 wire metal, composite Good condition

20731 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20732 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20733 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-274E

7575 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7576 5 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded
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7577 1 container, household glass colourless liquid veneer bottle, Perry-Davis type finish, 
rectangular shape with panel sides and chamfered corners, 
Owen's suction scar with embossed lettering: "LIQUID 
VENEER"

7580 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11895 1 cutlery, handle bone bone, fork handle plate, 2 drilled holes for brass pins, 
wear marks

11900 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11905 1 cork cork small cork, thermally altered

20729 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 701N-274E

20726 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20727 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20728 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-274E

7565 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7566 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7567 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7568 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7569 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, embossed intertwined 
bands on exterior, rounded

7570 2 container, liquor glass olive green base fragments, embossed intertwined bands 
on body, oval shape, Owen's suction scar with maker's 
mark: embossed diamond with letter "D" in the middle; 
letter "K" and number "1" embossed outside of diamond

20722 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete, with charcoal fragments

20723 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20724 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20725 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

39Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-274E

11890 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20720 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20721 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Thick rectangular portion, long edges are finished, bent 
and twisted from the Grand Magazine explosion

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-274E

7555 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7556 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7557 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded
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7558 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7559 3 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments

7560 9 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, embossed intertwined 
bands on exterior, rounded

11880 1 marble glass complete glass marble, clear body with green and white 
fine lines and ribbons; handmade spiral marble

11885 18 unidentified leather small, unidentified leather fragments, light, brittle, 
weathered

20717 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20718 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20719 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 204

Layer: 431

Unit: 701N-275E

7620 62 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7621 6 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7622 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless body fragment, panelled sides

11945 2 carbon rod carbon graphite rods

11950 13 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments

20754 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

20755 1 staple metal, ferrous Bent piece may be fencing staple

20756 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20757 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

20758 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

94Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 425

Unit: 701N-275E

7615 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7616 77 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20748 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large rod with flat piece attached near center

20749 1 staple metal, ferrous Bent piece may be fencing staple

20750 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Round shank with hooked end

20751 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20752 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20753 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

90Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-275E

7610 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11940 2 fabric fabric dyed cotton twill weave fragments

11941 1 carbon rod carbon large graphite rod, partially covered in mortar, chipped 
section

20747 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-275E

2795 2 unidentified plastic unidentified plastic fragments, corroded

7605 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7606 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7607 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

7608 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11935 6 unidentified fabric dyed cotton twill weave

11936 8 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments

20744 2 staple metal, ferrous Bent wire pieces may be fencing staples

20745 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20746 19 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

80Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-275E

2791 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

7595 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7596 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7597 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, embossed intertwined 
bands on exterior, rounded

7598 4 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments

7599 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7600 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

7601 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

11925 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11930 2 unidentified fabric dyed cotton twill weave

20741 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20742 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20743 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible cap, very corroded

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 331

Layer: 427

Unit: 701N-276E

20773 1 unidentified metal, cuprous "T" shaped plate with small perforation at center top of 
"T" and large perforation at base with bolt / or wire nail 
attached

20774 1 cup metal, ferrous Green enameled teacup, plain round lip, plain handle 
portion, shallow, heavily corroded

20775 1 cup metal, ferrous Green tinted fragment may be part of green enamel 
teacup, embedded in rust and charcoal

20776 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20777 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin rod portion

12Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 426

Unit: 701N-276E

7655 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20772 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 398

Unit: 701N-276E

11955 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

11956 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole metal button, concave centre, corroded

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 701N-276E

7650 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7651 10 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

7652 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, two-part finish: v-shape with 
round ring

7653 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, panelled sides, chamfered 
corners, embossed legend on body: "SA_", "SMCo", 
"INK S"; embossed lettering on base: "PATENTED", "_-
91", "381"

20769 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20770 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20771 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-276E

7645 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

7646 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7647 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20767 1 button metal, ferrous One piece, 4 hole sew through, deep center, likely 
suspender button

20768 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-276E

2810 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

7640 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7641 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

7642 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20764 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20765 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20766 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick straight rod

24Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-276E

7625 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7626 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded lip

7627 2 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments

7628 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7629 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20759 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Perforated disc, bent in half

20760 1 incandescent light bulb metal, composite Metal and black glass, base portion

20761 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 116

Layer: 393

Unit: 701N-277E

7685 1 container, unidentifiable glass small body fragment, rounded

20786 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-277E

7680 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20785 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-277E

7675 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7676 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7677 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7678 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

20783 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw fragment

20784 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-277E

2825 1 flower pot terracotta small body fragment

7660 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7661 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, tapered collar

7662 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

7663 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7664 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7665 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, paneled sides

7666 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

7667 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

7668 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7669 2 unidentified glass colourless glass fragment, thermally altered
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7670 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded

11960 1 cuff link other two piece button: silver and pearl fragments, metal shank

11961 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour

11962 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20778 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long "J" shaped piece, thick with rectangular profile

20779 4 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

20780 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20781 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

20782 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

44Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 86

Layer: 393

Unit: 701N-278E

20791 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20792 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20793 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-278E

11965 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20790 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece is curved, heavily corroded

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-278E

7700 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20788 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat rectangular piece with large center perforation, all 
edges appear to be finished, a small piece of woven fabric 
is adhered to one surface, may be a type of plating

20789 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-278E

7690 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7691 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7692 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7693 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7694 1 unidentified glass small glass fragment, opaque blue, thermally altered shape

20787 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: 384

Unit: 701N-279E

7715 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, rounded

11970 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment
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20798 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-279E

7710 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20795 1 spike metal, ferrous Cut shank, fragment

20796 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20797 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-279E

7705 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7706 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

20794 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-280E

7740 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11980 1 insulator porcellaneous burgundy colour porcelain insulator, iron wire wrapped 
across top ring

20802 1 split bolt connector metal, composite 'Split bolt connector', cuprous nut, woven fiber attached to 
head, complete

20803 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 701N-280E

7735 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-280E

11975 1 insulator porcellaneous small, solid knob fragment

20800 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20801 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 701N-280E

7725 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

20799 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-280E

7720 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded
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1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: 385

Unit: 701N-281E

7745 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7750 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11985 2 smoking pipe white ball clay nearly complete smoking pipe, thin repeating bands on 
uppermost zone, wide tapering ribs on base

20805 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-281E

20804 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: 386

Unit: 701N-282E

20812 1 rod metal, ferrous Rod or spike fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 383

Unit: 701N-282E

7770 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7771 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 701N-282E

7760 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

7761 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7762 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20808 2 rod metal, ferrous Rod fragments

20809 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20810 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20811 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-282E

7755 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed bands on 
exterior, rounded

20807 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 701N-282E

7765 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment
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20806 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-283E

20816 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20817 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

20818 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 701N-283E

7785 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

7786 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

20815 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 701N-283E

2901 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment, embossed lettering: "SYM_", 
"CG E D_LJD"

7780 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7781 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20813 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20814 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-283E

7775 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-284E

7795 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7796 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "YON_", "TORO"

7797 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7798 2 container, food glass colourless preserve jar fragments, threaded finish, 
thermally altered

7799 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7800 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12000 1 unidentified lead small lead disk, blank, cut hole, heavyweight

20821 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20822 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20823 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20824 20 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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48Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 701N-284E

7805 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7806 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

7807 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11995 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed nodules and floral 
motif

20820 1 rod metal, ferrous Large rod, round shank tapers towards tip, loop / eye at 
top, complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-284E

7790 35 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11990 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, star-shaped and floral 
impressed motif

20819 1 wire metal, cuprous Twisted wire fragments

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 95

Layer: 362

Unit: 701N-285E

7825 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7826 1 tumbler glass colourless tumbler rim fragment, tapered body, pressed 
panels

7827 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12005 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

20832 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular and flat plate with "U" shaped rod attached to 
one side, perhaps a plate used with a hasp hinge lock, 
corroded

20833 1 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping fragment

20834 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat, triangular shaped piece

20835 11 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20836 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20837 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 701N-285E

7820 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

20828 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Bent and twisted barrel fragment from the Grand 
Magazine explosion

20829 2 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

20830 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20831 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 353

Unit: 701N-285E

7815 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7816 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

7817 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

20826 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20827 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-285E

7810 6 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7811 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20825 1 chain link metal, ferrous

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 69

Layer: 353

Unit: 701N-286E

7850 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20848 1 hinge metal, ferrous Hinge portion with 2 perforations, likely for small sized 
cabinet, chest, or other type furnishings

20849 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20850 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-286E

2957 1 unidentified glass small milk glass body fragment

7840 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7845 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-286E

7830 40 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7831 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments

7832 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

7833 8 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7834 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12010 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded, 
stamped "DAC/C/IV"

12015 2 unidentified wood long wood fragments

20838 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

20839 1 spike metal, ferrous Square profile, may be wrought

20840 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Machine cut, large nail or spike fragment

20841 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large thick rectangular piece tapers at each end

20842 1 sheet metal metal, ferrous Sheet fragment, heavily corroded
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20843 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete, good condition

20844 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20845 11 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20846 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

20847 14 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

121Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 129

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-287E

7860 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7861 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

20854 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-287E

7855 24 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7856 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless fragments, finish consists of only the lip

7857 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

7858 4 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

12020 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed thick vertical ribs

12021 1 unidentified ceramic dome-shaped ceramic fragment

20851 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular piece

20852 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20853 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

59Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 66

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-288E

7875 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7876 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-288E

7865 1 smoking pipe white ball clay smoking pipe stem fragment, incised maker's mark: 
"W&D", "_E_"

7866 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

7867 3 unidentified clay small clay pellets, moulded conical shape

7870 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragment, rounded

7871 32 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7872 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12025 6 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragments, firing pin, corroded

12026 1 bullet lead complete lead bullet, shallow cannelure on the neck, cut 
mark, heavyweight, from a Westley-Richards rifle
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20855 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

20856 1 chain link metal, ferrous Corroded chain link

20857 1 cap metal, ferrous Small cap, dome shaped perforated top with flared rim

20858 1 unidentified metal, iron "C" or "U" shaped piece with rectangular profile, sheared 
or ground, heavy

20859 1 other metal, ferrous Shank is split or forked, good condition - heated and 
modified nail

20860 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

20861 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20862 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20863 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

92Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 100

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-289E

7880 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7881 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rippled band motif on 
exterior

20874 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete copper nail, excellent condition

20875 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20876 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Large wrought nail or spike

20877 1 spike metal, ferrous Solid piece, large square head tapers to square shank, 
pointed tip, likely wrought, complete

20878 3 screw metal, ferrous

20879 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

20880 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-290E

20894 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20895 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Tiny barrel strapping from the Grand Magazine explosion

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-290E

7885 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

7886 23 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12030 3 belt leather leather belt with stitches on both edges

12035 1 mortar fragment mortar small mortar fragment

20881 2 wire metal, cuprous Fragments, good condition

20882 5 strapping metal, cuprous Very thin and narrow fragments

20883 1 unidentified metal, cuprous "S" hook, small

20884 2 spike metal, ferrous Round shank and head, complete

20885 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, lower portion of shank is 
threaded, complete
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20886 4 screw metal, ferrous Complete

20887 1 fire hydrant cap metal, composite Cap, round threaded lip and hexagonal interior, large 
round rim has serrated edge, top is hexagonal with slightly 
raised round dome on top, possible green paint on exterior 
surface, complete

20888 1 harness buckle metal, ferrous Double bar buckle, heavily corroded, may be equipment 
or personal

20889 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20890 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20891 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20892 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

20893 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

91Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 96

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-291E

7890 26 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7891 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, ground lip

7895 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments

7896 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7897 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20896 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20897 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, possible washer attached

20898 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20899 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin square 'plate' with large circular perforation in 
center; 3 prongs extend from all sides (center prong is 
shorter and wider); several small perforations; 2 screws 
attached on opposite corners; piece is bent; may be 
identifiable

20900 1 buckle metal, composite Rectangular

20901 1 book clasp metal, cuprous Claps for a leather-bound book

20902 1 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

20903 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin and flat, disc shaped, part of outer edge / rim is split, 
may be perforated in center

20904 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin rectangular piece is bent and folded, may be 
strapping

20905 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete, good condition

20906 31 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20907 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

76Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 76

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-292E

7905 24 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7906 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7907 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12045 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, firing pin, corroded
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12050 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified impressed motif

20917 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20918 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

41Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-292E

7900 60 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7901 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7902 2 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

12040 1 button metal, cuprous small, undecorated button, broken shank

20908 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Looped / eye at top, round shank with flat pointed tip, 
may be identifiable

20909 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large flat ring

20910 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet fragment

20911 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

20912 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20913 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20914 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete, good condition, likely brass

20915 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20916 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

83Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 124

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-293E

7920 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7921 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7922 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7923 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

7924 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish

12055 1 insulator glass small, glass insulator fragment, black colour

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-293E

7910 44 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7911 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

7912 14 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7913 6 unidentified glass small, aqua colour fragments, thermally altered

7914 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7915 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7916 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

7917 2 syringe glass tiny colourless glass fragments, solid, cylindrical syringe 
plunger fragment

20919 1 shell casing metal, composite .32 shell casing
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20920 1 shell casing metal, cuprous .36 shell casing

20921 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

20922 1 clasp metal, composite "U" shaped piece with eye at both ends

20923 1 bottle cap metal, ferrous Small container lid or bottle cap fragment

20924 1 staple metal, ferrous Small wire staple

20925 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete, good condition

20926 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20927 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

112Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 124

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-294E

12060 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-294E

7930 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7931 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

7932 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

20928 1 carbon rod carbon Graphite rod fragment with complete metal cap

20929 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20930 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20931 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

19Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 20

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-295E

7935 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

7936 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 2

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-296E

7945 1 container, unidentifiable glass small glass fragment, rounded, completely covered in 
patina

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-296E

7940 3 container, liquor glass small, amber glass fragments, rounded

7941 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

20932 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7
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Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-297E

7955 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment

7956 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7957 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour fragment, rounded

12070 1 drainage pipe red earthenware cylindrical-shaped, drainage pipe fragment

20938 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20939 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-297E

7950 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7951 13 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

7952 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12065 1 cutlery, handle wood wood handle fragment, brittle

20933 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Large flat rounded head, possible triangular shank with 
pointed tip, may be an awl

20934 2 tool, other metal, ferrous Triangular profile, may be fragments similar to 20933, or 
file fragments

20935 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

20936 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20937 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

49Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 57

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-298E

7965 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7966 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

7967 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12080 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

20947 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

20948 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-298E

3095 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

7960 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7961 28 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, partially covered in 
patina

7962 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed legend: 
"ANED", "YD"

20940 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet fragment

20941 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat triangular fragment

20942 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20943 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete
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20944 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20945 13 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20946 29 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

81Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 88

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-299E

7970 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7971 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7972 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7973 7 container, mineral water glass partially reconstructed soda bottle, medium aqua colour, 
squat bottle, embossed legend: "ER" (in an arch), "THIS 
BOTTLE IS NEVER SOLD 1862" (in a straight line); 
shallow push-up base, lightly stippled; (see page 40 in 
Toronto Embossed and Etched Bottles)

12085 2 brush wood hairbrush fragments, incised holes for bristles

12090 1 unidentified slag small slag fragment

20949 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

20950 2 electrical wire metal, cuprous Fragments, good condition

20951 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20952 18 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20953 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20954 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

75Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-300E

7985 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7986 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue body fragments

7987 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

7988 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

7989 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragments, rounded

7990 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

7991 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12100 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe stem and spur

12101 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, impressed horizontal band 
and vertical ribs

12102 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, impressed ribs

12103 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

12104 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, Masonic pipe bowl fragments, impressed standing 
bird with one outstretched wing

20958 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

20959 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

20960 1 tack metal, ferrous Complete

20961 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments
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20962 8 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

43Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-300E

7975 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7976 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7977 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, blow pipe pontil mark, shallow 
concave base, paneled sides

7978 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7979 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12095 1 sconce porcellaneous wall sconce mounting plate fragment

12096 1 unidentified plastic small plastic fragment, grey colour

20955 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

20956 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20957 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 79

Layer: 332

Unit: 701N-301E

8010 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments

8011 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12115 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

20974 1 bucket metal, ferrous Bucket rim fragment with the body rolled over a separate 
metal rod that formed the lip

20975 2 bucket metal, ferrous Plain rolled container rim fragments, pail / bucket

20976 1 scrap metal, ferrous Sheet metal fragment

20977 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

20978 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20979 1 unidentified lead Flat, rough triangular shape

20980 1 bucket metal, ferrous Plain rolled rim portion, large container, likely pail or 
bucket

20981 1 bucket metal, ferrous Rod fragment which formed the lip of a bucket

20982 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20983 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

20984 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20985 57 bucket scraps metal, ferrous Tiny fragments from the bucket's body

82Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 701N-301E

8005 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, paneled sides

8006 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8007 1 container, medicine glass colourless glass fragment, flanged lip, paneled side

8008 1 container, unidentifiable glass robust, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12110 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12111 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl and spur fragment, impressed leaves
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20965 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20967 2 bucket metal, ferrous Wire handle fragments, likely from pail / bucket

20968 1 bucket metal, ferrous Plain rim, likely pail / bucket fragment

20969 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Roughly "T" shaped piece with perforation, possible lug 
attachment for wire handle to pail / bucket

20970 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

20971 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20972 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20973 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 701N-301E

7995 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

7996 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

7997 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

7998 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed band on 
exterior

7999 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, paneled sides

8000 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, paneled sides, 
embossed lettering: "M", "ST", "AT"

20963 1 latch hook metal, cuprous Eye and shank portion of latch hook

20964 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20966 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possible wrought fragment

16Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 121

Layer: 391

Unit: 702N-269E

8040 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, ghost seam on body

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-269E

8035 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rectangular shape, embossed 
ribbed motif radiating from the centre to the edge of the 
base

20991 15 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20992 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20993 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

34Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-269E

8025 14 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8026 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8027 1 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragment, embossed lettering: "_TO"

8028 1 container, soft drink glass colourless base fragment, embossed legend on base: 
"COMPANY"; likely a coca-cola bottle
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8029 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8030 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded

20989 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragment

20990 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-269E

8015 9 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8016 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8017 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragments, rounded

8018 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

8019 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8020 1 unidentified porcellaneous small unidentified fragment, blue glaze on exterior, 
thermally altered, possibly a hollow  figurine

12116 1 comb plastic clear, plastic comb fragment, covered in slag

20986 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "J" shaped, tubular piece may be hollow

20987 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20988 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 98

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-270E

8060 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8061 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8062 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

21001 30 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21002 24 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21003 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

71Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-270E

8050 20 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8051 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, ruby red glass fragment, rounded

8052 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8053 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8054 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12125 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

12126 1 button shell incomplete shell fragment, 2 holes visible, white colour

20995 1 electrical wire metal, cuprous Delicate fragment

20996 1 unidentified lead Beveled / tapered perforated disc

20997 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

20998 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

20999 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21000 1 unidentified metal, ferrous
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57Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-270E

8045 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8046 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8047 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8048 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12120 1 button bone 4 hole button fragment, incised groove near centre

20994 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 156

Layer: 391

Unit: 702N-271E

21011 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-271E

21009 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21010 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-271E

3231 1 insulator porcellaneous incomplete cleat, recess embossed marking: "C:V2"

8075 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12135 1 unidentified slag small slag fragment

21005 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Very small fragment

21006 1 spring metal, ferrous Very tightly coiled spring

21007 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21008 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-271E

8065 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium emerald green colour glass fragment, 
rounded

8066 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8067 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8068 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8069 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8070 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8071 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, incised floral 
motif

12130 1 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragment

21004 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

44Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: 391

Unit: 702N-272E

21022 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Thick rectangular piece may be strapping, bent and 
twisted from the Grand Magazine explosion

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-272E

21019 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21020 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21021 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-272E

8085 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

8086 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8087 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, deep reddish amethyst glass fragment, rounded

8088 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8089 1 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragment, flat, stippled bands motif

21015 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21016 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large flat disc, heavily corroded

21017 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragment

21018 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

34Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-272E

8080 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21012 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21013 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21014 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

14Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 58

Layer: 396

Unit: 702N-273E

21031 1 epaulette metal, cuprous Thin and flat piece is shaped into joined capital lettering: " 
I N F ", piece is twisted and bent, may be finely incised / 
serrated, copper or brass

21032 5 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21033 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 702N-273E

21029 1 shell casing metal, composite Possible shell casing / cap fragment, heavily corroded

21030 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments
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8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-273E

3271 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragment

8115 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8116 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-273E

3265 1 container, unidentifiable stoneware small neck fragment, grey glaze on interior and exterior, 
likely a bottle

8110 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8111 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

8112 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21027 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21028 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-273E

3256 1 container, unidentifiable stoneware small, bottle finish, grey glaze on interior and exterior, 
embossed lettering: "AI2"

8100 1 syringe glass tiny colourless glass fragment, hollow, cylindrical syringe 
plunger

8101 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8102 4 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8103 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

8104 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

8105 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12140 1 coin copper one cent penny, completely corroded

12145 1 unidentified leather thin leather band

21023 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick tubular piece may be hollow

21024 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible square shank, fragment

21025 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Looped wire or wire eye, fragment

21026 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

57Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 94

Layer: 393

Unit: 702N-274E

8135 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8136 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8137 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8138 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12165 2 incandescent light bulb glass incandescent lamp base contact, black colour glass
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21043 1 cap metal, ferrous Large, possible cap or fitting, circular, double ring with 
solid exterior, probably for a wagon wheel

21044 3 unidentified metal, composite Very thin, possible container or hollow tube, fragments

21045 2 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21046 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21047 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

21048 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 702N-274E

8130 20 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8131 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21042 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 702N-274E

21041 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 702N-274E

12160 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour

21038 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21039 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21040 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-274E

8125 21 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8126 40 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21035 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21036 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21037 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

71Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-274E

3283 3 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

8120 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8121 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8122 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8123 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

12150 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob with nail, partially corroded

12155 1 shoe fragment leather leather, stacked heel fragment

21034 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 146

Layer: 393

Unit: 702N-275E

8160 143 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8161 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8162 11 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass bottle fragments, paneled sides with 
rounded corners, embossed lettering on base: "_UNE _"

12180 23 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments

12181 5 fabric fabric fabric from a twill civilian undercoat/vest, the edges and 
button holes are unfinished

12185 19 carbon rod carbon complete graphite rods, large

12186 3 unidentified other coal and clay rod fragments

21057 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long thick rectangular piece is bent at one end with 
possible perforation, the other end appears to be broken; 
two legs or spacers protrude on one side; may be a long 
handle

21058 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large ring, complete

21059 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Bent piece may be wire nail or staple

21060 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21061 13 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

233Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-275E

3296 2 unidentified red earthenware small earthenware fragments, unidentified black fragment 
attached to clay

8155 113 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8156 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8157 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded, unidentified 
embossed letters

12170 47 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments, brittle

12175 2 unidentified coal rounded coal fragments, partially polished

21052 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick rectangle, one end has a semicircular 
protrusion at one side, unidentified

21053 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21054 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21055 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21056 17 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

21358 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

203Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-275E

3290 4 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

8140 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8141 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8142 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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8143 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "_AND"

8144 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8145 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment

8146 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour body fragment, rounded

8147 6 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, thermally altered

8148 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, stippled exterior

8149 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21049 1 lead scrap lead Hollow tubular piece; one end is oval shaped and roughly 
sheared / sawn off; the other end appears finished and has 
been bent / pinched and folded; exterior has several deep 
cut marks; heavy

21050 1 latch hook metal, ferrous Wire eye fragment, may be part of latch hook

21051 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

54Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 490

Layer: 385

Unit: 702N-276E

8190 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8191 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, receding side 
panel with embossed lettering: "_'S"

8192 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8193 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, paneled sides

21068 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21069 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-276E

8175 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, paneled edges, moulded 
band on exterior

8176 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8177 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8178 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless fragment, rounded, moulded bands on 
exterior

8179 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8180 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8185 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8186 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless fragment, rounded, embossed lettering:  
"NEOR"

8187 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8188 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, paneled sides

21065 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21066 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21067 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

49Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-276E

3305 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator wire support fragment

3312 3 flower pot terracotta flower pot rim fragments

8165 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8166 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, rippled band motif on 
exterior

8167 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, black colour glass fragment, thermally altered

8168 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded band 
on exterior

8169 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21062 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21063 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21064 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 97

Layer: 393

Unit: 702N-277E

8210 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8211 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8212 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12190 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12191 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, unidentified maker's mark

12192 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

21074 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21075 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21076 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 702N-277E

8205 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-277E

3330 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

3331 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8200 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8201 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8202 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded

21072 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21073 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-277E
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8195 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8196 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8197 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments

8198 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21070 1 bullet metal, composite Complete live .32 pistol round - not retained due to health 
and safety concerns

21071 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 393

Unit: 702N-278E

12195 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

12196 6 smoking pipe white ball clay partially reconstructed pipe bowl, impressed beaded lines

21085 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21086 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21087 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-278E

8220 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8221 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

21082 1 spike metal, ferrous Round head and shank, spike or very large nail

21083 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21084 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-278E

21088 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-278E

8215 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8216 1 container, mineral water glass colourless glass fragment, crown finish

8217 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21077 3 wire metal, ferrous Twisted wire fragments

21078 1 staple metal, ferrous Complete

21079 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21080 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21081 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: 384

Unit: 702N-279E

8245 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380/321

Unit: 702N-279E

8235 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8236 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8237 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green colour fragments, rounded

8238 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8239 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8240 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21092 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Cut or wrought fragment

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-279E

3360 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8230 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12200 1 button metal, ferrous 2 hole metal button, brown colour metal encasing, 
moulded bands and scroll motif, brittle, corroded

21089 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21090 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21091 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-279E

8225 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22

Layer: 399

Unit: 702N-280E

12215 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob

21097 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21098 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 702N-280E

12210 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-280E

8260 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12205 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

21094 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21095 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21096 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete
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13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-280E

8255 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-280E

3366 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8250 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8251 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

8252 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "DA"

8253 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

21093 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 26

Layer: 396

Unit: 702N-281E

8280 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21101 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21102 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 702N-281E

8275 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8276 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded bands 
on exterior, vertical mould seam

12220 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, firing pin, corroded

21099 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment, good condition

21100 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 702N-281E

8270 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-281E

8265 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 19

Layer: 424

Unit: 702N-282E

21110 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Very large, fairly good condition, complete
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21111 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

21112 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 702N-282E

8285 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8286 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8287 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded

12235 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

21109 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-282E

21106 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21107 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21108 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-282E

12230 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob fragment

21104 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

21105 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 702N-282E

12225 1 unidentified porcellaneous small, unidentified ceramic fragment, moulded bands, 
possibly part of child's toy

21103 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 28

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-283E

3411 2 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and 
exterior

21119 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21120 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21121 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21122 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21295 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece, one end is slightly rounded, the 
other straight and possibly broken, piece is bent / curved, 
may be strapping or hinge fragment

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-283E
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3406 1 insulator porcellaneous incomplete cleat fragment

8300 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

21117 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21118 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 344

Unit: 702N-283E

8290 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8291 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8292 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8293 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8294 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

21114 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large and thick curved rod, may be part of a large hook

21115 1 spike metal, ferrous Square shank, bolt or spike fragment

21116 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-283E

21113 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-284E

3420 2 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and 
exterior

8310 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8311 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12240 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

21124 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and round, may be hollow or perforated, heavy for 
size, corroded

21125 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21126 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21127 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-284E

8305 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21123 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: 362

Unit: 702N-285E

3435 2 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and 
exterior
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8335 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8336 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12260 1 insulator porcellaneous three-wire cleat fragment, embossed legend: "ASP. CO"

21138 1 bar support metal, composite Decorative piece; plate with three perforations; vertical 
piece with moulded motif on one side, hollow on other, 
"U" shaped groove on top; sliding bolt plate or a support 
bar for a wardobe

21139 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded, complete

21140 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, may be threaded

21141 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21142 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21143 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21144 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 702N-285E

8325 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8326 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, moulded band

8327 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8328 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragments,  embossed dotted motif 
on heel, embossed numbers on base: "102"

8329 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded

8330 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, threaded finish

21135 1 wire metal, composite Thick wire portion, good condition

21136 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment

21137 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-285E

8320 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment

12255 3 bullet lead nearly complete lead bullets, heavyweight, grooved 
ridges, hole in centre, weathered

12256 7 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragments, firing pin, heavily 
corroded

21133 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21134 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 702N-285E

8315 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8316 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8365 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21128 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large rectangular piece, very heavy

21129 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21130 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments
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21131 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21132 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-285E

12245 3 bullet lead nearly complete lead bullets, heavyweight, metal encasing, 
hole in centre, weathered

12250 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 87

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-286E

8350 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8351 1 stopper glass colourless glass stopper, hexagonal cut facets, tapered at 
one end

21151 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21152 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 702N-286E

8345 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8346 57 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8347 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8348 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, tapered finish 
with small bore, possibly a sprinkler top finish

21146 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat rectangular piece, perforated with screw attached, 
plate or hinge portion

21147 11 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Large flat round heads with beveled edge, short square 
shank tapers to point, large tack or roofing-type nail, 
complete, excellent condition

21148 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

21149 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21150 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

89Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-286E

8340 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8341 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21145 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 99

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-287E

8360 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments
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12275 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, maker's mark: "RRA", "GLA" 
(Murray/Glasgow)

21157 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21158 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 702N-287E

8355 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8356 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12270 2 unidentified leather thin leather bands, brittle

12271 1 bullet lead complete lead .45 calibre bullet from a Westley-Richards 
rifle

21154 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragment

21155 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21156 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

33Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-287E

12265 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

21153 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and narrow, flat on one side, rounded / semicircular 
on other, uneven surface

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 357

Unit: 702N-288E

8385 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8386 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

21173 1 knife, carving metal, ferrous Complete blade is very corroded, full scale tang, complete 
handle made of two plain wooden scales held on with 
three small pins, large knife is likely for carving

21174 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 702N-288E

8380 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8381 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

8382 1 stopper glass aqua colour glass stopper, circular top with bevelled 
edges, cylindrical and tapered shank

8383 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, finish consists of only lip

12285 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, maker's mark: "QUE", "BELL"

21171 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21172 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 702N-288E
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8370 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8371 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8372 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8373 1 container, unidentifiable glass light olive green glass fragment, rounded lip

8374 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

8375 2 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment, rounded

21160 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, threaded, 2 large square nuts on both ends

21161 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragments

21162 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21163 1 grommet metal, ferrous Complete

21164 1 electrical wire metal, composite Bundle of thin delicate wire wrapped in fiber

21165 1 ring metal, ferrous Large ring, complete

21166 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Curved rod may be part of large hook

21167 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick rectangular piece

21168 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21169 32 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21170 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

75Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-288E

12280 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragments, maker's mark: 
"MONTREAL", "HENDERSON"

12281 1 token metal, cuprous small metal fragment, heavily corroded, golden coating, 
likely a coin or a token

21159 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 108

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-289E

8390 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8396 8 carriage/car lantern glass partially reconstructed glass lens from a tail light of a 
carriage/car lantern, ruby red in colour, moulded rings 
motif, embossed numbers: "3551"

21180 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21181 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21182 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21183 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-289E

8395 90 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8397 1 stopper glass aqua colour glass stopper, circular top with bevelled 
edges, cylindrical and tapered shank

8398 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge
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8399 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded band on exterior

8400 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12290 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

12291 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing, firing pin, corroded, stamped 
"DAC/C/IV"

21175 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large and thick "T" shaped piece, bottom part of T is bent 
at 90 degree angle, round perforation is above this with 
possible square / rectangular perforation on bent portion

21176 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21177 3 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21178 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21179 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

133Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 148

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-290E

8401 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8402 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12305 1 handle bone smooth bone fragment, flat rectangular shape

12310 1 smoking pipe white ball clay incomplete pipe, impressed rib motif

21196 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-290E

8405 222 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8406 5 carriage/car lantern glass glass lens fragments from a tail light of a carriage/car 
lantern, ruby red in colour, moulded rings motif, 
embossed legend: "JEFFERSON", "_02"

8407 1 carriage/car lantern glass glass lens fragments from a tail light of a carriage/car 
lantern, ruby red in colour

8408 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8409 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

8410 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12295 1 incandescent light bulb glass incandescent lamp base contact, black colour glass

12300 1 pencil wood wood pencil fragments, traces of purple colour on 
exterior, missing lead piece

21184 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Round and flat head with beveled edge, short square 
shank narrows to point, roofing nail or large tack

21185 1 electrical wire metal, composite Thick wire with insulated sleeve, possibly fiber over 
rubber, chevron pattern, excellent condition

21186 1 fitting metal, ferrous Large hollow tube / band, possibly complete

21187 1 fitting metal, ferrous Hollow tube / band, complete

21188 1 nut metal, ferrous Large square nut, complete

21189 1 strapping metal, ferrous With screw / pin attached, fragment

21190 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21191 1 bolt metal, ferrous Shank fragment with square nut attached
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21192 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, fragment

21193 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21194 29 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21195 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

281Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 296

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-291E

3522 1 container, unidentifiable stoneware small rim fragment, constricted finish, brown glaze on 
exterior, grey glaze on interior

3523 1 container, unidentifiable stoneware small rim fragment, brown glaze on exterior

8425 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8426 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8427 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21201 1 clasp metal, ferrous "U" shaped piece with looped end / eye, one side broken, 
large fastener for an industrial/military purpose

21202 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Bent and twisted piece of cuprous strapping from the 
Grand Magazine explosion

21203 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21204 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21205 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-291E

8415 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8416 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment

8417 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

8419 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12315 3 badge metal, cuprous leafy hat badge fragments, oxidized

12316 1 shell casing metal, cuprous small, hollow .22 shell casing, corroded

12317 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

12320 1 light switch porcellaneous nearly complete ceiling light switch

21197 2 wire metal, composite Fragments, good condition

21198 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21199 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragments

21200 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 89

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-292E

8435 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8436 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8437 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

21213 2 bolt metal, ferrous Square shank, fragments

21214 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank
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21215 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-292E

8430 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8431 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8432 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8433 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, paneled side

12325 1 incandescent light bulb glass incandescent lamp base contact, black colour glass

12326 1 incandescent light bulb glass incomplete light bulb filament fragment, colourless

21206 1 spike metal, ferrous Large wrought spike, head is offset to one side, complete

21207 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, nut or washer attached, very corroded

21208 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21209 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment, good condition

21210 1 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Round and flat head with beveled edge, short square 
shank narrows to point, roofing nail or large tack, 
complete

21211 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Possibly cut, fragment

21212 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-293E

8445 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8446 1 container, liquor glass olive colour base fragment, rounded

8447 2 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8448 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8449 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green colour glass fragment, rounded

12330 1 button brass complete militia button, crown relief  in centre with 
"CANADA MILITIA" around, leafy motif around edge, 
brass loop shank

12335 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem

21221 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

21222 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21223 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21224 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-293E

8440 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8441 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8442 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

8443 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21216 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete
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21217 1 clasp metal, cuprous Large clasp / hook with two looped ends / eyes, complete

21218 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

21219 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt

21220 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-294E

8460 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8461 2 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

8462 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue base fragments, rounded, 
horizontal mould seam on body

12340 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-294E

8455 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

21225 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21226 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Large wrought nail, excellent condition

21227 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragments

21228 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-295E

8475 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12345 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed ridges

21232 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-295E

8465 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8466 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

8467 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8468 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8469 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21229 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large round flat head, threaded shank

21230 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21231 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 18

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-296E

8480 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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8481 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12350 1 button brass small, corroded snap-on button, popularize in the early 
twentieth century, incised diamond with corroded

21233 1 plaque metal, composite Thin rectangular plate / plaque with 4 small perforations 
in each corner, impressed capital lettering: "PRESENTED 
BY THE / PHILATHEA CLUB / CHRIST P. B. 
CHURCH / TORONTO"

21234 1 knife, table metal, ferrous Blade and full scale tang, incomplete

21235 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21236 3 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21237 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21238 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21239 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21240 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragment

21241 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21242 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

44Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 44

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-297E

8490 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8491 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8492 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

21247 2 spring metal, ferrous Tightly coiled springs

21248 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-297E

8485 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragments, rounded, covered in 
patina

8486 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless rim fragment, rounded

8487 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "Co"

21243 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21244 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21245 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragment

21246 27 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

38Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 63

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-298E

8500 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8501 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

21257 9 spring metal, ferrous Tightly coiled springs

21258 1 chain link metal, ferrous Large section of chain link
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21259 2 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragments

21260 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21261 56 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21262 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

76Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-298E

8495 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8496 20 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, covered in 
patina

21249 2 spring metal, ferrous Tightly coiled springs with hooked end

21250 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21251 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head, short shank with large eye on end

21252 2 wire metal, ferrous Wire, partly coiled

21253 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21254 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21255 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21256 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

54Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 130

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-299E

8510 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8511 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, press mould ribbed "star" motif 
starting from the centre and radiating towards the edge of 
base

8512 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8513 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12355 1 button ceramic small proser button fragment, 4 holes

21269 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21270 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-299E

8505 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, deep-blue green glass fragment, rounded

8506 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8507 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21263 1 handle metal, ferrous Two black rubber or synthetic handle scale fragments 
(smooth and rounded, each held on with pin); with two 
pieces of metal coming out from either side: one is 
straight and thin, the other is bent / curved; may be pocket 
knife portion; identifiable

21264 1 washer metal, ferrous Perforated disc may be washer

21265 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Ribbed platform with shaped / moulded top, may be 
identifiable

21266 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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21267 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21268 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 56

Layer: 327

Unit: 702N-300/301E,

21281 1 spoon, tea metal, composite Teaspoon handle portion, possibly pewter

21282 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21283 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21284 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-300E

3636 4 chamber pot pearlware undecorated chamber pot fragments

3655 6 flower pot stoneware partially reconstructed flower pot, brown glaze on 
exterior, incised bands, rolled lip

3661 4 blacking bottle stoneware partially reconstructed blacking bottle rim, brown glaze on 
interior and exterior, constricted neck

3675 8 container, household stoneware nearly complete household container, brown glaze on 
exterior, embossed band below rim, wedged footring, 
flared body, likely held a polishing substance (i.e. shoe 
polish/stove top polish)

8525 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8526 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8527 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8528 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8529 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, deep blue-green glass fragments, rounded

8530 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded

8531 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12370 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

12371 1 button shell small, 4 hole shell fragment, white colour

12372 2 smoking pipe white ball clay partially reconstructed royal coat of arms pipe, lion on the 
left, unicorn on the right

12373 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed ribs

12374 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

21277 20 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21278 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous possibly cut, fragments

21279 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21280 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

21285 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long straight rod with round profile splits at one end into 
hexagonal shape with square perforated interior and 
square profile, rod then narrows slightly and resumes 
round profile, may be identifiable

85Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-300E

3630 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8515 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8516 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8517 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green colour glass fragment, rounded

8518 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, thermally 
altered

8519 1 stopper glass aqua colour stopper fragment, cylindrical and tapered 
shank

12365 1 shell casing metal, cuprous small, hollow .22 shell casing, weathered

21271 1 chain link metal, ferrous One chain link

21272 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21273 10 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

21274 32 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21275 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21276 5 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

79Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 164

Layer: 327

Unit: 702N-300E, 702

12385 1 button shell incomplete shell button, 2 holes visible

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: 327

Unit: 702N-300E, 702

12380 1 brick clay red earthenware brick, incomplete, weathered

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 1

Layer: 338

Unit: 702N-301E

21293 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragment

21294 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 702N-301E

3712 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

8545 5 container, liquor glass olive green glass bottle fragment, rounded trail  (untooled 
laid-on-ring) with rounded lip, partially covered in patina, 
incised vertical bands around neck

8546 13 container, liquor glass olive green bottle fragment, tapered collar with ring and 
tapered neck, paneled sides

8547 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8549 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8550 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded letters: "OW"
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8551 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8552 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, deep blue-green glass fragment, rounded

12400 1 military badge brass brass badge related to Glen Garry light infantry, moulded 
lion head, brittle

12405 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour

12406 1 cutlery, handle bone bone handle fragment, dark brown colour, brass pin

12407 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified impressed motif

12408 6 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragments, corroded

12409 1 needle metal, cuprous small needle fragment, corroded

12415 1 bead glass multi-faceted hexagonal tube, translucent ultramarine 
blue, 18 facets

21290 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21291 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21292 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

67Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 702N-301E

3692 1 unidentified stoneware small rim fragment, brown glaze on interior and exterior

8535 13 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8536 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

8537 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8538 10 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, paneled sides, miscellaneous 
embossed lettering: "PHI", "E", "R", "L", "Y", "D"

8539 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8548 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded, thermally altered

12390 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12391 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified motif

12395 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing fragment, weathered

21286 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21287 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21288 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21289 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 116

Layer: 443

Unit: 703N-269E

8580 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8581 1 container, soft drink glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "PEPSI _"

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 703N-269E

8575 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21301 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21302 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 703N-269E

8570 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8571 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-269E

8560 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8561 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green colour glass fragment, rounded

8562 11 window glass glass small, colourless glass fragments

8563 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

8564 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8565 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, unidentified moulded 
motif

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: 443

Unit: 703N-270E

8600 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

8601 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8602 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour base fragment, rounded

21309 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 703N-270E

8595 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

21308 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 703N-270E

3761 12 enamelware metal, composite large enamelware plate fragments, white colour, heavily 
corroded

12425 1 shell casing metal, cuprous pinfire shell casing with the maker's mark "ELEY 
BROs/16/LONDON"

12426 3 unidentified wood small  wood fragments

21306 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21307 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 703N-270E

8590 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

8591 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8592 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed band
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21305 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-270E

8585 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8586 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, unidentified embossed 
motif

8587 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

12420 1 shoe fragment leather child's leather hell fragment, corroded metal pins, brittle

21303 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21304 1 bottle cap metal, ferrous Complete, edge is ridged

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 61

Layer: 443

Unit: 703N-271E

3785 3 unidentified glass small milk glass body fragments

8610 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8611 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8612 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8613 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded 
squares motif

8614 7 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8615 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8616 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8617 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

21311 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21312 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 703N-271E

21318 1 musket ball lead Complete, warped ball, 23.1 grams in weight

21319 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 703N-271E

21315 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21316 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21317 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 703N-271E

8605 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
band

8606 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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8607 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8608 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21313 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21314 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-271E

21310 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68

Layer: 391

Unit: 703N-272E

8645 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded

21329 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 703N-272E

8640 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour body fragments, rounded

8641 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12435 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21328 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 703N-272E

8635 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8636 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21324 1 spike metal, ferrous Possible spike portion, round shank

21325 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21326 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21327 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-272E

8628 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-272E

3798 1 unidentified parian ware small body fragment, matte pink glaze, possibly a figurine

8620 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8621 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

8622 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded

8623 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded
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8624 1 container, unidentifiable glass solarised base fragment, mould seam on base, moulded 
bands on body

8625 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua base fragment, chamfered corner

8626 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green colour glass fragment

8627 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8629 1 incandescent light bulb glass modern incandescent high-powered lamp filament 
fragment, colourless

12430 1 button shell 4 hole shell button, white colour

21320 1 unidentified indeterminate Thin rectangular piece, silvery colour, flexible

21321 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21322 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21323 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

48Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 65

Layer: 391

Unit: 703N-273E

8663 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8664 1 light bulb glass modern incandescent high-powered lamp filament 
fragment, colourless

12450 1 horse shoe metal, iron complete horse shoe, heavily corroded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 703N-273E

8675 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8676 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8677 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

8678 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12445 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole metal button, concave centre

12446 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragments, heavily corroded

21340 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

21341 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21342 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 703N-273E

8670 17 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, slightly rounded

8671 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded, Owen's suction scar, 
moulded ribbed motif on body, partially covered in patina, 
likely part of a milk bottle

8672 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8673 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-273E

8665 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded
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1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-273E

8650 147 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8651 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment

8652 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green colour glass fragments

8653 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8654 176 container, unidentifiable glass opaque glass fragments, slightly rounded

8655 2 incandescent light bulb glass modern incandescent high-powered lamp filament 
fragment, colourless

8656 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge, moulded 
bands on body

8657 7 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

8658 68 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8659 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments

8660 8 container, milk glass colourless glass fragments, embossed legend: "LOANED 
RETURN WHEN EMPTY"

8661 35 container, milk glass milk bottle fragments, moulded ribbed motif with 
embossed legend: "OAKLAND DAIRY", "JOHNSTON 
B", "COLL. 638"; partially covered in patina

8662 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded, Owen's suction scar

12440 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

12441 3 incandescent light bulb glass incandescent lamp base contact, black colour glass

12442 2 unidentified rubber grey colour rubber strips

12443 1 socket porcellaneous porcelain and corroded metal fragment from the inside of 
a socket

21330 1 epaulette metal, composite Flat and thin sheet metal shaped into joined capital letters: 
"I N F", a wire eye is soldered to back of the "I", other 
fastener is broken, may be a pin or badge

21331 1 epaulette metal, composite Flat and thin sheet metal shaped into joined capital letters: 
"I N F", fasteners are broken, may be a pin or badge

21332 1 epaulette metal, composite Flat and thin sheet metal shaped into joined capital letters: 
"I N F", fasteners are broken, may be a pin or badge

21333 1 epaulette metal, composite Wire eye, fastener is likely from a pin or badge

21334 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Small 'knob', head has serrated edge, shank is smooth to 
first 'washer' and threaded to end, very short, may be a 
turning / winding knob or mechanism

21335 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21336 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21337 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21338 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21339 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

494Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 537

Layer: 393

Unit: 703N-274E
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8715 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8716 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

8717 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8718 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

21355 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21356 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 703N-274E

8710 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

21354 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-274E

8705 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8706 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8707 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8708 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

21350 1 latch hook metal, ferrous Hooked wire may be latch hook

21351 1 wire metal, ferrous Twisted wire fragment

21352 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21353 34 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

46Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-274E

3835 1 unidentified stoneware small rim fragment, thermally altered

8700 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8701 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

21345 1 shoulder title metal, composite Thin and flat sheet shaped into stacked and joined capital 
lettering: "2DBCO / CANADA", shoulder title of the 
WW1 Canadian Expeditionary Force

21346 1 collar stud metal, white Possibly pewter; small round concave 'dish', edge may 
have a slight lip, damaged; short post with balled end; 
may be a type of backing for a cufflink / pin / brooch, 
identifiable

21347 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21348 1 screw metal, ferrous Screw or bolt fragment

21349 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-274E

8695 1 container, milk glass colourless glass fragment, mould seam visible around the 
outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

8696 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8697 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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21343 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21344 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 84

Layer: 393

Unit: 703N-275E

8760 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8761 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, covered in tar

21365 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Tubular ring / band, with internal wire bolt / bar through 
center, may be identifiable

21366 1 wire metal, ferrous Joined fragments

21367 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21368 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21369 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 703N-275E

8755 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8756 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21361 1 shell casing metal, composite .303 shell casing, broken end flares out

21362 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21363 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21364 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-275E

3852 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

8745 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

8746 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8747 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8748 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded, thermally 
altered

8749 1 unidentified glass colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

8750 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8751 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21359 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21360 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

55Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-275E

8735 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8736 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8737 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

12460 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem
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5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-275E

3848 5 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

8720 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8721 4 container, soft drink glass nearly complete sprite green colour glass bottle, 
deteriorating paper label, crown finish, vertical mould 
seams on opposite sides, embossed motif on base: 
"BOTTLE", square shape, diamond shape with "C" in 
middle, "7", "28", "MADE IN CANADA"

8722 27 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8723 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

8724 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8725 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded

8726 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, embossed lettering: ".T", 
"TO"

8727 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

8728 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8729 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, vertical mould seam, rounded, 
moulded band, embossed lettering: "OF THE", "_ZS"

21357 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

50Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 141

Layer: 385

Unit: 703N-276E

8780 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12470 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21377 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21378 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-276E

8555 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8556 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment, thermally altered

8557 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, squared lip, threaded 
finish

21296 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

21297 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt fragment

21298 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21299 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21300 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-276E

8738 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment
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8739 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-276E

3862 1 unidentified glass small milk glass body fragment, slightly rounded, pink 
coating on exterior

8765 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8766 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8767 35 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8768 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering: "ANS_"

8769 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8770 1 unidentified plastic small, black plastic fragment, hexagonal motif

8771 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment, rounded

8772 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, moulded band, rounded

8773 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

8774 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

8775 1 stopper glass aqua colour glass stopper, circular top with bevelled 
edges, missing shank

8776 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, slightly rounded

8777 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12465 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe stem fragment, impressed maker's mark: 
"MONTREAL", "BANNERMAN"

12466 2 unidentified rubber unidentified, black colour rubber fragments

12475 6 shoe fragment leather misc. leather shoe fragments, brittle, metal pins

21370 1 unidentified rubber Black rubber, possibly over metal wire, flexible, gathered 
/ bunched at one end

21371 2 unidentified metal, composite Two "C" shaped pieces fit together to make one large 
circular disc (broken), flat metal is folded with single 
center seam on one side

21372 6 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21373 3 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping fragments, rectangular shaped pieces

21374 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible cut, thick piece is narrow at one end and widens 
at other

21375 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21376 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

86Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 113

Layer: 423

Unit: 703N-277E

8835 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

12480 1 brick clay nearly complete buff brick, vertically extruded, machine 
made, shallow rectangular frog indentation, partially 
covered in mortar, sharp edges

21385 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21386 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 393

Unit: 703N-277E

8830 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21383 1 spoon, tea metal, composite Complete, stamped mark on handle: "POT__ SILVER" 
with unidentified symbol, very good condition

21384 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 385

Unit: 703N-277E

8820 1 container, unidentifiable glass small aqua colour base fragment, moulded band, rounded

8821 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-277E

3876 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

3877 2 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragments, "THOMAS" embossed on 
surface (R. Thomas & Sons co.) (http://www.r-
infinity.com/Cleats/index.htm)

3878 1 sconce porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8810 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8811 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, finish consists of only 
the lip

8812 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, threaded bands 
on exterior

8813 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8814 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21381 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

21382 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

37Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-277E

3873 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

8790 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8791 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment, rounded

8792 1 unidentified glass small, unidentified, brown glass fragment, slightly rounded

8793 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8794 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21379 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt, round shank

21380 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

25Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 78

Layer: 420

Unit: 703N-278E

8840 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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12495 1 fuse other colourless glass fragment with metal attachment, rounded, 
threading on glass piece, partially corroded metal, 
embossed lettering: "ROYAL 125V"; possibly part of 
lighting device

21393 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21394 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Triangular shaped piece

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 703N-278E

8825 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21390 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21391 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21392 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-278E

3896 1 flower pot red earthenware flower pot body fragment

8800 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

8801 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8802 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8803 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8804 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, finish consists of only 
the lip

12485 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe stem fragment, impressed maker's mark: 
"MONTREAL", "BANNERMAN"

21388 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21389 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-278E

8785 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8786 1 window glass glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

8787 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment

21387 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 37

Layer: 384

Unit: 703N-279E

8865 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

21397 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragment

21398 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-279E

8870 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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12500 5 insulator porcellaneous porcelain knob fragments

12501 2 insulator porcellaneous three-wire cleat fragments, embossed letters: "Co"

21396 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-279E

8855 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8856 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

8860 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8861 1 container, liquor glass amber glass fragment, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-279E

3905 2 flower pot terracotta flower pot body fragments

8845 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8846 1 container, liquor glass small, amber glass fragment, rounded

8847 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8848 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, frosted filigree 
motif on exterior

8849 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21395 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 38

Layer: 406

Unit: 703N-280E

3935 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

21404 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 703N-280E

8890 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

8891 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

8892 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8893 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21403 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-280E

8885 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21401 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21402 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-280E

8875 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "TRADE MA", "TTLE P"

8876 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, unidentified 
embossed motif

8877 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

8879 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

8880 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

8881 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21399 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21400 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 23

Layer: 396

Unit: 703N-281E

21412 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 703N-281E

8920 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21410 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21411 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 703N-281E

8915 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21409 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-281E

3940 5 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

8905 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12505 1 bead glass short, light brown colour spheroid glass bead

21408 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-281E

8900 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

21407 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-281E
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8895 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8896 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

8897 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

21405 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21406 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 25

Layer: 396

Unit: 703N-282E

8945 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

21424 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 703N-282E

8950 1 tumbler glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, pressed panels

21423 2 unidentified metal, cuprous Very thin, folded sheet fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 703N-282E

8940 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

8941 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

12520 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

21419 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21420 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21421 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21422 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-282E

8930 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, embossed band

8935 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, incised filigree motif

12515 1 button plastic 2 hole plastic button, white colour

21417 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21418 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-282E

21416 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-282E

21413 1 unidentified metal, composite Thin and flat, small rectangular piece, edges appear 
finished, may be brass plate
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21414 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21415 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 703N-282E

8925 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

8926 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

8927 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8928 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

12510 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-283E

8955 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12525 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21426 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-283E

21425 1 fastener metal, cuprous "T" shaped piece, small oval top with two pins, one has 
broken head, the other has ferrous sheet metal attached, 
rectangular stem is broken off, heavy for size

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: 359

Unit: 703N-284E

3960 4 unidentified red earthenware small body fragments, partially exfoliated

8960 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21427 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw fragment

21428 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 7

Layer: 369

Unit: 703N-285E

8985 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21436 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete, good condition

21437 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 703N-285E

8980 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, finish consists of only 
the lip, rounded

8981 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded
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12530 1 unidentified wood small, thin wood fragment, possibly a needle

21435 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-285E

8975 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 703N-285E

8970 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21430 1 bottle cap metal, ferrous Serrated / ridged edge, fragment

21431 1 screw metal, ferrous Large, complete

21432 1 solder metal, composite Coiled spool of solder

21433 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21434 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-285E

8965 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

21429 1 buckle metal, ferrous Similar to a double bar halter buckle, one half is broken

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-286E

9010 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9011 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9012 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12550 4 insulator porcellaneous solid knobs

21448 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21449 20 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21450 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

36Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 703N-286E

9005 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9006 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, mould seams

21446 1 tack metal, ferrous Wire tack, complete

21447 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-286E

8995 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9000 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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12540 1 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragment

12545 1 brick clay red earthenware brick fragment, sand struck, vertical 
strike marks

21441 2 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Large round head with beveled edge, short square shank 
tapers to point

21442 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21443 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21444 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21445 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 703N-286E

8990 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

8991 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21439 4 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Large round head with beveled edge, short square shank 
tapers to point

21440 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-286E

9015 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9016 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

12535 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

21438 1 bolt metal, ferrous Shank may be square, fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 82

Layer: 362

Unit: 703N-287E

9045 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9046 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9047 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21463 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21464 3 unidentified metal, ferrous Rings, with eye on top, type of fitting or connector, 
complete

21465 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Same as 21464, two pieces mend, fragment

21466 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rod, bent into "U" shape

21467 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21468 19 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

38Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 703N-287E

9040 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9041 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12555 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

21461 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete
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21462 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-287E

9030 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9031 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9032 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

9033 1 light bulb glass small, incomplete glass fragment, rounded

9034 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour base fragment, rounded

12560 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12561 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

12562 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed maker's mark: 
"MU_", "SGOW"

21459 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21460 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 703N-287E

3985 2 drainage pipe red earthenware weeping tile fragments

9025 39 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9026 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21452 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head, wrought or cut shank, complete

21453 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21454 1 drawer pull metal, ferrous Rectangular piece with raised grip, rounded edges on 
ends, two bolts attached, plain, likely handle

21455 1 wire metal, ferrous Thick bent wire

21456 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21457 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21458 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

68Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-287E

9020 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

21451 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 134

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-288E

9065 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9066 19 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9067 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, bevelled corners

21478 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

21479 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21480 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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21481 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Fragment

33Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 703N-288E

9055 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment

9056 7 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9057 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment

9058 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9059 26 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9060 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded, "V" bubble

12570 1 light bulb other incandescent lamp fragments

12575 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded, maker's 
mark: "DAC"

12576 1 light bulb glass incandescent lamp base contact, black colour glass

21469 1 rake metal, ferrous Small hand rake, 4 tines (broken), with round rod / tang

21470 1 fastener metal, composite Small clip / fastener (similar to a hame clip), attached to a 
twisted and looped wire, complete

21471 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, fragments

21472 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible wrought shank, partial washer / nut attached

21473 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21474 1 cuprous tack metal, composite Large round flat head with beveled edge, roughly made, 
short square shank narrows to point, complete

21475 1 cuprous nail metal, composite Round and flat head is offset from shank, beveled upper 
shank narrows to rectangular tip, complete

21476 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21477 55 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

120Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-288E

9050 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12565 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 155

Layer: 354

Unit: 703N-289E

9075 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

21482 1 screw metal, composite Complete, excellent condition

21483 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21484 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-289E

9070 2 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded, push-up base

9071 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded, heavily 
covered in patina
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3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 343

Unit: 703N-290E

21500 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21501 31 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

33Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-290E

9085 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12585 1 handle antler antler handle with corroded metal fragment, weathered

21497 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Thick rectangular piece, twisted and bent from the Grand 
Magazine explosion

21498 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21499 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-290E

9080 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9081 3 carriage/car lantern glass partially reconstructed glass lens from a tail light of a 
carriage/car lantern, ruby red in colour, moulded rings 
motif, embossed number: "3"

9082 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless body fragment, rounded

9083 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering: "_Y"

21485 2 strapping metal, cuprous Thin and flat, rectangular, two small perforations, one end 
is slightly rounded, two pieces mend

21486 2 suspender clip metal, cuprous Fastener or clip, with teeth, similar to suspender clip, two 
pieces mend

21487 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large, square head, round and partially threaded shank

21488 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head, round and partially threaded shank

21489 1 washer metal, composite Perforated disc fragment, may be washer or grommet

21490 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21491 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21492 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21493 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21494 55 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21495 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21496 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

86Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 136

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-291E

9095 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9096 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9105 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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12590 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified motif

21517 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21518 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-291E

9090 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9091 2 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

9092 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9093 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21502 1 bracket metal, ferrous Thick flat rectangular plate, perforated, curls into round 
'eyes' at both ends, complete

21503 1 strapping metal, ferrous Rectangular portion, wire nail attached to surface

21504 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21505 5 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21506 1 chain link metal, ferrous Possible chain link, very corroded

21507 1 wire metal, composite Fragment, good condition

21508 5 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21509 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "J" shaped rod, may be part of large hook

21510 1 bottle opener metal, ferrous Short flat stem, rounded end, widens at top to form a 
round ring (broken)

21511 1 scrap lead Scrap

21512 1 cuprous scrap metal, composite Small, flat and narrow triangular piece, slightly bent, 
fragment

21513 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21514 27 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21515 89 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21516 10 unidentified metal, ferrous

21519 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

167Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 180

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-292E

9115 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9116 10 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9117 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

9120 8 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12595 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

21526 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21527 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

21528 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-292E

9110 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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9111 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9112 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment

21520 1 spoon, table metal, ferrous Complete

21521 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21522 1 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Large round flat head with beveled edge, short square 
shank tapers to point, complete

21523 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Round flat head with beveled edge, roughly made, short 
square shank tapers to point, complete

21524 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21525 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 56

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-293E

9135 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9136 3 window glass glass small, colourless glass fragments, paneled sides

9137 7 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12600 1 unidentified other unidentified fragment, corroded cuprous metal, black and 
clear glass

21534 1 cap metal, cuprous Very small cap, complete

21535 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21536 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-293E

9125 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9126 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9127 4 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments

9128 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9129 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21529 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21530 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21531 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Round head may be looped or eye, cut shank, somewhat 
resembles a key

21532 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular fragment

21533 2 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping fragments

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 50

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-294E

9145 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

21544 1 button metal, cuprous Plain, flat disc, shank is broken off

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-294E
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9140 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9141 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9142 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9143 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

21537 3 wire metal, cuprous Fragments, good condition

21538 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21539 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head, round shank is partially threaded, complete

21540 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head and shank

21541 2 key metal, ferrous Head is almost 'spade' shaped, with three perforations, 
very narrow upper shank widens to bottom, possibly 
wrought, two pieces mend

21542 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragments

21543 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 22

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-295E

9155 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12605 1 button metal, cuprous modified token, corroded, incised letters: "C D"

12606 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-295E

4100 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

9150 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9151 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12580 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21545 1 tool, other metal, ferrous One end is sharply curved and pointed (much like a can 
opener), thick rectangular body widens at opposite end, 
perforated and moulded, identifiable

21546 1 fitting metal, ferrous Large tubular ring / sleeve, with 'handle' (broken) on one 
side

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 16

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-296E

9165 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-296E

9160 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9161 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9162 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9163 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12610 2 unidentified leather unidentified leather bands, brittle
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21547 1 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Thin sheet fragment

21548 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21549 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large perforated disc, may be washer

21550 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21551 1 chain link metal, ferrous Fragment

21552 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21553 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 38

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-297E

12615 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21559 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21560 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-297E

9170 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

21554 1 friction tube metal, composite pin still present

21555 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21556 10 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21557 13 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21558 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 34

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-298E

9185 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9186 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21567 1 shot metal, composite Small ball, burnt, may be type of shot, very light weight

21568 1 unidentified metal, composite Small rectangular lead base, with flat and thin iron insert, 
shaped or moulded, may be identifiable

21569 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21570 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-298E

4135 1 unidentified ceramic small lid fragment, central upward projection for lid 
removal, blue hand-painted band

9175 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9176 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, valve mark

9177 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9178 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
motif: "L_"
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9179 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9180 1 syringe glass tiny colourless glass fragment, solid, cylindrical syringe 
plunger

21561 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

21562 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21563 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21564 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21565 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete, excellent condition

21566 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 42

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-299E

9190 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber glass fragment, covered in patina

9191 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, partially 
covered in patina

12625 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

12630 1 button shell small, white shell button fragment, 1 hole visible

12635 2 unidentified paper weathered paper fragments

21575 1 spike metal, ferrous Square head and shank, complete

21576 5 strapping metal, ferrous Thin, horizontal bands on both edges with vertical ribbing 
between, fragments

21577 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21578 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21579 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21580 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

30Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-299E

9195 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9196 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

12620 1 unidentified other unidentified wooden fragment, 3 small corroded nails 
attached

21571 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21572 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

21573 14 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21574 61 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

82Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 112

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-300E

4202 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

9205 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9206 8 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9207 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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9208 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, covered in 
patina

12645 5 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

12646 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, impressed leafy motif

12647 1 knife, table metal, ferrous corroded antler handle and metal blade

21590 14 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21591 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21592 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21593 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

72Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-300E

9200 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9201 31 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9202 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9203 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12640 2 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303  shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

12641 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, corroded

12642 1 marble glass colourless glass marble, red, white, blue, green and yellow 
ribbons; machine-made swirl marble

21581 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21582 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21583 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21584 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21585 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21586 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Roofing nail, complete, good condition

21587 142 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21588 15 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21589 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

212Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 284

Layer: 322

Unit: 703N-301E

4228 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

9220 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9221 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9222 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9223 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

12650 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragment

12651 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12652 1 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragment

21604 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21605 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21606 9 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

34Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit: 703N-301E

4210 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior, partially 
exfoliated

4221 1 unidentified parian ware small body fragment, slightly rounded

9210 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9211 22 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9212 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9213 1 container, unidentifiable glass solarised base fragment, machine-made mould seam

9214 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

9215 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, paneled sides

9216 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, mould seam

21594 1 rod metal, ferrous Large rod or rebar portion, round shank

21595 1 bolt metal, ferrous Cut, may have nut attached

21596 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21597 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large "J" shaped piece, cut

21598 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin fragment, almost triangular, may be ridged

21599 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21600 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21601 76 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21602 14 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

21603 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

148Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 182

Layer: 327

Unit: 703N-301E, 702

9225 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, paneled sides

9226 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9227 2 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragments, thermally altered

9228 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9229 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, rolled lip

12655 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12656 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

12660 2 bead glass short glass bead, multi-faceted hexagonal tube, translucent 
ultramarine blue, weathered

13Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 13

Layer: 391

Unit: 704N-269E

4295 2 blacking bottle stoneware robust base fragments, brown glaze on exterior

21614 1 lamp burner metal, composite Lamp burner fragment

21615 1 wick knob metal, composite Wick knob for a lamp burner

21616 2 lamp burner metal, composite Perforated lamp burner fragments

21617 5 lamp burner metal, composite Lamp burner fragments

21618 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Thick, bent and twisted fragment
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12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 704N-269E

21612 1 lamp burner metal, composite Lamp burner fragment

21613 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 704N-269E

9245 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9246 1 container, unidentifiable glass olive green base fragment, domed inwards, rounded, 
likely a condiment bottle

9247 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded diamond and 
bands motif

9248 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9249 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded, embossed 
number "6" and square shape

9250 6 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9251 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

9252 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9253 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, thermally altered

9254 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

9255 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

21609 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21610 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21611 1 unidentified metal, white Flexible, folded and crumpled piece, may be aluminum

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-269E

4285 1 unidentified parian ware small body fragment, slightly rounded

4286 1 unidentified semi-porcelain small unidentified fragment, red decalcomania motif on 
exterior

9235 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

9236 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9237 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment, thermally altered

9238 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9239 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21607 1 unidentified metal, white Thin and flat square sheet fragment, edges appear smooth

21608 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

35Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 74

Layer: 443

Unit: 704N-270E

9260 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9261 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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12670 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

12675 1 shoe fragment leather stacked shoe heel, small pins, corroded

21624 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

21625 1 wire metal, composite Fragment

21626 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21627 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21628 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 704N-270E

9275 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21623 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 704N-270E

21622 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-270E

9265 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9266 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9267 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9268 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

9269 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour rim fragment, rounded

9270 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed lettering

12665 1 unidentified leather leather strap, small incisions, brittle

21619 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Solid tubular piece, heavy

21620 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21621 16 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

29Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 67

Layer: 442

Unit: 704N-271E

4335 1 drainage pipe red earthenware robust drainage pipe fragment, brown glaze on interior 
and exterior

9295 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9296 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9297 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

21640 1 shell casing metal, composite Shell casing cap

21641 1 unidentified metal, composite Folded, may be reinforced seam, fragment

21642 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

21643 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

13Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 391

Unit: 704N-271E

21639 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 704N-271E

9290 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9291 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

9292 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue glass fragments, rounded

9293 1 container, unidentifiable glass medium sapphire blue glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "JA"

21636 1 shell casing metal, ferrous Shell casing cap

21637 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21638 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 704N-271E

9280 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9281 1 container, food glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, threaded finish

9282 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9283 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9284 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, embossed legend: 
"C7 P"

21629 1 pocket watch fragment metal, cuprous Small and thin decorative scales / plates, moulded, stacked 
and held together with small pins, one large pin on 
tapered end, face is engraved with vine / scroll motif, back 
has stamped numbers; pocket watch fragment

21630 1 collar stud metal, cuprous Small ball on short hollow stem, flares to flat circular disc 
(bent), may be a kind of backing adornment or cufflink, 
complete, similar to 21346

21631 1 nut metal, ferrous Large square nut, complete

21632 1 spike metal, ferrous Square head and shank, complete

21633 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21634 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21635 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

30Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 68

Layer: 391

Unit: 704N-272E

12685 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

21652 1 shell casing metal, cuprous Shell casing, compressed

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 704N-272E

4342 1 smoking pipe white ball clay smoking pipe stem fragment
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9305 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9306 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12680 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

21649 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21650 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21651 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 704N-272E

4347 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain tube fragment

9300 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9301 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, unidentified 
embossed lettering

21644 1 shoe fragment metal, cuprous Shoe eyelet with leather attached

21645 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt fragment, square shank

21646 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Large circular disc fragment, two pieces mend

21647 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21648 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: 439

Unit: 704N-273E

4376 75 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

9395 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

21682 1 epaulette metal, cuprous Flat sheet with joined capital lettering: "I N F", bent, pin / 
badge

21683 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21684 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous

79Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-273E

9380 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9381 10 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9382 1 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragment, cup bottom and multiple 
basal mould seams

9383 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

9384 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, champagne finish

9385 70 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

9386 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish and on opposite 
sides of body, capseat ledge

9387 11 container, liquor glass olive colour glass fragments, rounded

9388 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9389 18 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9390 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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9391 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, pressed panels

21678 1 tack metal, ferrous Complete

21679 2 solder metal, composite Soder rods

21680 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

21681 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

141Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 704N-273E

9370 7 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

9371 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9372 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9373 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

9374 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour base fragment, rounded

21677 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 704N-273E

9360 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9361 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9362 13 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

9363 2 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

9364 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber colour glass fragments

9365 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

9366 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21675 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21676 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-273E

9345 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9346 1 container, food glass colourless, wide mouth rim, interrupted "lug type" 
external thread finish

9347 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

9348 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9349 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9355 15 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

9356 1 unidentified glass milk glass fragment, rounded, thermally altered

21670 3 tack metal, ferrous Complete

21671 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21672 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

21673 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21674 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

55Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-273E

4359 1 unidentified glass unidentified milk glass rim fragment

9310 7 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

9311 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

9312 7 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9313 52 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9314 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragments, rounded

9315 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

9316 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed band

9317 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

9318 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9319 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, push-up base, rounded

9320 1 container, food glass nearly complete, colourless glass jar, cylindrical shape, 
moulded ribbed motif on interior, threaded finish, 
embossed number on base: "1", mould seams present

9325 40 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9326 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

9327 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded wavy bands 
on exterior, stippled surface

9328 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, base fragment, rounded, embossed lettering: "CO_"

9329 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle finish, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

9330 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9331 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9332 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

9333 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9334 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded, push-up base

9335 20 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

9336 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, covered in 
patina

9337 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9338 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "_H_"

9339 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9340 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, moulded 
vertical bands on exterior

12690 1 slate pencil slate slate pencil fragment

12691 1 bullet metal, composite complete round tip .303 bullet

12692 1 light bulb porcellaneous porcelain light bulb base with a flat base and corrosion on 
the top of the base

12700 1 insulator porcellaneous large porcelain insulator, brown colour glaze on interior 
and exterior, threading on interior

21653 1 epaulette metal, composite Flat sheet metal with joined numbers: "2 5 7", two small 
pins on back are broken off, pin from the 257 Infantry 
Battalion

21654 1 button metal, composite One piece, likely 4 hole, deep center, small fragment
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21655 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragment

21656 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21657 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21658 1 epaulette metal, composite WW1 expeditionary force tag "2DB2CO / CANADA", 
stamped mark on back: "RODEN BROS 1917", likely pin 
/ badge

21659 1 epaulette metal, composite WW1 expeditionary force tag "2DB2CO / CANADA", 
stamped mark on back is partially legible: "RODEN 
BROS 1917", likely pin / badge

21660 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21661 1 unidentified metal, composite Ridged sheet fragments

21662 1 solder metal, composite Small fragment

21663 1 unidentified metal, white Thin and flat rectangular fragment, flexible

21664 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21665 1 spike metal, ferrous Complete

21666 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21667 23 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21668 1 clinker coal Clinker

21669 1 unidentified indeterminate

233Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 559

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-274E

9425 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

9426 3 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, two-part finish: rounded lip, 
down-tooled string rim, tapered neck

9427 1 unidentified glass milk glass fragment, rounded

9428 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9429 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "GHL"

9430 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

12715 1 carbon rod carbon graphite rod fragment

21691 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21692 17 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21693 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-274E

9415 8 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9416 3 container, unidentifiable glass milk colour glass fragments, rounded

9417 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9418 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9419 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9420 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

9421 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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12710 1 electrical wire metal, cuprous electrical wire fragment, weathered

21686 1 electrical wire metal, composite Twisted fragment, good condition

21687 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21688 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21689 33 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21690 13 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

73Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-274E

4388 1 insulator porcellaneous incomplete two-wire cleat fragment

9410 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-274E

4383 1 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot body fragment

9400 2 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9401 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9402 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9403 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9404 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

9405 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded lip

9406 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9407 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

12705 1 sconce porcellaneous wall sconce mounting plate, corroded metal nail attached, 
moulded lettering: "660 W250 V", "P1820"

21685 1 unidentified metal, white Thin and flat rectangular piece with rounded ends, two 
perforations, stamped numbers on face: "0029", flexible, 
complete

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 136

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-275E

9450 20 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9451 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

21701 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21702 21 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

45Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-275E

4405 1 unidentified glass small milk glass body fragment

9445 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9446 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9447 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21699 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank
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21700 41 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

67Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-275E

4400 2 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot fragments

4401 1 unidentified indeterminate small unidentified body fragment, corroded

9435 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, Owen's suction scar

9436 1 container, medicine glass aqua colour glass fragment, prescription finish, vertical 
mould seams, rounded body

9437 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9438 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9439 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9441 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9442 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, unidentified 
embossed motif

9443 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragments, rounded

12720 1 comb plastic small, dark brown celluloid comb fragment, visible coarse 
tooth row

12725 3 unidentified leather misc. leather fragments

21694 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21695 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21696 1 unidentified metal, composite "Y" shaped piece, small

21697 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Tubular piece, may be perforated

21698 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

38Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 150

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-276E

9475 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12735 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21717 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-276E

4420 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

4421 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

4423 3 drainage pipe red earthenware small, sewer pipe fragments, black glaze, partially 
exfoliated

9470 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9471 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9472 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9473 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, continuous 
threaded exterior

21714 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21715 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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21716 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-276E

21711 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21712 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21713 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-276E

4411 7 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot fragments

9440 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9455 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9456 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, thermally altered

9457 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9458 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9459 2 container, medicine glass colourless glass vial fragments

9460 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

9461 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9462 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9463 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, weathered

9464 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

9465 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

12730 1 shoe fragment leather leather shoe buckles with metal pins, corroded

21703 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Large "Y" shaped pronged / forked piece, broken, may be 
identifiable

21704 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long piece has rectangular profile at one end, other end 
splits into two narrow prongs, slightly curved

21705 2 staple metal, ferrous Staples, hardware or fencing

21706 4 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21707 1 unidentified metal, white Long and thin plate, perforated at both ends with rounded 
edges, stamped numbers on face: "0030", flexible, 
complete piece is bent and torn

21708 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Very thin and flat disc is bent and broken, very faint 
embossed motif on one side, decorative

21709 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21710 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21718 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

74Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 115

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-277E

9500 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9501 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

21725 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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21726 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-277E

4440 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

9495 19 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9496 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9497 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21723 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21724 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

30Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-277E

9490 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-277E

4430 1 unidentified buff earthenware small body fragment, weathered

4431 2 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot body fragments

4432 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small, sewer pipe fragment, black glaze, partially 
exfoliated

9480 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9481 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9482 1 container, unidentifiable glass colour base fragment, oval shape, cup bottom mould 
seam, post plate seam,  embossed diamond with "D" in 
centre

9483 7 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, moulded bands motif, metal 
wire placed in glass

9484 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21719 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21720 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21721 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21722 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 88

Layer: 393

Unit: 704N-278E

9515 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21734 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21735 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-278E

4451 4 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments
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9510 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9511 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9512 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, flanged, folded in finish

21731 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21732 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21733 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-278E

21730 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-278E

4445 1 insulator porcellaneous solid knob fragment

4446 1 flower pot terracotta flower pot base fragment, opening at base

9505 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9506 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

9507 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9508 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded band motif

21727 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21728 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin rectangular piece on top of round rod, may be 
identifiable

21729 2 washer metal, ferrous

23Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: 417

Unit: 704N-279E

4485 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 416

Unit: 704N-279E

12745 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment, embossed lettering: "HEM_"

21745 1 spring metal, ferrous Large and thick coiled spring

21746 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 704N-279E

9535 6 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

12740 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

21742 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21743 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21744 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

30Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-279E

4473 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

4474 4 drainage pipe red earthenware sewer pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and exterior

9530 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9531 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9532 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21740 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21741 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-279E

21738 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21739 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-279E

4461 4 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot fragments

9520 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9521 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9522 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments

9523 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9524 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, thermally altered

9525 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

21736 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21737 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: 384

Unit: 704N-280E

21756 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

21757 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Possible staple fragment

21758 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21759 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380

Unit: 704N-280E

7730 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded band 
on exterior

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-280E

4495 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments
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9550 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9551 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9555 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

21751 1 buckle metal, composite Single bar common roller buckle, complete

21752 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Wire nail inserted through ceramic fuse (?) portion, ribbed 
back, impressed mark on face: "T" (inside square 
impression) / "_CE", identifiable

21753 2 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Rolled rim, fragments

21754 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21755 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-280E

4490 3 flower pot terracotta small, flower pot fragments

9540 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9541 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

9542 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded, push-up base

9543 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

9544 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed band motif

9545 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21747 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded, complete

21748 1 staple metal, ferrous Staple, hardware or fencing, complete

21749 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21750 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 396

Unit: 704N-281E

21771 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 704N-281E

21769 1 nut metal, ferrous Large and thick square nut

21770 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 704N-281E

9575 2 window glass glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9576 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9577 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9578 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9580 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9581 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded
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9582 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rectangular shape, receding 
base panels, post plate seam, embossed triangle with "C" 
in centre and "3" in exterior

12750 1 unidentified metal, white small, metal blade fragment

21766 1 screw metal, cuprous Complete, excellent condition

21767 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21768 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380

Unit: 704N-281E

9570 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21765 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, possible bolt

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-281E

9565 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

21763 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, may be threaded

21764 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-281E

9560 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

9561 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

21760 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21761 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21762 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: 381

Unit: 704N-282E

4525 2 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragments

4527 1 flower pot red earthenware small, flower pot fragment

9595 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9596 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9597 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment

9600 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12760 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

21776 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21777 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21778 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

21779 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21780 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-282E

9590 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

12755 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour, weathered

21774 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

21775 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-282E

21773 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-282E

21772 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-282E

4500 1 unidentified parian ware small unidentified fragment, possibly a figurine

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 704N-282E

9585 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9586 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, crown finish

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 33

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-283E

9615 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9616 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9617 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, thermally 
altered

9618 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9619 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21785 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21786 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21787 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-283E

9610 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21788 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large ring with rectangular piece attached, possible sleeve 
or connector, identifiable

21789 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small ring / hoop fragment
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21790 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21791 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-283E

9605 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9606 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12765 1 insulator other nail knob fragment with nail still present

21782 2 tack metal, ferrous Complete

21783 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21784 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-283E

21781 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 48

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-284E

9625 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9626 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21792 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21793 1 fence picket metal, ferrous Very large, approximately 1 m in length, square profile, 
one end tapers to sharp point, other is squared off and 
flared outward slightly, possible fence picket

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: 367

Unit: 704N-285E

21808 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-285E

9645 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

21804 1 washer metal, ferrous Complete

21805 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21806 1 cuprous table bottom metal, cuprous Large round flat head with beveled edge, short square 
shank tapers to point, complete

21807 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-285E

21801 1 spike metal, ferrous Large, round head and shank, complete

21802 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete, good condition
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21803 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-285E

9640 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

21798 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous

21799 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21800 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 704N-285E

9635 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9636 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9637 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9638 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

12770 1 coin nickel Canada 5 cent coin (1947), thermally altered

21795 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece

21796 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21797 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-285E

9630 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21794 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 52

Layer: 365

Unit: 704N-286E

21836 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 704N-286E

9670 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9671 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9672 2 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments, rounded

21833 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21834 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21835 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-286E

9665 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

21830 1 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Almost complete lid, plain rolled rim
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21831 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21832 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-286E

9660 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

21824 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21825 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21826 1 bolt metal, ferrous Square head and shank

21827 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21828 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21829 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 704N-286E

9655 5 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments, rounded

9656 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12785 4 unidentified leather small, misc. leather fragments, brown colour, weathered

21811 1 pistol/musket ramrod metal, ferrous Complete cap, with wood inside

21812 1 bottle cap metal, ferrous Fragment

21813 1 belt buckle metal, ferrous Rectangular buckle

21814 1 clip metal, composite Clip fragment

21815 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large eye on top of round head and round shank

21816 2 washer metal, ferrous Complete, split into 2 pieces

21817 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Folded sheet fragment

21818 1 strapping metal, ferrous Rectangular piece, may be strapping

21819 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank, one has square nut attached

21820 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21821 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21822 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

21823 40 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

73Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-286E

9650 3 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, two-part finish: tapered collar 
with string rim

9651 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

12775 1 button shell 2 hole shell button, white colour

12780 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21809 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21810 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 132
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Layer: 365

Unit: 704N-287E

9685 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9686 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9687 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed letters: "_N"

21845 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21846 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-287E

21842 3 wire metal, cuprous Copper wire fragments, very little oxidization, excellent 
condition

21843 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Triangular profile fragment is long, thin, and uneven

21844 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-287E

9680 7 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9681 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9682 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

9683 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12790 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

21841 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 704N-287E

9675 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9676 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed 
legend: "CAR", "MADE"

9677 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21838 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

21839 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21840 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

41Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-287E

4575 1 unidentified porcellaneous small body fragment, matted on one side

21837 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 84

Layer: 359

Unit: 704N-288E

9710 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9711 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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21852 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet fragment

21853 2 electrical wire metal, cuprous Fragments, good condition

21854 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-288E

9705 86 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9706 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12810 2 toothbrush bone bone handle fragment, perforated, incised lettering: 
"BRUSH", "WARRANTED SELECTED"; likely a 
toothbrush

91Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 704N-288E

9695 23 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

9696 27 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9697 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9698 16 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9699 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

12800 1 cork cork corroded cork fragment

12801 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

12805 1 button other heavily corroded metal button with leather attachment

21848 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Round flat head, beveled shank tapers to blunt end, 
complete

21849 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21850 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21851 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

98Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-288E

9690 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12795 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed maker's mark: 
"GLA", "ILL"

21847 1 shell casing metal, cuprous End cap with perforated ball attached, partial .303 shell 
casing

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 205

Layer: 354

Unit: 704N-289E

9735 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

12820 1 button glass black colour glass button, rounded with moulded square 
surface, missing shank

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 704N-289E
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9720 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, Owen's suction scar, basal 
mould seam, rounded

9721 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9722 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9723 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9724 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

9725 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9726 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

9730 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9731 14 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12815 7 fabric fabric dyed plain weave

21855 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt, round shank

21856 1 hinge metal, ferrous Possible hinge portion

21857 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin rod, bent into sharp hook at one end

21858 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin rod

21859 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick rod, bent into hook on one end

21860 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick rod

21861 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Large round and flat head with beveled edge, short square 
shank tapers to point, complete

21862 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Large and flat, roughly round and thick head, beveled 
upper shank flattens to blunt tip, complete

21863 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21864 37 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21865 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

104Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-289E

9715 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9716 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 108

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-290E

9750 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9751 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12830 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

12835 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

21874 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21875 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-290E

9740 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9741 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded
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9742 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9743 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

9744 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9745 2 window glass glass solarised glass fragments

12825 1 cap lead complete flattened lead cap

21866 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Very thin and narrow piece, bent and folded

21867 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous Curved piece with large pin, may be horse shoe fragment

21868 2 bolt metal, ferrous Large, round head and shank, complete

21869 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21870 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular piece with raised attached piece in center, 
may be identifiable

21871 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21872 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21873 38 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

73Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 86

Layer: 343

Unit: 704N-291E

21891 1 scrap lead Scrap fragment

21892 2 drawer pull metal, ferrous "C" shaped wire handle, likely drawer pull

21893 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

21894 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21895 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21896 26 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-291E

9765 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9766 15 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments

9767 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

9768 1 carriage/car lantern glass glass lens fragments from a tail light of a carriage/car 
lantern, ruby red in colour, moulded rings motif

9770 7 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, moulded ribbed motif starting 
from the centre to the edge

9771 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9772 1 carriage/car lantern glass glass lens fragment from a tail light of a carriage/car 
lantern, ruby red in colour, moulded rings motif

9775 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12850 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

12855 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

12860 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

12865 1 ornate cap metal, cuprous small, unidentified decorative object, rounded base, 
elaborate filigree motif

21886 2 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Thin sheet folded with seam in center and curved, 
fragments

21887 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment
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21888 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21889 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21890 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21897 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

47Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-291E

9755 19 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9756 6 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

9757 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragments, rounded

9758 1 window glass glass solarised glass fragment

9759 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9760 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

12840 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, firing pin, 
corroded, incised lettering: "REMINGTON"

12845 1 unidentified porcellaneous circular porcellaneous piece, concaved centre with 
moulded triangle, heavily covered in slag

12846 4 smoking pipe white ball clay decorated pipe stem fragment, impressed vines, leafs and 
beaded motif

12847 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, completely exfoliated pipe stem fragment

21876 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment, good condition

21877 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

21878 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire with hooked end

21879 1 chain link metal, ferrous Fragment

21880 1 washer metal, ferrous Disc shaped piece may be perforated, possible washer

21881 1 cuprous scrap metal, composite Thin and flat, outer curved edge, piece appears to have 
been snipped / cut

21882 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "V" shaped piece, may be identifiable

21883 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21884 71 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21885 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

125Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 204

Layer: 341/321

Unit: 704N-292E

9785 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12895 1 shell casing metal, cuprous small, hollow shell casing fragment, weathered

12896 1 shell casing metal, cuprous nearly complete hollow shell casing, firing pin, corroded

21917 1 screw metal, cuprous Complete

21918 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21919 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Two piece, one part is open / flared, joined to tubular / rod 
portion which may be hollow, may be identifiable

21920 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21921 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21922 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Fragment
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23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-292E

4660 1 unidentified red earthenware small unidentified fragment, partially covered in mortar

9781 16 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

9790 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9791 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9795 12 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9796 1 unidentified glass colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

9800 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9801 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9802 2 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9803 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12870 1 marble clay complete clay marble, light brown colour, smooth finish, 
weathered

12880 1 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe stem fragment

12885 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

21911 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21912 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21913 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

21914 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21915 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21916 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

55Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-292E

9780 21 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9782 6 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12875 1 plate metal, iron plate (possibly a vehicle registration plate), rectangular 
shape with 2 holes at each side, corroded, embossed 
lettering: first line: "WACON. G.S.-M.D.", second line: 
"O.C.C_Co", third line: "REG No 338", "11/1910" 
(general service wagon owned by militia and defence, 
Ottawa car and carriage co. ?)

12876 1 grapeshot metal, iron complete grapeshot, heavily corroded

21898 2 screw metal, cuprous Complete

21899 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

21900 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet or washer fragment

21901 1 chain link metal, ferrous Fragment

21902 1 strapping metal, ferrous Long thin rectangular piece is bent, perforated

21903 1 rod metal, ferrous Large and thick rod portion

21904 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round shank

21905 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21906 1 staple metal, ferrous "U" shaped piece

21907 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21908 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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21909 90 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21910 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

143Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 221

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-293E

9816 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

12890 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

12891 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed bands

12892 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed star, likely a 
Masonic pipe

21931 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Small rectangular fragment, thick, bent and twisted with 
jagged edges from the Grand Magazine explosion

21932 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21933 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21934 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-293E

9805 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9806 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9810 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

21923 2 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

21924 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long thin rectangular fragment, curved

21925 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21926 4 cuprous scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

21927 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long rectangular piece with triangular head, almost 
"arrow" shaped, may be identifiable

21928 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular piece with raised attached piece in center, 
may be identifiable, same as 21870

21929 4 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21930 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-294E

9820 10 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9821 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, two-part finish: tapered collar 
with string rim

21935 1 hook metal, ferrous Rectangular profile, shape is similar to the number "2", 
may be identifiable

21936 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 17
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Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-295E

9815 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9817 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9830 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9831 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9832 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

12905 1 unidentified stone small, unidentified stone fragment, rounded-squarish 
shape, one flat side, possibly a game piece

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-295E

4725 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

9825 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

21937 1 staple metal, ferrous Large, complete, may be fencing staple

21938 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece, with one jutting / triangular corner

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 14

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-296E

9845 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9846 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9847 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "O"

12910 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-296E

4744 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragment, corroded

9835 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

9836 7 container, liquor glass small, body colour fragments, rounded

9837 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

9838 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9839 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12900 1 shell casing metal, cuprous small, hollow .22 shell casing fragment, weathered

12901 1 button metal, ferrous small metal button, partially corroded

21939 1 bolt metal, ferrous Hexagonal head, threaded shank

21940 18 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21941 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-297E

9855 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-297E

9850 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9851 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21942 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

21943 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21944 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 23

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-298E

9865 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

21949 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21950 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-298E

4770 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

9860 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, shallow concave base

9861 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment

21945 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, impressed lettering is partially visible: "__ 
LONDON", complete

21946 1 spike metal, ferrous Oval head is offset to shank, square tapers to blunt point, 
complete

21947 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

21948 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 30

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-299E

9880 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9881 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12920 7 smoking pipe white ball clay small, partially reconstructed pipe bowl fragment, 
undecorated

12921 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

21958 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large two-tiered ring, threaded interior and partially 
threaded exterior, connector

21959 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21960 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-299E

9870 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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9871 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9872 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, rounded lip

9873 5 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9874 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9875 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
letter: "T_"

12915 2 unidentified paper small, paper fragments, weathered

21951 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, almost complete

21952 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece may be "U" or "P" shaped with possible nut or head 
on one end, very corroded, may be type of clip

21953 3 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

21954 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21955 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21956 43 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21957 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

84Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 104

Layer: 335

Unit: 704N-300E

21970 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin, flat and wide rectangular fragments, metal may be 
folded

21971 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very long, thin and flat rectangular piece, one end is bent, 
piece may be folded, possible strapping

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-300E

4810 3 blacking bottle stoneware small rim fragments, brown glaze on exterior, embossed 
band on exterior

9890 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9891 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9892 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21966 1 barrel strapping metal, cuprous Thick rectangular piece, twisted, bent, and thermally 
altered from the Grand Magazine explosion

21967 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21968 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21969 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-300E

9885 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9886 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9887 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12925 6 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

12926 1 insulator porcellaneous nail knob fragment with nail still present

21961 6 screw metal, ferrous Fragments
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21962 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21963 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21964 130 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21965 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

178Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 205

Layer: 322

Unit: 704N-301E

9900 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9901 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

21977 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21978 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 704N-301E

9895 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9896 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "Y Co"

9897 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

9898 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21972 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long, thin, flat rectangular piece is folded, may be 
reinforced seam of large container

21973 75 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat sheet metal fragments

21974 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21975 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21976 64 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

170Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 176

Layer: 390

Unit: 705N-269E

9920 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9921 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21983 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

21984 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

21985 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 705N-269E

10495 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

21982 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-269E

4840 1 unidentified parian ware small rounded fragment, matted pink glaze on exterior
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9905 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9906 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9907 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9908 6 container, mineral water glass colourless glass fragments, crown finish, stippled neck

9909 22 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

9910 18 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9911 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

9912 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9913 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, paneled sides

9914 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9915 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, rounded

9916 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, string rim

9917 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, straight panels

9918 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, chamfered corners

12930 1 button plastic 2 hole  glass button

21979 1 shell casing metal, composite Shotgun shell casing cap

21980 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

21981 30 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

97Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 109

Layer: 444

Unit: 705N-270E

9970 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9971 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9972 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

9973 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded ribbed 
motif starting from the centre to the edge

22000 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Thick piece, triangular profile, possible tool fragment

22001 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 443

Unit: 705N-270E

4878 4 unidentified parian ware small body fragment, unidentified yellow moulded motif 
on exterior

9960 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

9961 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9962 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded, shallow push-up base

9963 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9964 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

9965 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, moulded zigzag 
motif

9966 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

12935 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

21997 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete, good condition

21998 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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21999 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

31Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 442

Unit: 705N-270E

9940 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9941 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

9942 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, basal mould seam, rounded

21991 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

21992 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, fragment

21993 1 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping portion

21994 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21995 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21996 21 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

38Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 391

Unit: 705N-270E

9930 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 705N-270E

9935 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9936 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

21989 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

21990 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 705N-270E

9925 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

21986 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

21987 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

21988 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 116

Layer: 442

Unit: 705N-271E

9945 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

9946 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, Owen's suction scar, partially 
covered in patina

9947 3 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments, rounded

9948 13 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, white enamel coating on 
one side

9949 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9950 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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9951 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

9952 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9953 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

9954 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

9955 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

9956 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green base fragment, push-up base

9957 3 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragments, rounded, partially covered 
in patina

22008 2 wire metal, ferrous Twisted fragments

22009 1 screw metal, ferrous Large screw or bolt, corroded

22010 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22011 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22012 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

64Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 705N-271E

9985 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9986 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

9987 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

9988 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9989 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, chamfered sides

22005 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22006 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22007 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 705N-271E

4886 2 unidentified parian ware small body fragments, slightly rounded, matted pink glaze 
on exterior

4894 1 unidentified porcellaneous small unidentified fragment, thermally altered, covered in 
mortar

9975 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

9976 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

9977 4 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

9978 1 container, milk glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed legend: 
"LOANED", "WHEN"

9979 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

9980 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

9981 1 container, milk glass solarised milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

22002 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22003 24 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22004 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

51Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 135
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Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-272E

4942 16 toothbrush box ironstone partially reconstructed toothbrush box, capseat ledge, 
heavily exfoliated; (mends with cat. 4920 and cat. 4950)

10045 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

10046 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

10047 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, down-tooled lip finish

10048 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10049 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10050 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

10051 4 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10052 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

10053 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, basal mould seams

10054 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10055 2 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, push-up base

12946 1 container, unidentifiable stoneware small body fragment, light brown glaze on exterior

12947 1 button metal, ferrous small metal fragment, completely corroded

22026 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Pins or nails attached to wood fragment

22027 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22028 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

61Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 705N-272E

10035 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10036 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10037 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10038 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10039 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

22024 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22025 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

11Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-272E

4931 1 unidentified stoneware robust unidentified fragment, slightly rounded, brown 
glaze with impressed marks on one side, matted brown 
glaze on two other sides

10025 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10026 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10027 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rectangular shape, basal mould 
seam, embossed numbers and shapes: "UD", "CO", "8", 
triangle

10028 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10029 38 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

22022 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22023 1 cuprous nail metal, composite Fragment
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52Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-272E

10020 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10021 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-272E

4915 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator telephone knob fragment

4920 10 toothbrush box ironstone small base fragments, heavily exfoliated, burned; (mends 
with cat. 4942 and cat. 4950)

9995 1 insulator glass aqua colour glass insulator, screw top on one end

9996 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

9997 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments

9998 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

10000 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, rounded, Owen's suction scar, 
cup bottom mould seam

10001 1 incandescent light bulb glass modern incandescent high-powered lamp filament 
fragment, colourless

10002 22 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10003 4 lamp chimney glass colourless glass fragments

10004 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10005 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless, wide mouth rim, interrupted "lug type" 
external thread finish

10006 40 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10007 2 container, unidentifiable glass solarised glass fragments, rounded, finish consists of only 
the lip

10008 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, paneled sides

10009 23 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

10010 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed lettering: 
"_T_"; "10"; "LIM"

10011 13 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, paneled sides, partially 
covered in patina

10012 1 container, milk glass colourless base fragment, Owen's suction scar, embossed 
legend: "N EMPTY", "3"

10013 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, paneled sides

10014 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, paneled sides, embossed 
lettering: "ROS."; "ON"; "L. 63"

12940 2 unidentified leather small, brittle leather fragments

22013 2 strapping metal, composite Very thin, flexible fragments

22014 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22015 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

22016 2 wire metal, ferrous Bundled wire fragments

22017 1 wire metal, ferrous Wire fragment, attached to paving material and large piece 
of wood

22018 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece of strapping with pin attached to long piece of bent 
wire
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22019 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22020 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22021 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

163Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 289

Layer: 438

Unit: 705N-273E

8679 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle, mould seam visible around the 
outside diameter of the finish and on opposite sides of 
body, capseat ledge, Owen's suction scar, embossed 
legend: "CITY DAIRY Co LIMITED", "LOANED 
RETURN WHEN EMPTY", "1"

8680 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

8681 35 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

8682 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed lettering: 
"TURI_", "TY"; "ED"; "CO"

8683 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded ribbed motif

8684 9 container, milk glass partially reconstructed milk bottle, colourless, mould seam 
visible around the outside diameter of the finish and on 
opposite sides of body, Owen's suction scar, embossed 
legend: "CITY DAIRY Co LIMITED", "LOANED 
RETURN WHEN EMPTY", "1"

8685 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish and on opposite 
sides of body, capseat ledge

8686 3 container, milk glass colourless base fragment, mould seam on opposite sides 
of body, Owen's suction scar, embossed legend: "LIMIT", 
"EMP", "4"

8687 4 container, milk glass partially reconstructed milk bottle, vertical mould seam 
visible on body, embossed legend: "LOANED RETURN 
WHEN EMPTY"

8690 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle, mould seam visible around the 
outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge, Owen's 
suction scar, moulded ribbed motif on body, embossed 
legend: "OAKLAND DAIRY", JOHNSTON BROS.", 
"COLL. 638"

12455 1 electrical wire metal, cuprous wire fragment, covered in cloth

12490 1 unidentified lead small, unidentified metal fragment, flat

12491 19 unidentified other white enamel coating, corroded metal

12492 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous corroded metal nails

12493 1 unidentified metal, ferrous small, unidentified metal fragment, heavily corroded

93Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 390

Unit: 705N-273E

10090 25 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10091 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

10092 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, rounded

10093 1 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragment, Owen's suction scar, post 
plate seam, cup bottom mould seam, side mould seam
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10094 9 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10095 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10096 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10097 42 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10098 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, rim consists of 
only the lip

10099 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, unidentified 
embossed motif on exterior

10100 14 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10101 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "OAKL"; "_Y"; "A_"; "R_"

10102 1 container, toiletry glass colourless glass fragment, cracked-off finish, rounded

12960 1 insulator porcellaneous complete porcelain-knob

12961 4 light bulb glass glass incandescent lamp, colourless and dark brown

22038 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22039 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round flat head has small perforation in center, round 
shank is finely threaded

22040 1 spring metal, ferrous Tightly coiled spring portion

22041 2 container, unidentifiable metal, composite Shallow domed lid fragments

22042 1 tool, other metal, ferrous Very long and thin, uneven triangular profile, may be 
identifiable

22043 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22044 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22045 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22046 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

141Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 389

Unit: 705N-273E

22681 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22682 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-273E

4958 14 unidentified glass burned milk glass fragments

4959 30 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10080 4 unidentified glass milk glass fragments

10081 4 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

10082 1 filament glass modern incandescent high-powered lamp filament 
fragment, colourless

10083 5 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10084 12 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10085 20 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

12955 1 button shell 4 hole shell button , white colour

22035 6 electrical wire metal, cuprous Very thin wire fragments

22036 20 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22037 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap
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119Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-273E

4950 1 toothbrush box ironstone toothbrush box rim fragment, heavily exfoliated; (mends 
with cat. 4942 and cat. 4920)

4952 1 unidentified ironstone small body fragment, perforated hole, possibly toiletry

10070 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10071 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

10072 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments, rounded

10073 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10074 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10075 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

22033 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22034 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-273E

10060 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10061 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on 
exterior

10062 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10063 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

10064 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10065 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, rounded

10066 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

10067 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10069 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10076 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10077 14 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

10078 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, thermally altered

12950 1 unidentified plastic plastic lid, ribbed motif

22029 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

22030 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22031 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

22032 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 427

Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-274E

10120 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10121 9 container, liquor glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

10122 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "C_"

10123 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded

10124 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment
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10125 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10126 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

10127 22 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

10128 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, basal mould seam

10129 13 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10130 1 stopper glass aqua colour glass stopper, circular top with bevelled 
edges, cylindrical and tapered shank

10131 3 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, thermally altered

10132 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment, thermally altered

10133 32 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

22053 2 wire metal, ferrous Thin fragments

22054 1 spring metal, ferrous Coiled spring portion

22055 2 wire metal, ferrous Bundled wire fragments

22056 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22057 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22058 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22059 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22060 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

136Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-274E

10110 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10111 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10112 1 unidentified glass thermally altered glass fragment, colourless

10113 1 unidentified glass milk glass fragment, rounded

10114 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, thermally altered

10115 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10116 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

10117 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10118 5 container, liquor glass olive green base fragments, rounded, thermally altered

22050 1 lead scrap lead Thick hollow tube portion, rough edges may have been 
cut / snipped, heavy for size, may be identifiable

22051 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22052 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

36Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-274E

10105 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, cobalt blue glass fragment, white enamel on 
interior, rounded

10106 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10107 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10108 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22047 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22048 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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22049 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

14Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 186

Layer: 432

Unit: 705N-275E

4990 1 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragment

22075 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large "J" shaped piece, may have rectangular profile

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-275E

10150 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10151 12 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10152 23 container, food glass colourless glass jar fragments, mould seams on opposite 
sides of body, non-continuous "lug" type screw threads, 
rounded, Owen's suction scar

22070 4 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Large shallow container or lid portions

22071 3 wire metal, ferrous Twisted fragments

22072 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22073 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22074 22 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

81Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-275E

10145 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10146 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10147 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

12975 1 doll porcellaneous porcelain doll arm

22066 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22067 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22068 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22069 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-275E

22063 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22064 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-275E

10135 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

10136 1 unidentified glass small, black glass fragment, thermally altered

10137 1 unidentified glass forest green glass fragment, threaded interior, partially 
rounded

10138 1 window glass glass opaque glass fragment
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10139 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10140 26 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

10141 4 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments

10142 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless rim

10143 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, pressed panels

12970 1 unidentified plastic long tubular plastic piece, black colour, possibly a pen

22061 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22062 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

45Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 150

Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-276E

10170 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

22085 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22086 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-276E

5007 11 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and 
exterior

10165 2 container, food glass colourless glass fragment, ground lip, threaded exterior, 
rounded

10166 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10167 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

12985 7 unidentified leather misc. leather fragments, brittle

22083 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22084 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

34Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-276E

4995 3 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, black glaze on interior and 
exterior

10155 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10156 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10157 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, shattered

10158 1 container, food glass colourless jar fragment, ground lip, external threads, 
rounded

10159 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, ribbed motif, embossed 
lettering: "PAT."

10160 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

12980 11 shoe fragment leather leather shoe fragments, small metal pins attached

22076 2 unidentified metal, composite Small "U" shaped pieces mend, may be container, very 
thin sheet metal is folded and crimped on outer edges, 
unknown material inside may be fabric or paper, also very 
thin layered clear material inside may be mica or plastic
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22077 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Very small "U" shaped piece, may be folded or layered

22078 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Tubular portion, may be type of plate or scale

22079 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment

22080 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22081 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22082 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

52Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 91

Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-277E

10190 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10191 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10192 2 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded finish

10193 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10194 10 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, moulded bands on body, 
embossed legend: "OA", "JOHNSTON"; "DAIR"; ".638"

22095 1 buckle metal, cuprous Rectangular, plain, "D" shaped, single bar buckle, 
excellent condition, personal or harness

22096 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-277E

5021 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

5022 1 unidentified red earthenware small unidentified fragment, brown glaze, partially 
exfoliated

10180 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10181 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10182 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10183 16 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10184 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, moulded diamond motif, 
embossed "dot" motif

10185 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed band

10186 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed lettering: 
"L_IMITED."

10187 1 container, ink glass colourless bottle, square shape, extract lip, mould seams 
on body, embossed base: "CARTER'S", "U.S.A.", "491"

12990 12 unidentified leather misc. leather fragments, brittle

22091 1 fork metal, cuprous Complete, solid one piece with 4 tines, bent in half

22092 1 bolt metal, ferrous Possible bolt, square shank

22093 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22094 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

50Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-277E

5016 1 faunal, mammal bone small, mammal bone fragment
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22090 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-277E

10175 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, cobalt blue glass fragments, rounded

10176 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10177 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, square shape, chamfered 
corners, ghost seam

22087 1 spoon, tea metal, cuprous Possible teaspoon handle

22088 2 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

22089 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 98

Layer: 418

Unit: 705N-278E

22115 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 705N-278E

10240 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10241 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10242 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10243 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, moulded bands on body, 
Owen's suction scar, embossed legend: "JOH"

10244 29 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10245 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10246 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

22110 1 wrench metal, ferrous May be identifiable

22111 1 spike metal, ferrous Cut spike portion

22112 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22113 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

22114 5 unidentified metal, ferrous

60Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-278E

10230 3 window glass glass aqua colour fragments

10231 53 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

10232 4 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10233 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, moulded panels

10234 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, embossed legend: 
"DAIRY"; "WH_"; "DA"; "L"

10235 15 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13010 2 identity tag leather leather identity tag (suitcase), rectangular shape with 
chamfered corners, unidentified etched motif
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13015 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain-knob fragment

13016 1 sconce porcellaneous porcelain sconce with iron attachments, embossed 
lettering: "D.E.", "Co", "2A.", "125V"

13020 1 unidentified charcoal small charcoal fragment

22100 1 unidentified graphite Possible graphite cap, complete

22101 1 washer metal, ferrous Complete

22102 1 chain link metal, ferrous Fragment

22103 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment, may be perforated

22104 2 bolt metal, ferrous 2 pieces mend, bolt and possible nut

22105 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

22106 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long thin rectangular piece, one end is bent / hooked

22107 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22108 56 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22109 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

151Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-278E

10200 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10201 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-278E

5033 4 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

5034 2 unidentified red earthenware small unidentified fragments, brown glaze, heavily 
exfoliated

10220 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10221 25 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, paneled sides

10222 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

10223 5 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10224 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10225 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "GOLD _"

10226 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10227 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded band motif

10228 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

12995 1 insulator porcellaneous porcelain-knob fragment

13000 1 unidentified plastic long plastic strap, small incisions along edges, grey colour

13005 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22097 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Triangular profile, very corroded, may be identifiable

22098 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Fragments

22099 17 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

86Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 300

Layer: 394

Unit: 705N-279E
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13040 1 light bulb other small Victorian Carbon-filament light bulb, water is 
present within the bulb

13041 2 light bulb metal, composite Indeterminate small light bulb bases.

22129 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large round head, round threaded shank

22130 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 705N-279E

5075 3 drainage pipe red earthenware small fragments, black glaze on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

10210 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue colour glass fragment, 
rounded

10211 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, finish consists of only 
the lip

10212 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10213 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

10214 16 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13035 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"BANNER", "TREAL"

13036 8 smoking pipe white ball clay partially reconstructed pipe bowl, human effigy (Turks' 
head- bearded human head with moustache and turban)

22126 4 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Possible container fragments

22127 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22128 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

45Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-279E

5071 2 unidentified stoneware small unidentified body fragments, dark brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated, possibly mends with cat. 4931

10260 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10261 36 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

10262 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10263 6 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

10264 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, embossed legend: "NED 
RETURN WHEN EMPTY"

13025 1 unidentified leather small leather fragment, brittle

13026 5 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

13027 3 light bulb other colourless and dark brown glass and metal incandescent 
lamp fragments

13030 5 unidentified leather small, misc. leather fragments

13031 1 cork cork complete cork, weathered

22120 1 wire metal, cuprous Looped fragment

22121 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22122 1 washer metal, ferrous Small perforated disc, may be washer

22123 2 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Possible lid or shallow container fragments

22124 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22125 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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83Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-279E

5060 5 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

5064 1 unidentified semi-porcelain small unidentified fragment, square panels on exterior

10250 13 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10251 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, crown finish

10252 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments

10253 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "M"

10254 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed band on 
exterior

10255 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10256 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

22117 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22118 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22119 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-279E

10205 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10206 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10207 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue base fragment, rounded

10208 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

22116 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 174

Layer: 384

Unit: 705N-280E

10280 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, down-tooled finish, paneled 
sides

22138 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-280E

5096 1 flower pot red earthenware small flower pot fragment

10275 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13045 1 insulator porcellaneous three-wire cleat fragment, embossed lettering: "ASP"

13046 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

22133 1 washer metal, ferrous Complete

22134 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22135 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22136 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22137 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Fragment
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18Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-280E

22132 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-280E

10270 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

22131 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

Layer: 384

Unit: 705N-281E

22151 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 705N-281E

5118 2 flower pot red earthenware small flower pot fragments

5119 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragment, black glaze on interior and 
exterior

10295 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

10296 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

10300 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10301 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10302 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

10303 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10304 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded, embossed 
legend: "ATTH_"; "EXB"

10305 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

13270 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole copper button, corroded

22141 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22142 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22143 1 screw metal, composite Complete, excellent condition

22144 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small disc, may be perforated

22145 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick flat sheet with raised "cross" shape on one side

22146 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Loop or ring with large protrusion

22147 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22148 33 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22149 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Spherical fragment

22150 1 unidentified metal, ferrous

70Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380

Unit: 705N-281E
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5110 1 unidentified porcellaneous unidentified circular fragment, brown glaze on interior 
and exterior, possibly part of a lighting device

10290 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

22140 1 unidentified metal, composite Very small fragment, one side is green, may be painted

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 705N-281E

10285 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, rounded

22139 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 79

Layer: 374

Unit: 705N-282/283/2

5127 1 drainage pipe coarse earthenware small, crude drainage pipe fragment, black glaze on 
interior and exterior

6165 1 container, unidentifiable glass rounded, colourless base fragment, unidentified embossed 
motif on base with diamond shape and "D" in centre

6166 5 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, slightly rounded

6167 1 container, milk glass colourless glass milk bottle finish, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

6168 5 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded shape, vertical mould 
seam, "caulfield's" embossed on exterior

6169 1 window glass glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

6170 1 container, unidentifiable glass small colourless glass fragment, slightly rounded, 
embossed lines with letters: "_EV"

10375 14 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10376 3 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, cup bottom mould seam, side 
mould seam, unidentified embossed legend

10377 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10378 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded lip

10379 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, Owen's suction scar

10380 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

11245 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

11246 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

11250 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing fragment

11255 1 mortar fragment mortar mortar fragment

13055 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

13056 3 unidentified plastic colourless plastic fragments

20000 1 container, toiletry metal, ferrous Metal covered in black printed label or unknown material; 
written first in French then English: "RAMSES 
QUALITY IS KNOW__ / OVER THE BEAUTIFUL 
FINIS(H)___", likely cosmetic, shallow, base portion

20001 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

22165 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

22166 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

22167 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22168 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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74Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 74

Layer: 377

Unit: 705N-282/283E

6185 3 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed ribbed motif

10350 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10351 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

20002 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22164 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: 381

Unit: 705N-282E

10405 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10406 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

22157 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, complete

22158 1 tack metal, ferrous Wire tack fragment

22159 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small flat disc, corroded

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 374/382

Unit: 705N-282E

10410 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10411 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10412 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 374

Unit: 705N-282E

22160 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Complete, fired

22161 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22162 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22163 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-282E

10315 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, embossed lettering: 
"_ONTENTS"

10325 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, cup bottom 
mould seam

13050 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"MONTREA", "NDERSON'S"

22154 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22155 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22156 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-282E

10320 17 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10321 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10322 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

22153 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-282E

10394 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-282E

10310 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10311 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

22152 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 56

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-283E

10345 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10346 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

13060 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

13061 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

22176 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22177 1 washer metal, ferrous Complete

22178 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22179 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-283E

5150 1 unidentified glass small milk glass fragment

5151 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

10335 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10336 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded ribbed motif 
starting from the centre to the edge

10337 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10338 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10339 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

10400 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10401 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10402 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

22172 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments
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22173 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small and thick rectangular fragment with two large 
perforations, possible scale or strapping

22174 9 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22175 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

51Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-283E

10330 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10331 1 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragment

10332 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10333 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

22169 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22170 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22171 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 78

Layer: 375

Unit: 705N-284E

22183 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 705N-284E

10370 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10371 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

13065 2 insulator porcellaneous two-wire cleat fragments

13070 1 unidentified rubber small, rubber wire fragment, green colour

22182 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-284E

5160 1 unidentified porcellaneous small unidentified fragment, slightly rounded, moulded 
bands on exterior, embossed numbers on edge: "66"

10365 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

22181 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-284E

10360 13 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

22180 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-284E

10355 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10356 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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10357 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 39

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-285E

10390 4 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

10391 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10392 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10393 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, chattered 
interior

22185 1 screw metal, composite Complete, excellent condition

22186 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22187 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22188 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

19Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-285E

10385 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

22184 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Roofing nail, complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 21

Layer: 365

Unit: 705N-286E

10425 5 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments

22203 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank with washer attached to end

22204 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22205 2 staple metal, ferrous "U" shaped fragments, rectangular profile

22206 6 strap loop metal, ferrous Industrial level suspenders

22207 5 fitting metal, ferrous Hoop / rings, complete

22208 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22209 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

28Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-286E

22202 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large, thick rod portion, round shank

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-286E

22201 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-286E

10415 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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10416 5 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments, rounded

10417 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10418 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green and opaque glass fragment, 
unidentified moulded exterior

10419 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

10420 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10421 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, ground lip

13075 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22189 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, complete

22190 1 friction tube metal, cuprous Unused, piece broken

22191 1 nut metal, ferrous Large and thick square nut, complete

22192 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, washer attached to end

22193 1 eye bolt metal, ferrous Eye bolt with round head and shank, attached to large 
hoop / ring, may be identifiable

22194 9 strap loop metal, ferrous Large hoop / rings attached to rectangular 'clips', may be 
identifiable

22195 14 chain link metal, ferrous Hoops / rings, complete

22196 5 fitting metal, ferrous Hoop / ring fragments

22197 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22198 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

22199 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22200 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

65Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 97

Layer: 365

Unit: 705N-287E

10450 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10451 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, amber colouring on one 
side

22224 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22225 1 fitting metal, ferrous Hoop / ring, almost complete

22226 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 364

Unit: 705N-287E

10445 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10446 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13080 1 rifle oil metal, cuprous copper cylindrical tube, small lid attached with ribbed 
motif, incised letters on base: "HB-15", rifle oil for a .303 
rifle

22219 3 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22220 1 strap loop metal, ferrous Hoop / ring with rectangular clip attached

22221 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Hoop / ring fragment

22222 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22223 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-287E

10440 66 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10441 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, unidentified 
embossed legend (handwritten)

10442 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10443 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, Owen's suction scar, embossed 
diamond shape with letter "D" in centre, cup bottom 
mould seam, side mould seam

22212 2 wire metal, cuprous Copper wire fragments, excellent condition

22213 2 wire metal, cuprous Fragments

22214 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, washer attached to end

22215 2 bolt metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22216 3 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22217 1 strap loop metal, ferrous Hoop / ring with thin wire attached

22218 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

107Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 705N-287E

10435 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

10436 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10437 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22210 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22211 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-287E

10430 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

23000 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 139

Layer: 359

Unit: 705N-288E

5195 1 drainage pipe red earthenware robust drainage pipe fragment

10465 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10466 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10467 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

22237 1 wire metal, cuprous Copper wire fragment, excellent condition

22238 3 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22239 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22240 34 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22241 13 unidentified metal, ferrous

22259 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and curved bar, square profile, one end is blunt, 
approximately 1 m in length

66Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-288E

10460 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10461 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10462 3 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

22231 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet, impressed lettering on face is partly readable: 
"GARY ____ LONDON"

22232 1 strapping metal, cuprous Thin and flat strapping fragment

22233 19 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22234 22 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22235 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

22236 7 unidentified metal, ferrous

64Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 705N-288E

10455 17 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10456 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

13085 1 marble clay small clay marble, mottled tanned colour

13086 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, unidentified motif

22227 1 nut metal, ferrous Large, thick, square nut, complete

22228 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

22229 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22230 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 157

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-289E

10490 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, rounded lip

10491 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

22248 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22249 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 705N-289E

10485 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10486 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment

10487 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

10488 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13090 1 fuse other glass and metal fuse (lamp type?), embossed lettering: 
"ROYAL 125 V"

22244 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece has rounded ends, may be 
perforated, complete
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22245 1 unidentified metal, composite "V" shaped piece with square profile, both ends have 
small perforations on 3 sides, base of the V sits on a small 
round disc which is attached to perforated disc of 
unknown material, identifiable

22246 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "U" shaped piece

22247 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-289E

10480 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10481 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

22242 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22243 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 43

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-290E

10470 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10471 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10472 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10473 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment

10474 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13110 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

13111 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragments, Masonic pipe

22255 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22256 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22257 12 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

30Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-290E

10500 10 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10501 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments

10502 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13100 1 coin metal, white 10 cents Canada coin (1909), Victorian leaves motif, 
slightly damaged

13105 1 unidentified leather small misc. leather fragment

22250 1 unidentified metal, composite Small piece of rolled up metal is pinched closed on one 
end, open end is perforated with a pin attached

22251 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22252 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular fragments

22253 17 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22254 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

40Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 70
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Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-291E

22268 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 705N-291E

10515 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10516 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

10517 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22261 3 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

22262 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Flat rectangular plate, two perforations, both ends are 
rounded and curled into loops, identifiable

22263 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin, diamond shaped profile, broken end is 
bent, other end flattens into an eye, may be identifiable

22264 1 washer metal, ferrous Flat disc, perforated center, may be button or washer, 
complete

22265 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin rod portion

22266 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22267 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

37Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 341

Unit: 705N-291E

10510 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

22260 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-291E

10505 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10506 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13095 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, Masonic pipe: impressed star 
shape and fleur de lis

22258 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: 354

Unit: 705N-292E

10535 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10536 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10537 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10538 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22282 1 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Wire handle for pail / bucket

22283 1 wire metal, composite Thick fragment, good condition

22284 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Square shaped piece with straight protrusion from one 
side (possible bolt or nail), may be identifiable
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22285 1 unidentified metal, composite Hollow tube fragment

22286 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large thick flat square plate with 2 raised rods/ clips 
attached, may be identifiable

22287 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22288 2 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 705N-292E

10530 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10531 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment

10532 3 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragments, thermally altered

10533 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22273 1 file metal, ferrous File fragment, narrow and thin, striations on both sides of 
"U" shaped profile

22274 1 bolt metal, composite Round head and shank, threaded, complete

22275 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Small rectangular piece, one side is flat with a raised 
'bump' at one end, the other side is scooped out or hollow.

22276 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin rectangular piece, both ends are bent and perforated 
with pins, possible handle, identifiable

22277 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Bent rod attached to thin triangular shaped plate, may be a 
hook

22278 2 rod metal, ferrous Thin and long rod or spike portions

22279 1 unidentified metal, composite Narrow hollow tube, sealed closed on one end

22280 1 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Fragment

22281 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 341

Unit: 705N-292E

10525 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

22271 1 hinge metal, ferrous Long and thick rectangular piece with two large 
perforations, one end is blunt and the other narrows into 
looped eye, identifiable

22272 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Curved rod fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-292E

10520 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

22269 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

22270 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 56

Layer: 341

Unit: 705N-293E

10540 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10541 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded
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10542 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10543 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, Owen's suction scar

10544 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10545 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10546 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque base fragments

10547 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragments, embossed lettering: 
"RETU"; "TY"

13120 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed band (human effigy-
hair?)

13125 1 bullet metal, cuprous complete bullet, hole in middle, embossed lettering on 
base: "DC"

22290 1 shell casing metal, cuprous Shell casing portion

22291 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Spherical portion, small and thin, hollow, may be type of 
cap

22292 4 plating metal, cuprous Decorative plating: ribbed center band with scrolled 
edges, small perforations in center and on edges for pins, 
fragments

22293 1 file metal, ferrous Large and thick triangular file, very fine striations, tang 
tapers to point, complete

22294 1 file metal, ferrous Thin and narrow triangular file, tang tapers to point, 
complete

22295 6 file metal, ferrous Thin and narrow, triangular file fragments

22296 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, washer attached, complete

22297 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22298 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thick rectangular piece, one end is notched or 
has partial perforation

22299 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece, with "V" or arrow shaped end, 
blunt tip and notch on one side, complete, identifiable

22300 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and flat rectangular plate with raised rod / clip 
attached to one side, identifiable

22301 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Square shaped piece with straight rod protruding from one 
side, may be a very large harness buckle

22302 1 drill bit metal, ferrous Twisted fragment, similar to a drill bit

22303 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Straight thick rod fragment

22304 1 staple metal, ferrous Thick rod bent into "U" or "C" shaped fragment

22305 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22306 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22307 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

58Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-293E

10550 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10551 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10552 1 lamp chimney glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13115 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13116 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, unidentified impressed motif

22289 1 strapping metal, ferrous Thick and flat rectangular piece, perforated with pin and 
round disc / washer attached at one end
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6Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 64

Layer: 341

Unit: 705N-294E

10561 1 lighting fuse glass dark brown colour fuse fragment

10565 18 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10566 3 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

10567 1 syringe plunger glass colourless glass fragment, solid, cylindrical syringe 
plunger

13130 1 window glass clay nearly complete red earthenware brick, hand-made, 
partially covered in mortar, smooth edges

13145 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22310 1 cap metal, cuprous Round, very thin, possible cap or lid is torn, complete

22311 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Shank tapers to blunt tip, complete

22312 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22313 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22314 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22315 2 unidentified metal, ferrous One side is flat, the other rounded, fragments mend

22316 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

22317 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous

37Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-294E

5270 2 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragments, grey glaze on exterior

13140 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13141 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments, partially corroded

13142 3 smoking pipe white ball clay partially reconstructed porcelain pipe bowl, green and 
brown glaze on exterior

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-294E

10555 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

10556 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

13135 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

22308 1 pistol cleaner metal, cuprous Two piece, long and thin tube, tapers slightly at one end 
with short tube fitted over, this piece has long slit / 
perforation

22309 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and narrow, piece is curved and has a "U' shaped 
profile

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 341

Unit: 705N-295E

5260 1 blacking bottle stoneware robust base fragment, brown glaze on exterior

1Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-295E

10570 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10571 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

13150 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed vine and leaf motif

3Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-296E

10585 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10586 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-296E

5335 2 unidentified red earthenware small body fragments, partially exfoliated

10575 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10576 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10577 2 container, liquor glass small, forest green glass fragments, rounded

10578 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

10579 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13155 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13156 1 unidentified plastic small unidentified plastic fragment

22318 1 wire metal, composite Thin and very narrow rectangular strip

22319 2 solder metal, composite Small thin soder rods

22320 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, washer attached

22321 1 nut metal, ferrous Very thick, square, complete

22322 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22323 1 handle metal, ferrous Rod bent into "C" shaped piece, ends flattened

22324 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and flat rectangular piece

22325 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22326 2 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Fragments

22327 7 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22328 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

47Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-297E

22337 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-297E

5315 3 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

10590 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded
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10591 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "C"; "&"

10592 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10593 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

10594 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10595 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded lip

10596 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, intricate moulded bands

10597 1 fuse glass dark brown colour fuse fragment

10598 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

13160 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13161 1 incandescent light bulb other dark brown glass and metal incandescent lamp fragment

22329 4 solder metal, composite Tubular fragments

22330 1 unidentified metal, composite Wire or nail fragment, corroded

22331 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very small and thin "U" shaped piece with tiny pin across 
open end, may be identifiable

22332 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, threaded

22333 11 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22334 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22335 16 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22336 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

69Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 70

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-298E

22346 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-298E

5357 7 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

5361 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

10600 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10601 17 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10602 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless rim fragment, ground lip

10603 1 syringe glass tiny colourless glass fragment, solid, cylindrical syringe 
plunger

10604 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10605 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, embossed swirls on exterior

10606 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

13165 1 token metal, cuprous 1850 Canada token, one side: "BANK OF UPPER 
CANADA", reverse side: "BANK TOKEN ONE HALF 
PENNY", heavily weathered and partially corroded

13166 1 button bone 4 hole bone button, weathered

13167 12 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13168 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13169 1 gunflint chert small dark gray gunflint fragment, bevelled edges

13170 3 unidentified paper small paper fragments, weathered
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22338 1 spoon, tea pewter Partial bowl and stem fragment

22339 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22340 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round threaded shank

22341 3 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin, oval profile, heavy fragments

22342 13 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22343 18 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22344 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Roofing. Complete

22345 37 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

132Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 134

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-299E

10620 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

10621 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, prescription lip

13175 1 slate tablet slate small, slate tablet fragment, sides

13176 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22359 1 rod metal, ferrous Wire rod or spike portion

22360 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-299E

5386 1 unidentified porcellaneous small body fragment, slightly rounded, moulded filigree 
motif on exterior

10610 15 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10611 2 unidentified glass aqua colour glass fragments, thermally altered

10612 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour body fragments, rounded

10613 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10614 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

22347 1 key metal, ferrous Possible key fragment

22348 22 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22349 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and flat, round eye at one end, long and thin 
rectangular slit in center, other end tapers to a point, 
identifiable

22350 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin and flat, oval shaped piece, two perforations at either 
end with small washer or eyelet attached, larger 
perforation is offset from center, may be identifiable

22351 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick and flat rectangular piece with nail adhered to one 
side

22352 1 strapping metal, ferrous Possible strapping fragment

22353 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and narrow tube may be hollow

22354 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Fragment is folded, "U" shaped or hollow interior

22355 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin and flat fragment is curved

22356 3 unidentified metal, ferrous Shaped / moulded, one end is hooked, may be identifiable

22357 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22358 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

68Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-300E

5425 6 chamber pot pearlware chamber pot rim fragment

10630 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10631 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10632 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, partially covered in 
patina

13180 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

13181 1 button shell 4 hole shell fragment, white colour

22366 8 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

21Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-300E

10625 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10626 8 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, crown finish

22361 1 bolt metal, ferrous Eye bolt with nut attached, nut may be hexagonal

22362 6 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22363 4 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22364 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22365 2 unidentified metal, ferrous

28Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 49

Layer: 322

Unit: 705N-301E

13190 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

22378 1 stopper metal, composite Complete stopper or plug, one piece, thin, lip is wide and 
flat, threaded exterior, hollow interior

22379 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut, fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 705N-301E

10635 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10636 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

13185 2 shell casing metal, cuprous small, complete .22 shell casings, weathered

13186 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

13187 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22367 1 gun part metal, cuprous Trigger guard for Snider-Enfield rifle

22368 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large tube, hollow, with 4 moulded protrusions that have 
a triangular profile, may be identifiable

22369 2 strapping metal, ferrous Fragments

22370 3 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22371 1 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Possible container portion, base may be oval

22372 4 container, unidentifiable metal, ferrous Lid or shallow container fragments
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22373 1 spike metal, ferrous Large wire spike, complete

22374 16 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22375 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22376 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22377 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

58Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 62

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-273E

5470 2 unidentified glass small milk glass fragments

10655 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

10656 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10657 5 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10658 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

12965 5 unidentified leather small leather fragments, brittle

22385 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Disc shaped, small, rimmed edge, possible button or cap 
fragments, pieces mend

22386 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22387 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Roofing or tack, complete

22388 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

32Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-273E

10650 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10651 9 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10652 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-273E

22383 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Wide and fairly thin piece, somewhat rectangular shape, 
slightly curved

22384 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-273E

5465 13 unidentified glass small milk glass fragments

8095 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10640 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10641 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

10642 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, white colour coating on 
one side

10643 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10644 1 unidentified glass small, unidentified black colour glass, small holes, 
unidentified moulded motif

22380 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment
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22381 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22382 3 unidentified metal, composite

22389 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

32Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 83

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-274E

10680 1 container, unidentifiable glass solarised glass fragment, prescription finish

10681 3 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, thermally altered

10682 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

10683 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10684 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10685 46 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10686 67 ceiling lamp glass milk glass ceiling lamp fragments

10687 5 container, liquor glass amber colour base fragments, post plate seam, embossed 
lettering: "A 4 E", "S 21", "U G B"

10688 37 container, unidentifiable glass amber colour glass fragments, rounded

13195 2 carbon rod carbon complete graphite rods (large)

13196 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing base fragment, firing pin, 
corroded

13197 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing fragment, firing pin, corroded

13198 1 unidentified stone small, unidentified fragment, thermally altered

13199 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

22393 1 strapping metal, ferrous Thin and flat strapping is rolled / wound

22394 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large thin sheet, with circular / disc shaped shallow 
depression, may be identifiable

22395 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22396 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22397 19 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22398 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Large, nail / spike / rod fragments, corroded

22399 9 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

211Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-274E

10670 6 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, rounded

10671 2 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragments, thermally altered

10672 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10673 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10674 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10675 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10676 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22391 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22392 4 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

21Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-274E

10660 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10661 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10662 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

10663 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10664 3 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragments, rounded, post plate seam, side 
mould seam

22390 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 256

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-275E

10710 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22407 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-275E

5490 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

10705 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10706 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

22404 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22405 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22406 7 coal coal Large corrosion-covered piece of coal.

17Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-275E

10700 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-275E

5481 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator wire support fragment

10690 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, ruby red, rounded

10691 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

10692 6 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10693 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10694 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10695 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

10696 5 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragments, rounded, post plate seam

10697 2 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded, embossed lettering: 
"TORO"

10698 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "S"

13205 1 belt leather leather belt strap, small punctured holes
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13210 2 nut rubber small rubber nut

13211 1 unidentified stoneware small unidentified stoneware fragment, black colour, 
threaded exterior

22400 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22401 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22402 10 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22403 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large square piece, thick and flat, with wood adhered to 
surface of one side

67Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 97

Layer: 429

Unit: 706N-276E

5865 3 bowl metal, ferrous nearly complete metal bowl, white enamel coating, 
heavily corroded

22420 1 strapping metal, ferrous Fragment

22421 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22422 3 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 428

Unit: 706N-276E

22418 1 spring metal, ferrous Large and thick, tightly coiled spring

22419 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large, "L" shaped piece, with perforations, may be a type 
of bracket

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-276E

10740 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

22414 1 hammer metal, ferrous Complete hammer head

22415 1 small hammer metal, ferrous Complete tool head, center piece is perforated for handle, 
with 'blades' on either side, similar to a tack hammer or 
rock pick, identifiable

22416 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22417 45 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

51Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-276E

5500 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

5501 3 drainage pipe red earthenware small fragments, black glaze on interior and exterior, 
partially exfoliated

10730 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10731 7 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10732 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless base fragment, valve mark, embossed 
diamond shape, embossed letters: "A _"

10733 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded

10734 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10735 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded
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13220 2 unidentified leather misc. leather fragments, corroded

22413 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

30Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-276E

10725 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22412 1 unidentified metal, ferrous "V" shaped piece with 2 connecting pins, may be 
identifiable

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-276E

10715 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

10716 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10717 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10718 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10719 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed bands and 
lettering: "AP"

10720 1 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13215 1 marble glass glass cats eyes marble, machine made, colourless with 
yellow, orange and green interior swirls

13216 1 blank bullet metal, cuprous blank bullet fragment, firing pin, corroded

22408 1 wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22409 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22410 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22411 1 rake metal, ferrous Fragment, some teeth missing

18Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 111

Layer: 418

Unit: 706N-277E

10765 5 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10766 1 container, milk glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "_KLAND"

10767 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22435 12 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-277E

10760 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22433 1 spike metal, ferrous Complete

22434 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-277E

5521 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment
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5522 2 light bulb metal, cuprous incandescent lamp base fragments, partially corroded

5523 1 sconce porcellaneous  wall sconce mounting plate, moulded lettering: "D.E.Co 
No. 870"

10750 2 unidentified glass colourless glass fragments, solid, cylindrical, possibly a 
syringe plunger?

10751 1 container, milk glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed lettering: 
"CITY DAIRY"

10752 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded

10753 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10754 10 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

22431 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22432 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-277E

22427 1 shell casing metal, cuprous Shotgun shell casing cap

22428 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous Fired and bent out of shape

22429 1 scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

22430 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-277E

10745 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10746 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment

10747 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded, partially covered 
in patina

10748 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10749 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

13225 1 button ceramic proser glass fragment, small hole visible

13226 3 unidentified plastic hollow plastic tube fragments, red colour, weathered

22423 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long rectangular piece, may be layered, possible strapping

22424 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22425 4 unidentified metal, ferrous

22426 3 clinker coal Clinker fragments

26Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 91

Layer: 418

Unit: 706N-278E

10795 12 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10796 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10797 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10798 1 syringe glass tiny colourless glass cylindrical syringe plunger fragment

13240 1 smoking pipe white ball clay decorated pipe stem fragment, impressed vines, leafs 
(shamrock) and beaded motif

13245 1 unidentified leather small, misc. leather fragment
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22446 3 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22447 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22448 3 unidentified metal, ferrous

36Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-278E

10790 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

22444 1 cuprous nail metal, cuprous Complete

22445 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-278E

5540 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

5541 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragment, ribbed motif

5543 1 drainage pipe red earthenware coarse fragment, brown glaze on interior, partially 
exfoliated

10780 5 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10781 15 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10782 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10783 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10784 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10785 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "MITED"

13230 1 toothbrush bone bone handle fragment, smooth finish, partially visible 
bristle holes

13235 4 unidentified leather unidentified leather fragments, weathered

22439 1 cuprous tack metal, cuprous Very narrow rod with sharpened tip, opposite end has 
several thin horizontal grooves / lines etched into surface

22440 2 unidentified metal, composite Complete hoops / rings, flattened with seam on one side

22441 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22442 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22443 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

49Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-278E

10775 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10776 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

22438 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-278E

5528 1 unidentified glass small colourless glass fragment, thermally altered

10770 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

10771 4 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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10772 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10773 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22436 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22437 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

20Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 112

Layer: 393

Unit: 706N-279E

10820 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

22456 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22457 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

10Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-279E

5560 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragment, black glaze on exterior

5564 3 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

10810 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10811 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, tapered tall upper finish, side 
mould seams

10812 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10813 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, unidentified embossed 
letters

10814 1 container, milk glass colourless glass fragment, rounded, embossed legend: 
"CITY"

10815 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10816 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22453 1 spike metal, ferrous Complete

22454 1 bolt metal, ferrous Bolt or screw fragment

22455 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

25Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-279E

13250 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13251 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small decorated pipe bowl fragment, human effigy 
(bearded human head with moustache likely a Turk's head)

22452 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-279E

5550 3 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

10800 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10801 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10802 1 unidentified plastic small, unidentified opaque fragment
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10803 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10804 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, grooved ring, two-part 
finish: distinct gap between shorter flattened upper part 
and taller flattened bottom

22449 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22450 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Narrow white ceramic hollow tube, ribbed lip, with dark 
green stenciled lettering: "(A) C." below lip; possible 
graphite rod inside hollow metal tube inserted inside; 
object is encased in corroded metal; may be identifiable

22451 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Metal tubes / rods, very corroded fragments

15Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: 384

Unit: 706N-280E

10835 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, light green glass fragment, embossed bands

22464 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-280E

5580 3 drainage pipe red earthenware small, drainage pipe fragments, brown glaze, partially 
exfoliated

10830 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10831 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22459 2 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank fragments

22460 4 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22461 3 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22462 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22463 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

23Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-280E

22458 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Wire or nail fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-280E

5578 5 flower pot terracotta small flower pot fragments

10825 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10826 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green base fragment, rounded

10827 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

10828 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13255 1 shell casing metal, cuprous small, hollow .22 shell casing fragment, corroded

10Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36
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Layer: 396

Unit: 706N-281E

13275 1 percussion cap metal, cuprous crushed fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 384

Unit: 706N-281E

10855 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22473 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Possibly wrought, fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 706N-281E

5600 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragment, brown glaze

10850 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22472 1 wire metal, ferrous Twisted fragment

3Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380

Unit: 706N-281E

5595 1 unidentified porcellaneous small unidentified base fragment, rounded, brown glaze, 
partially exfoliated

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-281E

5590 1 drainage pipe buff earthenware partially exfoliated drainage tile fragment

10845 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10846 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

13265 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

13266 2 bottle cap plastic plastic bottle cap fragment, brown colour, threaded interior

22470 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22471 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

20Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-281E

10840 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10841 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10842 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, grooved ring, two-part 
finish: distinct gap between shorter flattened upper part 
and taller flattened bottom

13260 1 key metal, cuprous modern style key, corroded

22467 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment, good condition

22468 1 spike metal, ferrous Fragment

22469 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-281E
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5585 2 blacking bottle stoneware small rim fragments, brown glaze on exterior

22465 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22466 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 45

Layer: 384

Unit: 706N-282E

5636 3 blacking bottle stoneware small blacking bottle body fragments, brown glaze on 
exterior

10890 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "_EW_"

10891 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22490 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

6Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 381

Unit: 706N-282E

10880 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10881 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
legend: "TORON"

10885 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

13290 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

22487 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22488 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22489 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 380

Unit: 706N-282E

22486 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 362

Unit: 706N-282E

5626 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small, drainage pipe fragment, black glaze, partially 
exfoliated

10865 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10866 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10867 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10868 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, side mould seams, short 
constricted neck

22482 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Large, thick, flat piece, rectangular shaped, one end is 
straight, the other angles in on two sides with blunt tip 
(may be broken)

22483 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22484 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22485 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-282E

5620 4 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragments, brown glaze on interior 
and exterior, partially exfoliated

10870 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10871 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, embossed swirls on exterior

10872 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragments

10873 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10874 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10875 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13280 5 unidentified porcellaneous unidentified porcelain fragments, rounded sides, brown 
glaze, likely part of lighting device

22477 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22478 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22479 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22480 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22481 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

29Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-282E

13285 1 unidentified porcellaneous unidentified porcelain fragment, rounded sides, brown 
glaze, likely part of lighting device

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-282E

5611 1 blacking bottle stoneware small body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

10860 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded, embossed 
lettering: "S"

10861 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10862 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

22474 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22475 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22476 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Large, fragment

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 66

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-283E

13295 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

13296 1 unidentified leather small, pierced leather fragment, weathered

22491 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Short stem with eye at one end and square or rectangular 
piece at other, may be identifiable

22492 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 301

Unit: 706N-283E

5640 1 drainage pipe red earthenware small drainage pipe fragment

10895 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10896 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 8

Layer: 379

Unit: 706N-284E

1405 1 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragment

20003 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

20004 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 376

Unit: 706N-284E

22500 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-284E

10915 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10916 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10917 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

10918 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

22496 1 wire metal, cuprous Fragment, good condition

22497 1 grommet metal, cuprous Grommet fragment

22498 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22499 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

27Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-284E

5650 2 insulator porcellaneous insulator knob fragments

10910 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10911 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10912 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

22494 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22495 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-284E

10905 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10906 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10907 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment, rounded

22493 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-284E

10900 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 53

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-285E

10920 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

13300 2 brick clay machine made, red earthenware brick, water struck, 
striations across width, blade trimmed, smooth edges, 
weathered

22501 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22502 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

12Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 12

Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-286E

10935 10 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10936 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10937 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10938 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

13305 2 unidentified leather black leather strings, possibly shoe laces

13306 1 shoulder title brass nearly complete WWI brass shoulder title, moulded 
"CANADA" (all members of the Canadian Expeditionary 
Force would wear the national CANADA title: 
http://www.rcasc.com/great_war_1914-
1918/metal_shoulder_titles_1914-1918)

22504 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head, round upper shank flattens to rectangular 
shank with blunt tip

22505 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very thick, solid rod / pipe portion, perforation at one 
end, may be hollow, very heavy, corroded

22506 1 strap loop metal, ferrous Small oval shaped hoop / ring with rectangular 
attachment, corroded

22507 5 chain link metal, ferrous Hoop / ring fragments

22508 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22509 1 unidentified metal, cuprous "T" shaped piece: small rectangular 'box', one end is open 
with looped wire inside; box has round hollow rod / tube 
attached , heavy for size, may be identifiable

35Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-286E

10930 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10931 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

22503 11 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -
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Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-286E

10925 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10926 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 51

Layer: 364

Unit: 706N-287E

10945 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

10946 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

22520 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head, possible round upper shank, narrows to 
rectangular shank with blunt tip

22521 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Large, complete

22523 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

9Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-287E

10940 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, rounded, side moulded seam, 
post plate seam

10941 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10942 6 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

10943 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

22515 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Rectangular piece, thick, one side is flat, the other has 
raised center with groove in between, 2 large perforations 
at both ends, may be a type of bracket

22516 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

22517 1 screw metal, ferrous Possible screw

22518 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Hoop / ring with protrusion from one end, corroded

22519 5 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22522 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

26Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-287E

22512 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Round post with encircling ring at midpoint, two 
rectangular 'legs' protrude out from base, may be 
identifiable

22513 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22514 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

7Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-287E

22510 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

22511 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

4Layer Sub-total -
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Unit Sub-total - 46

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-288E

5681 1 smoking pipe white ball clay smoking pipe bowl fragment

10955 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

13310 10 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

22529 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22530 17 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

38Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-288E

10950 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10951 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

10952 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment

10953 1 unidentified plastic small, red colour plastic fragment, rounded, moulded 
bands

22524 1 spike metal, ferrous Complete spike, with partial bolt or screw attached by rust 
to top of head

22525 4 bolt metal, ferrous Fragments

22526 18 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22527 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22528 25 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

67Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 105

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-289E

22534 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Complete

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-289E

10962 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

10963 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragments, rounded

10964 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

13370 1 ring metal, white complete ring (likely aluminum), green glass inlay

22532 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22533 7 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

14Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-289E

10960 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

10961 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

13315 5 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, firing pin, heavily 
corroded

22531 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment
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8Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 23

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-290E

22535 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

22536 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 5

Layer: 359

Unit: 706N-291E

10995 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

10996 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10997 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

22549 6 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 354

Unit: 706N-291E

10990 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

10991 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment

22543 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Very long and thin bar / rod, round shank, one end has 
spherical shaped top, the other end may be threaded, 
approximately 1 m length

22544 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece, corroded

22545 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, lower is threaded, square nut 
attached

22546 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank

22547 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22548 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

12Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 353

Unit: 706N-291E

10980 9 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10981 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

10982 5 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10983 2 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

10984 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque rim fragment

10985 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

22541 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22542 10 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

34Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322/341

Unit: 706N-291E

10970 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded
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10971 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

10972 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

22539 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22540 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-291E

10965 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

10975 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

13375 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

22537 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22538 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

7Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 70

Layer: 341

Unit: 706N-292E

11001 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

11002 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments

11003 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11004 3 window glass glass colourless glass fragments

11005 25 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11006 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

13380 1 marble glass nearly complete glass marble, green colour body with 
white swirls, weathered

13381 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

22550 1 electrical wire metal, composite Insulated wire fragment, material may be rubber

22551 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular rod or bar, edges are slightly beveled so 
one side is narrower than other, heavy fragment

22552 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22553 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22554 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, may be threaded

22555 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment

22556 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

58Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-292E

22557 2 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 60

Layer: 341

Unit: 706N-293E

22558 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, complete

22559 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22560 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous
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4Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 4

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-294E

11015 1 window glass glass colourless glass fragment

13385 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing fragment, fire pin, corroded

22561 2 unidentified metal, cuprous Very thin and fragile, unidentified fragments

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-294E

11010 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

2Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 6

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-295E

5750 2 chamber pot yellow ware chamber pot rim fragment, white factory slip band on edge

5751 1 blacking bottle stoneware small blacking bottle fragment, brown glaze on exterior

11020 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11021 18 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

13390 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

13391 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

13392 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13393 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed "T"

22562 2 connector metal, composite Connector, semi-circular fragments, flat rim with serrated 
lip and external thread, one piece is twisted and bent, 
identifiable

22563 2 spike metal, ferrous Spike or very large nail, wrought, complete

22564 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

22565 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

36Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 36

Layer: 325

Unit: 706N-296E

7635 23 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

7636 10 container, unidentifiable glass colourless body fragments, rounded

11050 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11055 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

13415 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13416 1 button bone bone button fragment, 4 holes, polished

13420 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

20762 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

20763 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragment

22578 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment

22579 1 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragment
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22580 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

46Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-296E

5774 1 unidentified porcellaneous ware small base fragment, possibly a vase

5780 3 blacking bottle stoneware small blacking bottle fragments, brown glaze on exterior

5819 1 blacking bottle stoneware robust body fragment, brown glaze on exterior

5825 1 unidentified red earthenware small unidentified fragment, slightly rounded and 
elongated, black glaze on interior and exterior, burned

5832 19 chamber pot yellow ware misc. chamber pot fragments, blue and white bands with 
mocha motif on exterior

11025 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11026 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11027 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11028 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11029 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

11030 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11031 4 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments, two-part finish: flat lip, 
rounded band

11032 2 container, liquor glass olive base fragment, rounded, push-up base, heavily 
covered in patina

11035 9 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11036 25 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11037 5 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, embossed lettering: 
"CITY DAIRY Co", "EM"

11038 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

11039 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, ruby red glass fragment

11040 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

11041 1 container, liquor glass olive green base fragment, solid push-up base, rounded

11042 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11043 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, forest green glass fragment, rounded, unidentified 
embossed letter

11044 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, completely covered in 
patina

11045 1 container, mineral water glass aqua colour glass fragment, blob top finish

13395 1 button pewter small undecorated pewter button, plain, flat, missing 
shank, heavily corroded

13400 17 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13401 7 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13405 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button, slightly weathered

13406 1 button metal, cuprous 4 hole metal button, concave centre

13407 1 button shell 4 hole shell button, white colour

13408 1 gunflint chert small light gray gunflint fragment, bevelled edges

13409 26 smoking pipe white ball clay undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13410 21 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

22566 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete
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22567 1 buckle metal, composite Rectangular

22568 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, with square nut attached, complete

22569 1 bolt metal, ferrous Round head and shank, with washer attached, complete

22570 1 spike metal, ferrous Spike or large nail, wrought, complete

22571 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

22572 6 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22573 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22574 5 spike metal, ferrous Spike or very large nail, wrought, complete

22575 7 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

22576 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Wire rod or nail fragment

22577 2 scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

227Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 273

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-297E

5889 1 smoking pipe white ball clay smoking pipe bowl fragment

11080 3 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11081 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

13440 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13441 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"MURRAY", "GLASGOW"

13442 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

22593 2 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

16Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-297E

5870 1 blacking bottle stoneware small blacking bottle body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior

5880 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass rim fragment

5881 21 chamber pot yellow ware misc. chamber pot fragments, blue and white factory slip 
bands with mocha motif, carinated shoulder

11060 32 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded, ring-neck tapered 
collar

11065 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11070 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11071 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment

11072 3 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragments, embossed lettering: 
"ANED RETURN"

11073 7 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11074 16 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11075 14 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13425 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragments, impressed ribs

13426 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe bowl fragment, incised dotted motif on exterior of 
rim, impressed crown with letter "L"

13427 7 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments, partially corroded

13428 5 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments
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13429 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"GLASGOW", "W. WHITE"

13430 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

13435 1 cork cork small cork fragment, weathered

13436 2 shoe fragment leather two shoe fragments, one is complete and one is 
fragmentary

22581 1 unidentified metal, composite Indeterminate disk

22582 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet fragment

22583 2 wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22584 1 bolt metal, ferrous Threaded shank with hexagonal nut attached

22585 4 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22586 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22587 3 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Fragments

22588 29 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22589 12 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

22590 1 fitting metal, ferrous Semi-circular, funnel-like fragment, very small

22591 2 solder metal, composite Rolled tubular  soder fragments

22592 54 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

233Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 249

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-298E

11095 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13460 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

13465 1 button bone 4 hole bone button, grooved band

22601 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-298E

11085 32 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11086 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

11087 5 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11088 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, solarised glass fragment, rounded

11089 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour base fragment, rounded

11090 1 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragment, prescription finish

11091 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, ground lip

11092 8 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

13445 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13446 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"MONTREAL", "ANNER"

13448 8 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13449 5 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragments, brown glaze

13450 10 smoking pipe white ball clay partially reconstructed pipe bowl, undecorated

13455 1 button bone 4 hole bone button, weathered

22594 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Tubular rod with large threads on exterior, fragment
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22595 1 unidentified metal, cuprous Thick and flat, rectangular with curved 'hook' at one end

22596 1 bolt metal, ferrous Disc shaped head, grooved or pinched in center, shank is 
threaded

22597 2 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22598 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22599 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22600 28 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

128Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 132

Layer: 334

Unit: 706N-299E

6037 1 blacking bottle stoneware small, blacking bottle body fragment, brown glaze on 
exterior

11115 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

13480 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22607 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

13Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-299E

11100 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded

11101 1 container, milk glass solarised milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible around 
the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

12360 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, unidentified pipe stem fragment

4Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-299E

11105 16 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11106 10 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11107 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11108 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, moulded rib motif

11109 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, ground lip

13470 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13475 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow shotgun shell casing, fire pin, corroded

13476 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, corroded

22602 1 incandescent light bulb metal, cuprous Flat light bulb base with wire inset inside moulded black 
glass

22603 1 solder metal, composite Small soder fragment with a flat end

22604 8 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22605 15 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22606 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Piece is roughly rectangular shaped, moulded, with two 
loops projecting from both sides, one with screw attached, 
may be identifiable

61Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 78
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Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-300E

11150 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11151 13 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13485 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .303 shell casing, firing pin, corroded

13490 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed ribs with leaf and 
vine motif

13495 1 button shell 4 hole shell button, white colour

13500 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13560 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, yellow colour glaze

22612 5 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

24Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-300E

11120 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11121 4 container, soft drink glass colourless base fragments, embossed lettering: 
"BOTTLED", "ER AUTHORITY", diamond, "9", 
WYNOLA CORP LTD"

11122 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragment, rounded

11123 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragment, crown finish

11124 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed repeating 
oval motif

11125 11 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

22608 1 bolt metal, ferrous Threaded shank with hexagonal nut attached

22609 1 wire metal, ferrous Twisted wire portion

22610 3 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

22611 3 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

31Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 55

Layer: 322

Unit: 706N-301E

11145 1 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragment

22623 4 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

5Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 706N-301E

11130 7 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11131 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded

11132 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, stippled surface

11133 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment

11134 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded lip

11135 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, embossed repeating oval 
motif

11140 3 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11141 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded
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11142 1 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragment, rounded

11143 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, embossed repeating 
oval motif

13505 1 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, partially corroded

22613 1 shell casing metal, composite .303 shell casing, almost complete, stamped with 
"DAC/C/IV"

22614 1 grommet metal, composite Grommet, complete

22615 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought spike, complete, heavy corrosion around head

22616 3 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22617 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22618 1 lead scrap lead Rectangular piece, roughly cut edges, heavy for size, very 
good condition

22619 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

22620 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22621 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22622 1 horse shoe metal, ferrous Complete

70Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 75

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-296E

6106 1 chamber pot yellow ware chamber pot handle fragment, yellow ware

11155 22 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11156 27 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11157 4 container, unidentifiable glass aqua colour glass fragments

11158 6 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11159 1 unidentified glass small, milk glass fragment

11160 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, medium sapphire blue colour glass fragment, 
weathered

11161 4 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed lettering: 
"LO"; "WHEN"; "2", "W"

11162 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, rounded, ground lip

11163 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

13510 1 marble clay complete marble, mottled brown colour, small hole

13511 10 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13512 4 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13513 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragments, impressed ribs

13514 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragments, impressed lettering: 
"HENDERSONS", "MONTREAL"; "GLASG", "UGAL"

22624 1 buckle metal, cuprous Rectangular

22625 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, large square head and partial shank

22626 1 nut metal, ferrous Large and thick square, may be perforated, likely a nut

22627 1 bolt metal, ferrous Large square with round shank, may be nut and bolt 
portion

22628 2 screw metal, ferrous Fragments

22629 6 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22630 5 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments
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22631 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22632 27 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

136Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 136

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-297E

6116 1 unidentified porcellaneous ware small, unidentified rim fragment, slightly rounded, 
scalloped moulding on interior

6125 12 chamber pot yellow ware small, chamber pot fragments, white with blue mocha 
motif on exterior

11165 15 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded

11166 27 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11167 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11168 1 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragment, moulded bands, round

11169 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11170 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11171 2 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

11172 2 insulator glass aqua colour glass insulator fragments, unidentified 
embossed motif

11175 21 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11176 6 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11177 7 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11178 1 container, milk glass colourless milk bottle fragment, mould seam visible 
around the outside diameter of the finish, capseat ledge

11179 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, opaque glass fragment

11180 2 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11181 2 unidentified glass small, amber colour glass fragment

11182 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, forest green glass fragments

13520 1 gunflint chert small light gray gunflint fragment, bevelled edges

13521 18 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13522 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe bowl fragment, impressed "D"

13523 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragment, impressed ribs

13524 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

13525 3 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13526 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe stem fragment, brown glaze

22633 6 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Wrought or cut fragments

22634 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Complete

22635 14 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22636 6 unidentified metal, ferrous

22637 1 unidentified metal, composite Hollow tube fragment, thin and delicate

22638 1 strapping metal, cuprous Thin and narrow strapping fragment

22639 1 lead scrap lead Solid tubular rod, very rough and uneven

22640 1 strapping metal, ferrous Bent and folded, perforated fragment
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22641 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and thin rectangular piece, one end is bent up and 
outwards with two perforations at end, the other end is 
curled inward, similar to a strap hinge, identifiable

22642 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, spike or large nail, complete

22643 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Long and narrow piece, very uneven, may have triangular 
profile

22644 1 wire metal, ferrous Twisted wire fragment

22645 1 unidentified metal, ferrous Thick rectangular piece, lip / raised edge on one side, 
possible perforation

22646 1 screw metal, ferrous Complete

22647 6 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

22648 10 horse shoe nail metal, ferrous Fragments

22649 11 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22650 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22651 5 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

216Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 216

Layer: 322

Unit: 707N-298E

5915 2 chamber pot yellow ware large, chamber pot base fragment

11195 8 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11196 7 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragments, rounded

11197 5 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

13535 5 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13536 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, pipe bowl fragment, impressed lettering: "D"

13537 5 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13538 1 smoking pipe white ball clay pipe stem fragment, impressed lettering: 
"HENDERSON'S", "MONTREAL"

13539 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

13540 1 smoking pipe white ball clay nearly complete pipe, impressed "TD" on bowl, 
"MCDOUGALL" AND "GLASGOW"  on stem

22654 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, bent tip, "J" shaped, complete

22655 1 spike metal, ferrous Spike or bolt, square shank tapers to blunt tip

22656 2 unidentified metal, ferrous Thin and flat, cut out pattern along one edge, small 
fragments

22657 1 spoon, other metal, composite Possible spoon bowl and stem fragment, metal appears 
layered, may be burnt

22658 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Large, complete

22659 10 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments

22660 9 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22661 9 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

70Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-298E

11185 11 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments
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11186 2 container, unidentifiable glass colourless glass fragments, rounded, embossed legend: 
"_ITED"; "DA_"

11187 15 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11188 4 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11189 1 unidentified glass small, opaque glass fragment

11190 2 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, stippled 
surface

13530 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13531 1 button glass black colour glass button, concaved centre, 2 holes on base

22652 10 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragments

22653 4 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

51Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 121

Layer: 322

Unit: 707N-299E

13550 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

1Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-299E

5941 4 chamber pot yellow ware small body fragments, yellow glaze, partially exfoliated

11200 2 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11201 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11202 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11203 1 container, unidentifiable glass colourless base fragment, rounded, stippled surface, 
embossed legend: "II FL._", "ERED"

11204 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded, stippled 
surface

13545 1 button metal, white small undecorated pewter button, plain, flat, missing 
shank, heavily corroded

13546 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

22662 1 shell casing metal, cuprous .22 shell casing portion

22663 2 scrap metal, cuprous Scrap

22664 1 spike metal, ferrous Wrought, complete

22665 1 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Complete

22666 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Possibly wire, fragment

23Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 24

Layer: 322

Unit: 707N-300E

11220 26 container, liquor glass olive green glass fragments, rounded

11221 3 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments

11222 1 unidentified glass small, colourless glass fragment

13565 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragments

13566 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

22673 2 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments
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22674 1 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragment

22675 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

39Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-300E

11211 4 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11212 1 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragment, rounded

11213 3 light bulb glass small, colourless glass fragments, rounded

11214 11 light bulb glass small, yellow stained glass fragments, rounded

11215 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, colourless glass fragment, unidentified embossed 
motif

11216 2 container, liquor glass small, amber colour glass fragments, rounded

11217 1 unidentified glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, thermally altered

13555 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragment

13556 3 shell casing metal, cuprous hollow .22 shell casing, corroded

13557 1 button ceramic 4 hole proser button

13558 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe bowl fragment

22667 1 lock metal, composite Padlock, key inserts into base, rectangular body with 
rounded sides, decorative plating with raised capital 
lettering: "BUTT - IN" on both sides, upper bar is 
completely corroded, complete

22668 1 shell casing metal, composite Shotgun shell casing fragment

22669 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22670 1 nail, machine cut metal, ferrous Fragment

22671 9 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22672 1 scrap metal, ferrous Scrap

43Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 82

Layer: 322

Unit: 707N-301E

11235 4 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13575 4 unidentified rubber misc. rubber fragments

8Layer Sub-total -

Layer: 321

Unit: 707N-301E

11225 4 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11226 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

11227 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, sprite green glass fragments, rounded

11228 1 container, unidentifiable glass small, aqua colour glass fragment, rounded

11229 7 light bulb glass small, yellow stained glass fragments, burned, rounded

13570 4 shell casing metal, cuprous small .22 shell casings, partially corroded

13571 1 solder metal, composite Short cylindrical piece of soder

22676 1 solder metal, composite Tiny soder rod.

22677 1 screw metal, ferrous Fragment

22678 7 nail, hand-wrought metal, ferrous Fragments
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22679 8 nail, wire metal, ferrous Fragments

22680 2 nail, indeterminate metal, ferrous Fragments

39Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 47

Layer: 322

Unit: 709N-290E

11240 22 window glass glass aqua colour glass fragments

11241 2 container, liquor glass small, olive green glass fragments, rounded

13580 2 smoking pipe white ball clay small, undecorated pipe stem fragments

13581 1 smoking pipe white ball clay small pipe bowl fragment, Masonic pipe: impressed star 
and diamond shape

27Layer Sub-total -

Unit Sub-total - 27

25197Grand Total -
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Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F3 698‐270 389 1 1

F4 698‐270 390 1 1

F5 698‐275 390 1 1

F6 698‐277 391 3 3

F7 698‐278 354 1 4 5

F8 698‐278 390 4 4

F9 698‐278 391 11 3 14

F10 698‐280 322 1 1

F11 698‐280 354 4 1 5

F12 698‐280 354 1 1

F13 698‐280 362 5 5

F14 698‐281 354 13 13

F15 698‐281 354 3 3

F16 698‐283 322 1 1

F17 698‐284 322 2 2

F18 698‐285 322 3 3

F19 698‐285 322 1 1

F20 698‐286 321 1 1

F21 698‐286 322 1 1

F22 698‐287 321 5 5

F23 698‐287 322 4 4

F24 698‐289 322 1 1

F25 699‐247 391 4 4

F26 699‐269 390 1 1

F27 699‐269 403 2 2

F28 699‐270 301 1 1

F29 699‐270 389 1 1

F30 699‐270 391 2 2

F31 699‐271 301 1 1

F32 699‐271 390 1 1

F33 699‐271 391 4 4

F34 699‐272 389 2 2

F35 699‐272 390 1 1

F36 699‐273 389 1 1 2

F37 699‐275 301 2 2

F38 699‐275 408 1 1 2

F39 699‐277 362 2 2

F40 699‐277 408 6 6

F41 699‐278 362 3 3

F42 699‐278 385 1 1

F43 699‐279 354 1 1 2

F44 699‐279 362 4 4

F45 699‐280 354 6 6

F46 699‐280 385 1 1

F47 699‐281 354 1 1

F48 699‐282 354 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F49 699‐282 354 1 1

F50 699‐283 345 1 1

F51 699‐284 322 1 1

F52 699‐284 345 1 1

F53 699‐285 322 1 1

F54 699‐285 354 1 1

F55 699‐286 321 4 4

F56 699‐286 322 2 2

F57 699‐287 322 9 1 2 12

F58 699‐288 322 18 4 22

F59 699‐289 321 11 1 1 13

F60 699‐289 322 10 10

F61 699‐290 321 2 2

F62 699‐290 322 13 1 1 15

F63 699‐291 321 1 1

F64 699‐291 322 13 1 14

F65 699‐292 322 4 1 5

F66 699‐294 321 2 2

F67 699‐294 322 2 1 1 4

F68 699‐295 322 1 1

F69 699‐297 321 1 1 2

F70 699‐298 322 3 1 4

F71 699‐299 322 4 4

F72 699‐300 321 7 1 8

F73 699‐300 322 2 7 9

F74 699‐301 321 6 10 16

F75 699‐301 321 15 2 17

F76 699‐301 322 1 1

F77 700‐270 301 2 2 4

F78 700‐271 301 1 1

F79 700‐271 389 4 4

F80 700‐272 390 3 3

F81 700‐273 389 1 1

F82 700‐273 390 4 4

F83 700‐274 390 3 3

F84 700‐276 362 2 2

F85 700‐276 385 3 3

F86 700‐277 301 2 2

F87 700‐277 362 1 1

F88 700‐277 385 1 1

F89 700‐279 362 2 2

F90 700‐279 385 4 4

F91 700‐279 385 4 4

F92 700‐279 398 4 4

F93 700‐280 322 2 2

F94 700‐280 354 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F95 700‐280 362 2 2

F96 700‐280 385 2 2

F97 700‐281 359 1 1

F98 700‐281 385 3 3

F99 700‐282 354 1 1

F100 700‐283 344 4 4

F101 700‐283 354 1 1

F102 700‐284 322 1 1

F103 700‐284 354 4 4

F104 700‐285 354 1 1

F105 700‐286 321 1 1

F106 700‐286 322 1 1

F107 700‐287 321 3 3

F108 700‐287 322 4 4

F109 700‐288 322 6 6

F110 700‐289 321 13 13

F111 700‐289 322 1 2 3

F112 700‐289 322 11 11

F113 700‐290 322 6 6

F114 700‐291 322 1 1

F115 700‐293 322 1 1

F116 700‐295 321 3 3

F117 700‐296 321 1 1 2

F118 700‐296 321 1 1

F119 700‐300 321 13 19 32

F120 700‐300 322 1 1

F121 700‐301 321 10 5 15

F122 700‐301 322 35 2 22 59

F123 700‐301 322 3 76 79

F124 700‐319 309 6 6

F125 700‐319 309 10 10

F126 700‐322 316 35 2 37

F2 700‐322 316 2 5 7

F127 700‐325 316 15 1 1 17

F128 700‐325 316 20 2 54 76

F129 701‐270 301 3 3

F130 701‐270 389 2 2

F131 701‐270 391 2 2

F132 701‐271 301 2 2

F133 701‐271 391 3 3

F134 701‐272 391 5 5

F135 701‐273 390 2 2

F136 701‐273 391 16 16

F137 701‐274 301 1 1

F138 701‐275 385 2 2

F139 701‐277 301 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F140 701‐277 362 3 3

F141 701‐277 385 1 1

F142 701‐278 362 1 1 2

F143 701‐279 362 2 1 3

F144 701‐279 384 3 3

F145 701‐280 301 2 2

F146 701‐280 362 1 1

F147 701‐280 385 2 2

F148 701‐281 385 2 2

F149 701‐282 301 1 1

F150 701‐283 344 3 3

F151 701‐284 322 2 2

F152 701‐284 354 8 8

F153 701‐284 362 2 2

F154 701‐285 322 2 2

F155 701‐285 354 3 3

F156 701‐285 362 1 1

F157 701‐286 322 4 4

F158 701‐286 322 1 1

F159 701‐287 321 2 2

F160 701‐287 322 9 9

F161 701‐288 321 1 1

F162 701‐289 321 1 1

F163 701‐289 322 14 1 15

F164 701‐290 322 2 2 4

F165 701‐290 322 6 6

F166 701‐291 321 3 3

F167 701‐292 322 2 2

F168 701‐296 321 1 1

F169 701‐297 321 4 4

F170 701‐297 322 2 2

F171 701‐298 321 1 1

F172 701‐298 322 1 1 2

F173 701‐299 321 2 2

F174 701‐299 322 2 1 2 5

F175 701‐300 321 5 1 6

F176 701‐300 322 12 3 30 45

F177 701‐301 321 5 3 8

F178 701‐301 322 26 66 92

F179 701‐301 332 3 23 26

F180 701‐301 332 1 4 5

F181 701‐301 332 4 4

F182 702‐269 389 6 6

F183 702‐269 390 1 1

F184 702‐269 391 6 6

F185 702‐270 391 15 15



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F186 702‐271 390 1 1

F187 702‐271 440 6 6

F188 702‐272 390 1 1

F189 702‐272 391 1 1

F190 702‐273 301 2 6 8

F191 702‐273 389 4 4

F192 702‐273 391 2 2

F193 702‐274 362 2 2

F194 702‐275 301 2 2

F195 702‐275 362 1 2 3

F196 702‐275 393 1 1

F197 702‐276 301 1 1 2

F198 702‐276 362 3 1 4

F199 702‐276 385 3 3

F200 702‐277 362 4 1 5

F201 702‐277 385 4 4

F202 702‐277 393 1 1

F203 702‐278 322 3 3

F204 702‐278 322 2 2

F205 702‐279 380, 32 3 3

F206 702‐279 322 1 1

F207 702‐279 384 1 1

F208 702‐280 301 2 2

F209 702‐280 362 1 1

F210 702‐280 384 1 1

F211 702‐281 301 1 1

F212 702‐281 381 1 1

F213 702‐281 385 2 2

F214 702‐282 354 1 1

F215 702‐283 322 1 1

F216 702‐283 354 1 1

F217 702‐284 354 5 5

F218 702‐285 353 1 1

F219 702‐286 322 1 1

F220 702‐286 353 1 1

F221 702‐287 322 1 1

F222 702‐288 322 1 1

F223 702‐288 322 1 1

F224 702‐289 322 1 1

F225 702‐290 322 3 3

F226 702‐290 321 21 21

F227 702‐291 322 1 2 3

F228 702‐291 322 2 1 3

F229 702‐292 322 2 2

F230 702‐293 322 2 1 2 5

F231 702‐294 321 6 6



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F232 702‐296 322 1 1

F233 702‐297 322 1 1

F234 702‐299 321 1 3 4

F235 702‐299 322 1 1

F236 702‐300 321 3 2 5

F237 702‐300 322 21 51 72

F240

702‐300,  

702‐301,  

703‐300,  

703‐301 327 50 210 260

F238 702‐301 321 17 5 22

F239 702‐301 322 42 81 123

F241 703‐256 362 2 2 4

F242 703‐269 301 2 2

F243 703‐269 390 14 14

F244 703‐269 391 3 3

F245 703‐270 389 1 1

F246 703‐271 389 1 1

F247 703‐271 391 1 1

F248 703‐271 443 2 2

F249 703‐273 301 1 1

F250 703‐273 390 1 1

F251 703‐274 322 4 4

F252 703‐275 322 2 2

F253 703‐275 362 7 7

F254 703‐276 301 1 1

F255 703‐276 385 3 3

F256 703‐277 362 1 1

F257 703‐277 385 3 3

F258 703‐277 393 2 2

F259 703‐278 301 3 3

F260 703‐278 393 10 10

F261 703‐279 322 5 5

F262 703‐279 362 1 1

F263 703‐279 384 1 1

F264 703‐280 301 1 1

F265 703‐281 301 1 1

F266 703‐281 381 1 1

F267 703‐281 381 2 2

F268 703‐282 381 7 7

F269 703‐282 384 4 4

F270 703‐285 322 1 1

F271 703‐286 322 1 1

F272 703‐286 354 2 2

F273 703‐286 362 2 2

F274 703‐287 322 1 1



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F275 703‐287 354 1 1

F276 703‐288 322 2 2

F277 703‐289 322 3 3

F278 703‐289 354 1 1

F279 703‐290 322 8 8

F280 703‐290 350 1 1

F281 703‐291 350 1 1

F282 703‐291 322 2 2

F283 703‐291 322 2 2

F284 703‐292 322 2 2

F285 703‐293 322 5 1 6

F286 703‐294 322 2 1 3

F287 703‐294 321 6 6

F288 703‐295 321 1 1

F289 703‐295 322 3 3

F290 703‐297 321 2 2

F291 703‐299 321 1 1 2

F292 703‐299 322 2 2

F293 703‐300 321 1 1

F294 703‐300 322 12 1 63 76

F295 703‐301 321 12 1 2 15

F296 703‐301 322 23 30 53

F297 704‐269 301 1 1

F298 704‐269 391 4 4

F299 704‐270 389 1 1

F300 704‐270 390 1 1

F301 704‐270 391 3 3

F302 704‐271 390 1 1

F303 704‐271 391 1 1

F304 704‐272 390 8 8

F305 704‐272 391 1 1

F306 704‐273 301 1 1

F307 704‐273 362 1 1

F308 704‐274 322 2 2

F309 704‐274 362 1 1

F310 704‐274 393 3 3

F311 704‐275 322 9 9

F312 704‐275 362 7 7

F313 704‐275 393 26 26

F314 704‐276 322 1 1

F315 704‐276 363 6 6

F316 704‐278 322 1 1

F317 704‐278 362 1 1

F318 704‐279 322 6 6

F319 704‐279 362 1 1

F320 704‐279 384 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F321 704‐280 301 1 1

F322 704‐280 362 3 3

F323 704‐280 384 1 1

F324 704‐281 301 3 3

F325 704‐281 381 8 1 9

F326 704‐281 381 1 1

F327 704‐282 322 1 1

F328 704‐282 381 3 3

F329 704‐283 354 1 1

F330 704‐283 362 2 2

F331 704‐284 322 2 2

F332 704‐285 354 5 5

F333 704‐286 354 1 1

F334 704‐287 322 1 1

F335 704‐287 354 3 3

F336 704‐288 322 1 1

F337 704‐288 354 8 8

F338 704‐289 322 3 3

F339 704‐289 354 3 3

F340 704‐290 321 1 1

F341 704‐290 350 4 1 5

F342 704‐290 350 1 1

F343 704‐291 322 30 30

F344 704‐291 322 20 1 21

F345 704‐291 350 9 5 14

F346 704‐291 350 7 7

F347 704‐291 350 3 3

F348 704‐291 350 1 1

F349 704‐292 341, 32 1 1

F350 704‐292 322 15 1 16

F351 704‐292 322 15 1 9 25

F352 704‐293 321 1 1

F353 704‐293 321 3 3

F354 704‐293 322 46 1 4 51

F355 704‐294 321 3 3

F356 704‐295 322 2 1 3

F357 704‐296 321 10 10

F358 704‐297 321 2 2

F359 704‐297 322 1 1 2

F360 704‐298 322 2 2

F361 704‐299 321 1 1

F362 704‐300 321 2 2 4

F363 704‐300 322 7 28 35

F364 704‐301 321 7 7

F365 704‐301 322 3 3

F366 704‐301 336 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F367 705‐270 390 3 3

F368 705‐271 389 4 4

F369 705‐272 301 1 1

F370 705‐273 301 1 1

F371 705‐273 362 6 6

F372 705‐274 393 6 6

F373 705‐275 322 17 17

F374 705‐275 362 2 2

F375 705‐275 393 1 2 3

F376 705‐276 362 4 1 5

F377 705‐276 393 4 4

F378 705‐277 362 1 1

F379 705‐277 393 1 1

F380 705‐278 362 2 2

F381 705‐278 393 1 1

F382 705‐279 359 3 1 4

F383 705‐279 362 2 2

F384 705‐279 394 1 1

F385 705‐280 301 1 1

F386 705‐280 322 2 2

F387 705‐280 362 2 2 4

F388 705‐280 384 2 2

F389 705‐281 301 1 1

F390 705‐281 381 15 15

F391 705‐281 384 4 4

F393 705‐282 374 3 3

F394 705‐282 381 4 4

F392

705‐282,  

705‐283,  

705‐284 379 4 4

F395 705‐283 322 1 1

F396 705‐283 354 2 2

F397 705‐284 359 2 2

F398 705‐285 322 1 1

F399 705‐285 354 4 4

F400 705‐286 321 2 2

F401 705‐286 354 1 1

F402 705‐287 322 1 1

F403 705‐287 353 2 2

F404 705‐287 359 1 1

F405 705‐288 322 1 1

F406 705‐288 353 4 4

F407 705‐288 359 2 2

F408 705‐289 322 4 4

F409 705‐289 354 4 4

F410 705‐290 321 1 1



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F411 705‐290 322 18 18

F412 705‐291 322 3 3

F413 705‐291 354 1 1

F414 705‐292 322 1 1

F415 705‐292 354 4 4

F416 705‐293 322 3 3

F417 705‐293 341 7 7

F418 705‐293 341 3 3

F419 705‐294 321 5 5

F420 705‐294 322 2 2

F421 705‐294 341 7 7

F422 705‐294 341 1 1

F423 705‐295 321 14 14

F424 705‐295 322 2 1 3

F425 705‐296 321 18 1 19

F426 705‐296 322 3 3

F427 705‐297 321 63 1 64

F428 705‐297 322 1 1

F429 705‐298 321 68 1 69

F430 705‐298 322 4 1 1 6

F431 705‐299 321 6 6

F432 705‐299 322 3 4 7

F433 705‐300 322 25 1 33 59

F434 705‐301 321 7 3 10

F435 705‐301 322 1 1

F436 706‐273 301 1 1

F437 706‐275 393 6 6

F438 706‐276 301 1 1

F439 706‐276 362 1 1

F440 706‐277 301 1 1

F441 706‐277 322 2 2

F442 706‐278 322 2 2

F443 706‐278 393 4 4

F444 706‐280 322 1 1

F445 706‐280 384 1 1

F446 706‐281 322 1 1

F447 706‐281 362 1 1

F448 706‐281 381 1 1

F449 706‐282 322 1 1

F450 706‐282 322 1 1

F451 706‐282 359 1 1

F452 706‐282 362 2 2

F453 706‐282 381 1 1

F1 706‐283 374 3 3

F454 706‐284 354 1 1

F455 706‐286 359 2 2



Cat. # Unit Lot Mammal Avian Fish  Shell Unidentified Burned Total #

F456 706‐287 354 5 5

F457 706‐288 322 1 1

F458 706‐288 354 14 1 1 16

F459 706‐289 353 1 1

F460 706‐291 322, 34 1 1

F461 706‐291 353 3 3

F462 706‐291 354 1 1

F463 706‐292 322 21 1 22

F464 706‐292 341 11 3 14

F465 706‐292 341 3 3

F466 706‐294 321 3 1 4

F467 706‐294 322 8 8

F468 706‐295 322 93 5 98

F469 706‐296 321 117 1 10 128

F470 706‐296 321 278 1 3 1 20 303

F471 706‐296 321 82 82

F472 706‐296 325 18 18

F473 706‐296 325 91 3 2 3 99

F474 706‐297 321 185 5 190

F475 706‐297 321 3 3

F476 706‐297 322 47 1 48

F477 706‐298 321 13 13

F478 706‐298 322 12 12

F479 706‐299 322 12 2 14

F480 706‐299 321 26 1 27

F481 706‐299 334 2 2 32 36

F482 706‐300 322 16 11 27

F483 706‐301 321 3 1 4

F484 706‐301 321 3 3

F485 707‐296 321 62 3 1 1 5 72

F486 707‐297 321 12 12

F487 707‐297 321 138 6 2 9 155

F488 707‐298 321 22 2 1 25

F489 707‐298 322 190 5 12 207

F490 707‐298 323 2 2

F491 707‐299 321 37 1 1 39

F492 707‐299 322 6 1 7

F493 707‐300 322 42 1 11 54

F494 707‐301 321 1 1

F495 707‐301 322 1 1



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Fort York Visitors’ Centre (AjGu-26) Lithic Inventory 

 



Cat # Layer Unit Qty Type Material Retouch/Utilized Comments
L1 Lot 321 699-289 1 Shatter Onondaga
L2 Lot 321 704-296 1 Shatter Onondaga
L3 Lot 321 704-280 1 Shatter Onondaga distal flake frag.
L4 Lot 321 704-300 1 Shatter Kettle point distal flake frag.
L5 Lot 321 705-281 1 Shatter Onondaga Yes distal flake frag. w dorsal, lateral retouch
L6 Lot 322 706-281 1 Shatter Bois blanc
L7 Lot 322 706-294 1 Secondary knapping flake Onondaga
L8 Lot 321 706-296 1 Shatter Onondaga
L9 Lot 321 707-297 1 Shatter Onondaga
L10 Lot 321 707-300 1 Shatter Lockport
L11 Lot 321 704-273 1 Shatter Onondaga
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